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pVERSIGHT OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, 1983

TUESDAY, OCTOBER ft, 1983

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE 0 EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES

OF TIT COM IITEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCE:',
Washington, D.C.

The subcommi met at 10:22 a.m., in room SD-430, Dirksen
Senate Office B ding, Senator Robert T. Stafford (chairman of the
subcommi esiding.

Present: tors Stafford, Pell, and Metzenbaum. t

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR STAFFORD

Senator STAFFORD. The Subcommittee pn Education, Arts and
Humanities will please come to order.

Today the 'Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities
convenor, the fifth of its oversight hearings on the Vocational Edu-
cation Act. The first four hearings, held last winter, focused respec-
tively on the Federal role in vocational education generally, on
public-private sector cooperation, the question of governance, and,
finally, on underserved populations.

This session will have a broader focus. In addition to reviewing
various issues in vocational eduCation research, the subcommittee
will delve into cooperative, or worksite, education and vocational
education in correctional institutions. This latter subjgct is of deep
personal interest to my colleague and predecessor as chairman of
this subcommittee, Senator Claiborne Pell.

The emphasis on vocational, research within programs of nation-
'al significance is well known. Therefore, a special panel has been
asked to present testimony on this topic and to recommend to this
subcommittee goals for further research policy. Also, because of the
controversy surrounding the recent contract award for the Nation-
al Center for Research in Vocational Education, special attention
will be paid to that issue this morning.

At this point, this Senator wants.to underscore to all interested
parties that vocational research is of larger impottance than any
one contract award or any one institution. Therefore, any determi-
nation by this subcommittee will be made with an eye toward'
maximizing research quality and its effect on vocational students.

It is the belief of this Senator that a major responsibility of the
Federal Governnient is to provide equality in and access to educa-
tion. Two of our witnesses are well known for their awareness of
the need for qtiality vocational education in correctional institu-
tions. In discussing educational opportunities for the incarcerated,

(1)
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they..will be speaking directly to a fundamental interestSof the Fed-
eral Government.

Final5,1 cooperative education offers much promise fa wedding
togethei) classroom instruction with worksite experience. As more
and more attention is given to public-private sector cooperation, c4
t,pertitikre education .offers real promise for improving vocational
training. Yet, there are many facets to building an effective cooper-
ative experience. Therefore, our two witnesses who will address
this issue will provide an important service for our deliberations.

And I am delighted that Senator Pell is here.
Senator; do you "; nn opening statement?

'Senator Pere.. Tk..t. ,,ou, Mr. Chairman. I do.
Thatik you for including the subject of correctional education in

today's agenda. For several years, the deplorable state of education
in.our Nation's prison 3 has been a very deep/concern toall of us.

I am appalled that we spend about $15,000 a year just to keep a
your* man in prison. That is more than it costs to send that same
youn4 man to Harvard, Yale, or any of our moreexpensive univer-
sities a year. Nationally, this amounts to over $8 billion each year.
And of that amount, less than 2 percent is spent on vocational edu-
cation and related programs. The other 98 percent is spent simply
on warehousing.

We spend an enormous amount of money just to keep a person in
prison. We spend almost nothing to rehabilitate that person. And
the result is a tragedy. We have a revolving prison door through
which a person leaves ill-equipped to become a respectable citizen,
and more often than not, quickly goei back to prison.

Upward of three-quarters, 75 percent of offenders released from
Prison each year will return to crime. And as many as half, 50 per-
cent, will return to prison within 1 'year.

This is a national disgrace, and one that we do have-the ability
to at least modify and change. Pending before us on the committee

S. 625, the Federal Correctional Education Assistance Act. It
would authorize $25 million a year for 8 years for grants to State
education agencies for education programs for criminal offenders
in correctional institutions.

Congressman John Conyers has introduced an identical bill, H.R.
3684, on the House side. I am particularly pleased that the Con-
gressman is here to testify this morning.

In--adtAtion, we have two witnesses whose experience and accom-
plishments in this field have brought well-deserved national recog-
nition, Rev, John Erwin, an ex-offender hipiself and former chap-
lain at the took County Jail. He will be accompanied by a longtime
friend of the committee, Dy. Lane Murray, superintendent of the
Windham School District in Huntsville, Tex. That is the correction-
al school district in Texas which enjoys the same rank and status
as any local school district in that State except' that its sole man-
date is to look after the educptional needs of the incarcerated.

I am hopeful, Mr. Chairman, that we will be able to work some
of these ideas into the legislation before us and into legislation that
will pass: I would also hope that the administration will show an
interest in this, as I belie've it does. I know Secretary Bell and
nave had several discussions on this matter. He personally realizes

2
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it is important, and I would hope that the administnition might
move in this direction.

Thank you, Mr. Chairnian.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very, much, Senator Pet.k.,
At this point, without objection, the Chair wants to place into

the record a statement by Senator Hatch, chairinan of the full com-
mittee, a lettei to Senator Quayle from Purdue University, and a
statement of Senator Christopher Dodd.

[The following were received for the record:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR HATCH

Senator HATCH. I qpnimend Senator Stafford for his commitment
to insuring a quality vocational education system and a strong re-
search base which car) be utilized by programs. Hearings such as
this will hopefully contribute toward a progressive and timely voca-
tional education reauthorization.

The need relevant research which is practical and deals with
innovative approaches to .current issues and curriculum develop-
ment is critical. No longer can we afford to have duplication of ef-
forte in the research field. 011ie cooperative effort to "invent the
wheel" is sufficient the dissemination of the results to all States
shopld then follow in an efficient and productive manner. We must
ask the' question at the Federal, State, and local levels how can we
improve research efforts to meet the challenges of providing a pro-
ductive, qualified work force

I express my appreciati( to the witnesses today for providing
testimony Which will be important as we deal with the reauthoriza-
tion of vocational edyation. As chairman of the full committee, I
am concerned that, we continue programs which have proven effec-
tive such as cooperative education and expand programs in areas
where there is an increasing need, correctional institutions as lin
example: Oooperative education is a viable link between the voca-
tional classroom and business and industry. It is essential that Con-
gress has data to support how these programs address pational pri-
°rifles, as well 'as, approaches to improve them.

QUESTIONS FOP. WITNESSF.S FROM SENATIPR HATCH
.

HON. JOHN CONYERS, JR.

1. Congressman Conyers. I urn sensitive to your cyncerns, yet / am also sensitive
to the number of students who are on waiting list to enroll in 'viable vocational
education programs, Without additional financial resources, hov can vocational edu-
cation be made available to the incarcerated?

PANEL IRESEARCH PANEL

1. A major challenge is effective dissemination of research findings and project
materials. What is the most effective method to solve this problem? Explain the
merits or liabilities of a regional structure as a solution to dissemination.

PANEL IITORRECTIONS/COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

I. What are creative ways ti)again support from the in iyate sector for cooperative
education progrants?

2. What are the characteristics of a quality cooperative education program? Are
there. established standards which are followed bpi majority of cooperative educa-
tion programs? (Provide examples),

olo
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Hon. 3. Danforth Quayle
Senate of The United States'
#524 Hart Senate Of fise Budding
Washington, 111,;-'20510

DearS'eriatOr Quayle:

As you are aware I served fur thirteen years as executive director of the Indiana
State Board of Vocational and Technical Eco:anon. I recently assumed a leader-
ship role at Purdue University, one which will permit me to draw upon my former
rolct while providing statewide leadership for technology education. During my
tenure as executive director, I had the honor dnd,responsibility of serving on the
boaa of directors of the National Assoudoun Of State Directors of Vocational
Education, and the National Vocational Education Professional Development
Consortium, Inc. Additionally, I served as secretary, vice-president, and president
of loth organizations. For the past three years I chaired the Association's task
force on federal legislation, Having served in these various capacities, I feel
qualified to speak with credibility for myself, other directors and related groups
to a variety of condition% and concerns which affect vocational and technical

education both in Indiana and the Nation at large. I would like to concern my
comments for the moment.with tt4 research and development enterprise specific
to vocational education in the United States. I would ask at the outset that you
submit my remarks as part of the record to the Senate sub-comniittee hearings
on vocational education research and development w,hicli I understand arc scheduled
for October 18, 1983.

STATEWIDE TECHNOLOGY
SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY

October 1,1, 1983

For the past eighteen years the capacity of vocational and technical education
across the United States has been greatly enhanced by "le work of an institution
which operates as the nation's locus of research and de' "nrnent related to the
interplay between education and employment. Six yez 'tat institution was
designated A% the National Center for liesearc.. . ational Education
although it had fulfilled thit role de facto for several years previous to this desig-
nation.

,

The employment related education and training enterprise in the Unitell States is
large and complex. The multifaceted problems arid challenges it addresses are
,critical to the economic: stabili.y and growth of the Nation and the welfare of its
citizens. Such responsOility requires a strong, well-equipped, and centralized capac-
ity to fulfill those research and development requirements that can contribute to
the deveidpment of a well trained, productive work force and a healthy economy.

OFFICE OF THE DEAN
South Campus Courts A
West Lafayette., Indiana 47907

9 dES1 COPY 1,..,,P;it.,fidLE
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From my perspective this capacity exists in the form of the National Center for
Research ui Voc ational Education, located at Tiw Ohio State University in Col-
umbus, Ohio. I find that organization to be proactive, responsive, and credible.
It performs work of high quality both efficiently, and effectively. One of the
salient attributes w.nci I enhances the National Center's responsiveness is the cen-
trail-m.1'4min' of its operation. \:c1s1 centralized research and development agency,
its role bind functions are addressed in an exCeedingly cost-effective and articulated
fashion.. We in the states profit from the cross- fertilization and interface between
and among thi7 National Center's destgnated functions. Those functions include:
applied research, development, planning, evaluation, dissemination and utilization,
leadership development, and clearinghouse responsibilities as well. I strongly urge
that the centralized lea turn of this research and development organization be pro-
tected. Otherwise the lull range of benefits available to the various states and
local districts will be fragmented and dommsoed at a time in our history. when
they are most needed.

The range of benefits of which I .'peak are indeed worth,' of note. For example,
( ailed upon the National Center'. expertise in planning and evaluation to assist

toe in formulating recommendations to the governor as to the role of vactmnal-
technical edui atm(' in state educational and economic. development. The National
Center's leadership development function has assisted state and local agencies and
institutions in Indiana to better provide short term skill training for business and
industry. Further, the capacity of some of our ristitutions to establish advisory
and technical, cornfimttees and use them more effectively has been mr!reased through
ellorts of the National Center's leadership function. All the states have profited
bv the National Center's intisatives in fostering e conomic development. Its chs:-ern-
Ifkition and Will/anon syste... enablk ready access/to the latest inlorflijt1011 on

\''>4 vqtually any topic related to education and work. This engenders a sign:itcant
financial savings to the states as it serves to substantially reduce unnecessary duph-
c.atinti of effort, which otherwise would most likely occur.

Altborigh changing technology, economic development, entrepreneurship, and defense
preparedness are important areas inquiry and development at the National Center,
the organization continues to maintinn a visible leadership posture in areas of equity,
art ess, and sm.( rod needs populations. This has been of great benefit to the states
in their continued efforts to address these important areas of oucern.

I should licte that it has been.thy observation and experience that the relationships
between the National Center and state directors of vocational education, their
key stall, university/college ese,iri hers, and local administrators has been one
of healthy, positive tension, controctive criticism and advice. The executive dire( tar
of the National Center actively seeks candid inpift and "assessment from these r ou-

t stituerwies regarding ideas for future work, hues of inquiry, products. and services.
Litiorts to remain close to the "customer'. and their subsequent tiebacks into planning,
researt h, deselopmentrand leadership development is an important dimension of the
National Center's relationship with these grotivs, and is grounded upon menial trust
and t ontmous crntu al appraisal. An example of the reliant e on and conlidNu e placed
in the National Center by the Nation's leadership in von ational education, and an
expression, of the need fur its c spat it) is frnwd in the at tat hued letter and resolution
to Senator Crules, dated September 24, 1981.

4
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1. Danforth, Quayle
October II, 1983'
page threy

I call for continuing, relining, and strengthening our existing research and devel-
opment capacity In vcwatninal equCation. In so doing, I urge that the National
Center for Research in Vocational Education be funded in such a way that its
important work is lacilitated In vely marine: possible. It would seem reesonable
that a national research and development institution of any type have significant
discretion In choosing and following lines of inquiry it determines through research
and needs assessment activities. I would also suggest that it seems reasonable
that a national'research center be permitted to collect treat data it reqtnres'to
appropriately engage in research and development which is in the best interest
of the Nation, arid the states as well. 4

It has been my observation and it is my uniferstanding that the National Center
has been constrained to such an extent by Federal regulations and inordinate
review and audit intrusions that is has become Almost unpossible to maintain
with integrity a program of re-earth that employs even the basic, accepted
techniques and procedures for conducting social science research. In my Judg-
ment, these restric.:ons and intrustpns ought to be subject to ohtive scrutiny
and the situation alleviated without delay. As ant/example of the inordinate
review brought to bear on the National Center, I call your attention to the attached
resolutioP refers to an "evaluation" of the Minimal Center conducted by an agency ,
known as Technassociates; an "rvaluatin" which I undeestand did not include in
Its design either a visit to the Nation Center, interviews with any of its staff,
or contact with its "consumers ".

That facet of our profession that is concerned with employment related research
and dint:kyr:lent needs to be strengthened and permitted to !et on with the toe- -.
portant work that needs to he done. An important Federal role would he to
facilitate this process. I hope to n ontinue to benefit by and appropriately in-
fluenc the 'work of the National Center for Resear( In ui Vocational Education
and would ask the followingrecommeridations be seriously co4.siared:

-Continue to provide strong support for the National Center for Researt h
nrn Vocational Education at the Ohio State I ;niversity through a long term
grant form of proAteentent. rather than the contract mode

-Provide the National Center v.ith the list retion necessary to engage in
Imes of tnqutry it identifies as appropriate, and lit.C sary

-Permit the Yational Center to t one( t the data it must collet,t to fulfill
its research obligations with sr insegrity

-A,,sure thatall kiltiative% funded through dist rerionar} prop" t funds are
an extension of the National Center's fun( tion;., and activities and. or at
a minimum. are coordinated with those functions and actirties
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-Provide the National Center v.'ith the troetloin it must have to hilly
Congressional intent with regard to its mandated font note,

-Restore to tA National Cntrk., advisory 0 c oountl a state. directr eel

vhcational education as requested in the attached letter to Secretary
July 6, 1982 ,

As funding' availability for state and local vocational tlicatioi; program improvement
has bet onie. increasingly ;united in recent 'years, their is a heightened need for a
National Center that functions to provide programs, products and services that are
reswnsive both in terms of time and need to stole and local vocational education
program requirentem.

bst.

r

Sincerely,

It4 X
1,

In K. Gentry
evj DirerfOr Of Purdue

Statewide Technology

1.111.'d 1004iLitflkif
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Statement of Senator Christopher J. Dodd
Education Subcommittee Hearing
"Oversight of Vocational Education"
October 18, 19133

Re "ent surveys show that approximately $7 billion was spent

during the 1980-81 school year for various vocational education

programs. In addition, these same reports reveal that approximately

.16 million persons were enrolled in some type of voc ed course.

, For many of these students, voc ed is the, only targeted

preparation or training received before entering the job market.

Concern'and debate recently has accelerated over a wide range

of education programs 'and curricula in the nation's schools. The

debate, however, has been particularly intense in the areas of voc ed.

' Should more science and math courses be included in voc ed

programs? How much computer proficiency is required or desirable

for entry in today's job market? What kind of technological voc

ed programs are needed to develop those specific skills renuired

in today's changing high tech workplace? Are all students, regard-

less of gender, family income, race, national heritage or physical

capabilities, being given equal access and encouragement to oar-

ticipate in voc ed nrograms?

The national interest requires that business, education, aid

:',overnment leaders cooperate to identify and fulfill their appr o-

priate roles in answoxing these questions and in promoting relw*ant;.

quality voc education.

13
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the following are, in my opinion, some areas where leadership

by the federal government is appropriate.

programs designed for disadvantaged, handicapped and young people

with limited proficiency in the English language

- programs structured specifically for adults who need addition
.

training or retraining

- co-op education programs.

I would like to comment briefly on the necessity for a strong

federal role in some of these areas.

First, disadvantaged and limited English-proficient youth.

Demographic trend data show that at the same time the national

growth in population is declining the numbers of disadvantaged and

limiteu English proficient youth are increasing. Some of these

students are financially unable or academically unprepared to take

advantage of many post secondary liberal arts or highly specia.lized

programs. Federal support for voc ed programs for these students in

secondary and postsecondary institutions can provide them pith skills

needed for meaningful employment. In this context, therefore, federal

support for voc ed is an investment in the economic and social

future of the nation.

Second, special training and retraining adult programs. Many

/1 occupationally-displaced adults are a major part of the current 9.3%

unemployed persons. These individuals have good employment skills

in certain job areas. However, these skills have often become ob-

solete in today's technological marketplace. Voc ed, through special

IASI AVAILABLF 1 .4
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adult programs can assist these persons in developing new job

skills relevant to today's industrial needs. Special atult voc

ed can help these ambitious citizens make the transition from un-

employment and welfare rolls to productive jobs and company payrolls:

Third, co-op education. Educational institutions and in-

dustrial firms can work jointly, with necessary finanical assistance

Aom the federal government, to sponsor cooperative ed programs.

These programs provide opportunities for students to incorporate

&ermine work experience with study and gain specific technical

expertise while completing basic education requirements. This "hands-

On" practical experience coupled with fundamental academic preparation

can often provide the necessary link between theory and experience,

to prepare students for available industrial positions.

In addition, expertise gained as a result of voc ed has assisted

many persons in crossing previously segregated employment gender

lines. For example, women have become electricians and bricklayers

while more men are entering such areas as health, food and trans-

portation support service's.

Voc ed, in my opinion, will become even more important as

requirements for new and changing industrial positions increasingly

mandate workers make frequent professional transitions and job changes.

Voc ed is an excellent channel whereby workers can develop those

required job skills. Congress has an important responsibility to

provide leadership and support in keeping voc ed viable and available

to students of all ages. In doing so, we can enhance career

opportunities for many Americans and help ensure national economic

stability.

15
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Senator STAFFORD. Now, let me join Senator Pell, Mr. Conyers, in
welcoming you here at this point as our leadoff witness. We know
of your interest in this subject. We are grateful that you have been
willing to come over. And we apologize for the rollcall interrupting
our getting started. I think you will understand that.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN CONYERS, JR., A REPRESENTATIVE .

' IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Mr. CONYER4. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am very delighted
and honored to be here before you and Senator Pell, whose long-
standing concern 'for correctional education is similar to our own.
And I am very honored to be before this committee.

As the author of the Martin Luther King holiday bill, I am more
than generously inclined to wait as long as is necessa6 for the im-
portant activities that are pending on the Senate floor. I will be on
the Senate side quite awhile today.

But this is a very important subcommittee hearing, one that has
brought a great cheer to. many of our friends, particularly to Dr.
Osa Coffey, the executive director of the Correctional Education
Association, sits next to me here. She has alerted me to the
text of the 1981 report of the National Advisory Council on Voca-
tional Education vi hich you will recall recommended that Congress
include in the Vocational Education Act reauthorization, language
and policy assuring the access of correctional institutions to fund-
ing and services under all the provisions of the act, and additional
legislation that would upgrade and expand correctional educational
resources. We are proposing that the funds be administered by a
State agency rather than directly sent to correctional agencies, and
thikt,-the U.S. Dqpartment of Education establish an Office of Cchw--
rectional Education.

That idea has been turned into legislation. And it is our hope
that the bill Senator Pell has introduced, and that I have intro-
duced on the House with 35 of my colleagues, will have an inpact
on your subcommittee, sir.

You are very familiar with the fact that we would accomplish at
least several purposes by authorizing a fixed amount of money, $25
million annually, for a 3-year period for the implementation of a
number of correctional education programs with emphasis on voca-
tional education and training. That would also include basic educa-
tion, transitional services, such as counseling and .job placement,
and cooperative programs with privre industry for on-the-job
training.

The program with private industry would be administered by the
Secretary of Education. And the funds would be distributed to the
State agencies in all States.

So we come here, it seems to me, with a very clear mandate that
corresponds with a lot of our experience, by the way, on what
ought to be done in terms of getting correctional education to these
sorely neglected people in our population and in our country, some
600,000 inmates of Federal, State and local institutions, some 2 mil-
lion plus people who are at any given time under some form of t:o7-
rectional supervision. And so I would say that the Nation has a
great stake in the future of its inmate population since 95 percent

b
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of all inmates return to society within a few years, and.two-thirds
of th(released offenders, windup back in our jails and prisons.

And so what we are 'doing here today collectively is acknowledg-
ing that the objective of merely segregating offenders from society
and downplaying their future needs upon release is neither work-
able nor desirable. And so perhaps the time nas 'come under your
leadership for Congress to make a solid commitment to inmate re-
habilitation with the expectation, that upon release the great ma-
jority 'of inmates will have..acquired some skills and training and-
knowledge that will prepare them for employment upon their m-e lease. We know the profile of many of those who are incarcerated:

Poor, undereducated, lactcing in substantial skills, or work' experi-
ence. Forty-seven perceht are black. Sixty-three percent have never
finished high school. Nearly half were unemployed at the time bf
their arrest. And more than a few are learning disabled.

And yet correctional institutions offer very few opportunities for
their education and training, for the acquiring of marketable job
skills. Eight States and you will be hearing more about this
have created correctional school districts so that money can be
moved directly into those districts for those purposes.

And we have had a report from the Comptroller General of GAO
who stated that most States could' use Federal assistance programs
to help improve curriculum materials and implementattonof edu-
cation training programs in their correctional institutions. But,
more than that, we know that the Federal Government serves as a
focus to lead and direct the States in these activities. And I am
happy to join in with other leaders such as the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court, Chief Justice Burger, who has long championed
correctional education and has recently stated that without any
positive' change, inVilding learning marketable skills, a depressing
number of inmates will return to a life of crime after their releasb.
One small but practical positive step is the introduction of educa-
tional and vocational programs for all inmates.

And so the legislation that Senator Pell and I are sponsoring car-
ries out the recommendations of the National Advisory Council on
Vocational Education, and I think it is a very modest beginning.
And I. urge that the subcommittee consider under the means that
they regard as most appropriate to set-aside funds in the reauthor-
ized vocational educational bill that woulde mandated tor correc-
tional education in the jails and prisons of the country.

And I thank you for allowing me to begin the discussion on this
matter.

. [The prepared statement of Mr.,Conyers followsd

1?
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Testi!,onY of The Hon. JohoLCorlyers, Jr.
before the Senate Subc. on Education, Arts and Humanities

October 18 1983

The Need for Correctional Education

.3

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee) I am honored to

appear before you. today, along with the distinguished Executive'

Director of the Correctional Education Association, Dr. Osa

Coffey, as well as Dr. Lane Murray, the Association's President

and, Superintendent of the Windham Correctional Schlol District

in Texas, and Rev. John Erwin, founder of the pioneering

'Pace Program for correctional education.

It also is shy privilege to be the House sponsor of the Federal .

Correctional Education Assistance Act (H.R. 3684), designed and

first introduced In the Senate by our esteemed colleague, Senator

Claiborne Pell, to provide inmates with theutraining and education

necessary for them to lead productive lives in society.

All of us arc brought together out of a deep concern for a sorely

. neglected voup of Americans - -.the more than 600,000 inmates Of

Federal, State; and local. correctional institutionb' and the even

large-r group, estimated at 2.2 million individuals,'who are'at

any given time under some form of correctional supervision.

The Subcommittees on Crime and Criminal Justice that I have

chaired held a number of hearings in the past several years

on the relationship between crime and unemployment. The record

of these hearings has forcefully demonstrated the recurring

31-254 CY- 84 - 2
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slink between unemployment, the 'acts of job ekperience and
D

the absence of employable skills, on the one hand, and the

persistence and increase of criminal behavior, on the other.

The(failure, by and large, of Federal, State, and local govern-
,

ments and of correctional institutibns to make available to

inmates adequate correc$ional education figures'prominently

in this equation.

The nation has a great stake'in the future of its inmate popu-

lation since 95% of all inmates return to society after serving

an average sentence of to 3 years. Yet, tragically, some 60%

of released offendera.wind up back in the jails and prisons.

-2-

I am here to suggest that arelatively modest (ommitment of *

additional resources to train and educate inmates so that they
nw

would be employment ready upon releaseowould go a long,vay toward

their rehabilitation. In particulal, the mandating of 1ocational

education funds' for immates,'as part of the reautho zation of

the Vocational Education Act, also would reduce th tremendous

fiscal and social costs that accompany incarceration and recidi-

A
vism. These costs not only include the billions o dollars spent

to maintain and expand correctional facilities, but also the

costs of public assistance to inmate families and the costs

to society of the social disorder that criminal behavior generates.

At the present time, the correctional system, that embraces 561

State: prisons, 49 Federal facilities, 3,500 local jailr 2,600

juvenile retention centers, is costing in excess of $8 lion

anrivally. The rate of growth in the inmate population and in

correctiona4 expenditures is truly astounding. Yet what are we

getting for this spending?

19
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-Prison overcrowding is getting worse. Violence in our correctional

institutions, including an upsurgt in rioting, is on the rise

This past year alone 110 homicides and 138 suicides belie occurred

in the prisons. The overcrowding, combined with the inactivity

and boredom prevailing in most f&cilities, constitutes an explosive

condition.

The great majority of inmates are male,'poor, undereducated, and

lacking in any substantial job skills or work experience. Forty-

seven percent are black. Sixty-three perc.entnever finished

high school. Nearly halt were unemployed at the time of their

arrest. A majority are learning disabled.

For the most part, correctional institutions offer few opportun-

ities for education, job training, or building marketable skills.

Very few institutions offer transitional services that prepare

*inmates to re-enter society. On the average, the States spend

less than 52 of their correctional budguts on Inmate education.

As a result, less than ono -third of the inmate population is

engaged in educational programs-- most of which are meager at

best-- and only 12.52 are involved in vocational.programs.

As long as society refuses to define the goals of incarceration

in terms of rehabilitation, the existing condition can only

get worse. It is commonly acknowledged by correctional officials

that prisons today serve as little more than open classronms for

the propagation of criminal learning. What The Education Commission

of the States reported in 1976 holds true toeay: "It is obvious

that to the extent that offenders cannot use knowledge and skill
10

obtained from the normal society, they will ei;e knowledge and skill

obtained from deviant cultures to cope in whatever way they can."

e.
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The glaring gap between inmate needs and resourceA has 'not gone

unnoticed by. tie highestIranking law enforcement officialb in

the nation. Chief Justice Warren Burger has long championed

correctional education as "a common sense application of the

concept of society's collective self-interest." Two years ago,

in'response to the findings of the National Advisory Council

on Vocational Edu,Fation, Justice Burger warned: "Without any

positive change, including learning marketable job skills, a

depressing number (of inmates)... will return to a life of crime

after their release. One small but practical positive step...

its the introduction of mandatory educational ald vocational

programs for all inmates."

Numerous studiea have demonstrated that correctional education,

especially vocationally-oriented, leads to tangible,Hiositive

results. A study of inmate education in Texas, for example, found

that t;ie recidivism rate among offenders enrolled in an educational

program was half the rate among those who di participate.

A study of Virginia's Correctional Center fort Women found that

the recidivism rate diminished in relation to the extent of

training and education that inmates received. Whereas the general

inmate population in that institution had a repeater rate of

34%, ti . Inmates who had completed a business education program

had a rate of only 4Z. An Ohio study indicated that the longer

an inmate is involvedin education and training, the less likely

he or she will become a repeater. These studies emphasize he

importance of the quality and content of correctional eddc
11
tion.

Programs that offer inmates practical, marketable skills have

proved to bC the most successful. The National Center for Research

Li {WV. 11110014 'rat Oft
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in Vocational Education has idiptified the Somers Correctional

Institution in Connecticut as having one of the most successful

vocational education programs. Upon release 75% of its inmate

participants found employment. During their enrollment, mOtiva-

Lion and achievement dramatically improved.

4
The Federal Bureau of Prisons has developed a.well-organized

correctional education program that has shown high enrollment,

,positive Amate evaluation, and successful outcomes. Unfortunately,

few States have had either the disposieion or the resources to

develop programs on their own. A letter I rec ntly received from

Benjamcn Groomes, education director of,the State of FloriOa's

Correction4 Department, cogently summarizes the problem In

correctional education that has been cited in numerous other

communicatioits from state correctional officials. Groomes writes

in an October 5th letter: "Florida Correctional System is

prviently the third lAgest in the country. Approximately 68X

of those incarcerated do not possess a high school diploma with

more than 60% not having a marketable skill. While there have

been strong efforts by the Department to provide educational

services, we have been unable to acquire the level of resources

appropriate to the need."

The most effective correctional education system appears to

exist in only eight States that have created correctional

school districts and that are able directly to utilize federal

education assistance in their institutions. Even in these

States, however, correctional facilities are forced to compete

with the schools for scarce resources.

22
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Outsiee of these States, thin only substantial federal assistance\

oerives from,Ghapter 1 of the Educ'ation Consolddation and

Improvement Act of 1981 and the Education for Handicapped Children,
1

Act of 1977. The former only provides supplemental education funds 1,

for inmates under the age of 21. The latter basically provides only

diagnostic services for juvenile offenders.

In general, there are numerous obstacles in tire way of adequide

inmate,educatir.11 assistance. The VQcational Education Act

authorizes, but does not mandate, inmate edycation. There is k

no uniform definition or set of standards governing inmate

education. As a result, the National Advisory Council on

Vocational Education found that only 5 States provide comprehen-

sive and thorciugh vocational programs for inmates. The widespread

Jack of cooperation between State education agencies and correctional

facilities hampers' positive action. Correctional officials also

have difficulty dealing with the maze of rules and regulations

In federal assistance programs.

The few Federal programs that deal specifiaily with State

and local correctional facilities arc badly understaffedThe

National Institute of Corrections (NICrhas recently undertaken

a joint demonstrVt..i,on program with the Department of Education,

but has assigned only a single staff aide to correctional educa-

tion. N1C focuses its assistance on prison maintenance rather

than inmate education.

In 1979 the Lomptroller General reported to Congress that "most

States could use Federal assistance programs to help improve

curriculum materials and implementation of the education and

23
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I

,training programs in their correctional institutions," GAO

'recommended the targeting of %ocational Education Act assistance

for the development of sc eening and evaluation of ingrates'

educational needs, the creation of uniform curricula in correc-

tional education, and the prioritizing of vocational and on-the-

job training.

-7

In.its March, 1981 report, "Vocationil Education ) In Correctional .

Institutions," The National Advisory ricon Irocational

Education recommended tha Cbngress clud..T. in the YEA

reauthorization laomag and policy assuring correctional pro-

grams access to funding and services under all pr' Sect the

Act," b) that "Federal funds, either through the.VEA or additional

' legislation, should be made available to.upgrade and expand exist-

ing facilities and equipment us.44....4 correctional vocational

education," c) that "(such) ((Inds be administered by the state

education agency railer than sent directly to correctional

agencies," and d) that "the U.S. Department of Education should

establish an Office of Corrgctional Education."

I

The Federal Correctional Education Assistance Act would accomplish

these purposes. It authorizes $115 m44.114Aat annually for a three-

yearperiod for the implementation of a numbIr of correctional

education programs, wit an emphasis on vocational education

'

and training. It also wo Id inc1,10e basic education, transitional

services such as counselin1 and job plAcement,and cooperative

programs with private induirrel. for on-the-job training. The program

would be administered by the Secretary of. Education and funds'
A V
would be distributed to State educationagenciek in all States on

the basil of their inma4-populations. The bill would mandate

rt5., f l"'!---
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that the funds be spen t solely on inmate education and'this

4( mandate would be4Closely supervised by the Secretary. 1 am

pleased to report that in the relatively brief, Aime since the

bill's introduction, 34 Members of the House are sponsors,

including the
s
two chairmen of the SubcommitVteec under whose

juriadiceianthe legislation falls.

' While 1 am confident that support for this legislation will

continue to grow, it is sissential now to take steps to reverse

%he current situation it. our jails and prisons ana begin to

commit solid resources to State and local cor.ectional instiku-4

Lions for the training and education of inmates. Enough models

and tested programs nov exist to guide the. implepentation of

this federal program.

I urge the Subcommittee to consi.ier setting aside certain

funds for the sole purpose of correctional education, as it
0

undertakes reauthoriza tion of the Vocational Education Act.

It is time now to acknowledge that the goal of merely segregating

-8-

offenders from society and ignoring their future needs upon release

is °neither viable nor desirable. It is time for Congress to make
4

a solid commitment to inmate rehabilitation with the expectation

that upon release the great majority of inmates will have acquired

the skills, training and knowledge that will permit them to
o'

. be gainfully employed all, to lead productiAe lives in society.

4) ip
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Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very mtic'1, Congressman Conyers.
We appreciate your coming I said earlier.

I find what you. have ,pro appropriate to our consideration
when we begin actually rewriting to the extent we do the Vocation-
al Education Act.

I do not have a question.
Do you, Senator Pell?'
Senator PFLL. I do just want to join in thanking Congressman

Conyers for coming over and for his suggestion on a set-aside in the
vocational education authorization. Obviously we would prefer to
see a separate free-standing bill. But if that cannot be achieved at
the moment, we shall have to compromise The art of compromise is
what the Congress and the world is all about. Yet let us also keep
pressing on this freestanding bill.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you, Senator Pell.
Senator Metzenbaum, you are a member of the full committee.

Do you have anything?
Senator METZENBAUM. If you do not mind, just a question.
Congressman Conyers, I: am very supportive of what you, are at-

tempting to do. but it has tong been a concern of mine that we do
not have enough employment training while in prisons, and we of-
tentimes are met by restrictions which understandably the, Ameri-
can labor movement has felt necessary to provide in order to keep
prison labor from taking jobs away from people out in the regular
market.

Have you given any thought to this subject? And do you have
any suggestions as to how we can best deal with it? Because frank-
ly when I was in China, I was much impressed with the 'kind of
work output that was occurring out of prisons, prisoners were busy,
rather than just siting in cells and doing nothing other than trou-
blemaking.

Do you have any thoughts on the subject?
Mr. CONYERS. Well, my dad was a UAW organizer in the automo-

bile plants in Detroit. And I approached this subject with some
candor, Senator Metzenbaum. It seems to me that we have this
largeii problem. And we were talking about it with our friends at a
coffee hour earlier before we came over here.

We have 12 million people out of work in the United States. And
the labor movement is uiderstandably very jealous about any kind
of work products that sfould come from outside of their jurisdic-
tion. And so our people are concerned about getting jobs for people
who have not violated any of our codes or statutes.

But the simple fact of the matte: is that we have a very prag2
matic and a very moral circumstance before us, it seems to me,
that underlies the bpsis of the legislation that brings us all here.
Pragmatically speaking, as the chairman and Senator Pell have al- .

luded, the cost of warehousing prisoners now is becoming literally
insane. What we are doing is creating a drain, on our whole society
that is not only leading to a continued rise in crime but it is also
leading to the convenient notion of a lot of people who feel, let us
go back to capital punishment.

And so it seems out or just a very pragmatic argument, we are
going to have to sit down with our friends in labor and begin to
deal with this subject.

2u
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On the more human side of this matter, it seems to me that
unless we begin to provide related training and education with em-
phasis on vocational, we are condemning people in our society to
come back outI think all of you have heard the same kind of sto-
ries that I have from people in corrections who are looking at
people who sometimes cannot stay out ofwell, they are out less
than a year, I think the figure is 60 percent of the people are re-
turning back to the criminal justice system. This is a part and
parcel of the unemployment dilemma that we are confronted with.

And it is a special part that deserves this special consideration
and requires those of us who view ourselves as friends of labor and
collective bargaining and the organized work force to make sure
that they understand and sympathize and are perfectly willing to
make the concessions that are being made in many regional and
State arms, but are not being made across the country.

I think we are going to have to rise above some of the protection-
ism that your question suggests that they have.

Senator METZENBAUM. It seems to me there might be some possi-
bility of discussing the subject, at least on the level that the
product could only be used for poverty, for families that are in pov-
erty, so that they would not be a part of the person covered under
any circumstances. And whatever was manufactured in the prison
would be made available only to those who were below a certain
poverty level. And certainly we do not have too much trouble in
defining that. I am interested in what you are trying to do and
would be willing to try to be helpful to you on the subject.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator STAFFORD. Senator Pell.
Senator Pw.. I would just like to offer an example of the futility

of many of our programs.
License platesand this happens in many States as well as my

ownare made by prisoners. And then they emerge and they find
the only place for license plates to be made are back in prison.
Training of this nature does not make very much sense at all.

M". CONYERS. Well, you know, I am reminded by this discussion
that in many placesand I think particularly Southern States
there is an incredible amount of work product the comes out. I
have been told that there is one Southern State whose roads and
highways are among the best because it comes from prison labor. I
really think that my responsibilities would extend to try to get a
survey doneand f know we have a lot of our correctional friends
here participating at this hearing. But that we begin to examine
where this work product goes to and how it fits into the larger
question. of our economy. And I think it needs to be addressed.

Because prison labor is used,. I think, perhaps without too much
discussion and unwisely in some areas. And then in other places
there are restrictions on it. Somewhereand I now have created
another oversight hearing for the Congressthere ought to be a
`more careful assessment of this. And I think Senator Metz-
enbaum's question is one that spurs me to learn more about how
this is being handled throughout the States.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much again, Congressman
Conyers. We appreciate your help

2/
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The first panel this morning will consist of Dr. Robert M. Wor-
thington, the Assistant Secretary for Vocational and Adult Educa-
tion; Dr. Marla Peterson, dean for research, University of Tennes-
see, Knoxville; Dr. Robert Taylor, director, National Center for Re-
search, in Vocational Education, Ohio State University; and Mr.
William Wilken, general manager, School Cost Management,
Washington, D.C.

If you would be kind enough to come up and take your, seats, we
would appreciate that.

At this point, without objection, the Chair will place in the
record a letter from Majority Leader Howard Baker to this Senator
as chairman of the Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Human-
ities.

[The following was received for the record:]

BEM.
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HOWARD H. BAKER. JR.
TwANAIH1

2ftlifeb -Slabs Zonal*
WASHINGTON. D.C. SISSI-N.

October 26, 1983

The Honorable Robert T. Stafford
Chairman i
Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and Humanities
309-D Senate Courts _____ -----
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Bob:

I want to thank you for the October 18 hear conducte by your
Subcommittee regarding the procurement for th manage nt of the
National Center for Research in Vocational Edu tion.

I believe these proceedings clearly Illuminated what believe to have -
been the inappropriate award of thaecontract. On behalf of the
University of Tennessee and myself I would hope that your deliberations
concerning the reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act would
produce remedies for what I consider to be both a flawed interpretation
of that Act regarding the regionalization of 1111e vocational education
research centers and the Department's procurement process as it relates
to those centers.

In addition, f have enclosed a copy of a letter I am today sending to
Education Secretary Terrell Bell relating to your Subcommittee's hearings
and the conduct of two of his senior officials. Rather than belabor
you with the accounting of their conduct, I will let my letter to Secretary
Bell speak for itself.

Allow me to simply say that I consider the behavior of these officials
most improper and a crass attempt to intimidate witnesses testifying
before a Committee of the U.S. Senate. I wanted to bring this to
your attention for whatever action you deem appropriate.

Again, th k you for your assistance in this regard.

Sincercl

H fare H. Baker, Jr

HHBJr:rdt

Enclosure
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HOWARD H. 'AWL JR<
filatems

Ilenifeb ..Stafes 2)enals
WASHINGTON. O.C. 11111

October., 26, :pig

The Honorable T. H. Bell
Secretary
Deportment of Education
itoo_liaryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.G awn

Dear MG Secretary:

regret that i must once again protest actions taken by *Ukiah of
the Department of Education in reference to the Department's recent 4

foe the management of the National Center for Research
Ecs°V;uogerinetional Education.

As know, the Senate Subcommittee on EducatIon, Arts, and Humanities
a Waring on vocational education on October re. As you

also knew, the Committee included hi Its agenda at my request an
examination of this procurement. As a part of that examination, Dr.
Maria Peterson, the Dean foe Research at the University of Tennessee
testified before this Subcommittee.

On the evening of October In Dr. Robert Worthington of your Department
contacted by telephone a former member of my staff, Commissioner
Pred Barthel of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission., As relayed to
me by Commissioner Bernthal, Dr. Woe Intimated that information
critical of the University of Termessee's vocational education program
had come into his possession, but diet he Moped he would not have to

.make that information public's at the Subcommittee heathy.

The following morning, ipelor to Dr. Peterson's testimony, Department
of Education attorney, Richard Wakeman, telephoned the Chief Counsel
of the University of Tamessee, Mr. Beach Brogan, and the Executive
Vice President of the University of Tennessee, Dr. Joseph Johnson.
Both of those gentlemen, whom I have known for some time and who
are of unquestioned character told ne Mr. Wakeman was most belligerent
aid attempted to be most Intimidating. He was -calling,eo he-informed
them, to ektermine if, the University of Tennessee was aware-of and_
supported the sinflanimatoey...libelous...and untrue stemena Dr.
Peterson was to deliver to the Subcommittee later that day.

Mr. Secretaye.leaving aside the merits of this entire matter, I find
this conduct on the part of any representative, let alone high officials,
of your Department reprehensible and Inexcusable. Such clurney and

M.A.. . .
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The Nameable T. H. Bell
October a6, :pig
PAP two

crude attempts to coerce and bully this Institution are despicable and
I mute you, will fall.

I Intend to pursue this matter to Its fullest extent through the appropriate
channels of the Senate and would hope that you would do likiwise
through the administrative means at your disposal.

Sincerely,

Howard N. Baker, Jr.

/Miracle

Senator STAFFORD. As always, I would say to our panel I feel un-
comfortable with the fact that we never seem to have enough time
to do justice to the efforts you have made to join us and prepare
testimony for us. And I have to apologize for the fact that time con-
straints will force us to limit you to 5 minutes.. That little traffic
signal which was devised sometime ago gives you 4 minutes on the
green, one on the yellow, and then red.

I understand, Dr. Worthington, that you have to Wave by 11:15,
am I comet?

Dr. WORTHINGTON. Yes, sir.
Senator STAFFORD. I will go in the order that you are announced.

Dr. Worthington, we will call on you first.

STATEMENTS OF DR. ROBERT M. WORTHINGTON, ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION, U.S.

. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.; DR. MARLA
PETERSON, DEAN FOR RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF TENNES-
SEE-KNOXVILLE, KNOXVILLE, TENN.; DR. ROBERT TAYLOR; DI-
RECTOR, NATIONAL CENTER FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, COLUMBUS, OHIO; WIL-
LIAM WILKEN, GENERAL MANAGER, SCHOOL COST MANAGE-
MINT, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Dr. WORTHINGTON. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee,
first I would like to say that we at the Department of Education
support your committee's efforts to improve correctional education
with special emphasis on vocational and adult education.

As you may know, Senator, the Department of Education has
adopted a correctional education policy statement which I have
with me. Time does not permit my presenting it. It was signed by
Secretary Bell on August 16. And I would be pleased to provide it
for the record.

Senator STAFFORD. Without objection.
Dr. WORTHINGTON. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcom-

mittee, in response to your request on September 28; I am pleased
to discuss the programs of vocational' education research and pro-
gram improvement authorized by the Education Amendments of
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1976 and to provide my perspective on the contract award for the
management of the National Center for Research in Vocational
Education.

Before proceeding wi this overview, however, I would like to
comment briefly on the vital role the Federal Government plays in
supporting research and program improvement activities for voca-
tional education.

The House and Senate committee,reports accompanying passage
of the current act express concerns about a wide range of issues
that the Congress felt should be addressed by research, develop-
ment, and dissemination activities. These include how, to provide
vocational education to the disadvantaged and the handicapped,
the need for learning better approaches to sex equity, the need for
new curriculum development in advancing technologies, the need
for more systematic dissemination of research results to practition-
ers in the field, and the need for better labor market data and ap-
plications.

In addition to these recurring needs, vocational education is en-
tering a period in which it must provide different services for new
purposes. For instance vocational education will have to serve dis-
placed workers, work with defense contractors, and establish mech-
anisms for collaborating with the private sector. Research and pro-
gram improvement activities will be essential if these new types of
services are to be successful.

Recent findings of the National Commission on Excellence in
Education and of the National Academy of Sciences regarding vo-
cational education specifically underscore the importance of re-
search, development, and dissemination activities, and the appro-
priateness of Federal support and leadership for these functions.

Because my time is limited, I will simply summarize the remain-
der of ,my testimony, because I would like to submit it for the
record in its entirety.

First, on funding. Four major activities are currently supported
under the programs of national significance authority: (1) The Na-
tional Center for Research in Vocational Education; (2) programs of
national significance; (3) Curriculum Coordination Centers; and (4)
the National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee.

From fiscal year 1978 to fiscal year 1983, approximately $73.8
million have been appropriated for the programs of national sig-
nificance, ranging from a high of $28.6 million in fiscal year 1978
to a low of $8 million in fiscal year 1983. Of the funds obligated for
these programs during the last 6 years, approximately 34 percent
was spent on national discretionary projects, approximately 32 per-
cent was used to support the National Center, and about 22 percent
was transferred to NOICC, and approximately 4 percent was used
to support the six Curriculum Coordination Centers.

I will now provide a brief description of the activities of the Na-
tional Center for Research in Vocational Education and review the
reasons for awarding the contract this year to the Ohio State Uni-
versity Research Foundation.

The Education Amendments of 1976 mandated the establishment
of a National Center for Research in Vocational Education and re-
quired that it perform six major types of activities. These include
Applied research and development in vocationai education, leader-
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ship development through an advanced study center and inservice
education, dissemination of the results of Center activities, develop-..
ment and provision of national planning end policy development
information for vocational education, serving as an information
clearinghouse for research and. program improvement activities
supported under the act, and develoPment of methods of program
evaluation including studies of program completers and leavers.

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education is rec-
ognized both nationally and internationally as being the most com-
prehensive resetirch and development center for vocational educa-
tion in the worl today. The Center is not only a leader' in research
and developmen activities, but an enterprise that also provides
training and wid ly disseminates its information and producis. Del-
egations from more than 100 nations have visited the Center.

During the first 5 years of the National Center contract, January
1978 to January 1983, the Center completed 629 deliverables for
the Department and disseminated 775,111 substantive products to
targeted audiences. Over 100,000 reprints have been made of these
products and disseminated to the field, and to more than 2,000
ERIC libraries.

The Center has outstanding facilities and equipment that have
been built and purchased with the Ohio State University funds.

During the first year of the new contract, January 16, 1983, to
January 15, 1984, the Center is studying the use of satellites to im-

nd undertaking other ctivities
prove the transmission of the information and insttion to the
States; conducting seminars e re-
garding how the vocational education system can s take a more
active role in defense preparedness; providing for employment in
business and industry; developing ADVOCNET, a sophisticated
electronics communication system for vocational and adult educa-
tors, working with historically black colleges and other institutions
of higher education and vocational programs for Indians in order to
improve their vocational education capacities; working to improve
the capacity of the vocational education system to meet the high
technology training needs of business and industry; and working to
improve entrepreneurship. education, and involving business and
industry in the development of strategies for evaluating and plan-
ning for improved vocational education.

Due to the importance of the Center contract with the Ohio State
University Research Foundation, I have established a comprehen-
sive program of contract monitoring. This monitoring is carried out
by a team of senior program officers within my office who conduct
an onsite monitoring review of the Center on a monthly basis.

Finally, I will speak to the contract award for the National
Center for Research in Vocational Education. Attached to my state-
ment as appendix A is a copy of a report by the U.S. General Ac-
counting Office which reviewed the contract award for the manage-
ment of the Center. This report provides a complete review of all
actions taken by the U.S. Department of Education in making this
award and fairly represents my views on the matter.

The GAO's principal finding wasand I quote"We have re-
viewed the process followed in awarding the contract and found it
to be in accordance with applicable regulations."
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Let me then turn now, since time is shortI see the orange light
is flashingto just a few comments on the review process.

As you know, the materials that I have- -
Senator STAFFORD. If you could summarize, Dr. Worthington, we

would appreciate it. You are now on the red.
Dr. WORTHINGTON. I will do that.

_../ We formed an in-house panel which reviewed the offers from the
University of Tennessee and from the Ohio State University. I
have a 35-page memorandum, setting forth our rationale for the
contract award, which I would like to enter into the record
. Senator STAFFORD. We will place it in the record.

Dr. WORTHINGTON. But, first, let me point out that I reviewed the' `,

in-house panel findings with my staff very, very carefully. And I
frankly was forced to disregard the recommendations of the panel. -
For example, consider the panel's rating on institutional experi-
ence. There is a possible five points to be gained on this particular
criteron. The University of Tennessee was given five points. The
Ohio State University was given 4.8 points. The institutional expe-
rience of the Ohio State University included 640 projects with 131
sponsors since the Center was established, while the University of
Tennessee in the last 8 to 9 years, according to the Eric system,
conducted no federally supported vocational education research.

Ih the area of facilities, the Ohio State University has an excel-
lent facility on campus built by university funds. Under this par-
ticular category, five points were allowable. The Ohio State Univer-
sity received five points. The University of Tennessee proposed to
rent a facility. And I personally visited that facility-12 miles from
the campus in a new office park far away from the university.
They were also given five points by the panel.

As far as staffing, the Ohio State University was given 6.5 points
of 10 points, while Tennessee was given 9.4 out of 10 points. In my
estimate their is no comparability of staff whatsoever. The Univer-
sity of Tennessee proposed apart of a dean's time for Center direc-
tion. All other staff would have to have been recruited from out-
side.

And last but not least, on the criterion of quality control, the
University of Tennessee proposed to have a quality control coordi-
nator but they had no plan in their proposal, yet they received 4.7
by the panel. The Ohio State University proposed a very detailed
quality control program which they received a 4.4 rating.

I think it is appropriate to put these examples in the record to
point out to you why I thought I needed to turn to an outside panel
of experts who visited both sites to determine what the facilities
were like, what the institutional commitment was like, and what
the staff was like. I personally went with that panel of four of out-
side experts along with the Contracting Officer for the Secretary.

If you could give me 30 seconds more, I would like to read a sum-
mary statement from the 35-page memorandum which sets forth
our rationale for the contract award. There were eight reasons why
I r ommended to the Contracting Officer that the Ohio State Uni-
ve ty's offer be accepted.

Fi t, the Ohio State Uniliersity's proposal more applicably ad-
dressed both the scope of work and the proposed review contained
in the RFP. Second, the Ohio State University proposal provided a
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better understanding of the concerns of the 1976 amendments as
related to R&D needs. Third, the Ohio State University proposal
provided a more balanced, broad- based, and long-terin approach for
providing educational communities in terms of levels. Fourth, the
Ohio State University proposal provided more adequate plans for
each of the six functions which I read to you earlier. Fifth, the
Ohio State University proposal provided a better plan for task and
management plans. Sixth, the Ohio State University proposal pro-
vided for better resources, better facilities, and better equipment.
Seventh, the Ohio State University proposal described a stronger
history of institutional experience in a vocational institution. And,
last, the Ohio State University proposal provided for more system-
atic and planned quality control plans.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to offer for the record additional in-
formation on the other components of my testimony.

Senator STAFFORD. Without objection, that will be made a part of
the record.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Worthington with attachments
follows:]
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STATEMENT or

ROBERT M. WORTHINGTON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR VOCATIONAL AND

ADULT EDUCATION

BEFORE TEE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES

SENATE CONMI/121 ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

OCTOBER IS, 15:.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

In response.lto your request of September 28th, I am pleased to discuss the

programs ofjvocational education research and program improvement authorised

by the Education Amendments of 1976 and to provide my perspective on the

contract ,award for the management of the National Center for Research in

Vocational Education.

Before yroceeding with this overview, fowever, I would like' to comment

briefly% on the 'it'd role the Federal government plays in supporting

research and program improvement activities for vocational education.

he Nouse and Senate Committee reports accompanying passage of the current

Act express concerns about a wide range of issues that the Congress felt

should be addressed by research, developmer and dissemination activities.

These include how to provide vocational education to the disadvantaged and

the handicapped, the need for learning better approaches to sex equity, the

need for new curriculum development in advancing technologies, the need for

3u
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more systematic dissemination of research results to practitioners in the

field, and the need for better labor surket data and applications.

While we have increasri our knowledge

have much to learn. For example --

develop new technologies to compete in

must vocational education adjust its

in these and other areas, we still

just als American industry must

changing ,international markets, so

program content, and update its

skilled workers for these newinstructional personnel, to train

technologies. Applied.research in vocational education must follow basic

research in bulling.s and industry, if the nation is to realise maximum

return on its investment in our programygnd facilities.

, r

In 'addition to these recurring needs, vocational education is entering a

peril$ of in which it must provide different services for new purpoies. For

instance, vocational elation will have to serve displaced :workers, work

with defense contractors, and establish mecLenisms foe collatorating with

the privet. sector. Research and program improvement activities will be

essential if these new types of services are to be successful.

Recent studies show that only a very small percentage of research and

improvement activities are supported by State and local funds. In contrast

.with asic program support, the driving force for research and improvement

AS

activ ties is till largely Federal. As Secretary ell said in 1982,

ef ring to all of education --

"Today, the Federal Government's role in education should

comprise important, but limited functions: research

-2-
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and data collection with emphasia.on strengthening

excellence in education, on basic education and liming,

on how schools may fill unmet needs that are nationwide

in scope, and on amparative statistics and trends that

will identify where education is strong and where it is

weak

4
Recent findines and recommendations of the National Commission on Excellence

in Education, and oft the national Academy of Sciences regarding vocational

education specifically, underscore the importance of research, development,

and dissemination activities, and the appropriateness of Federal support, and

leadership for these functions.

(As my time is limited this morning, I will simply summarise. thcremainder

of my statement which I will submit for the record in its entirety.(

FUNDING

Four major activities are currently supported under the Programs of National

Significance authority. They are: (1) The National Center for Research in

Vocational Education (2) programs of National Significance, (3) Curriculum

Coordinaton Centers, and "(4) the Natidnal Occupational Information

Coordinating Committee (MOICC). Additionally, funding under Programs of

National Significance in the past has been provided for the Leadership

Development, Fellowship Program and the Teacher Certification Fellowship

Trope*. Since these programs are not currently funded, they will not be

discussed in this testimony.

-3-
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From FY 1978 through FY '1962, approximately $73.8 million have beet.

appropriated for the Programs of National Significance, ranging frole,4 high

of $28.6 million in FY 1978 to a by of $8.0 million in FY 1983. These

figures include 5 percent of the funds appropriated under the Smith-Hughes

Act. Attached to ay testimony ,ois a table showing the amount of funds

obligated to each of thq four activities by program year. The amount

obligated in a yearAis different from the amount appropriated in that year

because this program is forward funded and because fund carryovers are in

included the obligations. Of the funds obligated for these programs during

the last mix years, approprozimately 34 percent was for spent on national

discretionary projects, approximately 32 percent was used to support the

National Center, about 22 percent was transferred to *MCC, and

approximately 4.0 percent was used to support the six Curriculum

Coordination Centers.

I will now provide a brief description of the four major activities

currently supported under Programa of National Significance.

C

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The Education Amendments of 1976 mandated the establishment of a Nations!

Center for Research in Vocational Education and required that it perform six

major types of activities. These include--

o applied research and development in vocational education,

o leadership development through an advanced study center and

inservice education,

-4-
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o dissemination of the results of Center activities,

o development and provision of national planning and policy

development information for vocational education,

o serving as an information clearinghouse for research and program

improvement activities supported under the Act, and

o development of methods of program evaluation including studies of

program completer@ and, leavers.

The National tenter for Research In Vocational Education is recognised both

rotationally and internationally as being the most comprehensive research and

development center for vocational education in the world._ The Center is not
e,

only a leader in research and development activities, but an enterprise that

also provides training and widel disseminates its information' and products.

Delegations from wore Ivan one undrad nations have visited the Canter.

During the initial co

)
tract period (January 16, 1978 to January 15, 1983)

64,281 information quest! were received by the Center and responses

provided; 9,528 persons were trained through 270 National Academy Workshops

(conducted on a cost - recovery been) in the areas of planning, evaluation,

special populations, sex fairness, and economic development; 133 leaders in
M

vocational education took part in the in-residence training program; and 28

advanced study fellows did post-doctoral work at the Center.

During those five years, the'

(substantive and administrative)
t

substantive products to targeted

Cedter has completed 629 deliverables

for the Department and d

audie6ces. Over 100,000

nominated 775,111

reprints have been

made of these products, and these products were placed in the more than

o
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2,000 ERIC libraries across the nation. The Center has distributed

information and findings about its products and other vocational education

products through a periodical circulation of over 1,900,000.

The Center has outstanding facilities and equipment that have been built and

purchased with the Ohio State University funds. The Center provides toll

free telephone services, and keeps track of all on-going State - supported

program improvement projects. These on-going projects and final products

are entered in a computer retrieval system. The Center has worked wit:. the

six Curriculum Coordination Centers in codifying and putting on-line more

than 2,000 sets of curriculum and instructional materials for vocational

education. The Center's library (the largest vocational education library

in the world) contains 53,808 volumes. The Center maintains access to 196

data bases with ERIC being just one such base.

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education continues to

address the needs of business and industry. In referring to a project which

was initiated this year by the Department (in cooperation with the Center)

the House Committee Appropriation. Report (Report 98-357) expressed pleasure

with major undertaking designed--

..."to determine the kinds of incentives that will encourage

people to take machine shop, precision metal training, and tool

and die making, areas where predictions of shortages run as high

as 238,000 skilled workers over the next decade."

-6-
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At the Department's direction, during the first year of the new contract,

(January 16, 1983 to January 15, 1984) the Center is:

(1) Studying the use of satellites to improve the transmission of the

information and instruction to the States. This project may

result in the more effective dilivery of instruction to a wider

variety of persons :aeding up-to-date skills and knowledge;

(2) Conducting seminars and undertaking other activities regarding how

t!e vocational education systole can take a more active role in

defense preparedness, Setter workers are needed in defense

related industries and skilled persons are needed in the military

services;

(3) Identifying adult literacy skills needed for workers to receive

vocational training for employment in business and industry, and
a

the military. The Center will also select Ind disseminate

instructional materials for teaching these skills;

(4) Developing "ADVOCNET," a sophisticated electronics communication

oystem for vocational and adult educators at the State and local

levels. Rapid communications are necessary between and within

States and with the Federal level in order to facilitate the

responsiveness of vocational education to the changing needs of

business and industry;

-7-
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(5) Working with historically Black colleges, with other institutions

of higher education, and with vocational programs for Indians in

order to improve their vocational education capacities;

(6) Working to improve the capacity of the vocational education system

to meet the high technology training needs of business and

industry. The Center has recently conducted work concerning

Coaputer Assisted Design/Computer Assisted Management (CAD/CAW\

and robotics that will improve vocational training programs in

these areas;

(7) Working to improve entrepreneurship education in the Statei in

cooperation with the Department's Task Force on Entrepreneurship.

(8) Involving business and industry in the development of strategies

for evaluating and planning for improved vocational education and

training programs.

Due to the importance of the Center contract with the Ohio State University

Research Foundation, I have established a comprehensive program of contract

monitoring. Thin monitoring is carried out by a team of senior program

officers within my Office who conduct an on-site monitoring review of the

Canter on a monthly basis.

To date five site visits have been conducted and three more are planned

during the first year of the new contract. Twelve site visits will be

-8-
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conducted for each subsequent year of the contract.

In addition to the do -cite monitoring program, oversight is provided by (1)

full-time project officer, (2) the Center's Advisory Council, (appointed by

the Secretary), and (3) reports to um and my senior staff by the Center

Director.

Finally, I,will speak to the contract award for the National Centorslor

Research in Vocational Educabon. Attached to this statement as Appendix A

is a copy of a report by the United States General Accounting Office which

reviewed the contract award for the management of the Center. This report

provides complete review of all actions taken by the U. S. Department of

Education in making this award and fairly represents my views on the matter,

The General Accounting Office's principal finding was--

"We have reviewed the process followed in awarding the

the contract and found it to be in accordance with

applicable regulations."

NATIONAL DISCRETIONARY PROJECTS

Federal. contracted projects of national significance provide basis for the

leadership needed to improve the quality of vocational` education programs.

They focus on areas which individual States would have difficulty addressing

or which would be duplicated across States. These projects have produced

information for decision making and policy concerning national problems and

they have also developed materials for instruction in changing and emerging

t1tse)4 woo M vi ft3LE
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occupational areas. The methods, practices, strategies, and projects are

designed to improve the quality of programs which prepare students to enter

the job market or to proceed to the next educational level.

Projects have focused on selected national priorities in vocational

aducatio6, such as economic development, privati' sector, involvement,

entrepreneurship, defense preparedness, skill shortages, excellence in

vocational education, educational technology, basic skills, employability

skills, high technology, energy education, and development of program

standards for excellence.

Let me provide ease examples of how our projects which began or concluded

during the pest fiscal yaar have addressed these priorities:

(I) High technology is represented by a robotics project initiated

during 1983 to identify the required job competencies of robotics

technicians and to develop' institutional strategies to achieve the

competencies; by a project which is developing a computerise4 task

inventory of high technology occupations; by experimentation with

placing office equipment for operating businesses in homes; and by

a series of papers addressing high technology and economic issues

of major cone xn to vocational education.

(2) In cooperation with the Department of Commerce, the Office of

Vocational and Adult Education has funded a project to promote

economic development through entrepreneurship education and

-10-
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training. Following a national conference, the project staff is

working with volunteer sponsors for training activities at twenty

sites throughout the country. This effort focuses on education's

role in ensuring successful future entreprenuers

concern with minority business entrepreneurs.

and on Commerce's

(3) On November 7th the National Academy of Sciences and the Department

will sponsor a seminar to discuss a report by the Academy entitled

gducation for Tomorrow's Jobs. This report, which I believe will

have a major impact on vocational education, resulted from a study

sponsored by our national discretionary programs.

(4) Private sector involvement was a strong component of project

which focused on developing linkages'witb the community, the school

guidance activities, and the privets sector. During the past

fiscal year twenty communities were assisted in this kind of

linkage and in developing and implementing collaborative programs

of career guidance. In November there will be a final conference

describing the outcomes of this project.

(3) Among the new projects being funded this year, two will continue

our commitment to developing standards of excellence for vocational

education. These projects will address standards for excellence in

trade and industrial education, including teacher certification,

and standards for excellence in business educction, with emphasis

4
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on data and word processing and other office education programs.

V

cugammum COORDINATION CENTERS

Another activity funded under Programs of National Significance is the

Curriculum Coordination Centers. The need for a network for curriculum

coordination was recognised by tha U.S. Office of Education 4% the early

1970's. Studies at the time showed that curriculum development and

dissemination efforts by the States were fragmented and daplicative.

As Associate Commissioner of the, then, Bureau of Adult Vocational and

Technical Education, I *warded grants through a competitive process to seven

State curriculum laboratoras in 1972 and 1973. This was the beginning of

the National Network for Curriculum Coordination.

Today, the network consists of the six Curriculum Coordination Centers and

57 State Liaison Representatives.

The National Network provides a variety of curriculumr-related services to

clients at the Tederal, State, and local levels. Network services include

technical assistance, zonsultation. inservics training workshops,

acquisition and dissemination, curriculum searches, curriculum adaptations,

library loans, fi*Id-test site identification, and coordinated

information-sharing. The Network does not develop curriculum but assists

States in adopting or adapting *misting materials, depending on their needs.

The strength of this,Netoork is its regional focus, which extends all the

0
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way to local users. The 57 State Liaison Representative. are the primary

resources for information shared through the Network. With one telephone

call, a client can access the service. of the entire Network. Many States,

with limited curriculum developipent resource°, have adapted Natwoek-

identified material. from other States, a procedure that has been

increasingly beneficial

)
especially to smaller and sparsely populated

States.

In 1982, States reported an estimated saving. of almost $4.0 million in

development cost. through the Adoption or adaptation of CCC identified

curriculum material.. The Southeast Center, for example, reported a saving.

of $1,180,000 with 84 product. adopted or adapted in its eight State region.

The East Central Center reported a saving. of $1,062,200 with 82 product.

adopted or adapted in twelve State.. Likewise, the Northeast Center

reported saving. of $686,500 through the adaptation of 95 product. by its

ten State region. Similar saving. were reported by the other three CCC..

In total, 464 curriculum product. were adopted or adapted by State..

Network clients include public and private school teachers, administrator.,

guidance counselors, curriculum developers, dissemination specialist.,

occupational specialists, librarians, public and private organisation., and
0

job placement officers.

OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION

The basic purpose of vocational education is to prepare persons for jobs

that will be available in the labor !market. The National Occupational,

-13-
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Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) and its related State

Occupational Information Coordinating Committees (SOICC's) were established

to assist State and local administrators
of Vocational education in planning

instructional propane that better meet labor market n , and to assist

teachers, counselors, and students in determining career goals.

In PT 1983, NOICC received $3.16 million from the Department of Labor end

$2.16 million from vocational education's Programs of National Significance

budget to accomplish its goals. NOICC uses these funds to award grants to

States for maintaining SOICC's, continue work on developing an occupational

information system, and to develop career information delivery systems.

NOICC also lets contracts for special
purpose rmsearch that has national

significance and affects the SOICC network.

One of the major objectives, of NOICC and the SOICC's has been the

development of occupational information system, to meet the needs of

planners and administrators of vocational education. While all States have

indicated that they have implemented an occupational information system,che

comprehensiveness of data elements land degree of system automation vary

among the States. NOICC undertook major effort in 1981-82 to assist

States in adopting comprehensive

systo. developed by other States.

computerised occupational information

These systems combine supply and demand

data with occupation information such as wages, working conditions, and

educational/experience requirements. These computerized systems make the

information more accessible to planners, as well as making it easier to

update information elements as needed.

-14-
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NOICC and the SOICC's have continued their emphasis on providing special

attention to the labor market information needs of. youth and adults by

operating Career Information Delivery Systems (CIDS). In 1982, NOICC funded,

six additional States to develop statewide CIDS. The CIDS provide State and

local information, through automated systems, to individuals who are in the

process oV career exploration and/or job search. NOICC has now awarded CIDS

grants to a total Of 21 State.. CIDS are availeble in approximately 4,359

sites across the country.

LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE PRIORITIES FOR RATIONAL PROGRAMS

As you are aware the Department of Education. has submitted to Congress a

proposal entitled "The Vocational and Adult Education Consolidation Act of

1983." This proposal has been introduced in both the Senate (S. 1039) and

Rouse (H.R. 2940).

Title III of these bills authorizes the national discretionary programs that

have been supported in the past, while consolidating them under a single

tthority and giving them a new focus on economic development. The

*Airy would be authorized to reserve up to 5 percent of the total

-Pr ation to fund this authority.

In contrast to existing legislation, the Secretary would have broad

discretionary authority in sunning these national programs, as they are

allowable rather than mandatory and are funded from a single reserve rather

than from separate authorities.

-15-
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Economic development would be a primary focus of the national discretionary

programs. The proposal contains a broad program improvement authority and

permits the support of projects or activities for such problems and

prioritise as:

national critical shortages of skilled manpower;

o defines preparedness skill shortages;

o skilled workforce training programs for rapidly changing occupations

or occupations necessary for economic development;

o collaborative programs that conbige the resources of business,

industry, labor, education, finance, and agriculture; and

o entrepreneurship education.

In addition, authority for the pcograms,an4 activities now being eupporied

under the existing provision, for Indians and the National Occupational

Information Coordinating Committee would be continued. A National Center

for Research in Vocational and Adult Education would be continued as an

allowable activity.

In summary, I would point out that it is difficult within these few pages to

convey the full extent and impact of the program' and activities that have

been carried out under Programs of National Significance since 1978.

I would be pleased to provide you with descriptions of any of the products

or activities in which you might have an interest.

-16-
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Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for this opportunity to meet with

you and this Subcommittee to report on the status of and our recommendations

regarding research and program improvement for vocational education.

I will be pleased to answer any questions that you or other Subcommittee

mambas@ may have.

D
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UNITEDSTATESGENERALACCOUNTINGOFFICE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20344

The Honorable Howard H. Baker, Jr.
United States Senate

APPENDIX A

August 31, 1981

The Honorable Joi.n J. Duncan
House of Representatives

The Hoporable James H. Quillen /
House of Representatives

Subjects Review of Contract Award f r Management of
National Center for Reeser h in Vocational
Education (GAO /HRD- 83 -79)

In February 1983, you request id that ee review the contract
awarded by the Department of Education (EDI) in January 1983 for
managing the National Center for Research in Vocational Educa-
tion. We have reviewed the process fdllowed in awarding the
contrldt and found it to be in accordance with applicable
regulations.

Our review was performed at ED headquarters and 4as made in
accordance with generally accepted government auditing stand-
ards. We reviewed all pertinent documents regarding the request
for proposals and award of the contract. We also reviewed ap-
plicable procurement regulations. We interviewed panel meibers,
the ED contracting officer and his staff, and officials of ED's
Office of Vocational and Adult Education. We did not evaluate
the technical merits of the proposals the bidders submitted for
the contract.

Under section 171(0(2) of the Education Amendments of
1976, ED is authorized to support' a National Center for Research
in Vocational Education. On January 16, 1978, on the basis of a
competitive procurement procedure, the Ohio State University Re- .search Foundation Will awarded a contract to operate the Center
with annual options to renew the contract until January 1983.
Ohio State was paid over $25.3 million during the contract's
5-year period. In January 1983, on the basis of competitive
procurement procedures, Ohio State University was awarded an-
other contract to operate the Center, with annual renewable op-
tions through January 1987.

53
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Summarized below is a chronology of the key events leading
to the award of the contract in January 1983 and the basis for
our conclusion regarding the propriety of the procedures fol-
ldWed in making the award. '

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS IN
CONTRACT PROCUREMENT PROCESS

On May 26, 1982, ED issued request for proposal (RFP)
82-028, for a contract to *awe the Center for S years. The
closing date for proposals wa July 30, 1982...The RFP sets

I
forth the criteria to be util zed by reviewers in determining'
the technical merits of-the s bmitted proposals.

' Two organizatiOns, the Ohio State University Research Foun-
dation and the University of Tennessee, submitted proposals in
response to the RFPJ The University of Tennessee's oost pro-
posal for the firstiymmr of operation was $2,704,425, and Ohio
State's was 64,633400,

\ A Federal Technical Review Panel composed of ED personnel
Was convened August 2 through 6, 1982, to evaluate, rate and
score the two proposals. Panel members used the criteria set
forth.in the RFP to make their evaluations. Five of the seven
panel Members gave the University of Tennessee higher point
scores.

In September 1982 the Secretary of Education formed another
panel composed of nationally recognized non-Federel experts,
knowledgeable of the research and program improvement process in
vocational education, to evaluate the two institutions with re-
gard to staffing, facilities, equipment, and institutional ex-
perience and commitment. The panel's evaluation was to be based
on site visits to each of the universities. The Assistant Sec-
retary stated that this panel was formed because (1) the amount
of the contract award represented a large percentage of the dis-
cretionary funds available to the Secretary for vocational edu-
cation and (2) of the need to take an onsite look at the staff,
facirities, and commitment of each organization.'

On October 18 and 19, 1982, the panel visited the sits of
..

the two offerors and prepared written comments on the staffing,
institutional experience, resources, facilities, and equipment
of each of the two offerors. A consensus of the opinions ex-
pressed by the panel in their written comments favored Ohio

State..

L
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Subsequently, ED officials requested the panel to also re-
view the technical merits cf the two proposals and provide wrlt-ten comments. Accordingly, the panel convened in Washington
D.C., of November 2 am 3, 1982, and prepared written comments.
A consenJus c! the opinions axptessed by the panel on the meritsof the proposals in their written comments 7.avorcl Ohio State.

After discussing the original proposals with officials ofOhio State and Tennessee, ED requested them to submit best andfinal offers. On December 10, 1982, best and final offers were
received from both Ohio State and Tennessee. Ohio State's finalcost proposal for the firs. year of operation was $4,369,947 aadTennessee's cost proposal was $3,106,E03.

The Federal Technical Review Panel met between December. 11
and 13, 1982, to review the best and final offers ar,d to make
written recommendations for awarding the contract, One of the
initial seven panel members had resigned before this time, andof the other six members, five recommended that the contract beawarded to Tennessee and one recommended Ohio State. The non-
Federal expert panel was not requested to review the final
offers.

RECOMMENDATION BY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
re AD DUCAT F R

THE AW OF TtTifntrTRAI

On January 5, 1983, the Assistant Secretary for Vocational
and Adult Education recommended that Ohio State be 4wardcd the
contract. In a memorandum of that date to the Director, Assist-
ance Management and Procurement Services, the Adststant Secre-
tary stated the following regarding h:s rationale for recommend-
ing t:le award to Ohio State.

" The proposals must be perceived as plans for
five years of procurement. Thus, preference must be
given to the proposal that proposes the best fv,-year
procedural plan as well as detailed plans for the
first year of operation. The Ohio State University
has submitted such a proposal. The Federal Technical
Review Panel appears to have givcn too much weight to
tile more narrowly frcused University of Tennessee pro-
posal for the first-year effort rather than viewing
the propqial as a five-year efiort witn a need for
b..,lance and a broad based long-term approach. The
Request for Proposal listed a substantial number of
priority areas of focus. While the Request for Pro-
posal did not indicate that each of there areas must
be addressed, it sug;ested a substantively brow' based

3
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proposal that provided a balanced approa:h for the
many diverse vocational education communities at all
levels of vocational education.

"While the Federal Technical Review Panel provides
advice to the government regarding proposals that are
received, it clearly is the responsibility of the
government to make the best decision regarding which
proposer should be funded. This decision is based on
the announced technical review criteria and the best
buy for the government in terms of impact on the broad
diverse vocational education communities for the
planned five year duration of the National Center.

'While The University of Tennessee's proposed cost is
less than the proposed cost for the Ohio State Univer-
sity, The Ohio State University proposal includes more
activities and services to a broader range of voca-
tional education communities at the prevocational,
secondary, postsecondary and adult levels. This is in
contrast to The University of Tennessee's proposal
which is more focused and tends to be more oriented to
the post-secondary and adult levels. While the Ohio
proposal requests more funds, it proposes to do more
work to serve the broad array of vocational education
communities. This is more in line with the congres-
sionally mandated intent for the National Center.

AWARD OF CONTRACT TO OHIO STATE

In the Contracting Officer's January 13, 1983, 'DETERMINA-
TION AND FINDINGS' regarding the contract, he concluded that the
Assistant Secretary of Vocational and Adult Education

has made a convincing and substantiated argument that
the Contracting Officer should not accept the recom-
mendation of the technical review panel and that the
recommendation of Assistant Secretary should be
accepted, that award of this contract be given to Ohio
State University Research Foundation in the amount of
$4,369,947."

On January 13, 1983, ED awardci a contract in the amount of
$4,369,947 to the Ohio State University Research Foundation for
managing the National Center for Research in Vocational Educa-
tion from :January 16, 1983, to January 15, 1984, with annual
options to renew.

4
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PRIOR COMPTROLLER GENERATE DECISIONS
WHICH ARE GERMANE 176-TH11 SUBJECT AWARD

The Comptroller General of the United States has issued a
number of decisions which have a direct applicability to this
award. Comptroller General Decision B-199540.3, dated Novem-
ber 16, 1982, states in part:

' The contracting officer ' * ' is not bound by the
recommendations Made by evaluation and advisory groups
even though such groups may be composed of working
level procurement officials and evaluation panel mem-
bers who normally may be expected to have the techni-
cal expertise required for the technical evaluations.

* Although the contracting officer's decision must not
be inconsistent with the solicitation's stated evalua-
tion criteria and must have a rational basis, he is
vested with a considerable range of judgment and dis-
cretion in determining the manner or extent to which
the evaluation will be used.'

Comptroller General Decision B-190530, dated January 11,
1979, discussed another case where an award was made contrary to
a panel recommendation. In this case the evaluation process in-
cluded a technical review panel to evaluate initial proposals
and a site team visit, with team member comments to be consid-
ered as part of the overall evaluation. The decision states in
part, 'even if the technical review panel had unanimously recom-
mended award to ', 4p. would have been within the selection
official's discretion to select for award provided that
selection would have had a reasonable basis and been consistent
with the evaluation criteria. Also, the decision concludes
that there was "nothing improper with this evaluation approach.'

CONCLUSION

In view of the past decisions of the Comptroller Ceneial
that a contracting officer is not bound by the recommendations
of an advisory panel, and based on our review of the procedures
followed in awarding the contract, we believe that the award to
Ohio State University complied with applicable procurement regu-
lations.

5
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Because this report contains no recommendations, it was not
sent to ED for written comments. However, the matters contained
in this report were discussed with ED's Contracting Officer.

We trust that this information is responsive to your re-
quest. As arranged with your office, unless you publicly
announce the report's contents earlier, we plan no further
distribution until 3 days from its issue date. At that time we
will send copies to the Secretary of Education; the Director,
Ott ice of Management and Budget; and other interested parties
and make copies available to others upon request.

O

Richard L. Fogel
Director

6
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APPENDIX B

9/29/83
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE

OBLIGATIONS BY FISCAL YEAR'

ACTIVITY FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FT 1983

National Center for
h in

$ 4,516,415 $ 5,064,497 $ 5,606,066 $ 5,505,000 $ 4,633,895 $ 5,400,000

Vocational Education

Curriculum 395,000 632,822 364,096 599,000 609,449 745,520
Coordination
Centers

.,

Projects of National 13,960,662 14,739,352 373,085 1,258,540 348,629 1,092,582
Significance

Leadership 7,7f0,000 1,764,000 1,002,293
Development

Teacher 1,850,000 1,491,310
Certification

National Occupational 5,000,000 5,000,000 3,012,000 3,000,000 2,243,100 2,153,376
Information
Coordinating
Committee

TOTAL $27,482,077 $28,691,981 310,357,540 $10,362,540 $ 7,835,073 $ 9,391,478

'The amount of obligated funds does not nec sssss ily equal the amount of appropriated funds for a given
fiscal year because of the carryover of deobligated funds from previous fiscal year appropriations.

11!
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Senator STAFFORD. Now, Dr. Peterson, I think it is your turn.
And the Chair not going to cut you short so you can have equal
4irne with Dr. ' orthington.

Dr. PETE . Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Marla Peterson, dean for research at the University of Ten-

nessee in Knox\rille. I am here, as you have articulated, at your re-
quest to answer questions and discuss with you vocational educa-
tion research in general and, in particular, the circumstances sur-
rounding the awarding of a contract in response to U.S. Depart -
zhent of Education request for proposal 82-028, National Center for
Research in Vocational Education.

Before I discuss the events that happened during the procure-
ment, there are several comments, though, that I wish to make.

No. 1. The University of Tennessee bid on the National Center
for Research in Vocational Education out of an interest in provid-
ing excellent research and that continues to be our motivating in-
terest.

No. 2. At no time while the progfirement was in progress did we
know any facts about how the piocurement was being conducted
other than the fact that a site visit, team did come to our campus.

No. 3. At no time did we try to influence the procurement out-
come through political action other than through the written mate-
rial we presented in our proposal to the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion.

No. 4. Finally, in no way do we want the circumstances sur-
rounding procurement to negatively affect committee deliberations
on the importance and necessity of research in proposed vocational
education legislation. Rather, we would hope that this committee
would take corrective steps to include provisions in the new legisla-
tion which would adequately address vocational education re-
search, and which would improve upon the procedures that are
used to handle procurements for research in vocational education.

In my written testimony that I have submitted to you I have
given you a chronology of events. I am not going to go through that
chronologyi In response to Dr. Worthington's testimony, I have to
say there were some errors of fact.

[Information supplied for the record follows :]

EXCERPT FROM OCTOBER 18 TESTIMONY BY DR. ROBERT WORTHINGTON, P. 25.
(STAFFING)

As far as staffing, the Ohio State University was given 6.5 percent of 10 percent,
while Tennessee was given 9.4 out of 10 percent. There was no comparison whatso-
ever. The University of Tennessee had one part of a team's staff available for it.
And all the staff would have to have been recruited from outside:

RESPONSE OF DR. PETERSON

The University of Tennessee did, indeed, include staff in the National Center pro-
posal. I have attached pages from the "Staffing" portion of the proposal. In addition,
Dr. Worthington met the tep key staff listed on the "Summary of Key Staff Train-
ing and Experience" chart (p. IV-2) when he brought the Site Visit Team to the
campus. Thee ten staff also spent two days at the United States Department of
Education answering oral questions that were directed to them. In addition, seven of
the key staff were employed at The University of Tennessee when the proposal was
submitted and are currently employed at the University.

6u



STAFFING

The National Center Management and Leaders'io Team

Nine outstanding individuals will form the core

management and leadership staff of the National Center

staff. Each has been chosen because they bring experience

and expertise to the area they will lead. In this section

you will find a summary table of the academic background,

relevant experience, responsibilities within the Center, and,

the percentage of time committed to the contract (100% in

all cases).

All of these Individuals have agreed to join the

National Center staff when the contract is awarded.

Following the summary table is a letter of commitment from

the proposed Executive Director for the National Center.

An examination of the summary table will reveal that

the six individuals who` will constitute the Management Team
(the otecutive Director, the four Division Directors, and

the Coordinator of Administrative Services) have received

their terminal degrees from six different institutions -

Texas A & M University, Uniioersity
of Illinois, North

Carolina State University, University of Tennessee, and East

Tennessee State University.

IV-1
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SUMMARY OF KEY STAFF TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE

Mese/Area of
Responsibility

Preparation/
Experience

es

.

it,
, 4 A I ; i

/11/17/
41 . time

100Dr. Ronald McCag
Executive Director

Dr. Janet Trcichel
Dir., Applied U 6 D Div. e V 100

Dr. Shelia McCullough
Frog. Lead., Indp. Stud. a e 100

T-
100Ur. John Peters

Dir., Field Services Div.

Dr. William Aiken
Prot'. Lead., Nat'l Acad.

100

Dr. waiter Cameron
Dir., Lval. 4 PJlicy Div.

100

Ur. media Alvtc
Frog. Lead., Fol. 6 Plan.

T.".

100

Dr. John Peterson
Dr., Infor. Resources Div. 100

Or. Lillian Clinard
Frog. Lead, Infer. Analysis 100

Roy Dean

Coord., Admin. Services 100

%)i 62
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In addition, these six represent a good mix of state

department and university experience. The Executive

Director and Director of the Field Services Division have

extensive administrative experience in two state

departments: Illinois and Tennessee. ,Four have

concentrated their experience in university teaching,

research, and administration at North Carolina State

University, University of Illinois, Ohio State'University,

and University of Tennessee. Four have worked in corporate

and industry settings and the Executive Director is a

Lieutenant Colonel in the Army Reserve.

In addition to the nine key staff who will lead this

National Center, there will be other staff who will, be named

after the contract is awarded. We have named all key

personnel who, according to the RFP are the Director, key

administrative, supervisory, and substantive staff. We

prefer the Division Directors and program leaders to have

major input into their staff team selections. Descriptions

for all these pos, itions are included in this volume. The

cost proposal will reflect salaries for eieven months for

these individuals. It is our recommendation that funds

normally used for the additional month of salary be used for

Phase out costs to assure that the incumbent has adequate

transition time.

It should be pointed out that the Division DirectorS

will manacle the efforts of the entire Division and, in

IV3
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addition, will direct one program area in their division.

Each division has two program areas as indicated on the

table which follows. A, program leader has been designated

for each division to %Fad the second program area. In most

cases the additional staff that will be.hired will be at the

Master's or Bachelor's Degree levels. This is a deliberate

approach to differentiated staffini of the National Center.

A ell-balanced research organization should hire Ph.O.level

Personnel who are capable of managing several thrusts within

program area and then be supported by a cost effective

team of technical personnel and graduate research

!ssociites. We believe that theidNational Center should

provide opportunities for leadership development for

craauate students through graduate research assistantship.

Cur staffing pattern has taken this into consideration.,

The cost proposal will reflect that the National Center

will have a staff that is differentiated as follows:

Doctoral Masters Bachelors Other Total

Professional 9 17
.5 - 32

Grad. Research

Assistants 15 7 - 22

Clerical 16.5 16.5

IV-4
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EXCERPT FROM OCTOBER 18 TESTIMONY BY DR. ROBERT WORTHINGTON, P. 25 (QUALITY
I CONTROL PLAN)

And last but not least, on the criterion of quality control, the University of Ten-
nessee proposed to have a quality control specialist, had no plan in their proposal,
yet they received 4.71 by the panel. The Ohio State University had'a very qualita-
tive program which they receive#4.4.

RESPONBIC or DR. PETERSON

Dr. Worthington was mistaken on this point, There was a quality 'ntrol plan in
the proposal. The plan is attached and is the material used by reviewe to arrive at
a higher rating for the University of Tennessee on the quality control ion of the
proposal.
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*Jalitv Control and Staff Development

4 Quality Control Coordinator will look for all places

.flee Integrated Quality Circles should be formed and will

tnese to the division Directors. This will be

..c,olished by examining the Base Line Aanagement Schedules

letermine where interface points occur among functions.

7.1t1on integration has been a theme that has been espoused

:groughout this proposal.

Earlier it was stated that if function integration is

t) pccur, it must be planned for. One of the roles of the

2Ja'ity Control Coordinator will be to see that function

:efacing occurs. Instead of having the Quality Control

::),linator only establish methods which impose quality

c7'.trol after a product is well into the development stage,

*.ne Cuality Control Coordinator will look for IQCs that

should take place to assure quality input from the

toolnninO
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''',INTEGRATED QUALITY CIRCLE (IQC) MANAGEMENT MODEL

(Example of One IQC)

[Executive
Director

Applied
R 6 D

N.

L

I.Field
Services

Inforeationl

Resources

a. Research Associate assigned to "At Home In The Office" sub task in
Applied R 6 D Division.

b. Moves to Information Resources Division for segment of time to co-
author state-of-art paper, "Is This Really the Office ? ". .

c. Moves to Evaluation and Policy Division foi segment of time to study
supply and demand of communications workers efforts. .

d. Moves to Field Services Division for segment of time to help design
National Academy workshop, "At Home In The Office". . .

e. And comes back to "home" division

V
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However, tried and true methods of external and

internal peer review of products will be completed.. For the

most part, our concept of quality control is to make it an

integral part of the day-to-day way in which the

organization will be,operated. The junction integration

through the IQCs will cause staff to be critics in a

colleagial way and in the true spirit Of research.

The Quality Control Coordinator will also be in charge

of staff development. After all, good staff development

should lead to personal growth that results in benefits to

the organization. Here are some of the techniques that will

be employed.

1. All professional staff will attend a one-week seminar

on how to write effectively. This will be held during

the second month of the contract.

2. All clerical' Staff will attend a two -day seminar on

"form and style" of the National Center.

3. Professional staff across the functions will be given

opportunities to co-author state -of- the -art papers

that relate to their field.

4. Professional staff will be encouraged to be active in

professional associations related to their field and

to their work at the National Center.

5. Key consultants brought to the National Center will be

invited to present lectures and seminars for staff on

the area in which they are consulting.

111-6
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6. National Center staff will be invited to attend

"dr rehearsals" of National Academy workshops;

for example, all National center staff will be

invited to participate in the Academy workshop, A

New Chip on the Block: Computer Literacy for

Vocational Eriucators.

7. Mechanisms will be used CO obtain staff input for

staff development activities so that individual

needs can be met.'

Organizational Structure of the National Center

and 14!thin the University of Tennessee

The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education administrative organizational structure is shown

on the following page. This is the base organizational

structure that feeds into the Integrated Quality Circle

approach. Four division directors will report directly to

the Executive Director and, along with the Coordinator of

Administrative Services, will form the Management Team.

Each division,mill have a program leader who will lead a

program of activities. Each Division Director will also

lead a specific program area in addition to overseeing the

work of the entire division.

the Coordinator of Administrative Services will

/manage the fiscal, equipment and facilities, ed torial,

and quality control areas and will assure that t!le

6r)
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Dr. PETERSON. I do want to provide for you just a brief outline of
some of the events that occurred.

The incumbent bidder somehow learned or perceived that their
proposal received a lower rating from the Federal technical review
panel. Political action wan then instituted on behalf of the incum-
bent bidder. Review procedures were altered after the proposals
were submitted and after a seven-member Federal technical review
panel had evaluated the two proposals to include a site visit team
of four persons, none of whom served on the Fedei al technical
review panel.

A site visit team visitea both sites. We welcomed this at our in-
stitution. The site visit team reviewed the two proposals, and they
were asked to comment on them. But it is important to note they
neither rated nor ranked the two proposals.

And 181 days after issuance of the request for proposal [RFP],
and 116 days after closing date for receipt of the two proposals, the
RFP was amended by the U.S. Department of Education. Best and
final offers were then submitted, and the Federal technical review
panel voted 5 to 1 to award the contract to the University of Ten-
nessee.

The Assistant Secretary for Vocational and Adult Education
made the decision to award the cc. tract to the incumbent, the
bidder that had the lower rated proposal by the Federal technical
review panel, and was approximately $7 million higher in cost if
all options to renew the contract are exercised by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education.

Then, finally, after the award was made, an anonymous mailing
was sent in a franked Department of Education envelope to the
president of the University of Tennessee, detailing anomalous pro-
cedures within the Department during the procurement.

Mr. Chairman, as a result of having gone through this experi-
ence, we do have some specific recommendations for the legislation
and for the procurement process. But I am going to speak only to
the legislation today.

As you look at vocational education legislation, we believe that
these are some of the things that should be considered.

We would recommend the establishmeilt of four to six research
centers. I have provided rationale in my printed testimony as to
why we believe that should take place. We believe that four to six
research centers, each funded at $2 million per year and a national
center should be included in the legislation.

We believe that the U.S. Department of Education should exer-
cise its authority under the "options to renew" clause of the cur-
reat National Center contract and recompete the National Center
procurement at the same time that procurements for focused cen-
ters would take place.

All centers should be competitively procured every 5 years and
the awards should be in the form of grants.

The centers should be university based so that the ce.ters can
serve the dual purpose of conducting research and preparing the
next generation of vocational education researchers and leaders.

I have offered for you several and thrusts for the centers. I will
not detail each of those. Those are in my written testimony. But
they relate to thrusts like Policy Study Center for Vocational and

U
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lechlAical Education, Research in High Technology Education
Center, a Center fog Research on Vocational and Technical Educa-
tion Special fopulations, something we heard something about ear-
lier this morning.

I could go on and list others for you because I believe there are
important areas that need to be addressed by focused research cen-
ters. We believe, too, that all centers should report to the U.S. De-
partment of Education with the Department convening representa-
tives from each center on a quarterly basis for coordination pur-
poses. We believe that not more that. any one center should be lo-
cated in any one university.

Finally I have to say as a researcher, and as an administrator of
research across all colleges from the college of law to the college of
home economics to the college of business administration to the col-
lege of education and so on in a major land grant universitythe
American university must remain a place where research can be
conducted in a free and unbiased manner. It must also be able to
compete for research awards in an atmosphere where awards are
made to those with the best ideas. That is what research is all
about.

We must get about the business of conductirq quality research
on critical vocational education questions. Vocational educationand the Federal procurement process both lost a great deal of dig-
nity this past year. I have suggested some ways to restore dignity
to an educational field which so richly deserves it.

It remains to be seen, however, whether Federal vocational edu-
cation legislation can be written to help make this happen, and
whether the profession itself can accept this challenge.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Peterson follows:]
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CHAIRMAN STAFFORD AND MEMBERS OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE.SUBCOMMITTEE ON

EDUCATION, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES:

1. INTRODUCTION

I am Dr. Marla Peterson, Dean for Research, The University of Tennessee,

Knoxville. I am here at your reouest to answer qcestions about vocational

education research in general and, in particular, circumstances surrounding

the awarding of contract in response to United States Department of Educa-

tion Request for Proposal 82-028, National Center for Research in Vocational

Education.

Before I discuss the events that happened during the procurement, there

are several comments I wish to make:

1. The University of Tennessee bid on the National Center for Re-

search in Vocational Education out of an interest in providing

excellent research and this continues to be our motivating

interest;

2. At no time while the procurement was in progress did we know

any facts about how the procurement was being conducted other

than the fact that a site visit team came to the campus; other-

wise, we did not know when reviews took place, who served on

the review panels, ratings given by reviewers, etc. until after

the award was made, at which time The University of Tennessee

acquired procurement information under provisions of the Free-

dom of Information Act;

3. At no time did we try to influence the procurement outcome

through political action other than to request that a fair

1
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review take place; throughout the procurement we stood behind

the content of the written proposal that we submitted; and

4. In no way do we want the circumstances surroundiej the pro-

curement to negatively affect Committee deliberations on the

importance and necessity of research in proposed vocational

education legislation; rather, we would hone that this committee

would take corrective steps to include provisions in the new

legislation which would increace the funding level for voca-

tional education research and which would prevent, any one

research institution from exerting undue influence on voca-

tional education research in this nation.

As Dean for Research at one of the major research universities in the

nation, I work with all colleges and units of the university--including the

Colleges of Architecture, Business Administration, Communication, Education,

Engineering, Home Economics, Law, Liberal Arts, Nursing, the Graduate Schools

of Biomedical Science, Library and Information Science, 'Planning, and Social

Work, and the several interdisciplinary research centers on the campus. In

the past two years approximately 1,500 research proposals have come to my.

office for approval for submission to various Federal, state, corporate, and

other private entities; these proposals result each year in approximately

$30,000,000 worth of research and development awards. Clearly, I represent a

university that is accustomed to competitive procurements of all types and

sizes.

I administer basic research in the physical and biological sciences as

well as applied research in engineering and social science fields. I am at a

university that is located just twenty miles from one of the largest research

centers in the United States, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Over 300

2
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University of Tennessee researchers work with 2,100 research staff members

at-the Laboratory on advanced research in areas such as robotics, laser

technology, artificial intelligence, high energy physics, and biotechnology.

The University of Tennessee has more faculty and students .issocated with a

multi-purpose Department of Energy Federal Laboratory than any cther uni-

versity in the nation with the exception of the University of California.

We conduct more research and development activities for the Department of

Energy's Federal Laboratories than any other non-managing contractor univer-

sity in the nation.

Further, The University of Tennessee is one of the leading teacher

education and vocational education institutions in the United States. The

College of Education at The University of Tennessee is the eighth largest

producer of teachers in the couitry. From January 1, 1981 through August

31, 1982, we conducted vocational education research and development efforts

which were funded at approximately $2,000,000.

I give you this background and these statistics because they are relevant

to the topic that I am here to address--the topic of vocational education re-

search. Now let me discuss the proposal we submitted in response to the

Department of Education's RFP 82-028.

When we began preparing the proposal for the National Center for Research

in Vocational Education procurement we decided that it was important to the

nation's goals to link the high technology research and development which is

occurring in the nation's scientific laboratories with the nation's educational

laboratories and centers. We also recognized the fact that vocational educa-

tion could make a significant contribution to the nation's economic develop-

ment if information was supplied on the types of skills that are needed when

3
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changes in technology occur. Therefore, The University of Tennessee's propo-

sal was focused on high technology as it relates to the nation's economic

development.

The links between the scientific laboratory, the engineer's computer

screen, and the nation's secondary and postsecondary schools were what we

wished to investigate and to strengthen. We believe that the proposal sub-

mitted by The University of Tennessee would have moved the country toward

the notion that there is an important relationship among science, technology,

and vocational education. Good science and good basic research lead to good

technology. Good technology needs to be supported by good education and

training. Had the National Center for Research in Vocational Education come

to Tennessee we believe that the nation would have profited from a National

Center with the capacity to examine the "technical" aspect of vocational and

technical education as well as the "vocational" portion. The skills in

mathematics, physics, and chemistry, as well as vocational skills required

to perform in a high technology environment would have been examined. We

still believe this to be a valid basis for research and will continue to

pursue it.

think it is important to go into slightly greater detail about The

University of Tennessee proposal--the proposal which was not selected for the

award even though it was rated higher by a Federal Technical Review panel on

two separate occasions, was $1,200,000 lower in cost for Year 1 and was esti-

mated to be approximately $7,000,000 lower in cost for the five-year duration

of the Contract. I do not wish to include all the details of the procurement

(}

re--the Chronology of Events is contained in Appendix A. However, I will

mention that The University of Tennessee was surprised to witness a Federal

procurement proces in which:

4
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o The incumbent bidder somehow learned or perceived that Weir
proposal received the lower rating from a Federal Technical
Review Panel;

o Political action was then instituted on behalf of the incumbent
bidder;

o Review procedures were altered (after proposals were submitted
and after a seven-member Federal Technical Review Panel had
evaluated the two proposals) to include a Site Visit team of
four persons, none of whom served on the Federal Technical
Review Panel;

o A Site Visit Team visited both sites, reviewed the two pro-
posals, and were asked to comment on but neither rate nor
rank the two proposals;

o 181 days after issuance of the Request for Proposal (RFP) and
116 days after closing date for receipt of proposal the RFP
was amended by the United States Department of Education;

o Best and final offers were submitted and the Federal Technical
Review Panel voted 5-1 to award the contract to The University
of Tennessee;

o The Assistant Secretary for Vocational and Adult Education made
the decision to award the contract to the incumbent--tne bidder
that had the lower rated proposal and was approximately
$7,000,000 higher in cost if all options to renew the contract
are exercised by the Department of Education; and

o After the award was made an anonymous mailing was sent in a
franked Unit d States Department of Education envelope to the
President of The University of Tennessee detailing anomalous
procedures ithin the Department during the procurement.

Allow me to ex ain why The University of Tennesse was in the position to

propose and deliver a superior concept for a National Center for Research in

vocational education that would deal with high technology and economic devel-

opment. Because we had established exceedingly good working relationships

with Oak Ridge National Laboratory, one of the largest scientific laboratories

in the United States, and the Tennessee Valley Authority, a leader in economic

development, we possessed a very unique capability, probably unmatched, to

conduct significant vocational education research on high technology skill

areas and their relationship to the nation's economic development.

5
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We elected to present a focused proposal. We did so in the belief that

a research center cannot be all things to all people. We concluded after

carefully reviewing the needs of the vocational education community th.

was necessary to focus on technological update. We elected not to focus on

topics that have been dealt with in the past. Rather, we emphasized the

changing nature of technology--with a particular emphasis on high technology.

Among the projects we proposed was an effort to'devisee-computer progra

that would enable us to store the tasks and skills that are required to work

in high technology occupational areas--including physics, chemistry, mathe-

matics, communications, vocational education, and other skills. We proposed

a computerized system that would enable us to analyze the commonalities of

skills required across occupations. We proposed to develop a system that

would involve many scnools and community colleges across the nation in

analyzing the skill contents of high technology occupational areas.

We proposed the development of papers dealing with the salient and

important aspects of high technology and economic development. This included

several papers that had as their focus policy issues associated with movement

toward a high technology society--papers with titles such as, "High tech-

nology and the Economically Disadvantaged." We proposed a paper on "Language

Arts and High Technology" which was tc examine advances in computer and word

processing software. Some of this software incorporates 80,000 word diction-

aries that will correct spelling errors and thesauri that will aid writers,

clerical workers, and information specialists. We wanted to examine the

relationship of this new technology .to the teaching of business communications,

technical communications, and English. In fact, a team of University of Ten-

nessee administrators visited the Thomas J. Watson Research Center and observed

IBM researchers developing a new computer program that will eventually correct

6
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syntax and trite expressions in busines letters and correspondence. We pro-

posed to examine what technological
advances like these will mean for the

teaching of communications skills.

The visit to the Thomas J. Watson Research Center illustrates that admtn-

istrators at the highest level of the University were fully prepared to lend

support for creating a conceptually
new type of National Center for Research

in Vocational Education. The University of Tennessee was prepared to present

new space for housing the staff of the Natienal Center. In addition, through

the fine private sector support we have at the University, we were prepared to

equip the National Center with the latest advances in office and communica-

tions technology. Had the National Center come to Tennessee we would have

linked it electronically to schools prid community col4e(es throughoNi. the

United States.

I will not describe all the work that was proposed. However, there are

two additional areas that need to be mentioned. We proposed an innovative

study to look at (Plying work to
people rather than people to work. We believed

it was time to experiment with and document the positive and negative aspects

of moving office work to the home. I emphasize the word, "document," because

although other experiments with the electronic cottage have been tried, they

.have not been well documented.
We proposed, with the aid of office equipment

Manufacturers, to place computer terminals and word processors in homes and

research, document, and analyze the results. Such a concept has significant

implications relative to dislocation of workers and for those who might prefer

to work in their home. It is technologically possible to develop home entre-

preneurs. However, research related to social, legal, employee benefits, and

other issues needs to be conducted. We proposed to conduct such research.

7
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The other proposed effort I will mention is the nationwide assessment of

vocational teacher education programs. We believe that outstanding research

talent resides in more than one institution; we wished to involve five major

research universities in conducting research to determine what is happening

to vocational teacher education programs. Included in our proposal was a

nationwide conference to call together Oeans of Colleges of Education, Pro-

vosts and Vice Presidents for Academic Affairs, and hiads of Vocational

Education Teacher Education Departments to discuss the status of vocational

teacher education programs.

I chose to use the word "status" in the preceding sentence because de-

clining resources for colleges and universities make it very easy to target

vocational education teacher education programs for reduction or elimination.

Vocational teacher education suffers from image problems within colleges and

universities. We wanted to find out, "Why?"

When we were told we were not going to receive the contract for the

National Center for Research in Vocational Education, the Assistant Secretary

handed us a letter which said, "Many features of your proposal were considered

to be so outstanding that is has been decided to offer to contract with The

University of Tennessee. . .We have estimated these items. . . total $817,973."

Portions of the work that we had proposed relative to the computerized data

,base of high technology skills, nine papers on high technology, and the experi-

ment to move work to people in their homes were included'in the $817,973 award.

We began this program of high technology education research on July 1, 1983. A

group of technical advisors drawn from schools, universities, and the private

sector are making significant input into the research questions we are address-

ing. Corporations such as American Telephone and Telegraph, Exxon, McGraw Hill

Book Company, and IBM are contributing staff time and resources to assist us.

8
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II. ANALYSIS

In 1977, under the provisions of P.L. 94-482 which created a National

Center for Research in Vocational Education, a procurement was held similar

to the one which took place in 1982. In 1977 there was only one bidder.

In 1982 there were two bidders. Why has this been the case? It is not be-

cause other universities and entities do not have the research capacity.

A variety of circumstances have contributed to the creation of a situation

in which strong research universities simply recognize their efforts will

not be given proper consideration. This should become clear as the reader

reviews the chronology of events (See Appendix A) that took place during

the procurement.

But the chronology of the procurement should not obscure the fact that

we believe some changes need to be made in the research section of future

Federal vocational education legislation. The five concepts t will now

discuss form the basis for seven recommendations that should be incorporated

in new legislation.

THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION HAS CHOSEN TO USE PROCUREMENT

PROCEDURES THAT HAVE THE EFFECT OF A SOLE SOURCE PROCUREMENT; CONGRESS NEVER

INTENDED FOR THIS TO HAPPEN. What happened to The University of Tennessee

would probably have happened to any strong bidder. The interplay among top

staff at the current National Center for Research in Vocational Education

(NCRVE), the Office of Vocational and Adult Education (OVAE), and the American

Vocational Association (AVA) precluded The University of Tennessee from re-

ceiving the award.

Through direct political action of the American Vocational Association,

the impression was created throughout the United States that an unfair

9
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procurement was taking place. In very carefully chosen words, the Executive

Director of the American Vocational Association sent a letter on October 15,

1982, to every state director of vocational education in this nation which

said and from which 1 quote,

I regret to have to alert you to the fact that negative
evidence continues to mount concerning the National Center
procurement. The process being used to select and fund
the Center is not one based on merit and objective review:
rather, it is being carefully staged in a manner that
would result in the removal of the one national instrument
which has become extremely effective in policy studies and
events linking vocational education to its potentibl in t
national issues. Top people in the department, were re-
laying this information to me as early in the process as
Six months ago. (See Appendix B for full text of letter.)

The wording in the letter was, of course, subject to varying interpreta-

tions across the country. Some vocational educators interp "eted the letter

to mean that the United States Department of Education was "staging" the

procurement; others believed that Tennessee congressional personnel were

trying to influence the procurement outcome. I have no information that

would support or reject the first interpretation. Perhaps the American

information.Vocational Association fias such information. However, there are no facts to

support the second interpretation because it did not happen. The letter,

however, created a situation which made it look like the incumbent was nOt

instituting political activity but that others.were doing so.

When it was called to our attention that such a letter had been sent

throughout the country, 1 telephoned Dr. Eugene Bottoms, Executive Director

of the American Vocational Association, and told him that if he had any

questions about our proposal, he should feel free to call me at any time.

I never heard from him. I specifically made the call because unless the

United States Department of Education had shared the contents of the pro-
.

pOsals or comments of the Federal Technical Review Panel, Or. Bottoms had

10
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no way of knowing which bidder had submitted the superior proposal. Thus,

!t appears that support was provided on behalf of the incumbent by a major

professional association when the two proposals had not been read or reviewed

by the Association.

The close working relationship among the three entities cited earlier

(AVA, O.AE, and NCRVE) coupled with tne fact that review procedures kept

changing throughout the procurement simply add up to the net effect of a sole

source procurement.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SMULD CONGRESS ALLOW VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

RESEARCH CENTERS nF ANY TYPE TO BE FUNDED WITHOUT COMPETITIVE AND CAR7FULLY

MON:TORED PROCUREMENTS. In rosponding to a survey conducted by the A( Hoc

Committee on Goverment University Relationships in Support of Science, a

committee of the National Academy of Sciences, the National Academy of

Engineering, and the Institute of Medi,.'ne, Irwin Fridovich, James B. Duke

Professor of Biochemistry, Duke Universe Jical Center said, and I quote,

We cannot have both the fairness ..nd the stimulus of free
competition for available funds and the comforts of sta-
bility, continuity, and predictability of funding. We
could go to more five-year grants and fewer three-year
grants, but any more drastic changes would be counter-
productive. Over the long haul a given scientiA may
grow stale. It would be a mistake to provide some kind
of tenured funding far research.l

It would also be a mistake to ,rovide tenured funding of educational research

centers. Good research centers that are conducting quality research should

have little difficulty in obtaining funOing under the competitive procuremeat

process. It is well known 'mono university research administrators that tit

incumbents have been doing a good job, they have tha compettive advantage

IStrernthenihg_the Government-University Partner5hiT In Science Wash-
ington, D.C. . National Academy Press, 1983. p 149
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We cannot afford to create circumstances that could permit research

centers to become stale. The very fact that a competitive procurement occurs

should serve to sharpen the research that is conducted.

THE FUNDING OF ONP'NATIONAL CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION RESEARCH

WITHOUT PROVISION FOR ADDITIONAL STRUNG CENTERS DOES NOT ADD TO THE RESEARCH

CAPACITY OF THE NATION AS A WHOLE. I believe Congress recognized this in the

1.976 Amendments of P.L. 94-482, Vocational Education Act, Subpart 2, Sec. 171,

(2) which included the following provision:

. .support of a national center for research in vocational
education, chosen once every five years, which center shall
be a nonprofit agency, shall be assisted by an advisory
Committee appointed by the Commissioner, shall have such
locations, including contracts with one or more regional
research centers as shall be determined by the Commis-
sioner after consultation with the national center and
its advisory committee taking into consideration the
vocational education resources available, geographic
area to be served by research activities.

In calling far the creation of regiokal centers, the above langua9e indi-

canes that Congress intended that more than one inst:turion should be involved

in conducting vocational education research on problems of national signifi-

cance. This part of the law has never been implemented. The National Center

at Ohio State has opposed the creation of regional centers. It is interesting

to note that the recent Request for Proposal for the National Center procure-

ment contained the following statement: PROPOSALS SHALL NOT DISCUSS THE

REGIONAL CENTERS.

Later, I will suggest that the general notion of a limited number of

centers is a good one. however, from a research administrator's point of view,

good research knows no geographic bounds. Good research occurs where good

ideas and good minds reside. I will suggest, instead, thia't Congress consider

funding focused research centers that would complement, but not report to,

12
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a national center. All centers, ir.luding the national center, should be

competitively procured. Consideration should be given to not renewing options

on the current national center contract so that the new multiple center con-

figuration could occur.

Many fields and Federal agencies such as DOE, NASA`, and NIH have recog-

nized the fact that multiple centers and laboratories are a much better approach

to capacitating the nation as a whole. Future researchers and leaders a-e pre-

pared in research and development centers. Concentrating the scarce Federal

research do:lars at one site does not contribute the way it should toward pro-

ducing diversity amOng the next generation of vocational education researchers

and leaders. Further, national problems can be and should be addressed at

multiple sites across the nation.

A CRITICAL MASS IN TERMS OF PEOPLE AND RESOURCES IS NEEDED TO CONDUCT

EFFECTIVE RESEARCH. The

justify the need for one

argument of "critical mass"

national center in light of

to fund vocational education research on oroblems of

has often been used to

the dollars available

national significance.

However, the level of critical mass is highly debatable. In the field of

vocational education it is simply not necessary to fund a center. at $5,000,000

per year in order for significant research to be accomplished. I assure you

that the Transdortation Center and the Energy, Environment and Resources

Center at he University of T,Nineswe are conducting quality research for far

less than i5,000,000 per year. It is better for Congress to consider doubling

the amount of money available 'or folding vocational education research and

at the same time at least quadrupling the number of centers. In other words,

I will sugge<1 shortly that four to vocational and technical education

research centers funled across tle country.
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ALL THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION RESEARCH TALENT 15 NOT CONCENTRATED IN ONE

LOCATION IN THE UNITED STATES. A competitive procurement process for multi-

ple centers will uncover good vocational education research talent that is

badly neededirrticularl, in the policy studies and technology update areas.

Research personnel with backgrounds in robotics, laser technology, biotech-

nology, materials, otfice systems technology, etc. are needed.

When I began this presentation 1 emphasized that we do not believe that

the unusual circumstances surrounding the procurement for the National Center

for Research in Vocational Education should have a negative impact on Federal

funding of vocational education research. Rather, we should use the procure-

ment experience to include better language and allot appropriate research

funding in new vocational education legislation. The language in the current

legislation may have helped create the situation whico occurred. It is time

for new approaches to be tried.

III. RECOMMENDATIONS

I would like to turn now to recommendations that 1 believe will contribute

to the improvement of research on problems of national significance in voca-

tional education. These recommendations fall into two categories! (1) recom-

mendations relative to funding of vocational education research centers and

(2; recommendations for improving the procurement process.

RECOMMENDATION( FOR FUNDING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION RESEARCH FOR THE PURPOSE
OF STUDYING PROBLEMS OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE

Vocational education legislation should provide for

Four to six research centers, each funded at $2,000,000 per
year and a national center;
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2. The United States Department of Education should exercise its
authority under the "options to renew" clause of the current
national center contract and recompete the national center
procurement at the same time that procurements for focused
centers would take place;

3. All centers should be competitively procured every five years;
the awards should be in the form of grants;

4. The centers should be university based so the centers can serve
the dual purpose of conducting research and preparing the next
generation of vocational education researchers and leaders;

5. The centers should each have a specific focus with the following
foci presented for consideration: (a) Policy Studies Center
for Vocational and Technical Education, (b) Research in High
Technology Education Center, (c) Center for Research on Voca-
tional and Technical Education Special Populations, (d) Center
for Vocational and Technical Education Information, (e) Center
for Research on Adult and Postsecondary Vocational and Techni-
cal Education, and (f) Center for Research on Vocational Educa-
tion and the Private Sector;

6. All centers should report to the United States Department of
Education with the Department convening representatives from
each center on arquarterly basis for coordination purposes; and

7. Not more than one center should be located in any one univer-
sity. See Appendix 0 for examples of research questions that
need to be addressed.

RECOMMENDATIONS RELATIVE TO THE PROCUREMENT PROCESS

1. The quality of the ideas presented should be given the i':eaviest
weight in the proposal evaluation process;

2. The Assistance Management and Procurement office in the United
States Department of Education should require the Office of
Vocational and Adult Education to submit the proposal review
process plan at the same time that the Request for Proposal is
submitted for approval. Once approved, the plan should be
adhered to throughout the procurement process and should not be
altered; and

3. In cases where a Federal official awards a contract in excess
of $1,000,000 to a bidder whose proposed costs are higher and
whose technical review ratings are lower than another offeror
there lhauld he (1) a thorough review within the Secretary's

Office of the officiaLb jui:tification in terms of its acclracy
and (2) the Secretary of Education should colvene an inter-
agency panel of not less than three members to examine the
justification and recommend to the Secretary acceptance or
non acceptance of the decision and the Justification.

15
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IV. SUMMARY

The American university must remain a place where'research can be con-

ducted in a free and unbiased manner. It must also be able to compete for

research awards in an atmosphere where awards are made to those with the best

ideas. We must get about the business of conducting quality research on

critical vocational education questions. (See Appendix D tor examples of

research questions that need to be addressed.)

Joe Mills, President of the American Vocational Pssociation and President

of the Naticnal Association of State Directors r.r Vocational Education, in an

April 22, 1983 letter (after the .contract han been awarded) which was addressed

to the Director of the National Center for Research in Vocational Education and

which 4as sent to all state directors of vocational education and Department

of Education officials said,

It concerns me that there is no formal vehicle for providing
states the opportunity to assist in National problem inden-
tification and subsequent planning for solution to these
problems. Our lack of involvement obviously results in the
production of products that are marginally useful. I would
be extremely pleased to explore with you some avenues for
making NCRVE efforts more responsive to states' common
needs, an increasingly critical concern as we are all
faced with decreasing resources. (See Appendix E for
full text of letter.)

Mr. Mills' letter indicates vocational educators feel a lack of involve-

ment in vocational education research conducted at the National Center and

this lack of involvement contributes to marginally useful products. Decen-

tralization of research efforts throughout the country would result in the

involvement of more risearchers. Competition among centers in a decentralized

coniiguration along with good management of this program by the Office of

Vocational and Adult Education, United States Department of Education may

help create more useful products.
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Vocational education and the Federal procurement process both lost a

great deal of dignity this past year. I have suggested some ways to restore

dignity to an educational field which so richly deserves it. It remains to

be seen whether Federal vocation education legislation can be written to help

make this happen and whether the profession itself can accept this challenge

11
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APPENDIX A

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION PROCUREMENT 82-028
NATIONAL CENTER FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL LUUCATION

May 26, 1982

July 29, 1982

August 2-6, 1982

October 1, 1982

October 18 & 19, 1982

November 2 & 3, 1982

November 19, 1982

RFP issued.

The University of Tennessee submits proposal.

Seven-member Federal Technical Review Panel
reviews both proposals. Panel members give
following average ratings:

University of Tennessee (UT) - 82.9
Ohio State University (OSU) - 76.6

Six members rate the UT proposal as acceptably
and one rates it unacceptable but capable of
being made acceptable; four panel members rate
the OSU proposal as acceptable and three rate
it as unacceptable but capable of being made
acceptable.

Letter writing begins on behalf of OSU by Con-
gresspersons, Executive Director of American
Vocational Association and others.
UT does not know if the ratings of thu Federal

Technical Review Panel leaked out; at any rate
UT was totally unaware of how the proposals
were rated. UT did not ini.iate any letter
writing or other political activity because
it was inappropriate to do so while a pro-
curement was taking place.

Four-member Contract Officer's Advisory Panel
(also known as the Site Visit Team) visits OSU
and UT. One of the four members was Chair-
person of OSU's National Advisory Committee.

***It is very important to note that this team
was asked to neither rank nor rate either site.
They were merely to comment.***

Contract Officer's Advisory Panel called to
Washington to review both proposals. ***Again,
they did rot rank nor rate the proposals. They
were asked to point out strengths and weaknesses
of both proposals.***

Responses to questions on the technical and cost
proposals submitted to Department of Education
by UT & OSU.

1 Li
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November 24, 1982

December 2 d,_3, 1982

December 10, 1982

December 13, 1982

January 13, 1983

86

181 days after RFP was issued and three 'working
days prior to face-to-face negotiations in
Washington, D.C., the original RFP was modified
to include levels of work.

Two days of faceto-face negotiations (UT staff
were tape recorded the entire time by Department
of Education officials) take place in Washington,
DC. UT sends ten (10) staff for these negotia-
tions.

Best and final technical and cost proposals
submitted to Department of Education by UT
and OSU.

Federa' Technical Review Panel votes 5-1 (there
was one dropout from the original 7) to award
the contract to UT.

OSU Best and Final Offer: $4.3 Million for
Year 1

UT Best and Final Offer: $3.1 Million for
Year 1

UT staff were told at a r..eeting in Dr. Worthing-
ton's office that the award woulo be made to
Ohio State.

January 17, 1983 freedom of Information request sent to Department
of Education.

January 20, 1983

January 24, 1983

UT files protest of award with GAO.

UT officials have oral debriefing in Dr. Wortn-
ington's office. Some documents requested under
Freedom of Information Act provided to UT
officials:

91.

Federal Technical Review Panel Comments
(Aug. 2-6 review)

Contract Officer's Advisory Panel Comments
made during site visit (October 18 b 19)

Contract Officer's Advisory Panel Comments
on technical proposals (November 2 & 3)

Federal Technical Review Panel Comments
after Best and Final Offer were submitted
(December 13)

Internal correspondence attempting to
justify decision.

20



January 27, 1983

February 2, 1983

February 2, 1983
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Anonymous mailing in franked United States
Department of Education envelope sent to
President of University of Tennessee, Senator

Howard Baker, and Washington, D.C. offices of
Scripps-Howard News Service. The mailing
included the following items:

--3-page memo describing what went on in the
Department of Education during the procurement

--35 pages of newspaper clippings related to
Assistant Secretary Worthington

--5-10 pages of miscellaneous correspondence- -
including an October 15, 1982 letter written
on American Vocational Education stationery
and signed by its Executive Director. (See
Appendix 8)

UT withdraws GAO protest.

Reporters start calling; font -page stories
appear in Columbus, Ohio, and Knoxville,

Tennessee; papers; broadcast media picks up
story.

February 7, 1983 Senator Baker's office calls for official GAO
inquiry.

February 8, 1983

March 2, 1983

March 7, 1983

April 4, 1983

UT submits proposal for $957,512 for one year
with 4 options to renew in response to letter
from Mr. Jacob Maimone, Department of Epucation
Contracts Officer, given to UT officials on
January 13, 1983. Letter indicated that, "Many
features of your proposal were considered to be
so outstanding that it has been decided to offer
to contract with The University of Tennessee. . .

We have estimated these items. . . total
$817,973." (See full text of letter in Appendix
C)

Letter dated February 28, 1983, received from
Mr. Maimone indicating that award would have to
be for 18-oonths and $817,973 maximum.

UT addresses all questions in Mr. Maimone's
letter of February 28, 1983, and submits an
18-month proposal for $818,520.

UT Dean for Research telephones Susan Lony in'
Mr. Maimone's office to check on progress of
proposal submission. Dean for Research was
told, "You should hear from us in two weeks."

21
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April 15, 1983

April 26, 1983

May 5, 1983

June 12, 1983

88

UT Dean for Research telephones Susan Long
in Mr. Maimone's office and was told, "You
should be receiving 60-70 questions which will
be sent on'Wednesday, (April 20)." The award
is, "Now being held v- because of PAVAC (Print-
ing and Audio Visual Advisory Committee) and
you should not expect an award for at least two
months."

Letter from Charles 1. Blum, Contracting Officer
contains 202 questions to be answered by UT
before Sd17,973 award can be made. This was in
addition to approximately 450 questions that had
previously been answered in writing and ques-
tions answered orally for two days by ten UT
staff and which were tape recorded by Department
of Education officials.

Vice Chancellor for Research, UT, sends letter
to Mr. Blum indicating, "It is our full intent
to respond once again by answering all 202
questions and any other questions yru may
direct to us because we believe strongly that
the work we have proposed needs to be done."

UT receives unsigned contract from Department
of Education for $817,973 award for 18-month
scope of work.

June 17, 1983 UT returns signed contract to Department of
Education.

June 24, 1983

July 1, 1983

September 1, 1983

Department of Education returns signed and
fully executed contract for $817,973 for 18-
month scope of work.

Work on contract begins.

Results of GAO inquiry sent to Senator Baker.
Based on GAO findings Senator Raker sends letter
to Secretary Bell stating that, it is not my
policy, nor has it ever been, to attempt to
unduly influence the competitive bidding process
of federal contracts. Indeed, it is that prin-
ciple which cause: my great concern about this
contract. While there was no technical violation
0 procurement regulations, according to the
General Accounting Office, it nevertheless
remains that this contract was awarded, not to
the lowest bidder, not to the bidder twice
recommended by a duly established Technical
Review Panel; instead, at the quite specific

22



October 18, 1983
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direction of the Assistant Secretary for Voca-
tional and Adult Education, the contract was
awarded to a vendor whose best and final bid
was $1,263,344 more than the best and final
proposal of the lower offeror.

I full well recognize that criteria other than
cost must be considered in procurements of this
nature. However, this instance appears to me
to be so extraordinarily inappropriate that I

have requested the U.S. Senate Committee on
Labor and Human Resources Subcommittee on Edu-
cation, Arts, and Humanities further examine
this matter and I would appreciate your personal
review."

UT Dean for Research appears before U.S. Senate
Committee on Labor and Human Resources Subcom-
mittee on Education, Arts, and Humanities to
offer suggestions on how new vocational education
legislation should be written so that situations
such as procurement 82-028 can be avoided and to
make recommendations for improving vocational
education research.

23
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APPEND! X 9

AMERICA N VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Special Co-riJnic..: to State Directors

Dear Colleague":

0:toter IS, 1952

I regret to have to alert you t' the fact that neoati,,e evicence continues
to roust concerning the National Center procurrnent. The pmro, hpin used
to select and fund the Center is not one based on merit and otjective review;
rather, it is being carefully steeled in a manner thot woold result in the ruoval
of the ore national inStru'ent b.ilich hat begone extre-ely effective in policy
studies and events linking vocational e(ivcation tc its Potential in national
issues. Top people in the department were relaying this information to me as
early in the process as six months aio.

The Secretary end rssistant Secretary Vnrthington have failed to establish
an external review corn-nit:to coT:osed of folks frog the field -- cha,:ied with
the responsibility of (I) closely analyzing the Complete proposals against
the UP (including site visits), and; (2) sobTitting their finongs in writing
to the Secretary. This failure to appoint and charge a panel is further
evidence to me that they ray, indeed, have so7atting to hide and that the:'
are not willing to allow a fair, hard-nosed e%aloat;on of the the proposals
sub,iitted.

Fro,' the inforn4tion we have gathered th,,s far, an on-eite tkan. as been
lirited to One day at eacn institoticn, ice tney he not been allowed lc
review full copies of the proposals or the RFP.

Our concerwis that, with a contract o' this ragnit6de and ir:ortance to
edotatip, Cr. eljtable and pr::er assets-?n: of the t,'ptcooials

`east to co-oleted by a penal reoresentatie of the field -- repr, -tat.vc:
who kno,. the e?os and potential cf vocational ed.,:ation and the i .e and
potential of the Uational Center.

Enclosed are copies cf three letters tent to Secretary Eeil; one f,:- re,
follot..ing several phone conversations; one fro*, Chtnan Carl Periins.
our view; and one from. Representative Bill Coodlin,,., which is going out toc:ay.

iris is a ratter cf critical ir:ortance to all of ut.. I ue,;e you contact '"'N
you, Congress7onal recretnta and as then to cortactnives
3ecratary and Et "?ate at the White r:use. Recces: that a foll and ;-:per
rev:e r:C255 to con-- -pf,

,2 ttste'! e- 'arc thr_ir Ve al'. have a
lot at sta,e here. Trani. you.

".it

- 'rector

tine' etN c Ac r I.O .'c,. : C.) PHONE (7031 522.5,21

9;)
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APPENDIX C

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT 01' EY:C.\ 1-1;)N
WASH;m,7e.. u, ;,;

CILW Reference; PIP 82-72S
National Center for m.searc,1 In EJJJ_,t:on

Dr. Marla Peterson, Dean for Research
University of Tennessee
4C4 Andy Holt Tower

Knoxville,. Tennessee 37990

Dear Dr. Peterson:

I would like to thank you. for your cooperation throut the r.iny states
leading to award of the above referenced VP. Atove all, I wuld like to
cc rend you and your staff for the professional aunrir in wnic.a you cPn:lilted

yourself at all times durin4 the procurement process.

Cc petition for the Center contract was intense am the leo;th and c#2t..culc-,
attent::.veres,-, devoted to the selection process is a trituo to ....le offers

the coloetiLive range. .

I regret to inform you that your offer was not selected for
features of your proposal were considvred to oe so h:y.-ever, t-rot

it has been decided to offer to contract with the Un.wrsIty of Tennessee, .L:ur,

your guidance, for these elements. This procurement is autnor:zeo b.!

Article 10 (c) of Standard Form 33-A.'

I would liNe, therefore, to request a technical Ano :pst proposal due

Fecruary 14, 1933, for the follok-n3 prOjects. This mpcsal thcluce

objectives, procedures, and deliverables for all indtvIdual projects.

1. "At Wrie in the Office"
2. State of the Art Pacers

3. Comtask Data Base

A. Computer Proz,ral i Data Analyst:, Formit

B. Prlctitionev Handbc;:k

4. "Company's Comang"

We have est:27ated, based on your Rest and Fihal cost on.-oo,al, that tnsk.,

total 5817,977. I realize an e,,t.ate any sue nee.

given these rvli conzittions. I would lAe rewe.st here n,,-,!slole. mat

retain tne staff Gr:;::hallv propose:: yo.:r FE?

decree CO (ICCc.!')C this del:ver pro;N,sal CO oci!

7th u D Streets, SA, '.;asninzton, DC 202j2. Attention! Susan

t)

Err rfreif :34014i
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APPENDIX

I XAMP1 f y 01

4 QUISTIOW, THAI N1 E0 10 HE ADURI'AEO

uy VOCATIONAL 1DOCAIION RESEARCH
by

Dr. Marla Peterson
Dean for Research

University of lennessee, Knoxville

Policy Questions

1
1. Will the mood of Amer.ca call for a return to the comprehensive high

scnool? What does this mean fur vocational education in the secondary

schools? Further, what implicativs does this have for postsecondary,
vocational education in Federal vocational education legislation? What

would this mean for conversion or updating of..existing facilities And

equipment?

2. In'light of changing demographics should Federal vocational education
,legislation be more heavily focused on adult populations?

3. Would the image of this critical area of human resource development,'
vocational education, be improved if it was thought of conceptually to

be a part of. science and technoTogy policyfor-this nation? 'Can this
type of new conceptualization come from within the field of vocational

education? Or must the notion be shaped by others? How can the United

States tie human resource development research to scientific research?

4. Is Congress satisfied that questions .1-3 are being addressed by current

vocational education research? What are the tradeoffs and cost/benefits
for various scenarios on how research problems of national significance
should be funded, administered, and conducted?. Would multiple research
centers assist in or detract from improving the quality of vocational

education research?

Research and Development Questions

1. How can systems be developed to monitor private sector and university
research deveiopments related to the devising of new technologies and

processes? How can information systems be built to link these devel-

opments to the nation's schools? To the nation's text book publishing

companies? To curriculum developers?

2. What types of computer software fomaCS can best he used to reach tech-

nical skills? How can bajc educationAl psychology principles related
to the teaching of manipulative skills be used to'improve software

formats? What types of software formats work best for teaching maninu-

lative skills?

31-254 0 - H4 - 7
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3. What portion of the secondary ,chool day should he devoted to teaching
vocational skills? Would shortzterm, r programs he a better
use of a secondary school student' time? How much tune really
needed to teach varying tasks to students at- varying ahifitips?

4. As states develop Better Schools, Master leacher, etc. programs, what
are ae technical skill competencies as well as the pedagogical skill
competencies that should be required of teachers? How can the updating
of vocational education teachers be incorporated into these programs?

5. What is happening-to vocational education programs in colleges aod'uni-
versities? Are departments being eliminated? Decreased in size?- Serving
more students? Fewer students? How can expensive equipment in community
Colleges and other two-yea'r institutiohs be used to prepare teachers
th^ough cooperative agreements with universities?

6. Are higher Order technical skills really required in high technology.
areas? Will a great number of jobs related to high technology require
little skill trainiog? What are the skills deeded for these jo4?
However, will some jobs elated to hiyh technology call for more mathe-
Itratics and science background?

7. What is thecomparable,worth of certain skilled and semi-skilled jobs?
Should a word processor operator who operates a machine that is pro-
grammed to correct spelling errors, hyphenate words correctly, etc.
be paid more than a 'receptionist who has to screen calls' and'visitors?

9

0
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APPENDIX E

STATE 00 FLORIDA

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
latt.m.Stie s2304

Pm 0 Ma

0 /
April 22, ON)

Or. Robert %F./ Taylc,r

Csecyltae Direct Jr
TheNaticnal Center fir Rctearch

In. Vocational Eluc at
MO !rimy Road
C.:Au:bus, :1"...0 43211

Cost' Or. T ylori

I received your letter if March--14, 195.1, wherean you reque)...th surf, -rtcut state fur your 1...Tact evaluatiun ...ylton..4 As has teen it FAL., 4-21prior efforts of this ort, rli.rtda will !Articipote by proi.h.o; y.1.1 .r.far-atiotrel itive'to the nuntier of R i D preducts di Ai ibutai in fiscal year:,ant I feel thatsAse CciaPents are 1n ,rier relatave to thewhich such .1 "%ystern" will'be able to strengthen coordinati-n of rr, trimirsprcvesiont act antics.

Larry ;ell tot. in his piper n tr . 1.-s;t .7,7,0! wtu :: v.t. `I,.- cam.ut itthe 19d2 Ditserilnition awl n :.t.ier.:e and which 1...further at :Alb:oil:ant State Dice,t-r: remit iris, [..terre,1 to t! ii ne-Jeualuattun uf. prJ4rin impr 7.t effort,. evalutt retcir.tIto in your letter, was not net.t.).:r.e I: rather the pr yam lilt .:.7(neevilutt111outline in tr. Sellar.i's parer inclu3e.1 a suggested exartinatl,r1 '/10:.:,!:ffAm:s. TrC*ITE ar.d a study 'Of,i!ffecti.:emitaeffitiency prrerin it rovement vrore:ts.
I me ron.:er-el thit At int /ration , n the ru.-1:er of r di .41 ..t...4te Ifrom in 1101 InI 198: /111 rit contribute itr, ;t 1.mirg c r.:}7of pr'.'qt t . nor,- ,.would be (11 the : I ttt f :t ! tir):(1.- 41, let-c-,1*.Ii. (.1the et. ..:1 _site if it .'midi . (1)whetter f-11 w-ur ^. ! JNft.11 .. r hi It ..alsn Le ile.'ef i'.111 t- . ir ro 411. t. , ri r tpr Au-s mere car 1; e j j ,-.,, tol
kany of theta t-t:viie :4. tq I 1'.

As hie :itt at n ' it,- ,t . c!..fre...er r .ji c:. .r-r . -efee: free -or ) :Cr 17'.niter's eft "..r..' .: . : t L 11yr.pit-,; ippr..nt mite t I I : tt ,-. t
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Cr. ll.bert C. Ttyl'or
Pale 2 _

*-Aprtl. 22. Oil

It sccerns re t.sit tl:,:re 13 no tgrrsi for ti v ding .rites the
tl:pmarity tg 3S11 ,:t in National pr Ltentificaticn and ,.b..eqt:knt
15:armin1 those pr :Arms. Our lack it involvetent
-e .alts it the pr:t.,:t1In of pr -ducts thAt ire narginally useful. I le;u1
be extreelyplea Nplor wi.th 7.4u s,/se iventw: for *akin,' oCPST. cft.,rts
scare re .c:n.ive t e.' need4. an incrq .inoly critical cJnLern
as we are all faces with 0.ecrea.i.ny resn.mces.

Press feel free to ,:.ill cnre a I can be of additional assistance in this
area.

Sincerely.

D. Hills, Director

cc: State Drzectcrs
Glen fl:errtlter. OJ7
Mary Lccell. 9CRVE Contract Officer

\se
nator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Dr. Peterson.

Next we will be pleased to hear from Dr. Robert Taylor, who is
the Director of the National Unter for Research in Vocational
Education, Ohio State.

Dr. TAYLOR. Thank you, bhairman Stafford.
We appfeciate this opportunity to update yoli on vocational edu-

cation program improvement, and to report on our stewardship of
public funds.

1 I will be addressing activities under programs of national signifi-
cance, which include the National Center for Research in Vocation-
al Education, and their relationship to °State program improvement
efforts. I would remind the committee there is some $104 million of.
vocational education funds flowing to the States for program im-
provement as well. Finally, I do include in my written statement
some.perspective on.the procurethent and recommendations for re-
authorization.

The key point that I hope to convey is that nationwide vocational
education R&D activities are making a difference in program qual-
ity, relevance and equity, and that we have in .place as a result of
Federal support a nationwide program improVement capacity that
.is increasingly becoming responsive to both national priorities and
local needs. The Federal investment serves as a unique catalyst for
improving and strengthening programs and impacts not only on
the Federal program investments but also on the State, and local
dollars that overmatch. Further: my comments and written testi-
mony reference only selected work completed or underway as a
result of the National Center contract and do not account for other
significant work completed or underway with the organization
funded through other sources and sponsoring agencies.

The National Center is funded under programs of national,sig-
nificance and conducts the six functions as specified by the legisla-
tion. In my written testimony, I have highlighted some of our ac-
tivities and accomplishments. For example, I point out our work to
improve the'quality of teaching and (Ate the impact of our perform-
ance based on teacher education series. These self-directed modules

1 f
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, impact not only on the developmerit of fundamental teaching skills,
but they also focus on improving the ability of vocational teachers
to be more effective in workbig with special populations and teach-
ing basic skills.

These materials and the comparable materials for administrator
training are being used in some' 400 colleges and by 375 business
and industry training programs as well as other employment and

. training 'Systems.
We have also focused attention on the technological update of

v- teachers, conducted a number of projects focusing on special popu-
lations, including placement and followthrough systems as well as
improved data systems.

In the area of planning and policy, we have established a nation-
al longitudinal survey in cooperation with the Department of
Labor and the Center. for Human Resources Research at Ohio
State, which provides the most powerful data base that is now
available concerning the effects of participating in vocational edu-
cation. We now know, based on actual student transcripts +at
some 78 percent of aljl students- take at least one vocational educa-
tion course, and 28 rcent of those account for two-thirds of tHe

;I" credits, earned to the end that wages are improved, unem loyment
is reduced, school retention is increased and the potenti for self-
enploYment is substantially enhanced when associated ith con-
centration in vocational education programs.

Another dimension of our work is that of leadershi training.
Our training programs locus on the use and application f research
and development, while at the same time they sere as a needs
sensing device.

Since 1978 we have conducted over 210 national w rkshops, held
them in 45 different States, and served over 9,528 tate and local
leaders in vocational education.

A second element of our leadership program is our advanced
study center for postdoctoral and midcareer professional study. Ad-
ditionally, over the last several years, our graduate research pro-
gram, which provides part-time employment. for graduate studits,
has assisted over 450 young people to complete doctotates in 18 dif-
ferent departments and 7 different colleges and schools of the uni-
versity.'

I am pleased to mention that Dr. Peterson was one of those grad-
uate research associates, who later served as a member of our staff,
and was employed by the National Center until. August 1981, some
9 months prior to the commencement of the National Center pro-
curement process.

Under the National Center contract we have released some 619
reports, and over three-quarters of a million copies have been dis-
tributed in addition to reprint rights granted. We now have 39
States tied in to our computer-based, message-switching system, in
addition to over 2G0 postsecondary institutions.

We are collecting and disseminating program improvement infor-
mation, entrepreneurship information, and high tech information,.
and we are working to develop vocational education capacity for
satellite communication.

In my testimony, I hive a 'section dealing with the various ac-
countability measures of the National Center, both self-imposed

1 0
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and sponsor requested. I Odint out that we have had over 1,051Aper-
sonal days of Federal audit and onsite review. Since the Secretjry
of Education cippointed the National Advisory Council, we have
met with thenffour times a year, fora total of 317 person days. We
anticipate in the next few months and additional 166 days of re-
Views and audits. These include monthly site visits by the Depart-
ment. These.reviews have been positive. The question is, "What are
reasonable levels of monitoring and accountability?"

In my testimony, I suggest several categories of research prior-" ities. I point out that the essence of vocational education is teach-
' log and ,learning, even though- we frer, 'Iv focus and package

R&D priorities under such areas as ecn..' .a.c development, high
technology, and others. But the primary obrctive pf our program
which' we must continue to concern ourselves with is teaching and
learning relevant to individual needs and the labor market.

In this connect. )n, I also point out immediate priorities that are
appropriate for programs of national significance, and ,those that
are needed to further increase the Capacity and the responsiveness
of the 'vocational education establishment and even some longer
term research that begs inquiry and investigation, but which, be-
cause of funding, may not receive attention.

One pf the Most difficult pioblems that we have hail in carrying
opt the intent of the Congress in the 1936 amendments has been
that of translating the priorities of the authorizing committee into
the approprjations process. There have been significant delays in
funding, and we are not presently receiving the full 5-percent set-
aside specified in the law for programs of national significance. The
funding, is currently at no more than a third of what the law di-
rects be appropriated. We are working under severe funding handi-
caps, particularly when you consider that dur charge has remained
the same.

La regard to reauthorization, II recommend that the Congress con-
tinue the current provisions for programs of national significance.
These include the National Center, research in vocational educa-
tion, projects of national significance which currently provide fund-
ing for regional curriculum centers and the graduate fellowship
program. Regional research centers or research institutes should
also be considered for funding.

I trust thaUpy full written testimony will be incorporated into
the record.

I appreciate the opportunity to be here.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you, Dr. Taylor.
The full statements of all panel members will be put in the

record,
[The prepared statement of Dr. Taylor follows:]

1 0 (I
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:

Thank you, Chairman ''tattord and :Tentillocs of this

=4L1L::ommIttee. tor invtti )I me'. to update you an v.watinnal

edacation 2rcqram improvement and to report on our steoardshLp

of peptic fupds. We also appraciate your continued suppofl:t of

our efforts to adv6nre the quallty aryl r,,,sponiveness ot

vocatioral education programb throughout the n3tton0 My name is

'Robert aylor, and I am'th executive director of th,l

Cent r for Research in Vocational Uncation at the Ohio S6te

nniversity in Columbus, 'Air/,

in my testimony, I will he addressing air activities eared

out under Programs of Nattonsi Significance and their relation-

ship to brAte program. improvement efforts. More specifically, I

will tie concentratimq on the acttv:ttcs of the Natioral Center

' for koi*arch in Vocational Educar.ton, ab mandated by congress In

the 1976 Vocational Rducation Amendments. AdditionaW, an you

nave re,.3uented, I '0;11 shAre with you my perspectives on the

procurement proress for the National tenter contract ..sari my

recommendAtitles for riiauthorization c4 future federal vocattonal

eduarton re4tarch efforts.

The ;tey point that I hope to co0Uey to you today is that

nationwide vocational education WI actigties aro making 'a

dieerence to progr4m quality, rrlevance, and equity, and that we

ha"e in place elements: Of A nation4cide program imprvement

, capacity th.tt. Li responsive to both nr.tional orLorltien and local

neuds.

r
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1.1;:gENAL POLE IN VoCAIONAL EjliCATlON
AND PROGRAM IMPROVEMLNT

..J

Perhaps the t'rst vest ion we should address 6s the Federat

'role in vocational educatioa and program imoovemont. It is 'my

judgment that the raticnaie which riecessitated and justified the

tnr.tial categorica'. 'aipport for vo-.7ational educati on ar the

lederal level is as .source, ald as critically important today as it

has been at any point ,n United States history. The vccational

education entetprise is a decentralized system that has

repeatedl'y proven it can respond to both locat needs and national

priorities. It is a rngram that is .not only accessible to molt

of our popUlation and employers, but also embodies a high

commitment to preparing and upgrading a sktlted prk force.

Farther, the nocd for a contineing.Federal role in the area of

program imuovement his, la my judgment4 substantially increared.

The Federal 1nve3tment serves at; 9 unique tatalyst for improving,

!it-rviltph*nlny, and-expanding vocational education programs.

In reviewing the intent ;ad structure of the current amend-

merits, it seems olt'qinus that roeuthorization of state and

r6ilorlal program imk8vement is essential for contrlbutinT to

pt,Igram quality, respondtrid to key national priortties, co-

trititina to local needs, 6Ulld1ng prociram and renewal capacity,

a

and providing essentaal data and :services for voc;.tional edu-

. Bich an effort willitielp_provide an incieasingly

effectiv, aod appropriate stratruy foe tulfallinla national

lvadeship role and erourfng coutessiotial intent. '

hl
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The progrlims supported in .these amendments )41.. 94 -4t12,

part A, subpart 3 and part 6, subpart 2) are designed to in-
,

fluonce ihe quality and chalacter of Federal program investments,

and also to have an im;Ja.:t on the eight dollars'provided by state

and local districhi to mat4h each Federal dollar. State program
4.

improvement research dollars are targeted to six major areas

(P.L.04-482, part 4, subpart 3):

1. Research
,

Z.' Exempiarry and innovative programs

3% Curriculum development

4. Guidance'and cbunseling

5. Inservice and preservice vocational education perqpnnel

training

6. Programs 6 overcome sex bias

National program improvement dollars are set aside for Programs

of National Significance, which include--

1. The National Occupationa.I Information Coordinating

Committee

2. The Nalrional Center fqr Research in Vocational Education

3. Training and Development Programs for Vocational

Education Personnel

4.. Teacher Certification Programs

5. Discretionary pcojectF deemed to be min the national

significance category by the Secretary
A

Activity supported through these provisions provide a means for

tocusliny tederat, state,and local resources on such problems a91
A 1'

0
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economic development, equity and access, improving linkages with

business and indUstry, vocational education's role in national

defense, and other.. Hy providing essential research, develop-

A ment, training; pilicy and plaLsing information, evaluation

activities, and dissemination services that are relevant and

useful to large n;mbers of states, these programs improve the

cost-eftectivene's vocational education because they eliminate

duplicate costs, accelerate program improvement, and provide
,

valuable information,both t4olic?makers and those responsible

for the conduct of the vocational education enterprise.'` As state

and local resourAs become constrained and everyone loses buying

power, it is even more essential that we maintain a central

mechanism for rapidly sharing the outcomes of state investments

in research and development with the vocational education

community.

THE HOLE AND FUNCTIONS OF THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The National Center is the most comprehensive program im-

provement effort mandated under Programs of National Signifi-

cance in the Vocational Education Amendments of 1976. In 1476,,

the House (H.R. 94-1085) cited th9 provisions for a national

center "as the second most significart improvement made in the

legislation."

The role Of tro National Center is to address problems of

national significance and to he,p build a nationwide program

improvement capacity for ensuring quality, relevance, and equity

09
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in programs of vocational education. The rationale for the

National Center grows out ot the recognition that there are

nationally significant problems that require sustained ana

comprehensive inquiry. Additionally, this rationale recognizes

the many benefits, including cost-effectiveness, of assembling a

critical mass of resources, one ot which is having available a

full-time multidisciplinary staff. And finally, the rationale
A

also requires ot the National Center an organizational posture

designed to optimize provision of the inte 11 ependent and

complementary functions of research, development, training,

evaluation, information for policy and planning, and

dissemination and utilization 'Services.

'Through a competitivelmocurement,process, the U.S.

Department of Education designated the Center for Vocational

Education at The Ohio State University to commence work on

15 January, 19787fifteen months after the passage of the

Vocational Education Amendments. The National Center, now in it

sixth year of operation, fulfills its role by carrying out six

functions that were specified in the legislation. These

functions are as follows:

A. Conduct applied res-)arch and development on problems
of national significance in vocational education;

( Provide leadership development through an advanced
study center and inservice education activities for
state and local leaders in vocational education;

C. Disseminate the results of the research dhd deverop-
ment projects tunded by the Center;

D. Develop and provide information to facilitate
national planning and policy development in voca-
tional education;
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E. (i) Act as a clearinghouse for information on
contracts made by the states pursuant to section
131, section 132, and section 133, and on ,ontracts

0 made by the Commissioner pursuant to thin section;
and compile an ann6tated bibliography of
research, exemplary and innovative program projects,
and curriculum development projects assisted by
funds made available under this Act'since July 1,
1970;

F. Work with states, Iccal educational agencies, and
other public agencies in developing methods of
evaluating programs, ihcludingthe follow-up studies
pa program completers and leavers required by sec-
',tion 112, so that these agencies can otter job
training programs which are more closely related to
the types of jobs availahle in their communities,
regions, and states. (P.L. 94-482, part B, subpart
2)

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE NATIONAL CENTER

It is ditftcult, if not impossible, to characterize fully

the major accomplishments of a comprehensive national research

and development center that carries out six interdePendent

functions -- functions that all call for interfacing with other

elements of the scientific community, other employment and

training systems, and, the nationwide vocational education infra-

structure. At the 1,7,sent time, we have under way a number of

significant lines of Inquiry that focus on key reauthorization

issues and that are yielding 'relevant data, policy alternatives,.

and recommendations as the reauthorization process continues.

These include such areas as the ettects and patterns ot partici-

pation in vocational education; improved planning and '?valuation

of programs; increased linkage with business, industry and labor;

implementing and improving programs ot high technology; and

7
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serving the needs ot the handicapped, women, displaCed workers,

and others.

National Center Outreach

since 1978, the National Center has developed and released

to the public 619 reports on such topics as the role of

vocational education in economic development and national

detense; training for the use and transfer of high technology;

strategies for increasing education's coordination with business,

industry, and labor; educational 'equity; increased educational

responsiveness to populations with special needs; and planning

for and evaluation of vocational education/programs in

corrections. In addition, we have promoted the dissemination and

use of numerous other exemplary research, Development, and

curriculum products fuhded through state program improvement

projects under our leadership training and dissemination and

utilization tunctions. buring the last six years, the National

Center has worked with vocational educators in every state in

the nation and in many local communities to advance the quality

ot vocational education programs; to increase the responsiveness

ot these programs to the labor market; to improve programs for

special populations; and in general, to build and improve the

vocational education system's capacity for program improvement.
1

Ti e National Center's activities represent a fine balance between

programs of research and suppo Lctiny services. Statt members,have

provided a broad range of assistance to the public since 1978,

8
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and we have numerous outreach mechadisms that. I would like to

review for you briefly. The following statistics reter to work

carried out under the National Center contract only; work carried

out under other sources of funding has not be included,

o To improve the knowledge hase and skills of
vocational educators and trainers nationwide, we
conducted 270 national conferences and workshops in
forty-five states. They were attended'by 9,52H state

as. and local leaders from all states and territories and
e,overed such signiticant issues- as the role of
vocational education in economic development,
entrepreneurship, the transfer of technology into
occupational training, techniques in policy formation
find planning, serving special populations, the
development of leadership skills, and the improved
management of shrinking tinancial resources.

O In conducting our R&D activities, the National Center
has utilized 470 field sites in ..11 the states,
territories, and districts; 'through these efforts,
we have worked'with 52,666 state and local leaders to
seek their inputs into our vocational education R&D '

efforts and to ensure relevance ocour work to their
needs.

o In the last four 'ears, we received over 3,207
visitors from all states and territories and fifty-
five foreign countries' who came to consult with our
staff, learn about National Center products and
activities, and utilize our information resources.

o In addition to these on-site visitors, we have
answered over 64,281 requests for information and
assistance (received by letter tic telephone through
our toll-tree number) from a variety of individuals
with varying roles and responsibilities located in a
range of institutional settings. Located in both the
public and private sector, these individuals have
sought information about such national priorities as
vocational education's role in economic development;
exemplary programs for special populations; advanced
evalthition methodologies; and ways to foster linkages
Letween business, industry, and labor. Our materials
and strvit-os that have been highLy soughtwtter
include high-technology instructional materials
and case studies of programs; materials for improving
instructional delivery systems for teacher education;
professional development workshops; and up-to-date

, curricula for occupational training.

11 ti
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Applied Research and oevelopment

P.L. 94-482 provides 'for applied research and development in

vocational education. The National Center has explored and

utilized fundamental ,information from other research traditions
. .

and disciplines and appfied the results and findings to the

vocational eduCation field. Our general strategy has.been to

work on intervenLions that allow the vocational education

enterprise to be more responsive to special populations and more

effective in planning and evaluating programs, and that ensure

programs' sex fairness. More recently, we have concerned

ourselves with problems related to vocational education's role in

economic devflopment.

Improving Teaching

One of the most singularly powerful approaches to improving

vocational education is to improve the performance of vocational

A

teachers. Toward this end, the National Center has prepared a

set of one hundred performance-based teacher education (PBTE)

modules .Jesigned to address the widely recognized need for

improving the prOfessAonal preparation of thousands of secondary

and postsecondary vocational teachers.

Since the development of the first one hundred PBTE modules,

several additionil series of-modules have been developed to

address specific needs of vocational teachers. For example, a

need for aid was noted lomong 'vocational teachers who must assist

students in improving their basic skills. Six modules have been

developed to prepare teachers to teach basic skills. Similarly,

e31-254 0 - 84 8
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although many states have turned to competency-based education,

many teachers have had little, if any, training in how to=use

competency-based materials eftectively. Six modules have been

developed to assist teachers in installing and managing

compptency-based instructional programs,. Still another module

was developed to meet the expressed need of teachers to coilibat

problems of student drug and alcohol abuse. Thirteentmodules

have been developed to assist teachers in serving students with

special aod/or exceptional needs. Additionally, the original

serie8 of one hundred modules has been revised to ensure that

content and resources are current with the latest research

developments.

In addition to the PHTE modules focusing on teacher training

and skill upgrading, thirty performance -based modules have been

developed for preparing local vocational education

administrators, and forty-two modules have been prepared for

career guidance personnel with support from other sponsors.

since 1978, over 580,000 copies of the rhitial,one hundred

competency-based KITE modules have been distributed through

commercial publications to every state, five United States,

territories, eleven Canadian provinces, and thirty-two foreign

countries. Approximately 1,675 different agencies have purchased

modules, including 1,300 educational agencies; 375'businesses,

industries, corps programs, JTPA agegaiez:. and other non-

educational groups; and 140 International agencies. In addition, /
-p

685 individual4 have purchased the modules. The primary

purchasers have been 400 colleges, universities, and

11
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postsecondary institutions. Materials purchased by these

colleges and universities are being used for both preservice and

inservice vocational teacher educationsprograms.

An average of 30 teachers are enrolled yearly in each

university PHTE pi-Micas", while an average of 15 are enrolled in

each postsecondary and' secondary inservice program. From such

intormation, we estimate that over 100,000 teachers have been

trained with PHTE modules.

There is evidence that PHTE is having a long-term impact on

improving the caliber of vocational education teachers,

especially in the areas of instructional planningt.reinforcement

of student skills, individualizing instruction, and student

performance evaluation. Data collected indicate that PBTE

increases the teachers' ability to be self-evaluative and their

confidence i them-elves as teachers because this training has

helped them realize their full potential. PBTE has also con-

tributed directly to vocational education classrooms by --

o increasing the use of competency-based teaching

techniques;

o improving equal access and opportunity for all

'students; and

o improving the performance of local school adminis-

trators in evaluating teachers through use of

criterion'- referenced assessment torms developed for

Specific teacher competencies.

12
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These contributions are responsive to needs expressed in the

recent report Education for Tocorrow's.Jobs, which covers new

approaches required for preparing vocational instructors.

Our recent work in the area of teacher technological

updating established that almost one-half ot the postsecondary

teachers and almost one-third of the secondary teachers in

selected states had either a critical of substantial need for

. updating ri'the technology of their teaching area. Work is

currently under way to IdeNtify and describe the estillintial

characteristics of an effective strategy for technilogical

update--a strategy th will minimize known harriers and maximize

known facilitators to the) efforts of the vocational education

community to beep teachers abreast of the ever-changing 1

technologies of the world of work. This research is based upon

earlier National Center work that identitied, described, and

analyzed current approaches to teacher technological updating.

Equity and Access for Special Populations

We have identitled at least thirty-five major categories of

learner groups with special needs. One dominant strate

been to concentrate nn mainstream solutions. From a na tonal

perspective, it has not been deemed appropriate, nor have time

and resources been avallab4e, to atlow specitic or individual

research and development effOrts relating to each ot these

special populations. Our approach, therefore, has been to torus

on ways in which the entire system could be made more responsive

to special-populations. We havp assessed the common needs among

13
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all special learner groups in an attempt to ensure that ,

vocational education serves a broader range of individuals in a.

more effective manner. A variety of products and programs has

been developed to address the common needs identified.

o Staff development opportunities and support materials
for teachers and administrators of proyrams for
special populations

- Thirteen performance-based teacher education (Plies)
modules provide instructinn in skills required to
accommodate a iode variety of Students In'claSSes.'
Such students may include physically handicapped,
gifted and talented, educationally and economically
disadvantaged, nontraditional students; students
with liAlited English proficiency, and adults in
need ofuretraininy.

A.11b.

1.0

- A set of seven guides is targeted to secondary and
postsecondary teachers, administrators, and
counselors to help them plan and execute
compreh4isive programs for special learners. The
set provides compt1ehensive informatipn about
special populations, including attitudinal
barrier k, identification and assessment,
intervation strategies, exemplary program
description, and agency and organization
resourcesio

- Seven state workshops have been oftered, with
accompanying technical assistance, to assist states
in upgrading teaching skills of special educators
working in vocational education and of regUlar
Olcational teachers who have handicapped students
In their classes.

- An exemplary model was devegioped that provides
steps for supporting handicapped students in their
transition from school to work. the seven
resulting guidebooks will enable the pargicipants
In school-community support teams to supOhrt
handicapped students during their training,
transition, and first year nn the )ob.

- A training program was designed for parent
volunteers that will prepare them to participate in
helping handicapped youths become employed.

- An administrators' guide
opportunity in vocational

0 providing equal
ucation identifies and

lid
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categorizes major rules and regulations that attect
vocational education. It provides a framework for
applying concepts of equity and equal opportunity
10 that local administratoremay meet the
legal requirments for establishing.programs in
special needs:

/&*1*
o The development of individualized education programs

National Center staff developed a model program to
he the basis for administrators to plan and
establish vocational education programs for
development of individuallzed education programs
(IEPs) in accordance with legislative requiremeNts.
Included are descriptive parts for preparation itk
the IEP, proceduies for completing the IEP, ant)
critical issues related to IEP adjustment.

o 5iupervised work experience proyi-:ms toespecial
populations

The National Center has designed a series 61
reports that provide detailed steps for teachers,
counselors, and community-based organizations to
establish job exploration programs that Asses the

O individual's needs and capabilities. The series
identities instructional methods and counseling
techniques.

o Follow-through studies of the handicapped and
disadvantaged

- Guidelines have been developed to assist local and
-state educational agencies as well as community-
based groups in providing support to special
workers on the job.

These products are being used to improve.programs. For

example, (Ater 1,200 state and local secondary and postsecondary

teachers and special education administrators have learned how to

use services and products of National Center through; forty

inservice and preservice workshops on working with special

populations.

The National Center is assisting three states--Washington,

Ndbraska, and Louisiana--that are working toward certification of

special education staff working in vocational educatio.n.

1133
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Virginia is presently working with National Center staff to

develop a master's, program for (1) vocational teacheis pf main-

streamed special/exceptional students,'(2) teachers in self-

contained' special needs vocaticsal programs, and (3)vocatldhal/

special education resource teachers.

The Education Department of the Federal Corrections Insti-

tution in Lexington, Kentucky, used National Center publications
4

dealing with job placement of the handicapped--twenty inmates

were assisted in preparing for their release trom prison. 'These

publications also provided help to the staff in locating OobS for

' handicapped inmates.

For 1984, the National Center has proposed to undertake a

./
research'effort relating to women in correctional institutions.

Presently, there are few opportunities for women to learn voca-

tional skills that will, permit them to be self- (ufficient, self-

supporting taxpayers upon their release trom,prison. In fact,

sevyral states have been cited for aot.having eolien's vocational

p56gramS equal to those provided for iicarcerated males. This

'effort will prepare a guide for use by correctional officials in

planning and establishing more effective vocational programs for

women. Leadership training will be provided by the National

Center to assist states in providing or upgrading such

program's.

a
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4, Ecffitomic Development
, fi

Since the late 1970s the economy has been front-page news.

. We have faced double digi tr* inflation, double digit unemployment,

the loss
4f

of our competitive position in many, world markets, and

the slow-down and often shut-down of many of our aL

manufacturing plants. 4We have been told that the nee economic

growth in the United States has hovered near zero. One part of

the solution to our current economic woes lies in human resource

development and the more efficient deployment the available

labor force into emerging and expending occUpa ions..

Vocational education is but one agenef concerned with human

resource development, but meeting individual career needs and

society's skilled workforce needs has beenan enduring goal of

vocational edulation. Since 1978 the National Centsehare been

in9reasingly concerned with economic develdpment by working with

the vocational education community to develop' programs that

provide relevant and up-to-date skill training, meet the ,seeds of

lusiness and industry, aro con-effective and productive, and

develop students who become productive workers. Our' work can be

described in tour broad areas: (1) adult training and re-

training, (2) high technology, (3' entrepreneurship, and (4)

planning and forecasting.

Adult trains and retraining. A central. problem in this

area is matching the skills of the work force with the skills

needed in the labor market. Many adults, most visibly those
0

displaced from their jobs through-plant closings, have immediate,

retraining needs. others need training to prepare them for

f2.1
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Inevitable career changes, For instance, Year V of the .

National Center contract we undertook a study to provide custom-

izi traiming.programs for business and industry, In -depth case

studies of successtul programs led to the development of a guide

for postsecondary educators on upgrading and retraining workers.

The economic environment, state structures, and the key tactors

in the success of the programs dre descu4sed, along with details

ot,actual program designs. These materials have been used in

several workshops sponsored by the National Academy and were
4

featured at the National Conterence on Upgrading and Retraining

Workers held in Columbus, Ohio, in May 198j. Videotapes of that

conference are now available for national distribution,

In the current year o4 the contract ../e are developing a

compendium of assessment materials useful in placing displaced

workers In training. This product will pull together materials

and prooram experinces trom across the country and will prove a

rioh resource for those assisting displaced .workers in becoming

reemployed.

tr
High technology. In two years of 1,rk in this area the

National Center has focused on aiding postsecongary.education

agencies In at;sessing'high technology needs and planning and

implement4ng high technology programs. In Year IV cooperative

industry-education Initiatives and postsecondary responses to

changing tochnobmiles were described in ten case studies. 11.e

4!xperience In the case studies are used to provide an overview of

several high technology areas and a discussion ot strategies

18
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for developing educitional programs that prepare workers for

changing occupations. In Year V curriculum specifications for

rotetics, comiAiter-assAsted design, and computer-assisted manu-

bacturing were developed; Finally, a team approach between edu-

tion and industry for planning and implementing successful high

technology training programs was outlined. The five-phase proce-

dure includes charted sequences and relationships as well as

"da's" and "don'ts" for each step and for the total planning

process.

Entrepreneurshio. bince 1976 the National .Canter-- has-- been

developing materials, conducting workshops, and providing leader-

ship to support of the concept that starting one's own business

is an Important option in vocational education. In Year IV of

the National Centel 'sitract a set of competency-based instruc-

tional materials, I :ogram for Acquiring Competence in Entrepre-

neurship (PACE) was revised and updated. This set of materials

addresses entrepreneurship at three levels of learning: (1) the

secondary or prevocational level, (2) the advanced high school or

postsecondary level, and (3) the adult level. The eighteen

individualized units provide for (1) awareness of entrepreneur-
-Nee

ship as a career option, (2) exploration to understand essential

concepts, and (3) preparation for opening and operating a small

business. This is complemented by a number of commissioned

papers on topic', such as entrepreneurship and women, and program'

planning in vocational education for entrepreneurship.

Ma,
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In this first yearof the current contract we are developing

a nationwide network of state task forces CO infuse entrepreneur-

ship into all levels of education. As part of this activity i.)0

are developing a referral service to collect information or

activities supporting entrepreneurship and are operating an

electronic "newsletter" to share successful experiences and

ideas.

Planning and forecasting. Work in this area is of'two

sorts: extensions of earlier planning and futures studies

applied explicitly to problems of skills shortapes, (nd commis-

stoned papers and products providing overviews or analyses of

vocational education's contribution to economic development,

productivity, and reindustrialization. In the first area we

undertook a study in Year V of the responsiveness of vocational

education to critical skill shortaget;-the accuracy of available

labor market statistics, the nature of state plans, and the types

of vocational education programs offered.
, on in this

effort it was discovered that although skill ,rtages are widely

touted. few if any exist that are national in scope.

Other work. -Under other st :sors a variety'of complementary

activities have been mounted. For example, under our NIE grant

we sponsored a Policy Forum on Displaced Workers. Presentations

were heard on a variety of topics including the experiences of

other countries, descriptions and evaluations of reemployment

projects, perspectiOes from the automobile and steel industries,

and reports from postsecondary education agencies of their

involvement. The proceedings will be published as a book and

20
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summary generalizations and recommendations will be drawn from

the set of papers.

Additionally, the National Center has a long history of work

with labor unions through their joint labor-management training

funds to develop apprentice training programs and train

instructors.

Throughout our work in economic development is the theme of

helping vocational education work more closely and more

efficiently with the orivate sector and helping the private

sector meet its trained labor force requirements. We see the

preeminent issues in the immediate future relating to the

training and retraining needs of adult workers. The primary

deliverer of that training will be the two-year postsecondary

institutionsthe community colleges and technical institutes.

In total, our work in the area of economic development

demonstrates a clear commitment to facilitating vocational

education linkages with business and industry. We have been

involved in productivity issues, reindustrialization, job

redesign and quality-of-work-life innovations, and customized

training ventures. The National Academy has conducted

twenty-three workshops and conferences on industry ducation

collaboration, increasing productivity, and retraining workers

during the past three years in a dozen states, with over 1,100

state and local leaders participating.

21
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SexIa irness

The National CCnter has a history of work in the sex

fairness area. Beginning in 1966N-twelve years before the

official establishment of the NatiOnal Center for Research in

Vocational Educationactivities such as the first national

conference on educational implications of womenrs work patterns

have kept the staff and vocational education community abreast

and ahead of the diverse problems and issues surrounding equity.

External evaluation of the National Center's program. Two

years after state sex equity coordinators began their work

(1979), a third-party evaluator of the National Center's

sex-fairness program determined that all sex equity coordinators

had read the National Center's publi-ttions. One publication,

1 Vocational Education.Sex Equity Strategies, was formally adopted

by tole coordinators as their "bible." Wisconsin reprinted, this

publication and distributed it to all school districts in the

' state. Portions have been reproduced and distributed through

statewide workshops in almost all of the fifty states.

Two-thirds of all equity coordinators have attended

conferences and have also consulted with National Center staff.

One-third of'the coordinators have planned and made visits to the

National Center to work with staff. The equity coordinators

rated all National Center equity publications on a scale of one

(much less useful) to five (much more useful), as four or five.

Equity Coordinators request 'help tram the National Center an

average of five times during their first two years on the

22
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job. They rated the help they received from staff as extremely

useful. The coordinators felt that the National,Center helped

them establishing a ne work that assisted them in doing their

jobs more effectively and ted them to gain knowledge that

was extremely helpful.

More recent activities. Our more recent efforts on

increasing participation of individuals in nontraditional roles

include the following:

o A study of the factors related to the
underrepresentation of women in vocational education
that focused on the need for women in higher
decision-making positions.

o A study of credentialing requirements for vocational
education administration in the fifty states that
pointed out the need for more specific requirements
,to permit women to prepare themselves for top
administrative positions.

o A catalog of the talent pool of women in Vocational,
education who were certified in order that states and
organizations who were seeking qualified administrators
might have a reference point.

4.A strategies catalog on how to increase nontraditional
enrollments in two-year postsecondary, CETA, appren-
ticeship, and community-based programs.

In 1981, a national equity colloquium entitled Equity in

Vocational Education: A Future's Agenda was held at the Natiqnal

Center. *Ten educational equity issues for the 1980s were

defined. Seventeen papers were written by academicians: i

teachers: vocational administrators; scholars in the areas of

law, economics, business-industry-labor, sociology, and

anthropology; and specialists in the the areas of aging and the

handicapped. The terms "equity" and "equitable" education have
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different connotations for nearly everyone who attempts to define

and apply them to educational programs? ThiF colloquium

synthesized equity issues and presented implications for the

future.

Administrators did not see schools acting as the majOr

barrier to nontraditional enrollments; 'rather, pressure from

peers, parental attitudes, and employers is the major barrier 'to

any individual performing in a nontraditional job. Placement

rates for women in nontraditional occupations are lower, and

those who are placed still receive lower,roy,

In 1983, the National Center surveyed 1,092 beginning voca-

tional education teachers to determine their preparation and

abilities for instructing poyulations with special needs. Sixty-

six percent reported that they were prepared to plan instruction,

provide materials, modify learning environments, promote peer

acceptance, improve their own ability to communicate, and counsel

students with personal and/or social problems through

nontraditional programs. These same respondents felt better

prepared to work with'economically disadvantaged, gifted and

talented, racial/ethnic minority, and physically or sensory-

impaired students. Mentally retarded students, adults in

retraining, and limited EngliSK proficiency students presented

greater problems for beginning teachers. Only II percent

reported that they were not prepared to do any of the sixteen

tasks about Ahich they were questioned.
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Basic Skills

National concern over the declining proficiency of American

youth 'in basic skill areas has now found expression in a number

of prestigious task force reports(e.g., the National Commission

on Excellence in Education's report A Nation at Risk) calling for

a renewed emphasis on basic skills in high school curricula and

the application of higher standards of achievement. To

vocational educators basic skills are a particularly acute

concern. The current application of advanced technologies in

many occupations is likely to mgwirel__Ior.a 11mitgdmember.04

jobs, new and increased proficiencies in basis, skills. Yet, too

frequently vocational educators do not take advantage of

opportunities to reinforce and extend basic skills as part of

instruction. At the National Center we have been working in this

area over the past three years and plan to continue.

to date, has focused on the followiny:

o Describing the basic skills proficiencies of
vocational students and relating those proficiencies
to other student groups, to the development of basic
skills from program entry to exit, and to such
vocational program outcomes as wages, employment, and
further education.

Describing the skills needed by vocational teachers
to integrate basic skills instruction into their
regular occupational curriculum, assessing the
perceived competencies of beginning vocational
teachers to deliver basic skills instruction, and
developing additional PBTE modules to provide teacher
training in this area.

o Describing the impact of alternative learning
environments (e.g., classroom, laboratory, work site)
on the acquisition and retention of basic skills.
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Basic skills proficiencies of vocational students. Based on

a systematic review of available research, it was concluded that,

on.average, vocational students are less proficient iri basic

skills than their academic track counterparts, and make smaller

gains in proficiency during their high school years. Basic

skills proficiencies appear to be more strongly related to

school-related outcomes (such as further schooling or higher

grades) than to employment-related outcomes (such as placement or

4 wages).

These findings were .extendedby-zollecting

from sixteen local educational agencies and reanalyzing four

national data sets (i.e., National Assessment of Educational
12k4!

Progress, the American College Testing program, the Longitudinal

Study of Educational Effects--Class of 1972, and the High School

and Beyond,1980). The results largely confirmed the earlier

conclusions, but yielded increased precision and confidence. For

example, the average performance of secondary vocational students

on standardized basic skills measures appeared to fall about

one-halt of a standard deviation unit below the average for all

students. Additionally, the basic skills levels of students in

different vocational programs varied significantly. The

(performance of students enrolled in busin ss is generally higher

1M

than that of students enrolled in ure, health, technical

and program',and industrial progra, whic turn is generally

higher than that of students enrolled in distributive education

and home econ.lmics programs.
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co-occurence of basic skills applications with these.variables,
5

we should be able to help vocational teachers and cooperative

work experience supervisors better use available learning

environments to ibcrease the acquisition and retention of basic

skills. Preliminary analyses suggest, for example, that work

settings tend to be characterized by highly cooperative

activities and a high demand for reasoning skills, whereas

classroom settings tend to he characterized by highly directed

tasks and an emphasis on reading and writing tasks.

Leadership Development

Addressing the leadership development needs of the pro-
.

fessional development community is a pervasive concern of the

National Center for Research in Vocational Education. Two

mechanisms have been designed to address that concern: (1) the

Nationlol Academy fgr Vocational Education and (2) The Advanced

Study Center.

The National Academy for Vocational Education is best

described as the principal unit of the National Center concerned

with the professional development of vocational education leader-

ship personnel from throughout the Unitad States. It is the

,,National Academy that completes the research and development

cycle through its outreach and application activities.

The National Academy is designed to provide nationwide,

sharply focused institutes, seminars, conferences, and workshops

on topics of national concern. These activities, per contract
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specification, are conducted on a cost-recovery basis.

During the first five years of its operation (1978-1982) the

National Academy conducted 270 activities in forty-five states

reaching more than ninety-five hundred participants. Most of

these activities focused on capacity building with regard to one

or more of the following thematic areas: planning, evaluation,

special populations, sex fairness, economic development, and

instructional improvement.

A second teature of the National Academy is that it adminis-

ters an open entry/open exit, individualized residency program at

the National Center. This program assists-vocational education

and related leadership person791 in addeessing unique pro-

fessional or organizational development needs through a planned

program at .the National Center.

one hundred thirty-three (133) persons from across the'

states ,-nd Trust Territories have participated in the residency

program. The average length of stay for each participant is

approximately ony month. Travel and living expenses are borne by

the individual participants. The following statements describe

the activities of a sample of the program participants:

o Ite seventy-four former In-residence Participants
he directly influenced 48,060 students (per year),
14,824 teachers, and 3,884 supervisors/administrators
with the knowledge they gained and the competencies
they developed while at the National Center.

o The needs of special populations led the list of -

topics studied by participants in the In-residence
Program, It was fogpwed closely by evaluation,
career development/uuidance, and planning/policy.

A
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o Two-thirds of the participants were either adminis-
trators or teachers from local schools or .colleges
and universities. State education agency personnel
and postsecondary/two-year college teachers were Well
represented in the participants as well, as
practitioners and administrators from such areas as .
private business/industry, apprenticeship programs,
and corieeticinal institutions.

I
o Access to knowledge resources was judged to he the

most valuable part of the experience at the National
.Center. This Included .ise of vocational And tech-
nical material from the library, conferences with.
National Center staff, and discussions with other
in-residents. An average of seventeen National
Center publications was purchased by each
participant. Participation in National. Center
seminars and workshops was also considered a very
useful activity.

Three examples ot improvements that have occurred in various

parts'ot the'country As a result of thC In-residence Program are:

o 'through the mech'anisms of the newly established Area
Planning Councils in Iowa, a school-to-work
transition model for rural students, developed by an
Inipsident at the National Center., will be utilized
by 445 school district superintendents.

o In the Imistrict of Clumbia, improved evaluation
procedures developed by an In-resident are being used
to improve vocational education programs for thirty
thousand students.

In tne State ot Maine, a statewide model beim)
developed and implemented by two former inresidents
to contribate to the state's economic development
throughout entrepreneurship education.

The National Academy works across all functions and

divisions of the National Center. It continuously draws upon the

expertise and resources of the larger Organization, The Ohio

State university, and the scientific community nationwide In

tultilling its leadership development mission. The tindinqs of

research and development conducted at the National Center.and
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elsewhereare consistently integrated Into and .used by the

programs and activities of the National Academy.

The Advanced Study Center provides opportunities rot;

"tcholars to pursue advanced study and research in important areas

ot concern to vocational education. The Advanced Study Center

operates as a highly competitive, national -fellowship p$jram.

During its first five years of operation the Natt center

selected and supported twenty eight Fellows. They reprSiC ted

nineteen states and the Distritct of Columbia, and collectively

they engaged in'twenty-eight different lines of inquiry and

development.

The multiple perspectives from which the Fellows were able

to.benefit were key factors associated with their research and

professional growth." Not only did they have available to them

the rich and diverse resources of the National Center, the Ohio

State nniversity, and the largee scientific community, but they

were valuable resource.; to and among each other. They

represented fif..3en untversities, five state education agencies

four community colleges, three local education agencies, and a

state manpower agency.

The new knowledge, concepts, and ideas which. these Fellows

generated'while at the National Center have not only benefited

staff, but have also contributed to the intellectual capital of

the entire vocationareducation enterprise. Their areas of study

rAnged from improving vocational education services for the

handicapped to itpproved planning and evaluation systems.

3(1
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To provide an example, a Fellow from the state of Washington

developed a model for community college planning. He subse-

qUentlt implemented the model through his position as planning

officer of a community college it that state. Additionally, a

number of workshops for community college planning personnel were

conducted nationally in cooperation with the American AssociatiOn

of Community and Junior colleges and the National Center for

Higher Education Management Systems. A professor from Stanford

University recently developed a odel for career decision making

that has been adopted in the state of California.

M
To highlight an example of the work currently being pursued

by one Fellow at the National Center, I will comment on that of

Ur. Marilyn Snook. Dr. Snook is an assistant professor of

vocational education at the University-DE Vermont. The focus of

'her study is an assessment of employment-related services

provided to handicapped individuals by vocational education, in

c lboration with other service providers. Implications will be

as to. the relationship between promising practices, which

she identifies, and the economic independence of handicapped
0

individuals.

In addition to leadership development activities, the

National Center has supported eighty-three graduate students who

completed doctoral degrees in fourteen departments and in

colleges or schools of The Ohio State University. While pursuing

their studies, these persons served as part-time professional

staff members and directly contributed to the research and

development program of the National Center.

1
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The Advanced Study Center, the'Mational Academy for

Vocational Education, and the graduate research associate program
6

constitute an efkective, interrelated strategy for improving and

strengthening.the intellectual and leadership capital of

vocational education throughout the United States.

4

ef Evaluation

The National Center's work in evaluation has been fOcused on

three major areas of concern: (1) developing materials useful

for practitioners in evaluating programI, (2) developing baseline

kndwledge *plated to evaluation, and (3) promoting the

dissemination and utiVzItion of evaluation findings.

Develo in Evaluation Materials for Pracititioners

The National Center's work in pro ding. practical materials

for state and local age(kies to 'se i. evaluating vocationi1

education programs has result in the development of a number of

evaluation handbooks that prov de practical guidelines for state

and local agencies. The focus of the handbooks has varied from

providing guidelines in complying with legislative mandates to

improving practice in vocational education program evaluation. '

o Guidelines and Practices for Follow-up Studies of
Former Vocational Education Students

o 'Guidelines and Practices for Follow-up Studies of
Special Populations

o Specifications for Longitudinal Stuhes

o Some Key Outcomes of Vocational Education: A Report
on Evaluation Criteria, Standards, and Procedures

3e
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4 Evaluation Guidelines and Practices for State.-
Advisory Councils

o Using Evaluation Results.

o Evaluating. yocaLional Education Programs: A Handbook
for Corrections Educators

o Performance Testing: Issues Facing Vocational
Education

o Evaluation of Vocational Education: Roles,
Responsibilities, and Responses of State and Federal
Agencies

The Case Study Method: Guidelines, Practices, and
Applications for Vocational Education

o Evaluating Employer Satisfaction: Measurement of
SatistectIon with Training and Job Performance of
Former Vocational Education Students

o Evaluating Student Satisfaction: Measurement of
Training and Job Aisfactidn of Former Vocational
Education Students

o Vocational Education Evaluation: Problems,
Alternatives, Recommendations.-

These handbooks have been used in a variety of ways by state

education and local education agency personnel.' Three examples

include: as reterenee materials, for instrument development, and

for evaluation procedure development.

For example, these evaluation handbooks have been used as

resource material tor graduate and undergraduate courses at

California State University -Long heach; for the deans nt the City

C 'loge of Chicago; and for statt at Indiana Vocational Technical

College in Fort. Wayne, Indiana, and were teatured In a newsletter

received by all vocational teacher; in Massachusetts.

The handb,,oks on evaluation have been used to develop

Instruments in A number nt settings, such as conducting
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---evtritrattons lot local Vocational education programs by Arizona

State Advisory Council; developing special instruments to

evaluate socially disadvantaged students prior to and after

completing the program at the Education Opportunity Center
1 -

Rochester (New York); and deVeloping work-related competencies

for teacher trainers by the Research for Better Schools

(Philadelphia, PA).

Developiallaseline Knowleagekelated to Evaluation

The National Center has contributed substantially to the

information base needed by policymakers and decision makers in

the such areas an factors relating to appropriate outcomes for

vocational education placement in jobs, time od task in

vocational classrooms, and Issues in vocational education program

evaluation.

Appropriate outcomes for vocational education. The National

Center has completed a series of studies to identify those fac-

tors relating to the placement of former secondary and

postsecondary vocational students in jobs relatea to their

training. Data for these studies came from existing statistical

.tlata in all fatty states, as well as from state departments that

obtained data trom ¶86 local education agencies in seven states

and 11 community colleges and postsecondary vocational-technical

schools In an additional tour states. Case studies were also

conducted in a total of eleven states. While the major tactor

influencing placement was the local level of employment n the

institution's area, other key tactors were Identitied.
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1. The principal, vocational education teachers, and
counselors believe vocational education and job
placement are important. (shaped goals)

2. The teachers believe it is one of their
responsibk,lities to,keep in touch with employers and
to place their students.

3. Admissions to vocational education programs are
restricted to students who appear motivated and
capable.

4. The gnidance or job placement office serves as a
clearinghouse to provide' timely local labor market
and occupational information to students and
teachers.

5. The results of emplOyer.,needs assessments are used
to update the vocational education curriculum.

6. The cooperative education programs place students in
jobs related to their vocational education
programs.

7.. There is greater participation in youth organi-
zations (e.g., VICA, DECA, ETA) and it is encour-
aged as an essential part of the curriculum.

Another study conducted by the National Center was designed

to determine the desired outcomes of vocational education.

Emphasis was placed on the analysis and synthesis of evidence to

support or reject eighteen of the outcomes considered most

appropriate far vocational education at the secondary and

postsecondary levels. As a result of this study, policymakers

have information based upon evidence from sociological,,psycho-

logical, historical, philosophical, economic, and futuristic

outlooks for use in helping to determine evaluative criteria for

vocational education. On the basis of the evidence presented,

the following outcomes for secondary and postsecondary vocational

education were supported:
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o Acquiring and/or-pgrading-occupational competencies

o Developing safe work habits and techniques

o Increasing employ& satisfaction with vocational
students

o Increasing the potential for vocational education
students to be entrepreneurs

o Increasing the job satisfaction of vocational
students

o Increasing the awareness of vocational students to
obtain basic academic skills

o Placing 'students in jobs related to their training

In a related project, there seemed to be a growing consensus

among an increasing number of knowledgeable people that the

economic, technological, demographic, and educational conditions

in the nation require secondary and postsecondary vocational

programs to serve different roles and functions. The consensus

among this group, though by no means clearly and widely

ariculated, seemed to be that vocational education at the

secondary level should be better integrated with general

education, and that emphasis should be on the development of

broadly applicable skills useful to Students in a wide range of

future occupations. This group believed that, while the focus

should be on strengthening vocational education's contributions

to 'general education, preparatiop in broad occupational areas

should be available to secondary etudents who choose it and can

benefit rt,m

At the postsecondary level, the dominant theme seemed to be

that vocational programs should expand their capacity to serve a
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C,
broader clientele and a broader range of training needs. Hy and

large, postsecondary institutions are being urged to work more

closely with business and industry to emphasize and improve

programs for highly specialized skill development, especially

those needed in new and emerging occupations in the service

sector and in high-technology areas.

Time on task in vocational classrooms. National (enter

staff have observed extensively ten secondary vocational

education cla,sses in four diCterent states to determine the

proportion of time students spend upon various areas of

curriculum content, such as technical skills, basic skills, or

knowledge of the world of work. The findings from this study

indicated that approximately 70 percent of the student time in

secondary.school vocational classes was spent in direct learning

activities. Of the total time observed, 7 percent was on basic

skills, 41 percent was on technical skills, 8 percent was on

employability skills, and 13 percent was on noncontent areas such

as setting up and cleaning up. There was a greater proportion of

student'time on task tri

o smaller classes,

o longer classes,

'o classes taught by regular (not stbstitute) teachers.

Teachers were found to spend 29 percent of their time providing

one-to-one instruction.

In an examination of time -on -task in sixteen postsecondary

classes, approximately 84 percent of student time was found to be
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time on task. Of the total time observed, less than 1 percent

was spent on,basic skills, about 2 percent was spent on

employability skills, 70 percent was spent on technical skills,

and 12 percent was spent on noncontent areas.such as setting up

and cleaning up. This information is now being used to develop

methodology for evaluating vocational education programs to

enhance the actual time students spend in learning activities.

Issues in vocational education program evaluation. The

National Center has also developed a series of state-of-the-art

papers addressing issues in program evaluation. These papers

provide thoughtful analyses and viewpoints about issues such as

(1) the impact of evaluation, in vocational education; (2) job

satisfaction, work adjustment, and vocational education;

(3) assessing employer satisfaction with vocational education.

graduates; (4) use of evaluative data by vocational educators;

and (5) needs assessment for program planning in vocational

education.

Dissemination and Utilization of Evaluation Results

'Dissemination and utilization activities have been carried

out through activities sponsored by the Institute Program of the

National Academy for Vocational Education. Nipe national

workshops held throughout the country with more than 400

participants have been conducted using these National Center

evaluation handbooks. Additionally, eight residents of the

National Academy's In-residence Program participated in the

research and development of the handbooks. Nearly 10,000 copies
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of these evaluation materials have been disseminated by the

National Center's Publications Office. Other modes of

dissemination have included presentations at state and national

conferences.

Providing Information for Planning and Policy

Participation and Its Effects

Two of the key policy questions
in vocational education are

"who is served?" and "how well they are served?" The National
Center, in cooperation with the Center for Human Resources,

funded by the Department of Labor and located at The Ohio State

University, has worked to create the most powerful database

,available for answering .thele questioni about vocational

education. Interviews and actual high school transcripts have

been obtained on 17,000 young people ayes fourteen to twenty-one

from 1978 to 1983. The transcripts allowed us to measure the

type and amount of vocational courses that this nationally

representative sample completed while they were in high school
with a degree of precision not previously possible with

self-designation.

On the basis of extensive analyses of these data, we can

report the following findings on the effects of high schoOl

vocational education:

Over three-quarters (78 percent) of high school
students take at least one vocational course.

o About three out of every ten (29 percent) high schoolstudents take'a concentrated sequence of related
courses (a program) designed to prepare them for
employment. These students earn about two-thirds of
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all the vocational credits awarded by high schools
(Campbell, Gardner, and Seitz 1982).

o Participation in vocational courses tends to retain
dro out cone students in hi h school whosoth:77Wrii

are e y to drop out (Mertens, Se tz, and Cox
1902).

o Students who work while in high school are more
likely to report school problems or delinquent
behavior. School supervision of their work, through
cooperative education or work-study programs. tend to
redUce the number of problems. School supervision is
also associated with:

- holding jobs requiring higher skill levels (than
are needed in jobs students acquire on their own),

- higher proportions of minorities, and

- equal pay for males and females (Lewis, Gardner,
and Seitz 1982).

After leaving high school, students who took concentrated

sequences of vocational courses are less likely to continue for-

mal education; 43 percent enroll in a two or four year college

compared to 69percent among those with few or no vocational

courses (Campbeel, Gardner, and Sejtz 1982). Vocational concen-

trators are, however, more likely to take part in other types of

training such as apprenticeship or employer-sponsored training

(Mertens and Gardner 1981). There is no evidence that vocational

concentration, in itself, acts to lower education expectations

(Campbell et al. 1982).

High school vocational education also influences employment

experiences:

o The mots students concentrate in vocational courses
the more likely they are to obtain employment related
to their training (Campbell et al. 1981).
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o Females who concentrate in vocational courses
(primarily in busiiiess and office programs) earn more
than similar females without such training. Male
concentrators tarn more on an annual basis than those
with little or no training. This is'clue to the
tendency for males with concentrated vocational
preparation to work more hours per week and more
weeks per year (Gardner, Campbell, and Seitz 1982).

Although a few young people are self-employed, young
men who took.a concentrated vocational program are
over three times more likely (8.3 percent) to he so
than their counterparts, with few or no vocational
courses (2.3 percent). Young women from vocational
programs do n6t show a similar tendency. In fact
they are somewhat less likely to be self-employed
(Gardne'r, Campbell, and Seitz 1982).

Male concentrators are also less likely to hold
liovernment jobs (5 percent) than those with few or no
vocational courses (11..3 percent). Once again
similar differences Were not found for young women
(Gardner, Campbell, and Seitz 1982).

o, Employers consistently report a preference to hire
students who have received vocational preparation
(Mertzlis et al. 1980; Nunez and kussell 1982a;
Hemmings 1982). Bishop (1982) has identified some of
the basis for this preference by studying the
training costs and the productivity of newly hired
workers dad has found employers benefit from
vocational training on both these measures.

These results I have cited refer primarily to tl?e effects of

secondary programs. As the yourg people in the, sample mature, we

shall also he able to examine'the effects of postsecondary and

adult programs and det,..rmine longer-tarm effects r- vocational

preparation.

The Vocational Education Act of 1963 and its amendments hav

emphasized the Congressional concern that individuals with

special problems receive the assistance they need to prepare for

gaIntol employment. The following table presents the enrollment

figures for disadvantaged and handicapped students over the past
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decade. While the total enrollment has increased substantially,

the proportion of enrollments for these two groups to 'total

enrollments increased. Vocational Education served twice as many

disadvantaged and handicapped students during the 1980-81 school

year as it did ten years earlier.

DISADVANTAGED, HANDICAPPED, AND TOTAL
ENROLLMENTS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
SCHOOL YEARS 1970-71 AND 1980-81

Population

School Year

197U -71 1980-81

As % As %
Enrollment Total Enrollment total

Disadvantaged 1,393,488 13.3 2,567,537 15%2

Ca6Oicapped 203,414 1.9 5551961 3.3

Total 10,485,233 16,861,828

S6URCESt U.S. Office of Education and Vocational Education Data
System, National Center for Education Statistics

Attitudes Toward Vocational Education

The connection 4 .education and subsequent employment

is very complex, and that research can do is reduce the

amount of uncertainty about Ills connection. Because some un-

certainty is inevitabl,,, research results must be weighted to-
.

gether with information from other sources. Some of these other

sourc..'s are the impvesmions.and opinions of people who set state

and local policy for vocational education, of those who hire the

graduates, and of the general public that participates in the

3?.-254 0 - 84 - Y.
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programs arsi pays for them with their tax dollars. To assess

these opinions the National Center has both conducted its own

surveys and assisted other organizations in surveying samples of

their members. These organizations have included the National

\hic

Conference of State Legislatures, the National S hool Boards

Association, and the National Association of Manu turers.

Discussions with the U.S. Chamber of Commerce were also instru-

mental in causing that'organix tion to conduct its own survey of

a national samplJ of employers.

The results of these several surveys reflect a high level of

general support for vocational education. Some examples are:

o 86 percent of the general public and 93 percent of
school board members think it is important for the
public schools to provide students vit opportunities
to learn occupational skills Lewis,( cElwain, and
Fornash 1980).

o 85 percent of manufacturers would rather hire a voca
tional than a nonvoc,.tional graduate- -all other
things equal (Nunez and Russell 1982a).

o 89 percent of state legislators approve of the
performance of vocational education in teaching
job skills (Nunez and Russell 1982b).

o 78 percent of personnel directors think that students
who received specific occupational training are more
employable than students who received a general edu-
cation (Hemmings 1982).

In contrast to these findings, the claim is frequently made

that all employers want from the public schools is young people

who can read, write,, compute, and have good work attitudes and

habits. The surveys of the National Association of Manufacturers

and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce both addressed this issue

directly. The manufacturers' survey yielded 73 percent who
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thought the schools should teach both employability skills (e.g.,

attendance, punctuality and work attitude) and specific o cupa-

tional skills (Nunez and Russell 1982a). In the Chamber of

Commerce, survey the comparable figure was 67 percent (Hemmings

1982).

The manufacturers expressed considerable willingness to

cooperate with public vocational education in a variety of ways.

Twenty-one percent reported that they currently providework

experience for students, and an additional 53 percent said it was

"quite.likele they would do so (Nunez and Russell 1982a).

Results quite similar to this were found in the U.S. Chamber of

Commerce study (Hemmings 1982).

The major recommendations that state legislators made to

improve vocational education was to involve employers to a

greater degree in evaluation and the development of curriculum

(Nunez and Russell 1982b).

The major recommendation manufacturers had to improve

vocational education was to stress the teaching of the basics

(reading, writing, and arithmetic) (Nunez and Russell 1982a).

It is clear from these results that those closcst'to voca-

tional education see it as performing a vital function and

endorse its continuation as an integral component of public

education,

Futures Research

In addition to assembling information about current

programs, the National Center has been attempting to anticipate

forthcoming influences on vocational education. We have studied
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major trends Indemography, technology, adication, and the labor

force that are likely to influence the environment in which

vocational education will operate. It will come as no surprise

when I say that in the remainder of the twentieth century, the

United States appears likely to experience unprecedented rates'ot

technological change. The impact that these chanqos4111 have on

the skills needed in the labor torce, howe-V-e-r, is tar from clear.

There are at present two widely divergent positions.

Reports from groups such as the National Commission on Excellence

I in Education (1983) and the Task Force on Education and Economic

Growth (1983) assume that the work force of the tuture will

' require high, levels of scijntific and technical understanding for

which the schc.is should begin to prepare young people. There is

other evidence, however, that most employment will not directly

involved advancei technology (Bureau ot Labor Statistics 1982).

Furthermore, in most jobs that involve applications ot

technology, the equipment is likely to be "friendly" and lot .

require hxtensive training to use it.

The resolutLon ot these two options will obviously have

major implications for vocational education. We are currently

studying selected technologies and occupational areas to enable

us to detect emerging trends and provide an early warning to

plannrs and administrators in vocational education on the'

implications of these trends for their programs.

1 4
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Clearinghouse

The 1976 Amendments (P.L. 94-482) directed that the National

Center ". . . act as a clearinghouse for information on contracts

made by statesVursuant to section 131, sectioR 132, and section

133 and on contracts made by the Commissioner pursuant to this

section; and compile' an annotated bibliography of esearch,

exemplary and innovative program projects, and curriculum

development projects 'suited with funds made available under

this Act since .July 1, 1970 . . ." (P.L. 94-482), section 171'

2). The state contracts under sections 131, 132, and 133 have

been for three types of program improvement projects--research,

innovative and examplary, and curriculum development.

Annotated Nbliographies of 6,668 state-administered. and

1,285 federally adMinistered Projects conducted from 1970 through

1977 were completed in' the first two yrs with the cooperation

of the state research coordination units and office of Vocational

and Adult Education branches. Concurrently, the Clearinghodse

staff developed a working relationship with state and federal

agencies to acquire project abstracts for a computerized data

base of projects conducted since 1977. This database, Resources

in Vocational Education (RIVE), now contains information about

4,490 state - administered and 951 tederally administered projects

plus information about 4;309 completed products of these pro-

jects. Taken together, the bibliographies and database contain))

intormationahoet 13,393 projects.
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Because kIVK is a public database accessible at computer

terminals any place in the nation, vocotional educators may

obtain ii.formation about completed and ongoing projects. The

,administrator can contact institutions and in..estigators who are

knowledgeable ahuet specific problem '.eas. The rescarcner can

avoid duplicating a previous or ongoing project an can, instead,

build upon or collaborate with ongoing work. Tne federal or

state R&D manager can determ'ne how well priority problem areas

are being investigated and direct 14D investments to the most

worthy areas. They can also track the outp...it of ongoing and

completed projects and better hold contractors accountable.

In this regard, an analysla of state-administered projects

in fiscal years 1978 through 198 provided several conclusions

about 3,994 projects, funded at $104,638,145--

o states pl4re about enual emphasis on research,
exemplary and innovative, aAd curriculum uevelopment
activities;

o curriculum development seems to be perceive° by
states to he more imiortantt

o public education agencies and institutions prayed
dominant role in conducting program improvement
activities (universities led with 38 percent or J9.7
million of the total funds);

o states showed a heavy concern for assisting
practicing teachers;

o state-level commitment to dissemination is strong and
is being increased annually;

o till greatest effoc. has been focused on improvement
of instruction.

Annual' analyses of state-administered i.rojects confirm the

commitment of state to national priorities such as special needs

47
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populations, sex equity, evaluation, planning, technology,

industry linkages, Ind job placement.

The Clearinghouse function has expanded into other areas as

well. In cooperation with the regional curriculum coordination

centers, a publicly accessible, computerized database of

vocational education curriculum materials has been developed.

Curriculum coordination centers submit abstracts of curriculum

materials developed in the states of their regions and available

in the curriculum coordination center collections. In'two years,

2,512 curriculum materials have become accessible nationally in

this way. While previous searches for nonprtnt curriculum

required a check of many collections, now a user may search the

Clearinghouse database for materials located throughout the

nation. By agreement, any material in the database is available

in a curriculum coordination center or at the source for loan or

sale.

Under provisions of an interagency agreement between the

Departments of Education and Defense, the Clearinghouse obtains

technical training materials (e.g., electronics, welding)

suitable for civilian use from five military branches. Over

1,400 of these are accessible in a manual file and available for

examination on site at the National Center or by cost-recovery

duplication,' These materials most often are used by cui-iculum

developers who incorporate parts in other curriculum prouucts.

In addition to developing these three databases, the

clearinghouse maintains a crosswalk relationship with other

4H
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information systems such as the Iducational Resources Information

Center (ERIC) and National Technilcal Information Service (NTIS).

This relationship is aimed at av i idiny duplication, maintaining

system compatahility, and providihg access. A user may obtain

access to many databases with a Single request to the Clearing-
v'

house.

The Clearinghouse's leadership has been responsible for the

evolving network of computer-based message switching users.

Currently, this user group includes over fifty vocational

education institutions or agencies and one hundred two-year

community and technical colleges in tnirty-nine states. In the

computer-based message switching procedure, a sender may leave

short messages in a central mainframe coh.puter which can be

retrieved later by the receiver. Transmission is instantaneous

and the cost is low for this electronic mail service. Electronic

newsletters can also be transmitted in the same way. Many of the

National Center's dissemination collaborators joined the initial

pilot ettort so that they could exchange messages with greater

etficiency and at less cost tha:i using mail or telephone. In

tact, the Clearinghouse uses electronic mail in acquiring

Information for the databases. The Clearinghouse has

systematically arranged for training of users of computer-based

message switchiny and the databases. one state in now developing

a statew.de network of intormation providers which will employ

the databases and computor-Oased melssage switching to deliver

services. The user will access the services of all providers and

the national datdbaus with one request to any of the providers.
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The Clearinghouse is stuaying ways to use even more advanced

technology trJ improve communication and deliver services.

Transmission of longer messages' more quickly may be possible

using advanced systems and satellite transmission. .

The greatest concern in developing a Clearinghouse operation

is to develop a comprehensive, user- oriented database that will

he maintained over time. The user should be able to depend on

the comprehensiveness of the database and the continuity of the

system.

Dissemination and Utilization

The National Center has mounted several major initiatives to

Improve vocational education through. -its dissemination and utili-

zation function in response to the congressirnal charge (P.L.

94-482) and further specifications by the Department of Education

in. Its National Center requests (RFP 78-2 and RH) 82-028).

Several problems were apparent from the first. Mar local voca-

tional educators were unaware of national priorities for program

improvement and of the state and federal investments in research

and development products. Even those who were aware of the

priorities and i oducts had ditticulty in selecting and

implementing the ost appropriate products. Further, they needed

help from state-le .1 Linkers, who themselves were unaware of the

priorities, products, and the means ot helping local personnel.

50
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This was especially true with respect to new and developing occu-

pational areas for which products had not been developed or

widely disseminated. Also lacking was coordination among

national, regional, state, and local agencies, organizations,

projects, and personnel with dissemination responsibilities. The

National Center's approach has been to establish a nationwide

dissemination and utilization network aimed at program improve-

ment through facilitatinl, the choice and implementation of the

hest availah4e research and development products and information

in the nation. We undertook several major initiatives which have

withstood the examination of the Mid-Contract Review, the

recompetition request for proposal, several exercises of option,

And many on-site audits and monitoring visits. Support from

developers and users has been ardent as well.

The Selection of Exemplary Research and Development

One major initiative has been to disseminate widely exem-

plary research and development products for program improvement

in such national priorities areas-as sex fairness, special

populations, planning and evaluation, energy, economic develop-

ment, and high technology. The National Center systematically

screened thousands of products, applied vigorous criteria to

candidate products, and corroborated its selections with panels

of experts and practitiOners. Over 35,500 copies of forty-four

products were distributed to the field. Examples of products

are:

51
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o A Methodology_for Reading Skill Improvementqn
Vocational Secondary Programs, developed by the
Marion County Education Service District, Salem,
Oregon

o Another Step Forward, a series of booklets to help
ed.xatc,re integrate the handicapped into regular
climes, developed by the University of Florida

o Promoting Sex Equity in the Classroom, developed by
Iowa State University

o The Economic Develo ment 0 ortunit : District-
Commun t .PMrtnersh pn for Econom c Deve opment,
develops by Fox Valley Technical Institute,
Appleton, Wisconsin

o Strategies for Develo in 'a Coordinated Vocational
Assessment rocess for Youth: A Compilation of Ideas
and Resources for the Service Delivery Areas Under
the Job Trainin Partnershi Act, developed by
Un yore ty of W scone n

.

o The Private Sector Youth Connection, a handbook on
school-business partnerships, deyeloped by The
Vocational Foundation, Inc., New York City

Few of these'products would have gotten attention beyond state

boundaries had they not been selected and disseminated by the

National Center.

In support of selection and implementation of these and

other products, this dissemination and utilization network has

conducted or supported 586 conferences and field events serving

27,676 participants. In'addition, the National Center has

directly responded to 7,341 requests and distributed 53,584

brochures relating to these forty-four selected products. For

example, the National Center displayed selected products at the

Industry- Education Showcase Conference sponsored by the National

Association for Industry-Education Cooperation. In another

4
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effort, over 600 educators attended the California Vocational

Special.Needs Conference at which the National Center made three

presentations of selected products to teachers and adminie;-

trators. Announcements in organization newsletters, in profes-

sional journals, and at conferences and workshops helped to

develop awareness of these products. Technically, any vocational

.educator in the nation now can learn about these products and

obtain assistance in selection and implementation. Also, he or

she can gain access to thousands of other products in several

databaseseband obtain assistance through several linked systems

and networks.

c.
Special

In

oped to

11

Occupational Packages

another initiative, eleven special packages

assist vocational educators to establish or improve .

were devel-

training programs in such developing and growing occupational

areas as biomedical instrumentation technology, energy conser-

vation, human services,'entrepreneurship, word processing( and

microcomputers.lkInformation about program guides, curriculum

materials, and other resources in these new areas was compiled

with expert advise, distributed through state education' agencies,
.

and made availably on a cost-recovery basis. Selection of occu-

pational areas for this treatment has been based upon advice from

expert consultants, data trom other studies at the National

Center, and analysis of requests flowing through the Program

Information Office. Nearly 2,000 copies of special packages have
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been distributed to dissemination collaborators and further

reproduction has been encouraged. a

The Dissemination and Utilization Network

A nationwide network of informed, expert disseminators in

state and regional agencies and organizations has developed as a

direct result of the National Center's leadership, coordination,

and training initiatives. Many state research coordinating units

are now taking an active role in developing state dissemination

plans, statewide disdemination networks, and numerous dissemi-

nation events, some of which the National Center has supported

with personnel or materials. The motivation for this purposeful

dissemination activity has been sparked at the annual national

dissemination conferences conducted by the National Center and

sustained by a regular newsletter which keeps disseminators

in.fOrmed of new products, strategies, techniques, and worthy

events related to program improvement. Dissemination also has

been supported by a wide range of cooperative activities with
10.

national organizations of research coordinating units, curriculum

coordination centers and state liaison representatives, state

directors, and personnel developm nt coordinators; vocational

education professional organizati nst and other educational

dissemination programs (e.g., Nati nal Diftusion Network, ERIC).

At present, vocational educ tion personnel with dissemi-

nation responsibilities.can and do obtain training from their

agency, professional organization, or network affiliate once or

54
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twice a year. This training is often facilitated by the National

Center. 'A vocational education agency can obtain coordinated

services" from dissemination network affiliates and be.reasonably

assured that a request to one affiliate will open the door to

resources from many others. Neither of these conditions existed

before 1978.
el

An important initiative of the National Center has been to

disseminate its own R&D products aggressively. It has utilized

the nationwide network of dissemination collaborators to initiate

limited, sponsored distribution of products and to distribute

information about National Center products. But, the major

emphasis has been upon strategies to market National Center

products on a cost-recovery basis, thereby multiplying the

Government's investment at the users' expense. Over 775,111

copies of products have been distributed on a cost-recovery basis

as a 'result of the National Center's marketing efforts through

networks, professional organizations, and commercial mechanisms.

In addition, the National Center has granted the reprint rights

for products to several organizations and agencies totalling over

100,000 copies during'the,initial five.years of the National

Center contract. Market response has influenced ongoing product

development.

New improvements in communications and delivery of services

are under development. The National Center is refining the

,15
I-
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computer-based message switching system that it had already

developed for electronic mail and newsletters. At present, fifty

1isseminetion collaborators and one hundred two-year community

and technical colleges are exchanging messages for the personnel

in their agencies via electronic mail: The National Center is

issuing three electronic newsletters to support- -

o high- technology programs in.postsecondary'insti
tutions,

o entrepreneurship program development by vocational
education institutions, and

o program improvement efforts by vocational education
agencies, which include a diector of vocational
education personnel.

These newsletters permit the user to enjoy news item selection,

instant transmission, frequent update, and interactive communica-

zion with the National Center and other users. In addition, the

National Center prepared news releases monthly or more fre-

quent: basis relating to new product releases or services avail-

aLle which are :tent to program information staff in all state

departments of education and territories. The National Center is

also investigating the technical and economic feasibility of

delivering training programs via satellite. These developments

ere needed to increase the quantity and quality of dissemination

services. Also needed are:

o Continuity of services to collaborators and users.
'Fla reduction of services because of budget cuts or
inflationary pressure erodes confidence in the
program.

o Incentives to states to promote the use of products
developed elsewhere. The cost savings of using
existing products rather than developing new products

56



are obvious and, even more important, the choice of
the highest quality produc s improves programs.

1 o Incentives for state, regi nal, and national cooper-
at on. Agencies tend to 1 otect turf and budgets,
racier than share respons ilities and credit.

Use of the National Center's Vocational Education Program
Improvement Products by Other Employment and Training Systems

0 rail, the National Center istmaking a difference in the

quality ar impact of vocational education programs througtput

the natio We 'are developing a special capacity to enhance the.

eftective ess and efticiency of the present system at vocational

and technical education. Of equal importance is the fact that

our information and leadership services, as well as our R&D

products, are increasingly being sought and used by other employ-

ment and training grindps such as CITA prime sponsors, Job Corps,

apprenticeship programs, correctional institutions, private

Industry, business corporations, and private trade and technical

schools. Additionally, the National Center's Advisory Council

has Secretary of Education-appointed representatives from the

Depdrtment of Labor and the Department of Defense. These

protossionals represent significant elements of the total

employment and training enterprise in the United States and,

through their darticipation on the Council, contribute valuable

inpur. into the research drill development program of the National

center, and disseminate into !nation concerning National Center

programs, p:oducts, and services.

Through a variety ot grants and contract, many ot which were

under way hetore we were otficially designated the National

57
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Center' in 1978, we continue tp study and support vocational

education and other employment and training systems. our 'work
iw

through these other sponsors add to our institutional capability,

provide for potential crons-polienation of research traditions

and jurisdictions, and, in our judgment, make us a far more

competent contractor to carry out tilt, provisions of the National'

Center contract. For e:,...!mple. we -.1ce currently working with six

national and international labor unions who have contracted with

the National Center for assistance with the development and

improvement of their apprenticeship training program through the

adaptation of National Center programs and products. We have

completed a majo,r effort with the Job Corps that developed

clearinghouse services and individualized instructional packages

in such areas as health, business management, and apartment

maintenance. Private industry is using our performance-based

. teacher education materials to improve the quality of on-the-job

instruction. We have also worked extensively with the private

trade and technical schools who are using our research and

development products and our national training programs. In

addition, we have recently complete
Pk

efforts with private

industry to strengthen various aspects of their on-the-job

training. Clearly, investments in vocational education program

improvement at the National Center are having a multiple impact

across a number of employment and training systems.
I.
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THE NATIONAL CENTER'S HOST INSTITUTION:
THE\OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

The Ohio State.Universiq, a land-grant institution, is a

worldwide leader in social science and physical science research

and instruction among institutions of higher education. Its

research and development in the area of education and work is

recognized and utilized by social scientists and practitioners

throughout the world. Most of thin education and work research

has been conducted by the National Center for Research in Voca-

tional Education, established by The Ohio State University as the

Center for Vocational Education-in March of 1965. During the

National Center's eighteen-year history,The Ohio State

University has contributed to its growth and excellence' through

institutional policies that have enhanced its research capacity

and the investment of its institutional financial resources. Tne

university's investment in this "center of excellence" has

resulted in the recruitment of an internationally_ztosignized

professional staft with interdisciplinary backgrounds and exper-

iences, a national and international set of relationships with

public institutions/organizations and private business-industry-

labor organizations concerned with investments in human resource

development, and the establishment of some of the most modern,

technologically advanced and equipped facilities found today on

university campuses. The following descriptions of the National

Center's operations represent examples of the university's

investment in this national resource,
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The National Center can be characterized as field'oriented,

in that it involves its client audiences. (e.g., administrators,

practitioners, researchers, and representatives of business and

industry) throughout the research and development process as

appropriate. Over the past eighteen years, the National Center

had invited the participation oft'several hundred thousand

individuals in a variety of field-site activities (e.g., policy

convenings, product development, testing and demonstration) in

numerous locations throughout the fifty states and territories.

In addition, the National Center has sought the viewpoints and

expertise of more than two thousand persons as members of

advisory committees and technical panels. Furthermore, the

National Center has established and maintained collaborative

relationships with diverse field-based groups, including state

directors of vocational education,' research coordinating units,

curriculum coordination centers"ttate liaison representatives,

personnel development coordinators, state sex equity

coordinators, the University Council for Vocational Education,

the American Vocational Association, the American Vocational

Education Research AssociatiOn, and the National Advisory Council

for Vocational Education...The National Center consciously

pursues the systematic involvement of broad-based constituent

groups to preclude the possibility of insularity or parochialism.

In addition to domestic relationships, the National Center

recognizes the importance of linkages to "centers of excellence"

throughout the world. Working relationships, including staff ex-

changes, have been developed with research and development

bU
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centers in West Germany, France, the Netherlands, and the United

Kingdom. Research and development centers for vocational

education have been established in 3a, a', Korea, Australia, and

Turkey, based largely on the National ".enter's model, following

visits to the National Center by appropriate ministry personnel.

LinkageS are also maintained with the International Center for

Vocational Education at Turin, Italy; the Inter itional Labour

Organization in Geneva, t.'witzerland; and the Organization for

European Cooperative Development in Parts, France. These

'relationships and interactions provide the Na'tional Center with

increased knowledge of alterrtaive approachee, policies, and

research relating to education and work, many of which may be

utilized in the planning and execution of National Center

contract activities.

The modern and efficient facilities of the National Center

for Research in Vocational Education have been provided by The

Ohio State University expressly for the needs of the National

Center. Two facilities were specifically constructed for the

National Center (withiut Eedera! support) with funds from The

Ohio State University's investment portfolio. The National

Center's physical plant consists of ninety-three thousand square

feet.of floor space in three adjacent buildings centrally located

on the campus, and one entire floor el the Accuray Corporation (a

high-techeology term loc7ited adjacent to the university campus).

In iddition to the present buildings, the National Center and the

university are considering de._;Lent:ng existing space with a new

building.
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Collectively, the office space will house 350 regular and

visiting staff members. There are tour large conference rooms

and ten meeting rooms; a research resources center; a planning

room displaying organizational, project management, and staffing

information; and a records center.

University facilities are available to supp)ement the

National Center's needs, and consist of meeting rooms, food ser-

vices, and other supporting facilities. Six motels are located

within a one-mile radius of the National Center and provide

accommodations for two-thousand persons. Thc,Columbus, Ohio,

area is accustomed to hosting groups and conventions. Currently,

the city hosts over One thousand conventions annually with an

attendance of over five hundred thousand persons.

The National Center for Research in Vocational Educw, on

operates two pieces of equipment for transmission and reception

of vital information for both national and international communi-

cation. These are the Western Union Telex machine (TWX), which

provides instantaneous transmission of succinct messages through

an international network, and the telecopier (facsimile

transmitter /receiver) providing full-page transmissions of

documents through telephone equipment.

Also, the National Center accesses commercial databases,

such as Lockheed Dialog, the bibliographic Retrieval service, and

electronic newsletters, using several microcomputers linked to

telecommunications systems. With such systems, the National

Center maintain:, linkaoe wi%n other natiwnal education research

and development centers and regional educatiun lahuratories and
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transmits abstracted documents and journal articles into the ERIC

database.

The Natiodal Center operates a toll-free telephone number

(1-800-846-4815) to serve the vocational and technical education

community better. It also utilizes conference call equipment

that enables several staff members at once to communicate with

several parties outside the National Center.

The National Center has utilized teleconferencing in the

conduct of several tasks and has found it to he a very

cost-effective and efficient method for instruction, training,

and commuhication. This system of audiovisual communication,

which utilizes satellite uplink and downlink technology, enables '

large groups'of conference participants in different locations to

addr'ssed at once by means of television monitors and public

address systems. The National Center has used this system to

broadcast its national seminar series and other selected

presentations and to record them for future use. Satellite

uplink and downlink technology is available though the offices

of the university's television station, WOSU-TV.

The National Center operates efficient electronic data

processing through its on-line terminal, keypunch, and verifi-

cation services, and by processing data through the Instructional

Research Computer Center (IRCC) of The Ohio State. University.

The National Center also has access, via three remote cathode-ray

tube (CRT) terminals, to The Ohio State University's mainframe

computer, an Amdahl 470-V/6-11 running on IBM OSLUS with MVS

ti
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option with VESZ. The Amdahle'with oiler 5 million bytes of main

storage, is also interfaced with an IBM 4341 and a DEC System

2020, offering virtually unlimited storage/CPO capacity. These

systems have the capacity to operate twenty hours per day.

Several available statistical packages, including SPSS, SAS,

SAS/ETS, DIOMED, and ESP, are particularly suited for handling

large databases. The large-scale databases used in the National

Center's work include the following:

.o National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market-Experience
(Young Men, Young Women, New Youth)

o National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of
1972

o High School and Beyond

o Youth in Transition

o Project Talent

o ETA Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey

o Vocational Education Data System (VEDS)

o USOE Files on the Status of Vocational Education

o Project Baseline

o Current Population Survey (CPS)

o U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Current Employment
Statistics: Employment, Hours, and Earnings

o National Center for Education Statistics Surveys of
Postsecondary Schools with Occupational Programs

o Occupational Employment survey Service Matrix

o U.S. Department of Education Civil Rights Surveys of
Elementary and Secondary Schools and Vocational
Education

o State Agency Survey of Administrators of Vocational
Education
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o Factors Affecting Job Placement

o Manufacturers' Perception of Vocational Education (NAM)

o State Legislators' Perceptions of Vocational Education
(NCSL)

The National Center's IBM, Atari, and Apple microcomputers

with videodiscs are used in various research and development

projects (e.g., curriculum software development) and management

procedures. It should be noted that The Ohio State University

has contributed all computer time and equipment required to

conduct computer activities relating to the National Center

functions, and thus these represen,t no cos! to the National

Center contract.

The National Center, through The Ohio State University,

distributes its products nationally to a great number of user

groups on a cost-recovery basis.

The ongoing analysis of the impact and use of National

Center products provides data vital to the improvement of

vocational education programs, research, and information.

In summary, The Ohio State University has established a

full-service vocational education research and development

enterprise and provides this resource to poLicymakers,

researchers, and practitioners nationally through the most

modern, cost-effectIve and efficient resources, tacilities, and

equipment available. Further, the university is dedicated to

continuing to pursue the expanding utilization of advanced

technology to improve the support of the National Center

6
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operations. The aforementioned resources, facilities, and

equipment are operated and utilized in support of the National

Center contract at no direct cost to the Ferthl government.
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NATIONAL CENTER ACCOUNTABILITY

In addition to Department reviews and -the eighty-four yearly

accountability reports (an increase of thirty-five reports over

the previous year) required by the U.S. Department of Education,

the National Center contract has been assessed and found

accountable in a number of significant ways. For example, during

the Oast five years the National Center has had over 1,056

person-days of Fedell audit, program evaluation, or on-site

review; anadditional 166 person-days is anticipated within the

next two and one-half months. Additionally, 317 person-days of

meetings have been held with our National Advisory Council, a

council that is appointed by the Secretary of Education. Scores

of meetings of project advisory groups have been held, and

several key groups are convened annually to advise us and keep us

current on our work. While we are pleased to cooperate with

these reviews and we learn and profit from these activities, they

are .consuming of our time and staff resources. In some instances

the activities are redundant.

Whil) e the extent and intensity of those external audits and

reviews have had an impact on the orcanization, I feel obligated

to report to this Committee a level of external scrutiny that is

approaching dysfunctional levels. These levels are not, in my

judgment, in the best interest of the contractor or the

government.
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In August 1980, the Department of Education commissioned a

panel of six distinguished researchers and practitioners involved

in social science research to conduct the Mid-Contract Review of

the National Center required by the National Center RFP 78-02.

This six-person team, accompanied by several Department. staft

members (see appendix A), spent fifty person-days on-site at the

National Center conducting an extensive review of our total

operations, including an analysis of products in all six

.functions completed during the first thirty months of the

contract. They reported these overall findings:

Findings

Overall

o The Center has excellent accountability for both
performance and financial areas.

o Operating under a contract with its accompanying
requirements places several constraints an the
Center's operations.

o A grant is a more appropriate funding mechanism for
the Center than a contract.

Quality

o The quality of the Center's products is high.

o Extensive field involvement in the development of
products contributes significantly to the relevancy
of the products developed.

o The product development process is systematic,
efficient, and productive.

o There is good indication of product impact and
utility.

Eli
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o There is a concern for broader dissemination of
products to a greater diversity of audiences.

o The staff appears to he highly qualified, and to
bring diverse areas of expertise to the Center.

o In terms of the outcomes desired and the potential of
the organization, the Center was found to be under-
funded.

Management

o The management system is well organized to
efficiently and effectively develop numerous products
on a tight schedule.

o Management has established, and is maintaining, both
an internal evaluation system and a product review
and evaluation system to insure quality in the

o products developed and in the services provided.

o An effective communication system is maintained among
the staff.

o Staff morale appears to be high.

o Management has implemented and 'is maintaining a staff
development plan.

o Management is using both its staff and fiscal
resources effectively.

o Management is able, to obtain and maintain both
financial and programmatic support from the
university.

Compliance

o The Center is eOmplying with both the letter and the
intent of the scope of work of the contract.

Recommendations

nt12.111Y

o Crultdvrat/ou should be given to longer term projects
and efforts.

1 7 LI(
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o Consideration should be given to allowing the Center
more flexibility for determining both study topics
and research procedures.

o Consideration should be given to continuing the
extensive field involvement which the Center now
maintains in the development of its products.

o Consideration should be giveri to expanding the
attention.given to targeted and diverse audiences.

o Consideration should be given to increasing the
funding level of the Center.

Management

o Consideration should be given to continuing the
productive sponsor-contractor relationship.

o Considgration should be given to procedures which
would allow the Center greater flexibility, given the
past performance and maturity of the organization.

o Consideration should he given to continuing the staff
development effort.

o Consideration should be given to continuing the
product review and evaluation system.

Compliance

o Consideration should he given to using a yrant rather
than a contract during the next award cycle for a
research center.

In March 1982, the office of Planning, Budget, and

Evaluation of the U.S. Department of Education entered into a

contract with a consulting firm, Technassociates, to conduct a

review of National Center products. The Department again

appointed a panel to work with Technassoeiates in the review of

the National Center's products. Unlike the Mid-Contract Review,

this review was not specified in the National Center RFP 78-02.

Reviewers did not examine three of the six functions, did not

collect any information from actual users of the National

17
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Center's work, and did not interact with any of the National

Center staff to gain a comprehensive understanding of the

contracted work. Apparently, the reviewers read neither the law,

nor the RFP nor the contract; they reviewed only a small sample

(11 percent) of the prbducts developed Under three of its six

functions and none of those developed under the remaining three

functions. This panel reviewed only 67 of a total of 619

National Center products. No products from the fifth contract

year'were reviewed, and some fourth-year products were reviewed

in draft form. In most instances individual products were

reviewed by only one panel member (in rare instances, two panel

members). This represents less effort than our own

prepublication external reviews. While both the Department of

Education's contract title with Technassociates and their

resulting final report specified that the scope of the study was

to be a review of National Center products, the final report

released by Technassociates in October 1982 was titled

Evaluation of the National Center for Research in Vocational

Education--a very significant change.

While the study and resulting report had majo'r design and

methodological limitations, the report did make a number of

statements that were consistent with other reviews of the

Natronal Center:

o "NCRVE has complied with federal contractual require-
mentl . . . its written work has supported all the
functions mandated by Congress and the Department of
Education."

o "Many of NCRVE's written deliverables offer useful
assistance to vocational education practitioners,"

71
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o "The National Center's work points the way to solving
the problems which it addresses'

o "the great majority (70) percent of NCRVE's written
deliverables have been aimed primarily at
professionals in the field of vocational education
. . .in contrast, 20-30 percent of the NCRVE products
reviewed have been aimed at Congress, State
legislation, governors, and mayors"

o most panelists felt that NCRVE has produced some
good research"

o "NCRVE's products have been well-written, to-the-
point, and readily usable by its primary audience"

o "In routine administrative matters the NCRVE contract
has been well managed.

o 'NCRVE labors under the worst of two worlds-little
innovative or focused direction from Washington and a
horrendous amount of reporting and accountability
that are not only wasteful but encourage
defensiveress and constnt protecting oneself with
paper."

o 'A one-year turnaround (on many deliverables) is not
realistic."

A detailed analysis of the Technassociates Report has been

completed by the National Center (see appendix H). A majority of

the conclusions and recommendations show only marginal

relationship to the findings of the final report and are typical

of the lack of scholarship and objectivity in the total effort.

This analysis of the report was supported by the Secretary

of Education's National Council on Vocational Education Resehrch

(see appendix C). It should be noted that the Technassociates

review of products, combined with the Department's Mid-Contract

Review in 1980, was in addition to the more than nine hundred

days of external expert double-blind review of products from 1978

to 1983--a part of the National Center's quality assurance and
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self- evaluation programs (partially conducted through

subcdntracts with external agencies completed during the five-

year initial contract period).

In February 1982, the U.S. Department of Education

instituted a monthly on-site monitoring procedure to be carried

out by three to seven professional staff members from the Office

of Vocational and Adult Education (see appendix D). To date,

this has included forty person-days oZ Department staff on-site

monitoring or the equivalent of one person-day on-site per week
4

since the beginning of the contract on January 16, 1983. This

on-site monitoring is in addition to daily or weekly telephone

monitoring by Department staff; monthly budget expenditure,,

personnel utilization and exception reports, and quarterly

progress reports.

As you are aware, Mr. Chairman, the Government Accounting

Office initiated an additional review of the National Center's

operations and products from 1978 to the present. The areas of

this review are basically identical 1:o both external reviews to

date and that of the continuing on-site surveillance by the

Department of Education. Government AccOunting Office personnel

have been on-site since June 7, 1983, and inforM us that they

have been initially allocated two hundred person-days to complete

their ettort.

Let me reemphasize, in summary, that this series of external

monitoring and review is in addition to normal pre- and

post-Health and Human Services tiscal audits, Equal Opportunity

73
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au( j,internalquality assurance measures, externally completed

impact evaluations, University reviews/audits, and conformance

with regulations of The Ohio State University and the State of

Ohio. The mOrit, value, and costs of this intensive level of

surveillance need to be assessed when you consider the fact that

the National Center has not defaulted on a single contract or

grant obligation and has never experienced an audit exception,

while it has been frequently cited for the quality of its

products and services. We recognize the right and need of the

sponsor to'maintain appropriate accountability measures, and we

want kabove all to be efticient and etfective in our operations.

The question nevertheless remains, What are reasonable and

prudent levels in this area?

The cost/benefit analysis of this level of external program

review needs serious consideratiOn by Congress. I am personally

aware of the fact that this level of federal scrutiny is

excessive in comparison to other social science research
f

contracts or grants administered by The Ohio State University; I

doubt,furthermore that a comparable level of oversight Could be

found relating to the management of federal grants or contracts

in institutions or organizations across this nation.

I feel.it significant that Congress, in the Omnibus Budget

Reconciliation Act of 1981 (H.R. 3982), maintained its strong

support of the National Center and established its annual budget

at $5.5 million at a time of significant program reductions in .

1 "6
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other areas of education. The Report states that the National

Center has exceeded legislative
expectations in terms of its

positive effect on the quality of local-vocational education

programs.
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RESOURCE LEVELS FOR THE NATIONAL CENTER

An important perspective in assessing the appropriate

resource level for the National Center is to consider its

nationwide responsibilities in carrying out six interdependent

binctions, and to compare its current resource level of $5.4

million with the resources rec'ived for program improvement in

states such as California ($9,781,846/, Texas ($6,303,051),

Illinois 1$4,279,382), New York ($7,021;095), and other large

states, considering the total o: $99,590,000 appropriated for

Federal support to state program improvement for FY 83. From the

amount of resources allocated annually to fund the National

Center contract, auequate support for each of the six competing

mancinted functions is a complex and difficult problem. Many of

the activities related to individual functions--!,uch as the

Disseminatioh and Utilization, Clearinghouse, and Leadership

Development functions--are designated by the Department of

Education and have costs that continue to escalate annually which

are thus beyond the control of the contractor. These

circumstances greatly restrict the flexibility of the National

Center to pursue work in the other three tunctions that are

outgrowths of previously completed research and development or

are recognized as a continuing or new priority as a result of the

National Center's various national needs-sensing activities.

Additionally, you may he interesteu to learn that today, in order

to purchase activities equivalent to those we had in our

second-year budget of $5,064,497, would require approximately
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$8,295,792. ClLarly, we have lost relative buying power while

the demand for our services and the divergent expectations for

kith among different groups have grown. Through these comments, I

want to emphasize the reed to match demands, expectations, and

resources without compromising our Increased organizational

maturity and ability to deliver high-quality products and

services efficiently and eftectively.

18t
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REAUTHORIZATION

Problems in Implementing the Education Amendments of 1976

Perhaps our greatest single problem, and the one that is

most pervasive and affects the largest arra of activities under

state and national program improvement, is the difficulty we have

in transmitting the rationale and priorities of the amendments to

the appropriations process. First, we experienced delays in

securing funding for state planning--a function that was central

to the Education Amendments of 1976. Additionally, we have

experienced difficulty in maintaining the 5 percent set-aside for

Programs of National Significance. Such appropriations

shortcomings make it impossible to achieve congressional intent

and to maintain the balance aed integrity of the law.

Second, you will note that there was a fifteen-month time

delay between the passage of the Education Amendments of 1976 and

the time when we were under contract as the National Center.

These were critical months in terms of beginning programs of

inquiry and establishing the support services necessary to assist

the vocational educaticn community in implementing the provisions

of the law.

Third, there have been problems in clarifying or inter-

preting congressional intent with respect to some National Center

activities. Areas in which I believe we need additional clarity

with respect to your expectations are in the relative freedom ot

the National Center to work with its Advisory Council to

79
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establish its own program priorities and to apply appropriate anc

rigorous inquiry processes to'problems of national significance.

The balance between short- and long-term efforts, the degree to

which the National Center should invest limited vocational edu-

cation RID dollars in studying other employment and training

systems, the balance between programs of inquiry and service

activities, and the whole area of appropriate accountability are

4pxamples of other specific areas that need clarification.

Unfortunately, as you recall from the section of my testimony on

accountability, we currently are living with a mentality whereby

we are "pulling up the grass every week to see if the roots. are

growing."

Reauthorization Redommendations

Other Programs of National Significance

The Congress should continue its support of the National and

State Occupational Information Coordinating Committees. It

should also provide opportunities for the Secretary co make

discretionary project awards relating to administrative

priorities. These discretiohary awards should center.on the most

prepsing national problems, and should utilize contracts, grants,

and cooperative agreements as appropriate. Additionally, some of

the awards should he based on field-initiated proposals. Such a

procuremeint plan would provide greater opportunities for members

of the scientific cowunity Lo apply their imagination and

' creativity to national priority problems, and to engage more

actively in their solution. The present practice of specifying

A
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the activities through a request for proposal (RFP) delimits

initiatives to the views of the bureaucracy and does not provide

appropriate opportunities for members of the scientific community

to participate in designing alternative strategies.

I would also recommend continued support for the curriculum

coordination centers, and suggest that we continue strengthening

their working relationshv,is with the National Centel, the

research coordinating units, personnel development units, and

other major instrumental in vocational education program

improvement.

The National Center for Research to Vocational Education

The reauthorization should continue to specify that there

shall be a national center for research in vocational education.

The National Center should retain its present six

interdependent functions specified in the Education Amendments of

1976. The function on evaluation should he broadened to encom-

pass planning and evaluation. The Advisory Council provisions

should be retained, end representation of congressional perspec-

tives should he included in the Advisory Council membership. It

would also be helpful to specify the type of accountability that

is considered appropriate and adequate.

We need a better sense of congressional intent with respect

to whether the National Center is to be an arm of a specific

administration aiding in implementing that administration's goals

and programs, or whether it is to take a longer-term perspective

on problems and issues that may not be conveniently resolved in
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tour-year time frames. For example, we began our initial work on

vocational education in corrections in 1974, on entrepreneurship

in 1975, and on business-industry-labor linkages and ecenomie_

development in 1976. It is accurate to state that at the time

these efforts were begun, they were not the priorities of the

incumbent administration.- However, because we were tree to

undertake these activities, our completed work has been availab!.e

to undergird these very appropriate national priorities as they

have been recognized by this administration.

Are vocational R&D funds "political spoils," or should they

have programmatic quality and integrity of their own?

Additional key questions for the Subcommittee are (1) Do you

want the National ('enter to concentrate on research and

'.velopment activities that will assist. the vocational education

enterprise in implementing the new amendments that you are

writing, (2) Do you want the National Center to be thinking

turther ahead to the problems and issues tilt you might be

considering in the next reauthorization process, or (3) Do you

want us to engage in both? The Mid Contract Review panelists

addressed this problem in the following statement:

Decisions are made to facilitate the development of d
product or service on time, which is within the budget,
and which is useable by a variety ot audiences. Since
the contract must have a one -year option negotiated each
year, the Center feels pressure to prove the worth of
its of by havInl a rather large sit of products
each year that. Illustrate their efforts. This pressure
for a yearky product orientation is intensified by the
"5-year impact" restriction that exists in the 1976
vocational Amendments. While it is not explicitly
stated In the National Center authorization, it creates
an expectation that all products should have an impact
in the field within five years ot their completion.
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Thus the decisions tend to he in the direction of
achieving solutions to short-term problems in'the tield
rather than identitying those that need long-term

The evaluation team impaneled by the Department of education

for our Mid-Contract Review also recommended that the-National

Center operale under a grant rather than a contract. It was the

member's view that a grant provided a better mechanism for

supporting the kind of research activities expected -et the

National Center. Additionally, a grant relationship greatly

lacilitates the collection of data and other information-

Apithering activities. The report states:

Part nt the problem is the requirement that the Center
be on a contractual rather than nn a grant basis. It is

noted that preaward audits for the past three years and
postenntract fiscal audits for the past two years have
heen successful without exception.

mato PrInram Improvement

Here 1 would urge that the Congress reconsider its position

on th.,! live -year impact rule appearing in section 131b, which

reads:

contract tha11 he made pursuant to subsection' (a)
unles the applicant can demonstrate a reasonable
probability Chet the contract will result in Improved
tvaching techniques or curriculum materials that will

nqoa in a substantial number of classrooms or other
learning sttuatio.s within five years after the
termination date of such contract.

"!h pratical confAequence53 of this rule have been to skew

twestmnts is ctate and national program improvement toward

shortvt-rarcr activities (primArt1y curriculiim devPlOpmOnt) wqh

w,re assured tat, more payott. We 'seed a balanced

portfolio. Perhaps foadershir and curriculum development

169
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activities should remain Linder this mandate. However, we need

the freedom to undortalto longer-term investigations that are

necessary to study major problems, The longer-term

investigations should have the promicie of greater ultimate

leverage on vocational education prcgram improvement.

Congressional language irt aluo neetk that strengthens state

ll'esponsibilities for dissemination and tor building on the

relationships that have been estab:Ashed during the current

authorization period among the Nat,,onsi Center, curriculum

coo nation centers, and ..tates.

SulErt for Continuing the fiational Center for
Research in Vocational Education Provision in

\
Reautnortzsa-6n

Recognition of the importance of the WitIOA6i Center

provisions .n the amendments end tne effectiveness of The Ohio

State gnivarsity in carrying out this assijoment in eMbodied IP

the action of key groups and organizations tna haue ,indOreeil the

retention of provisions for a national. center in their, legis-

lative statements. These group and organizations include--

o the U.S. Department of EdiKation;

o the American Vocational Association;

o the National hssoc,lation of State
Vocational Education;

the National Advisory Council for
(.'ducat ion;

o teal American Vocational Education
Association;

Directors

vocational

Research

of

o the University Council for Vocational Education; and

to the National Association ot Z.arge City Directors of
Vocational Education.
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Senate Bill 2325, the Vocational and Adult Education

Consolidation Act of 1982, introduced by Senator Hatch also

provides for a national center for research in vocational

education. While the U.S. Department of Education's draft and

Senate Bill 2325 are Remissive with regard to a continuing

provision for a national center, the legislative statements of

the other seven key groups and organizations recommend its

continuation be mandated in the reauthorization.

.4 I
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FUTURE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT NEEDS

While It is tempting to talk about exotic alternatives and

the potential for dramatic breakthroughs, ram inclinF?d to

believe that there are no easy victories. Hence, it essential

to focus limited resources for program improvement on major

interventions that promise to strengthen and enhance America's

mainstream system for career-oriented vocational training. In

'discussing unmet

list, but rather

and to give some

needs, the major problem is not to generate a

to reduce such a list to manageable proportions

sense of priority. We should also note that

most of these suggestions ,,ce not new items. Rather, they

represent persistent problems that need to be addressed

continually through yrogram of National Significance.

It is important to remember that every problem in general

education has a parallel in vocational education. Additionally,

we have the concerns of trying to assess labor market trends and

ghats, to match program offerings to labor market demands, and

to serve the needs of varying age and learner groups.

Teaching and Learning

The essence of the problem is still teaching and learning.

Stripped of current rhetoric and fad issues, the priorities for

vocational education R&D remain the essential problems of

improving teachinq and learning. Whether we add concepts from

morgInq technologies or upgrade the basic skills requirements of
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vocational curricula, we are'still taced with the issue of

improving teachihg and learning for all-learner and age groups.

Emphasizing ties to the business community is but one facet of

the curriculum issues facing vocational educators. In addition

to relevant content, attention must be given to scope, sequence,

articulation with other courses, basic and social skills, work

attitudes, and current and changing performance requirements of

jobs, to name but a few issues.- Whether we teach youth or

adults, males or females, mainstream or exceptional students, we

must follow the established principles of learning and build on

the learning and knowledge each student brings to class. We must

present new information in ways that individuals of varying

abilities and interests can comprehend, integrate, and use.

Instructional technology is just a fancy way of acknowledging

that teachers need a special repertoire of means and media for

presenting material to students, for providing drill and

practice, and for providing feedback. Turning to teachers and

teaching, we need not just technological updating, but adequate

recruitment, preparatiton, and inservice development of

...:national teachers. State and local policies 14acting on

instructional quality need to be reassessed. What is needed is

to take seriously our charge to be educators, to promote maximum

learning and the best teaching with an immediate and long-range

vision toward the occupational and career development of our

students.

U8
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Further, in Most of the major problem areas, vocational

education is only part of the solutioni,that is to say, major

problems of skill shortages, displaced workers, productivity,

access and equity, depressed geographic areas, functional

literacy, and so on, result from multiple causation. Perhaps the

moot urgent need ,s to make data-based decisions about vocational

education. The second most urgent need is for procedures and

mechanisms for focusing and coordinating various legislative

interventions on these problems.

As I indicated earlier in testimony before the.Senate

Subcommittee on Employment and Productivity on August 25, 1981,

the National Center is concJerned with employability systems

beyond that of vocational education. To guide us in this effort,

we have formulated 'what we call the federal macrOpolicy question,

which states: "What agencies best prepare which individuals, for

what kinds of occupations, under what conditions, with What

affects. at what, stage of their lives (with appropriate attention

to their general education development and role as citizens in a

democratic society)." It is clear, therefore, that we need to

knowa great deal more about each of the employability systems,

the clients they serve, the kinds of occupations for which they

provide preparation, and the relative success of completers.

Additionally, we need to have a better understanding of how these

systems interact and the manner in which they aid various

individuals at different lite stages4

\ 19i
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Toward this end, I am recommending that, in the

reauthorization process of vocational. education and related

employment and training legislation, attention be given to

expanding the provisions for research, development, evaluation,

and policy studies that would enable us to Bette, 'inderstand not

only the individual delivery systems and their relative success,

but also their interactions as we move toward a more

comprehensive and coherent human resource policy. R&D funds are

needed to address the broad questions and the interactions of

subsystems. Most R&D dollars are nO focused on the categorical

dimensions of individual delivery systems.

I have organized specific suggested priorities in the

following mainert (1) immediate needs and (2) long-range

'priorities'.

Immediate, Needs

Ifiproved Coordination

We need to evolve creative procedures and structures for

focusing and deploying funding from multiple legislative

authorizations for critical problem areas. We need to find ways

to bridge jurisdictions and disciplines. .

Financing Vocational Education

Studies on the problems of financing vocational education

demand attention. Are there ways that incentives can be built

into the federal legislative structure to stimulate state and

local investments and reward implementation? What is an

')n
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eyiltahle Otstributton between tederAl, state, and local

r,sout.-es? How do w ette:tively target tedqral dollars

throuih state foundation proqram tormulas, and thto,gh state

leqtslattve tm0Les that are begi.nning to "reapproprrate" tederal

mantes? Can we devlse°tormulas to take into account equtpment,

tactltttes, and instructional costs.

fmprovin0 the Pesponstveness of Vocattonal Education
to Special Needs

Conitnutnq Investtgatton ard development are needed to

IMprOVf. access .1111 equity. PIPit projects on alternate funding

vatternsotor disaivantaied students should be conducted.

Altornatwtorms it Wmedtal compensatory programs seem to merit

further review.

F!Jahlishing Creative Partnershav;

Mere are :ontinatnineed-i tor'creattve and imaginattve

°Piroaches to link the vocatiwnal education school-based ft

enterpriiie more ellctively with the employment and business
40

communitysuh as improved proco'sses for 4haring egalpment,

tactlittes, And personnel. Cooperative education and work -study

prodrami. hold promts.e but need higher levels of commitment and

toelards. Additional)y, we need more powerful Insights Into

what tnowledge, skills, and abilities can be learned best In a

''in 1 Ot I t 111,V.1.
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Self- employment

We must tocus Increased ettorts on optimizing vocatloval

education's cApac i ty to expantthe number ot compltders who

become sett-employe.
0

Technological Advancement

It America is to Improve its international balance ot trade,

improve productivity, and remain in the toretront ot

technologica: development, vocational education at secondary,

postsecondary, and adult levels must t mire attuned to growing

and developing occupational areas and must provide improved

procedures to assimilate aifd install new technology rapidly

career-oriented vocationa' training programs.

Preventing Youth Unemployment

In addition to solving current youth unemployment, we need to

place more attention and resources on preventing youth

unemployment. Such interventions might tatoe the form ot improved

career planning, better occupational intofmation, more extensive

community involvement and InteractioN, part -trine employment,

flexible programming, remedial and compnsAtory educat:onal

services, and improved.placement and follow- through programs.

Adult Training and Retraining

For education, the 04cades ot the 14(.50!-: and 197th were

dominated by youth issues. In contrast, during the 1980% and

1190s the educational community it, Aeneral and the vocational
. -

education community in particulaL will incroAingly be otwerne

0
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with adult eau ti n issues. The reasons ace straightforward.

Changing demographic patterns reveal an/Paging population. This

trend will continue, Similarly, the economy is undergoing a

major shift, with the proportion of the work force involved in

manufacturing declining sharply while the service sector

continues to expand.. The result is an increasing nuMber of

adults unemployed, underemployed, and displaced from what once

appeared to be lifelong careers. Vocational educators,

especially. those at the postsecondary level, must find ways to

reach those adults, must develop appropriate programs to retrain

-those individuals, and must prepare younger workers for multiple

careers. Attention must be given to the demands of growing

high-technology fields and the increasingly bifurcated labor

market, in which large numbers of previously semiskilled jobs

became either deskilled or highly skilled as a result 4pf- advanced-

technology.

Strategies for Strengthening Vocational Education's
Institutional Capacity

There is a continuing need for Programs of National

Significance to assist in strengtheningg vocational ebucation's

institutional capacity to respond to acute social, economic and

education demands, and to serve regular proghm needs. A variety

of investigation and development efforts are needed.to.strengthen

the vocational edUcation enterpris3's institutional capacity.
o.

Some of the more promising areas for improvement are in the area

.of planning and evaluation.
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Personnel Development

In addition to meeting the demand for new and retaacement

personnel at various levels, personnel development programs

(preseKvice, inservice, and graduate) must confront the

implications 0 technologioal advancement in new and growing.

occupations, implement new educational technology, deal with the

consequences of mainstreaming, contribute to individual
/

educational planning and progress, and modify teaching strategies

for differing age and learner groups.

Career Nanning and Support Services

We need to deliver cur ?ent occupational information more

effectively to (1) faCilitate career planning, (2) increase

studentlinteraction wAh a diversity of adult role models in

community -bused settings; (3) enhance curricula -based career

guidance; and (4) provide more effective placement follow-up and

follow-through systems to facilitate transition fro0 school to

work and job advancement.

.

Long-Range Priorities

In addition to the foregoing critical and immediate topics,

there are additional longer-term yet equally imperative needs

that cry out for additional investigation, program development,

and evaluation. However, with limited fund, the current

requirement to demonstrate program impact in substantial numbers

of classrooms or other learning settings probably will not he

4
adequately addressed under current authorizations for Programs of

)4
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Natmal Signiticance. some of thew critical issues relate to

the .changing role ot work in individual life-styles; changing

work attitudes of American's; humanizing ttie workpnce; the

impact of technology on work; flexible work schedules; career

transitions.and displacements; retirements; and shanging

relationships between the home, family, and work settings.

We need to address voational education's role in extending

and,expanding continuing opportNcitiestor the aging. We need a

more aggressive and extensive progrIm of preparing rOfearchers
A.

and evaluators. Continued attention should be given to

compadative education and human resource policies. Finally, we

participate in the search for coherence and optimal

rektionsUps 4wftween vocational education and other components

of human resource development.

0
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PESSPECTIVES REGARDING THE PR0CDREMENT PROCESS FOLLOWED IN
AWARDING THE NATIONAL CENIER FOR RESEARCH IN %FOCALIONAL

EDUCATION CONTRACT IN ACCORDANCE. WITH REP 82-028

You have .asked me fo-cOmment on the torm'al procurement

prOcew416tor the National Center contract award that was oitiated

May 27, 1082, with tho pepartment ot Education's release ot

request tor proposal WPI R2-028. We have since learned that

, over 500 copies ot the REP were distributed nationwide. The

closing date for submission of proposals in response to the

Government's request was July 30, 1982. The Ohio stato

Cniversity tiled its proposal on that da.te in accordance, with

prescrif(i'torocurement procedures.

Neither the REP nor other publi'cly available documents

dis'closed the nature or extent ofithe review process. OnfOctgber

19, 1082, an "outside" expert jiieer review team 'accompanied by Dr.

Worthington, Assistant Secretary, Office ot Vocational and Adult

Education, U.S. Departmtnt of Edimation and Mr. Me(ettrick,

Director, Ashistancv Mandipment and Procurement Services, Depart-
A

ment.of Education, completcJ.a site visit at The Ohio State

University to review proposed staffing,. facilities, and organi-.

zational resources, tollowing an earlier visit to the other`

competing institution. According to a memorandum from Dr.

Worthington to Mr. McGett:rick dated January 5, 1983, this expert

peer review team later reviewed the proposals submitted in

response to REP 82-028 and provided their recommendations to the

Department's Contracts Uttice.

97
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On November 24, 1982The Ohio State University received

Amendment A2 to RFP 82-028 that specifled full -time egelvaleut

personnel levels em= selected m'a)or tencelone end specified lank;

contetned in the Government's request. On November 30 - December
1 '

1, 19R2, The Ohio btate' University was angered in host and tinal

negotiations with Department of Education personnel le

Washington, D.C. 'Cie Ohio-grate University eubmated its bent

and fine) proposal and budget to the Department's Contracts

'Ott ice on December 10, 1982. On January 13, 1981, The Ohio tatet

university ws requested to enter into a contractual arrangement

with the U.S. Department of Education tor en amount pl. 54,369,947

tot the initial twelve-month period. Newspaper accoents indicate

this 'amount exceeded the resource level submitted by the

compettng'institution, beet the amount was well within the

congressionally eetabliihed level of "at least S5,400,000" bunget

set on August 13, 1982, for the National Center contract yeltr

commencing-January 16, "983.* On June 1, 1983, the Department of

EduFatton awarded, an addlttonal S1,430,053 to support a set'of

Department-designated etterts. The adottonal award increased

the level of funding for" the eontracc year to the $5,400.000

minimum level specitted by Congress.

Further, a review of the Department's analysts of the level

of effort submitted by the two comeetIng Institutions (memorandum

froM Dr4 Worthingtoh to Mr. McGettrtek dated January 5, 19H3)

*11.14.-Cemtteence Report 47-717; Making supplemental ApOro.--
priations for Fiscal Year Ending September 30, 1982, and for
Other PurNses

4.
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c

clearly explains and substantiates the ditterenees in scope and

effort reflected in the proposed budget levels submitted to

cOmplgte the cor;gressional1.2 mandattui functions of the.National

Center during its sxth year of operation. The Worthington. memo

seems to Indicate that Thb Ohio State University level of etfort

C

appears to be at least one-third greeter in wort; scree to he

completed (based on both number of tanks and number of deliver-

ablesi whencompareM with the competing institution's level of

effort proselhted in this memorandum, Thisodoe5! not take into

'account institutiotial experience and capacity to perform.

to F.J..mmary, it is our understanding that the Ceneral

Accounting Office issued a report Willer B-20428) on August 31,
. 7.. 1

ifr

4a), Subject: Reew of Contract Award for Management of

National (enter for Research in Vocational Education. The report

concludes, irin view of the pact decisions of the !.omptroller

General that a contracting officer Is not bound by the recommen-

dations of, an'adve;;ory panel, and based cin our review of the

procelars followAi in awardiA the contract, we believe that the

award to Ohio State untrsay Complied with applicable procure-

ment reoulations."

4
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In suTmary, we can to:port that yours investments n

-

I 4°

tmpovment actIvttls at the npttonal and state levels are

Ovaking a ditterence; that essenttal capactttes_have been

developed, add key Itnkages have been.--eablished. We sttll have

problems, but we are werktWkird to overcome them. We must

remember that researCnOind devilopment takes ttme. Programs of

leguirysteoeld ':ign4ticant results and implicattons for

i.0;v.atiooal educat ton must be caretuly selected, destgned, and

executed. AdditIonally, vocational edueNtion must monitor the

research of other disctpltnes for its potential applicatton to

our lleld. We td to "engtneer" usetul peoduets and

Interveations, try them nut in appropriate settvgs, and validatc

thvir Appropriate d;semination and taining must he

undertaken. Again., we are worktng agatnst a time factor. The

wInt i want to make is thdt them' acttvtties'should he ongoing,

11,4 !ill pr,1171*!;qtr,t

I want I n a;-,111.; you t hat t hr dry now many srs.warcti and

thvelooment produ-t:: growing out of the state and national
A

piogrrl improvement investment.,. Such products are coming

tn, ad frov

responsiveness i

Ott significant problems as increastng the

c.tonal educatton to spectal populations,

inceastng ;tt tairness, vproving planning and evaluatton, and

tiI ',Tr, o: ii f vwat `oducat s at) t 111y to vont r Inn t.e to

oeon,,intr ilovoloinnont and nat I (mai t enr,o Many ot,41er

stgnIttrant 0(1.4'; art, also under invest tgat ton and development.
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Implementation will require appropriate dissemination and

training activities.

One of our cntinot.nq challenges is to apply the canons of

ccience to problems of vocational educat ton in order to invest

and administer our resources' wisely. To avoid insularity, we

MUSt capitalize/on the work ot `her disciplines and effetIvely

articulate with a wide range rat key actor's toward the 4m.1 tnat

programg ut voAllional education can be responsive to the Lull

ranle of Individual anA societal needs,

4
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Senator STAFFORD. I Think, Dr. Worthington, if you can stay a
feW more minutes, it would be advisable for you to do so.

Mr. Wilkens
Mr. WILKEN. Thank yOu, Senator Stafford.
I have been requested to dome here this morning to give a hand

in summarizing an evaluation study sponsored by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education' of the work of the National Center in its re-
search project essentially over the first 3 years of its existence. The
study was done last year by ,the OPBE, Department of Education,
was conducted by an expert panel of nine individuals whose cre-
dentials are fully detailed in my written statement.

I should like to briefly summarize the major findings of the
panel and then move on to what this Committee correctly regards
as the major issue concerning the National Center, and that is
what should it be, what changes, if any, should be made in its ex-
isting authorization legislation.

The parviti reached essentially four conclusions about the Center's
work. First, the Center has done generally a gccd jcb in producing
research, development, and dis'emination of ma,erials. It addresses
everyday problems provided by providers of vocational education.

The words "practicing vocational educators are likely to find
many of the Center's products useful in dealing with routine oper-
ational problems." Nonetheless, the panel was critical of the Na-
tional Center in a number of respects, its research products. Essen-
tially the panel felt that the products as they stood at the time it
examined them added comparatively little to our understanding of
what it takes to provide high-quality, cost-effective vocational edu-
cation. The panel feltand I quote herethat its studies "do not
ask sufficiently searching questions about the performance of the
pre4ent vocational education system. They do not concentrate suffi-
ciently on identifying the organ zational, structural, and behavioral
characteristics of effective and equitable -vocational education pro-
grams. And they conceive the roblem of improving vocational edu-
cation much too narrowly,"

In short, the panel felt clearly that the main thrust of the Cen-
ter's work ought to be of an employed policy variety than assisting
in the nuts and )blem of routine program administration.

The panel was a .plimentary of the Center s editorial quality in
the panel's report the National Center's work. And the panel
was also quite complimentary of the Center's work in disseminat-
ing information through practicing vocational educators.

I guess the major concern was again that the panel felt that the
Center's work has done little, at least to that point, in fact, that
not more than I in 20 of the projects revie' .)d added "a great deal
to the field of knowledge of vocational education."

Now, clearly this study was done only on the first 2 to 3 years of
work of the Center in research products. It does not cover work
that has been dime in the last 2 years. And I must say on a person-
al note that as one who reads a lot of this literature, that I have
noted some considerable improvement, frankly, in the work, re
sponsively to changing Labor Department demands as a good ex-
ample, of which some of the kinds of work, I suspect, the panel was
looking for and hoping to find in its review of the Center's work.

2 0
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Regardless, however you may feel about what the panel came up
with, whether you agree or disagreeand you will hear undoubted-
ly lots of pros and cons in the panel's reportI think its debates,
points out, and raises two very basic questions which are essential-
ly here, fir*, what type of research will do the most to increase the
effectiveness and equity of the vocational education? Second, what
congressional outlays ir. vocational education research are translat-
ed into real improvements in the effectiveness and equity of the
Nation's vocational education programs?

Let me quickly enumerate a number of the strategies which the
panel identified, discussed, and to elaborate a bit from a personal
perspective.

First, it seems to me that the p-nel, in essei,ce, said the wherev-
er a center is, no matter how it is funded, it ought to shift away
from the kind of emphasis it has had in research, mainly emphasis
on nuts and bolts assistance to practitioners running programs, to
a kind of work which deals with questions for which there is no
natural funding marl et. The panel, in essence, in its informal dis-
cussions said, "Look, there are lots, of places that local scnools and
other educational institutions can get help in solving routine pro-
gramswithout demeaning the importance of that type of assist-
ance." In fact, while admitting to its great importance, the panel
felt, in essence thatthat type of work should not be the national
priority. The national priority should be dealing with questions
which States and local localities educational institutions cannot
fund very well on their own.

Second, the panel acted much more as a broker than as direct
research supplier. Its direct concern here was making certain that
the best talent be attracted to this field.

Third, the panel felt that the Congress should take a very close
look in its current legislation at the effect of achieving focus on the
Center again, no matter where it is. All were convinced that it is
under too much pressure to do too much for too many interests.

Several members of the panel noted some of the most important
issues in applied vocational education research are simply too big
acrd too complex to address in this kind of context. The panel felt
particularly that the Center needs to be able to do more work on a
multineed basis and felt legislative changes necessary.

Now, I recognizeif I may take 30 seconds to finish. I recognize
that the Senate and the House had concerns about the accountabil-
ity of multiyear research, large yield research projects. I would sug-
gest, however, that there are some practical ways in which the
Congress can get around this problem, and, in fact, make sure that
multiyear research is accountable and, in fact, can, by more than
its getting with its current dollars. One approach that is suggested,
at least as part of a strategy which the Congressmen want to con-
sider, has been used; many yeats with great results since the mid-
seventies. The NIE has provided NCSL approximately 100,000 a
year. No legislature, however, may receive a subcontract from
NCSL unless it agrees to three conditions. One, it must compete, for
available funds with legislatures from other States; second, it must
match any Federal funds on a dollar-for-dollar basis either with
cash or in-kind resources; third, it must consent to have its work

0
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reviewed both prior and after co apletion by a team of senior legis-
lators from other States.

This approach has three demonstrated virtues. First, it is assured
a sufficient expenditure of Federal dollars. Neither State Legisla-
tures nor any other organization will invest research on trivial, '
ifroblerns.

Second, it is encouraged direct participation in the research proc-
ess by the client. Right now we perform so much of our research,
whether in vocational education or any other field, we try to whole-
sale information. And that is often what people do r.4t need. They
need specific information.

And the last, it has produced concrete results. And I underscore
this.

The-;`,projects which NCSL has supported with NIE assistance,
well over half have produced recommendations which have been
enacted into State law or regulations within 1 or 2 years after com-
pletion of the projects, a success story which I am afraid compara-
tively few Federal research projects can claim.

In short, I would simply say on a personal note that I think
much more needs to be done to bring research clotte to the client
and to make sure that in fact whatever a national center looks
like, wherever it is, that the national center has the capability to
achieve focus on what it is doing and to produce work which is di-
rectly germane to the client population.

Senator &Amin. Thank you very much, Mr. Wilken.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wilken follows:]

2O
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The Committee on Vocational Education Research nearly a decade ago

concluded that federally sponsored studies of vociktional education issues left,

much to be desired. It complained that too much work was trivial, that too much

work was methodologically unsophisticated, and that too much work was

\,...siducted in isolation from related research in other fields.

Recognizing the importanCe of quality research in vocational education,

the Congress sought to improve work in the field in 1976 by creating the National

Center fqr Research in Vocational Education. Section 171(a)(2) of the'Education

Amendments of 1976 assigns the Center responsibility for

development, and dissemination functions, including to:

. .

six broad research,

o conduct applied reseat..th and deyelopment on problems of nationa
significance in vocational education;

o provide leadership development through an advanced study center
and inservice education activities for State and local leaders in
vocational education;

o disseminate the results of research and development projects
funded by the Center;

o develop and provide information to facilitate national planning
and policy development 'in vocational education;

o act as a clearinghouse for information on certain contracts made
\ by states and the federal government;

o work with states, local education agencies, and other public
agencies in developing evaluation programs which will lead to ,jot
training programs which are more closely related to available
jobs.

One Report Card

Early in 1982, the U.S. Department of Education, Office of Planning,

Budget, and Evaluation (ED/OPBE) contracted with Technassociates,

Incorporated,to evaluate the National Center's performaivsho in one k,-,v ices =-

research products published and delivered to the Office of Vocalic): _ and Adult

Education between January 1978 and January 1982.

.
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Importantly, the ED/OPBE study is the first and only evaluation of

NCRVE's written deliverables to be supervised by an agency without a direct

interest in the outcome. it also is the most substantial one-time examination of

.NCRVE's work, covering most of the first contract period and ihvolving nearly 100

days of review by members of the evaluation panel.

The nine members of the panel were selected on the basis

recommendations from within ED/OPBE and from several major organizations with

an interest in vocational education including: (1) the American Association of

School Administrators; (2) the American Association of Community and 'Junior

Colleges; (3) the American Federation of Teachers; (4) the American Vocational

Association; (5) the Chamber of Commerce of the United States; (6) the Council of

Chief State School Officers; and (7) the National Governors' Association.

Members of the piinel were drawn intentionally from diverse backgitunds and

included:

o Samuel Barrett, former State Director IA Vocational Education,
California, Department of Education, Beaumont, California;

o Stanley Barnett, Chairman, Vocational Education Program, Edsal
Ford High School, Dearborn, Michigan;

o Jaqueline Danzberger, then Executive Director, Youthwork,
Incorporated, Washington, D.C.;

o Hugh Gprdon, Director of Personnel, Lockheed-Georgia
Corporation, Marietta, Georgia;

o Alan Gustman, Professor of Economics, Dartmouth University,
Hanover, New Hampshire;

o Gareth lloachlander, President, MPR Associates, Inc., Berkeley,
California. Formerly, Director, project on National Vocational
Education Resourcds, National hiotitute of Education Vocational
Education Research Project;

o James A. Kelly, President, Spring Hill Conference Center, Wayzata,
Minnesota. Formerly, Education Program Officer, the Ford
Fourelat ion;

21U1
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o George Smith, Superintendent of Schools, Mesa, Arizona, and
-Member, U.S. Department of Education Intergovernmental Advisory

Committee;

o Drvid White, Assistance State Director of Vocational Education,
District of Columbia Public Schools.

In professional jargon, the panel conducted a "summative-intrinsic"

evaluation based on a stratified random sample of the National Center's

publications delivered to the Off icel of Vocational and Adult Education under

Contract 300-78-0032. In plain English, each member of the Ranel reviewed

approximately 25 of the National Center's written deliverables and offered

professional judgments on their collective merit. After several weeks of review

time and two meetings in Washington, it reached die following 'consensus:

o The National Center has done a good job of producing research,
development, and dissemination materials which address the
every-day problems confronted by providers of vocational
education. In the words of the panel's report, "Practicing
vocational educators are likely to find many of the Center's g

products useful in dealing with routine operational problems."

o Nonetkeless, the Nation' al Center's research products add little
or nothing to our understanding of whet it takes to provide high -

quality, cost-effective vocational training. In particular, the
panel felt that the Center's studies "do not ask sufficiently
searching questions about the performance of the present 0-'
vocational education system . . . do not concentrate sufficiently
on identifying the organizational, structural, and behavioral
characteristics of effective and equitable vocational education
programs . . . [and) conceive the problem of improving vocational
education much too narrowly."

o The editorial quality of the National Center's written
deliverables ranges from good to excellent, but the scholarly
quality of its ,work "generally lags far behind the prevailing
standards of excellence in the tuition's best research
institutions." In the words of one panelist, "(the Center's]
research documents pertaining to vocational education outcomes .

. [are) almost devoid of behavioral models, and certainly are
based on modeling am apelytical techniques that are well behind
the best that econor ?arch has to offer. As a result, they
are very far away fr, ..ng able to ask how and why the
different programs of unch vocational training is comprised
affect outcomes . . ."

211
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o The National Center has done a good Job of producing materials
which disseminate information coming from within the vocational
education community, but it has done little to push back the
fr iers of knowledge. Not more than one-in-twenty products \revie y the panel was rated as adding "a great deal" of
knowledge to the field, and almost half were rated as adding
"very lktle" or "nothing."

Implication- of the OPBE Study

Clearly, these findings deal only with a part of the National Center's

work. Moreover, they such not be construed as passing any judgment on the

research deliverables which have'been produced by the Center in the last two

years and which, with few exceptions, were not available for review by the OBPE

panel. Indeed, some of the Center's most recent research is a clear cut above

most of the work that was available for the panel's examination last year. The

Center's work last year on the responsiveness of vocational training institutions

to changing labor market demands is a good, example of this progress.

Nevertheless, the OPBE evaluation raises or implies two important questions

Worthy of congressional scrutiny and legislative action:
y

o First, what type of research will do the most to increase the
effectiveness and equity of vocational education at the secondary
and post-secondary levels?

o Second, what can Congress do to increase the likelihood its
outlays on vocational education research are translated into real
improvements in the effectiveness and equity of the nation's
vocational education programs?

Direction of Research. Thus far, the Center has placed its bets mainly

on generating documents aimed at providing "nuts and boltd" assistance to

practitioners on routine programmatic problems. But should this type of work, no

matter how well executed, be the main focus of a National Center?

The OPBE panel clearly thought that the Center should place its emphasis
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elsewhere -- primarily on identifying the variables which differentiate between

"effective" and "ineftective" vocational programs, and closely related, on

developing practical improvement strategies at the policy level. Clearly, this is

a judgment ,call, but it is not unreasonable.

It is doubtful that any national agency is apt to be highly effective in
'

providing "wholesale" solutions to the idiosyncratic problems of individual

institutions or agencith Moreover, there are many Organizations ,capable of

responding to schotils' demands for assistance on routine problems in operating

vocational programs. There is rto "naturalt' market, however, for applied

research which looks into questions which go beyond the immediate needs of

particular agencies or institutions. The cost simply is dyptyportiona e to the

likely benefits.

O

Effectiyeness of Research Effort. Members of the ME panel
frequently asserted that Congress could do much to improve the basic ope nig

capacity of the National Center -- no matter what institution is awarded

responsibility for its operation.

Several members urged that the Congress should view the Center wont as a

research "broker" than as a direct research supplier -- a strategy which make it

easier, for the Center nut only to attract top flight research talent from many

fields, but also to adapt tt: the changing requirements of market for vocational

education research.

Further, all members of the panel concurred that steps should be taken

"to broaden and diversity the interests" considered in developing the National
. .............---.......;

Center's overall agenda. While recognizing that the Center has included many "-----.

different types of constituencies in its total program, of the panel felt

2id
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that the Center's direction was guided tdo much by tt,needs and concerns of the

vocational education fraternity, and not enough by business, labor, and general

government policymakers.

Effecting this change, however, probtibly will require softie fairly basic

revisions in legislation. I would urge in particular that Congliks consider the

measures which might dkor research in vocational education what many hope will

result from the private-public partnership provisions of the new Jobs Partnership

Training Act. iFor example, perhaps the Congress ought to think about a National

'Center operated not just by a research institution per se, but a new creature in

which business, labor, and the research community would be full and equal

partners. .,

In addition to revising the governance of the Center, the Congress also

should take a close look at ways of enabling'the Center to develop a more focused

research agenda. matter how the ()PRE panelists felt about the quality' of

the Center's work, all felt that it is under too much pressure to do too much for

too many interests. Furtherothe panel asserted that this problem is aggravated

considerably by provisions in current policy which make it difficult for the Center

to undertake multi-year projects. As several members of [he panel noted, some

of the most important issues in applied vocational educatitin research simply are

too big and too complex to address in the comparatively brief, one-year projects

which dominate the Center's agenda today.

Clearly, Congress was not without reason in placing emphasis on projects

which lead to short-term benefits. Anyone familiar with the world of research

9
knows that long-term studies sometimes rake on a life of their own with little or

no concern for the needs of their intended beneficiaries. I believe, however,

that there are several ways of assuring that this dues not happen.

ir
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.
One approach which deserves special scrutiny by the Congress has been

used for several years with great secless in a contract between the National.

Institute of Education and the Noticing Conference pf State Legislatures. Since
I

the mid-1970's, 211E has provided NCSL approximately $100,000. annually to

support research on school finance policy issues by state legislatures. No

legislature, however, may.receive a sub-contract from NCSL unless it agrees to

three conditions. First, it must compete for available funds with ligislatures

fromlother states. Second, it must match any feeral funds on a dollar-for-

dollar basis either with cash or in-kind contributions. Sesdnd, it must consent

to have its work reviewed prior to completion by a team of senior legislators from

o other states.

This approach has had several, demonstrated virtues. It has assured

efficient expenditure of federal doklars: neither state legislatures nor any

other organization will invest research on trivial problems. It has encouraged

the direct participation in the research process by the client. It has brought

policy research directly into the policy arena. And most important, it .bas

produced concrete results. Of the projects which NCSL has supported, well over

half have produced recommendations which have teen enacted into state law or

regulation within a year or two after their completion -- a,real success story by

any standard.

Sumaary

Clearly, the Congress is apt to hear a lot about one OPBE evaluation. Yet

. regardless of how one feels about its conclusions, this is an appropriate time to

ask -- has the National Center lived up to our expectations, and equally

important, how can it be improved? Regardless of how they felt about the quality

of the Center's work, members of the OPBE review panel concurred unanimously

,that there should oe a well-funded federally-supported Naticinal Center for

research, development,' and dissemination in vocational education. "The

question," said one, "is how do we build on what's there?"

2 1 i)
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Senator STAFFORD. Dr. Worthington, let. me address a question to
you, and that is this: during the peitiod in which the contract pro-
.posals of the University of Tennessee and Ohio, State University
were being reviewed, this subcommittee's staff and others in the
c',ongress were contacted by outside individuals who were pleading
that the contract process was 'conducted fairly.

I have before meI guess it's been referred to as a copy of the
summary sheets completed by the selection panel. Tennessee was
selected as superior by scores of 95 to 51, 82 to 69, 84 to 71, 96 to
95, and'81 to 70.

Ohio State had two winning readings of 91 to 69 and 90 to 76.
In light of that fact and the additional fact that Tennessee had a

more inexpensive proposal, could a process where the panel .was ig-
nored be called, in your opinion, fair?

Dr. WORTHINGTON. Well, I tried quickfy, Mr. Chikirthan, to point
out some of the discrepancies in the panel's evaluation. And I
should point out that the total number of points given by the
panel, the University of Tennessee's was 82.9 and Ohio University's
was/6.6, a difference of only 6.3 points total.

And you will find if you have an opportunity to read my 35-pag\
memo, analyses each one of the scoring differences.

I should point out that we are not bound to follow the recommen-
dation of a technical panel. It is purely -advisory in nature. The
GAO study found that we followed all the applicable rules and reg-
ulations and conducted the procurement legally and in the best in-
terests,of the government.

I should also point out in regard to the cost of the procurement,
it was pointed out by one of the witnessesthat the RFP was modi :,
fled by the contract offTher. The only modification done at the end
was to establish the total amount of funds available, which were in
the original RFP. But the best and final offer by the University of
Tennessee was $3.1' million, to round it off, and for Ohio State it
was $4.3 million.

I should point out that the Ohio State University's pmposal in-
cluded a 38-percent overhead. The .University of Tennessee waived
'their overhead of 45 percent. They did-not. tell us what they were
doing in the second, third, fourth, and. fifth yea!' of the contract.

If their overhead of 45 pe cent had been `included; it would have
raised their cost by $1.1 million, which would have put them
higher. 1111

4

The RFP clearly says that there Would be no consideration given
to that kind of activity, likejholding back a usual overhead rate.
That was clearly pointed. out RFP.

[Information supplied for the record follows:]

'FIRSPON8R or pi(. WORTHINGTON

The University of Tennessee did waive a 45 percent indirect toth rate; rather, the
indirect cost amount of $964,118.31 was included in our total offer of $3,106,603.61.
Attached is the "Summary Budget' Sheet" and the Projected Budget, Years 2-5"
which were submitted by The University of Tennessee to the United States Depart-
ment, of Education. t\

The RFP indicated that after Year 1 a special overhead rallPwould be negotiated.
As can been seen fro4"Projected Budget Year 2-5; (which is based on the 45 per-
cent rate) th4 projected budgets totaled $20,242,399. As per RFP requirements a new
rate would have been negotiated which would have lowered cost in Years 2-5.
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SUMMARY BUDGET SHEET

functions
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Leadership.

3
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Clearinghouse
6

Evaluation Flana9nnt Liaison)

41.

Designated
Studies TOTAL

Salaries $295,749.00 8154,881.25 $212,709,73 $135,479.50 $155,704.33 $88,835.00 $259,000.16 $47,427.50 $1,352,786.47

Fringe Benefits 61,604.75 21,937.07 44,985.95 .29,078.10 31,076.08 18,667.00 59,266.79) .11,856.88 278.472.62

Consultants 8.800.00 0.00 2100.00 0.00 9,000.00 1,200.00 10,200.00 ` 0.00 31,303.00

Travel 22,406.00
o

25,762.00 19.00.00 44 38.00 10,879.00
4

3,564.00 25,409.00 12,336.00 123,994.00

Postage 1.400,00 3,200.60 '.',720.00 520.00 360.00 560.00 1,020.00 59.00 44,839.00

fel Wane
..,

10,295.00. 7,560.00 19,803.80 5.112.00 5.652.00 3,600.00 '9,504.00 720.00 62,247.80

Coplication!Prtnting 7.040.00 .00 51.046.00 2.124.00 13,950.00 2,300.00
0
g,040.00 60.00 86,079.14

Supplies and Materials 3,376.00 .00 20,680.00 2,796.00 1,060.00 I.daom 3,200.00 340.00 36,352.00
.

Other Services 7 180 00 0.00 2. 1,7.0.00 4,100.00 ?6,040.00 ).)2(1.qo 2,600.00 ci.00 84,514.35 126,414.35

Direct Costs ,, $422,'.71.75 3220,080.32 5409.144.48 $183.717.60 1251.481.41 $120.905,00 $374,239.95 $72,799.33 104,514.35 12,142,405.21

Indirect Costs 190,157.29 992 035 14 184,115.92 82,606.42 114,516.64 54,407.70 :C9,407.98 32 759.72 38,031.46 964,118.37
14 45%

----

TOTAL 5612.729.04 $319.116.46 $593,259.50 $766,434.02 5168.998.05 $175,313.70 $512,647.93 $105,559.10 $122,516.81 $3.106.603.61
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PROJECTED BUDGET, YEARS ? - 5

1

Year 1 $ 3,106,603.61

Year 1 budget reduction for

transition costs $ 250,000.00
D-76676-0-5767

Year 2

10". cost of living increase,' $335,660.39

Year 3

$ 3,692,264.00

1C,cost of living increase $369,226.00 5,4,061,490.00

Year 4

10::. cost of living increase, $406,149.00 $ 4,467.639.00

Year 5
Q

10:; cost of living increase, $446,764.00 $ 4,914,403.00

4

ESTIMATED, Years 1 - 5 $20,242,399.00

21 d
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Senator STAFFORD. Dr. Peterson, having gone through the selec-
tion process in this case, would you recommend that the University
of Tennessee apply again in the future?

Dr. PETERSON. Under the present circumstances I could not rec-
ommend to any university in this Nation, that thly bid on this pro-
gram. If the circumstances are changed, if it is conducted in a dif-
ferent manner, we will most certainly bid again.

Senator STAFFORD.*Thank you.
Dr. Taylor, in an article printed by the Citizens Journal newspa-

pers, you were quoted as saying you did not solicit the letters sent
by the, members of Congress Secretary Bell, which supported Ohio
State's selection?

Yet, senior members of your staff did telephone some of the Sen-
ators' constituents in Vermont and expressed concern about how
the contract competition was doing, and apparently your staff im-
plicitly recommended that they contact Washington. My staff
indeed received a communication in this regard. In light of this in-
formation, do you still stand by the statement that you did nothing
to influence the decision?

Dr. TAYLOR. Yes, I think that I will.
And if I may take time to try to establish that in context.
I think the primary concern surrounding this competition hinges

on the essence of peer review, and the essence of science, its publi-
cation, and the ability to replicate results. Another principle in the
application of science is peer review, review by experts who them-
selves are engaged in research.

Last June some Washington-based educational associations
wrote the Secretary, evidencing concern about the lack of proper
peer review procedures in 'procurements in the Department. The
stage was therefore set so that when the review of the National
Center procurement was to be completed by a panel comprised en-
tirely of Federal employees in the Department, a number of profes-

*lona' associations that had signed that earlier letter became active
and approached the Department to stress the importance of an out-
side peer review. We have a number of our staff that belong to pro-
fessional associations,

Senator STAFFORD. Than,/ you.
Mr. Wilken, the Technassociates evaluation of the National Cen-

ter's products hag come under some serious criticism.
How do you respond to these charges?
Mr. WILKEN. Well, notthaving the bent it of being the benefici-

ary of any direct knowledge of what the complaints have been,
'since I functioned only as a consultant for that organization, it's a
bit difficult for me to respond.

I'd simply say that the work was conducted openly.
The Office of Vocational and Adult Education was invited to ob-

serve the process, had a great deal of opportunity for input through
the entire process. The panel selected were both researchers and
users of vocational education, whose credentials are of the highest
order.

I understand from some secondhand information there have been
some questions raised about the methodology used in the process,
and was that correct, and would that invalidate the results?
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I will simply say that the technique used, in trade talk, was a
classical sumptative evaluation which relied on professional judg-
ment. There was no attempt to make individual products, to
produce tally sheets, that sort of thing. That is not what the eval-
uation was all about.

I think the evaluation will have to stand on its merit*. I thick
anyone who has questions about it ought to read it. While I cer-
tainly don't speak for any of the panels, I suspect that any pf them
would be quite willing to talk to any members of the committee or
staff about how they did it.

We had some definite ideas how we were going to proceed and
the panel informed us that they had some ideas, too.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you, Mr. Wilken.
Senator Pell, do you have any questions of this panel?
Senator Pim. No questions.
Senator STAFFORD. Senator Metzenbaum, I suspect that possibly

you do.
Senator METVENBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Worthington, regarding the Technassociates review of the

National Center, do you have an opinion concerning the quality of
the study design?

And if you do have,Ch an opinion, will you state it for us?
Dr. WORTHINGTON. Senator, I asked the Secretary's advisory

co.asel, which is appointed by the Secretary by law, and consisting
of nine nationally recognized vocational educational leaders to
review the Technassociates report. They did that.

Now, they told us: First, the report lacks substantial evidence to
support its claims. No summary of the panel ratings is provided.
No analysis of th number of products manifesting an assented
weakness is givenv There is little way for a reader to determine the
empirical basis for most of' the ft/dings.

They also pointed out that the panel reviewed only 76 products
out of 630 documents, and that the Technassociates panel made
generalizations on such things as the relationship of the U.S. De-
partment of Education to the Center, and the management of the
Center. The panel also made many generalizitions that had really
nothing to do with the products they revised.

Senator Marzsmesum. Dr. Peterson, on page 3 of your testimony
you state that "from January 1, 1981, to August 31, 1983, we con-
ducted vocational educational research and development efforts
which were funded at approximately $2 million."

Was that funding received through competitive contracts and
grants?

Dr. PrrgesoN. I can provide you with a list of all of those, Sena-
tor Metzenbaum because in responding to written questions sent to
us from the Department of Education in procurement, we submit-
ted that list to them.

Yes, many of them were competitive procurements from a varie-
ty of sponsors, ranging from the National Science Foundation to
the privets sector.

Senator METZENBAUM. And, are you aware of the evaluation con-
ducted in 1981 of the University of Tennessee's vocational technical
education program?

Dr. PETERSON. Oh, yes.

244 u`
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We conducted internal self-evaluations. Those are initiated by
the University itself. Every program that the university has is re-
viewed on a regular cycle. We initiate those.

Senator METZENBAUM. Could you comment to the committee on
the conclusions and recommendations of the one that was per-
formed in 1981?

Dr. PETERSON. Sir, I would have to have that document in front
of me. I'll tell you why. I see many of these. It's been too long since
I have seen that particular document. I will have to look at it and
see what it says.

I do recall that in that particular document though the Depart-
, ment was commended highly for moving into the computer-assisted

instruction and computer literacy training area. IV was known
throughout the university that the Department had moved rapidly
in that area.

Now, other comments related to personnel, how it was managed,
and so on, I am not- -

Senator METZENBAUM. Do you remember the evaluation report,
titled "Vocational-Technical Education Program Review and Eval-
uation," dated. December 18, 1981, and transmitted to the Universi-
ty of Tennessee'ennessee by the Chair of the Evaluation Committee? I

Dr. PETERSON. I cannot recall the details of that, sir.
I'm sorry, I can't.
Senator 11IETZENBAUM. Would you be good enough to obtain it for

us and make it a part of the record?
Dr. PETERSON. Certainly.
Senator METZENBAUM. Dr. Worthington, was this report made a

part of our record, the report entitled "Memorandum to T. H. Bell,
Secretary, from Assistant Secretary for Vocational and Adt:h. Edu-
cation"?

Dr. WORTHINGTON. Yes, sir; I did request Senator Stafford that it
be inserted in the record. If that is the 35-page memo, I believe
Laat's the one.

Now, also you may have a memorandum concerning the Tech-
nassociates report which summarizes the evaluation of the Nation-
al Advisory Council and the evaluation of several independent re-
searchers, including Dr. Gordon Swanson from the University of
Minnesota, and the head of research for one of our major educa-
tional publishers.

If that is what you haveI would like to enter it into the record.
[The following information was received for the record:]

. 221
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MEMORANDUM

TO T. H. Bell
Secretary
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON. D C 10102

DATE 5 //

FROM assistant Secretary
for Vocational and Adult Education

SIRJECT A Summary Analysis of the Technassoc:ate3 Report which is entitled
"An Evaluation of the National Center for Research in Vocational
Education, the Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio: A Report of an

Expert Panel on Written Products Delivered between January 1978 and
January 1982"

This suemary analysis is prepared in three parts. The first part
contains OVAE'3 summary analysis, the second part contains sections
of the analysis. Conducted by the Advisory Council for the National
Center for Research in Vocational Educat:on, and the third part
contains sections of the comments of several independent researchers
in vocational education who were requested to analyze the report.
The attachments include: (1) the report of the National Center's
Advisory Council, (2) the resolution of the National Center's
Advisory Council concerning the Technassociates report, and (3) the
letters from the independent reviewers.

OVAE Sur7.ary Analysis

An analysis of the report has uncovered many serious faults in the

evaluation process. First, the report lacks substantial evidence to

support its claim3. No summary of the panelists' ratings Is

provided. No analysis of the number of products manifesting an
asserted weakness i3 given. There is little way for a reader to
determine the empirical basis for most of the findings of the report.

Tne report reflects a very limited understanding of the put-poses (4
the Nat,:onal Center or the legislative r7edates and the contractuegl

regairenents under which the Center operates. As one examines each

rgative finding presented in the sport, it tecores apparent that
.he degrc,e of consensJs among panelists varies. any findings

,1pparently o not reflect COD50%3US. In the few instances where the

report does discuss tine total panel's cp:nlons, the findings

generally are pos'tive. The panel .,11-Je1y concludes that:

1. "NCPVE .r.33 cc-plied with F" oral cntr30.1,211 requirements ...

its written work Yar f:upp7)rted all the f,nctions mandated by

Congress and the Departm?nt of Flucition." (page 25)

2. "Many of NCAVE's written .:e!:e'.!bles offer J!ful assistance to

vocatio.lal education practitioners." (rge 25)

3. The ::ational Center's work ;-.ints the way to solving the

proble:s '41lich it addrecres." (page 28)
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4. "The great majority (70 percent) of NCRVE's written deliverables
have been aimed primarily at profstsjonals in the field of
vocational education ... in contrast, 20-30 percent of the NCRVE
products review have been aimed at Congress, State legislation,
governors, and mayors." (page 2).

5. "Meet panelists felt that NCRVE had produced some good
research." (page 30)

6. "NCRVE's products have been well-written, to-the-point, and
readily usable by its primary audience." (page 31)

7. In routine administrative matters, the NCRVE contract has been
well managed." (page 32)

The panel reviewed 'products out of 690 substantive and
administrative oontract deliverables for the five year Center
contract. Since the review was conducted during the fifth year of
the Center contraot, no products were reviewed from the fifth year
and very few produota from the fourth year were reviewed.

The panel did not examine any of the training or service aotivities,

.did not collect any information from actual users of the National
Center's work, and did not interact with any of the National Center
staff in order to gain a comprehensive understanding of the
contracted work. Even though the information sources were limited,
the panel presented findings, conclusions, and recommendations that
go far beyond what a review of products would support.

The report' called this evaluation "The first systematic review of
NCRVE's wratel products which spans virtually the entire length of
the present contract" and "The most intensive one-time examination
of any aspect of NCRVE's work to date ..." (page i). Actbally, this
review was not the first nor the most systematio. NCRVE's products
have been reviewed by external experts who have knowledge with
respect to the substance of the individuil products (900 days) as
contrast to the panel's 100 days of time.

A Sun-ary of NCRVE's Advisory Council's Comments on the Technasso-
elates& Inc. Report

This report was prepared by the chairman of the Advisory Council. Ne
eunaarized the Council's reviews. Selected parts of his summary are
quoted below.

First, the title of the Report, "Evaluation of the
Natiocal Center for Research in Vocational Education,"
nolt!:er reflects the stated purpose of the report nor the
.1tatei objective, by Technaesociates. Further, even a
very thorough review of a limited number of products could
in .o way be considered an evaluation of the National
Center as implied by the title of the report. After a
careful review of the report, it is difficult for me and

22
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other members of the Council to understand why this study
was initiated, and given the limited scope of the study,
why so much attention 1443 given to it by the Department.

Council members question the methodology and the adequacy
of the data used to support the findings and conclusion
reportedin Section III. Many of the findings/conclusions
are very favorable, but neither the conclusions that
support the National Center nor those that find fault ire'
based on accepted standards of evaluation research. One
member"of the Council expressed a common viev'when he said
the report "is by no means a real evaluation of the entire.
Center's activities." Another member said he had
"considerable doubt as to the validity., of the report,"
based on questions it proposed to answer and the
inadequacy of the methodology to answer those questions.
He concluded that the report "had to be the opinions of the
panel members."

Methodological deficiencies are particularly glaring in
the use of a small selective sample of the National
Center's written products to arrive at judgments about its
entire scope of work. There was no site visit, no
consultation or data collection from target audiences, and
questionable evidence to support the panel's conclusions.
The extremely casual manner in which totally opposite
views of different panel members were Otported is not only
difficult to understand but suggests that less than
rigorsus procedures were used to arrive at the results.

sI hail 3040 difficulty even understanding how the panel
arrived at its recommendations. They do not flow in a
lbgical way from the findings. The findings deal with such
questions as oompliance, quality, and the improvement of
vocational education. The recommendations deal almost
exclusively with interns/ policy issues which might or

not correct the deficiencies noted in the findings.
:here appears to be little connection between the
reco=:endations and the panel's evaluation efforts.

.This report does reinforce a finding of the Council heat
there is need for more long-term research and the need to
to able to collect data in conducting research. In its
tack-handed .ay, it has found limitations in the National
Tentar's products, even while it fails to understand the
:=1:raints on the National Center which contributes
su:stantially to those faults. In its erratic way,
swtrling from praise to criticism and back ailaip, the
re ;crt does Identify one of the National Center's most
!ericus problems. This is its need for financial support
lo carry out the mandate of Congress.

BEST COPv AVAILABLE
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Our review of th.2 report reveals a lack of cansist:nci
aronvobjectives, finding, and the recommendatlons. In

fact, this kind of inconsistency would not be permitted in

a Masters Thesis at this Uhtversity. Neither the fin2ings

nor the reconnendations seem to recognize that there are
severe limitations placed on the National Center unde- the

terra of its contract. Sono of these, SUOI as the

recisaire-.ent to prod.ide short term results from research,

were imposed by Congress. Others are the result of
Departmental constraints On collection of data. The
report does not 'acknowledge the fact that the RFP an the

contract are highly specific and extremely restrictive.
For example, the RFP 82-028 states "these (indepen'ent)
studies shall be of national, regional or multistate

significance and will be planned, designed, initiated and
completed within a 12 month contract period. Not only does
the Technassociates report appear to be totally unaware of
the conditions under which the National Center operates,

but most of its criticisms are directed' at the

consequences of those same limitations. Then, instead of

recommending that some of the excessive restrictions be
removed--as recommended by the national external panel
that conducted the Mid-contract evaluation --thls panel has
proposed changes,which I believe to be contrary to the Law

and the intent of Congress. For example, tt%

recommendation to transform NCRVE from an institution
which does a high percentage of its work with resident
staff into an institution which contracts its work through
a competitive and open procurement process, is definitely
in conflict with the Law which clearly reflects the intent

of institutional support and the RFP which clearly

specifies a high percentage of the work scope for the
contract, the wajority of which would not yie.4 itself to
subcontracting. At the February, 1983 meeting of the
Advisory Council, it was reported that the National Center
did subcontract out over $700,000 worth of its work during

1978 -1992. It's obvious to the Advisory Council that the
National Center is acting in a responsible manner in
seeking external assistance as appropriate and when it
deems necessary, to supplement its internal capacity.
Further, the recommendation regarding "improve the quality

of NCRVE's staff ...," Is without merit based both on the
lack of evidence to support such a recommendation in the
panel report and the Advisory Council's personal knowledge
of the multidisciplinary professional staff employed by
the National Center. As on6 Advisory Council member
stated, "the recommendation to improve the Center's staff
cannot be supported when the panel had no more evidence of
the quality of the Center's staff than the reading of the

few deliverables. I feel that all of the council would
agree along with the Center that since such an excellent
staff and facilities had been developed over the years, it
should not change to Outside contracting to achieve its

desired results."

ri 9
4 A.,
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I think this report alto serve.: to rerind a 17.3t
vocat!cnal education 13 still a "whipping vat" rdr 3:me
eiucators who have a different set of values th:- we !o.
In this connection, one of the Council members ta:'<el a

member of the Technassociates review panel who indici:ed
that some of the panel had "preconceived negative idess"
about the National Center and vocational educaticm.

The report recommends, and members of the Advisory Coun:il
agree, to "Continue Strong Federal support for a naticral
center'for research in vocational education,"

Selected Comments of Two Independent Reviewers

',In the report the contractor stressed the use of a pane: of
evaluators in implementing the conduct of the evaluation.
No indication is given, however, of whether the tinengs
and recommendations represent A majority view, a

consensus, or whether any attention was given to these
matters. There 13 no indication that the panel "signed
off" on the'ireport or were given an opportunity for
minority views or extended remarks.

There was, however, disagreement on important areas of the
findings. The disagreement was between the panelists with
"non-research" backgrounds (70% of the panelists) and
those with research backgrounds (30$ of the panelists),
page 29. Here I can only commend the contractor for being
so straightforward in revealing the violation of the
criterion (number 4) fOr selecting' panelists. It is
incongruous, I should add, for the majority of the panel
ohosen to evaluate research products to be those with non-
research backgrounds.

It is equally :0.ncongruous, or more so, that the contractor
inoluded an evaluation data instrument with the report but
gave no summaries of data collebted or assembled. Careful
echojarship demands that the inquirer allow the data,
where possible, to speak for itself. Instead, this report
appears to rely excessively on impreasionlstic anecdotes.
For this, the contractor deserves no commendation.

In the preface to the report, the contractor claims that
this id the first evaluation of NCRVE's written. deliv-
erables to be supervised by an agency without a direct
interest in the outcome." It should be added that it may
also be the first in which the contractor had no interest,
direot or indirect, in the teneo of inquiry.

The contractor makes no mention of the inadequacy of
looking aolely at documented deliverables. This isAis-
missed by saying that the budget did net permit a more
extensive view of the Center, and it carried the implicit,
but untested, assumption that it is possible to sake
recr.dmendations about the whole by looking only at a few of
th' parts.
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The most glaring defect in methodology involves the

compromises four4 acceptable to the contractor. The first

involved the sampling procedures of the deliverables

wherein the oontraotoroxamined a very small proportion of

the total number produced during the contract period and

then drew conclusions, for maple, about target audiences

which may not have been included in the sampled items and,

worse, not considered in sample stratification. Yet

another compromise was in allowing panelists to choose

deliverable., on the basis of their self-interest in

specific titles for examination and review. The

compromises are explained by a shortage of time and modey,

very unsatisfactory way of dealing with errors of
estimate or the obvious biases of inquiry.

In this section (findings) I regard it as of little
consequence whether I agree or disagree with the merit of

the findings. The important consideration is whether the

findings are logical consequence of the evaluation

process. I have already made observations about the
findings involving target audiences. The question of

compliance, dichotomous choice, hardly needs

e laboration. The two findings which deserve some comment

are "management" and the "contributions to knowledge."

It requires an enormous leap of faith or presumption to

draw any conclusions about the management of this center

by looking at a smell sample of the documented

deliverables. I regard the findings about minogement,
therefore, as inappropriate. I've already commented on

the question of "contributions to knowledge" in saying

that there was considerable controversy among the

panelists and observing that it was a minority view of

panelist. that seem to prevail in the reported findings.

This leaves only two remaining- -the finding on "utility"

and the one on thy nature of "program imprmument." I

suspect that both of theie findings could have been

offered without doing the evaluation.

Here again, I don't think it appropriate for me to comment

on wtether I agmee or disagree with the recommendations;

my only observation is with respect to their merits as

e valuation outcomes. I believe that most of the

reoom:endations involve generalities which could emerge

from examining any type of research center in the country.

There are 'two recommendations that are an exception to

this..' One involves the alleged incestuousness that is

described for the NERVE-011E relationship an4 the need to

allocate a share of blame to the Bureau. I find this

recozzendation both offensive and inappropriate. Except

for the impressionistic anecdotes which clutter the

22?
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report, I find nothing in the evaluation to support it.
Likewise, with the recommendation to move from "in- house"
research to brokering, I find it to be largely a preferential
question in search of evidence not found in the report..

It seem clear to ne that the report carries little assumes
that it was guided by careful terns-of-referenoe, rigorous
tenets of. inquiry and enough evidence to warrant the

conclusions. The Comlusions are massioucusly
impressionistic and thims burdened with the risk of

superficiality. In engaging in careless scholarship, the
oontrsotor has become vulnerable to being shot with bilk own
arrows. While the sane or 'Jailer oonclusions night haverbeen
reached with careful scholarship, there is no assuranoe that
this is true, but it would be worth-the try.

This imports leaves a great dealpto be desired. It maces very
Hirsh statements with United support. (The opinion of the
Tootnassoolates' staff, or ore group of profassionals is Just
that -- opinion.) If one got those results Iron a respectable
process, than a logical step in Roving forward would not be to
write. this type of report, but to recommend that further
examination be conducted in a very rigorous isaarter.0

t - I hope that the OVA' Mummery Analysis,
'a Advisory Councils comments, and the

of the independent reviewers along with thee
provide you with complete review of the
eport.

Conoludina 3,.arrkvi
the Smarr, o
selected 'moments
at taolments will
Technessociatos

Robert ML Worthington

oo: Gary Bauer

Attachments: (1) Advisory Council Report
(2) Advisory Council Resolution
(3) Independent Reviewer's Letters
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UmvERSITY OF MISSO(J441COLUMINA

April 18, 1983

Dr. Robert Worthington
Assistant Secretary
U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Ave. S.W.
Washing. yn, D.C. 20202,

Dear Bob:

4

Couszv

vs"
le e:-eir'a:ti:

' 1'

At your request,'I have studied the report on National Center
products prepared by Technassociates. 1 have also receivcd and
reviewed the comments of the other members of the National Center's
Advisory Council in reference to this report. My comments concerning
the three areas you asked me to address represent both my own
opisnions and those expressed by other members of the Council.

Before I address the specific points you have raised, I would like.
to mipe a few imperil observations. First, the title of the Report,
"Evi uation of the National Center for Research in Vocational Educa-
tion," neither reflects the stated purpose of the report nor the
stated objectives by Technassociates. Further, even A very thoi-
ough review of a limited number of products could in no way bo
considered an evaluation of the National Center as implied by the
title of the report. After a careful review of the report, it is
difficult for we and other members of the Council to understand
why this study was initiated, and given the limited scope of the
study, why so much attention was given to It by the Department.

is response o the questions about the Technassociates report that
you have as d, I will provide you with a summary of my views and
those of th other Council members. Alth6ugh Council members did
not express themselves on each point there were no disagreements
on any of e poi s mentioned by individual members.

Comments II arding the Methodology of the Technassociates Report

Council members question the methodology and the adequacy of the
data used to support the findings and conclusion reported in
Section Ill. Many of the findings/conclusions are very favorable,
but neither the conclusions that support the National Center nor
those that find fault are based on accepted standards of evaluation
research. One member of the Council expressed a common view when'
he said the report "Is by no means a real evaluation of the entire
Center's activities." Another member said he had "considerable
doubt as to the validity of the report," based on'questions it
proposed to answer and the inadequacy of the. methodology to answer
those questiont. He concluded that the report "had to be the
opinions of the panel members."

22
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Ur. Robert Worthington
April 18, 198J
Page 2

Methodological dcficiences arc particularly glarir:: r the u,e ofa small selective sample of %he
National ,certer's .ari:ten pr.'da.:tsto arrive at judgronts aU.,ut

its entire seep,: of sor:, There assno site visit, no corsultation or data collection fro- tartaudiescc and que!,tior,aUlc
evidence to support the pancl's

conclusions. The extremely casual manner in chic" totally 040A"'vicas of different panel members
were reported is not only difficultto understand but sugests that less than rigorous procedure,:

were used to arrive at the results.

I have some diflOculty
even understanding how the panel arrived

at its recommendations., They do not floe in a logical way fromthe findings. The findings deal with such questions as compliance.quality, and the improvement of vocational education. The recom-mendations deal almost mxclusively
with internal policy issues whichmight or might not correct the deficiences noted in the findings.There appears to be little

connection between the recommendationsand the pandl's evaluation efforts.

Comments Acsardint_the Merits of Findings Neported

The comments related to methodology
reveal the Council's concern andlack of confidence in the resulting findings. The Advisory Councilmembers indicate that the weakest aspect of the Tecbnassociatei;attempt to evaluate the National Center has its reliance on a reviewof fewer thanten percent of its written products. We question I ,0.this source of information and

th' resulting findings as a legitimatebasis for answering any of the panel's seven questions about theNational Center's management,
compliance with federal contractualrequirements, and serving appropriate target audiences. Findingsrelated to these questions appear to have been generated from areview of selected publications
and no other knowledge of ,therest of the Center's very extensive scope of work.

This report does reinforce a finding of the Council that there isneed for more long-term
research and the need to be able to collectdata in conducting research.

In its back - handed way, it has foundlimitations in the National
Center's products, even while it failsto understand the constraints
on the National Center shi,eh contributessubstantially to those faults. In its erratic way, swinging frompraise to criticised lied back again, the report does identify oneof the National Center's most serious problems. This is its needfor financial support to carry out the mandate 61. Congress.

Comments Rewarding the Recomplendaticps

Our review of the report reveals a lack of consistency among objectives,findings and the recommendations.
In fact, this kind of inconsistencywould not be permitted in a Masters Thesis at this University. Neitherthe findings nor the recormndations seen to recognize that thereare severe limitations, placed

on the National Center under the terriof its contract. Sore of these, such as the requiscrent to produceshort term results trot., rte;earch, were irposed by Congress, Others

441114P Ammer m -
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Dr. Robert Worthington
April 18. 1983
Page 3

ire the result of Departmental constraints on collection of data.
The report does not acknoriledge the tact that theRFP and the
contract are highly specific and gxtremely restricti%e. For
example, the RFP 82-028 states "these (independent) studies shall
be of national, regional or multistate significance and will be
planned, designed, initiated and completed within a 12 month
contract period." Not only does the Technassociates report appear
to be totally unaware of the conditions.under which the National '

Center operates, hilt most of its criticisms are directed at thi, '

consequences of those same limitations. Thee, insteai of recozrending
that some of the excessive restrictions be removed--as recoamended
by the national external panel that conducted the Hid- contract
evaluation- -this panel bas proposed changes which I believe to be
contrary,to the Law and the intent of Congress. For example,
the recommendation to transform NCRVE from an institution which
does a high percentage of its work with resident staff into an
institution which contracts its work through a competitive and
open procvrement process, is definitely in conflict with the Law.
'.which clearly reflects the intent of institutional support and the
.RFP which clearly specifies a high percentage of the work scope for
the contract, the majority of which would not yield itself to subcon-
tracting. At tie February, 1983 meetipg of the Advisory Council,
it was reported that the National Center did subcontract out over
$700,000 worth)of its work during 1978-1982. It's obvious to the
Advisory Council that the National Center is acting in a responsible
manner 4,n seeking external assistance as appropriate and when it
deems cecessary, to supplement its internal capacity. Further, the
recommendation regarding "improihr the quality of NCRVE's staff ,"

is without merit based both on the lack of evidence feaupport such
a recommendation in the panel report and the Advisory Cquncil's
pt.'44.441 kif6eledge of the multidisciplinary professional staff
employed by the National Center. As one Advisory Councilmember
stated, "the recommendation to improve the Center's start cannot
be supported when the panel had no more evidence of the quality
of the CenterseLstaff than the reading of the few deliverables. I

feel that all of the council would.arree along with the Center that
since such an excellent staff and facilitiesohad been developed over
the years, it should not change to outside contracting to achieve
its desired results."

A number of comments and suggestion* bf members of the Advisory
Council center around the question, What are the implications of
this report for the National Center? Aside from the inadequacy
of the study as an evaluation of the National Center's actual
performance, its substitution of the opinions of a few people for
findings derived systematically and scientifically, its disregard
for the ground rules under which the National Center functions, and
the apparent irrelevance of its conclusions, we do believe it could
serve a useful purpose. It points up once more, albeit in a
perverse ray, the great..need for a National Center and one ttot is
given more flexibility, more self-direction, more freedom to do

me
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Dr. Robert Worthington
April 18, 1983
Page 4

what Congress had in mind, and more support by the Department in
carrying out its functions. The report itself admits the precarious
position the National Center is in as it fulfills its congressionally
mandated functions.

"Presently," asserted one panelist, "(NCRVE) labors
under the worst of two worlds - little innovative or

_focused dirpction from Wkshington and a horrendous
amount of reporting and accountability that are not
only wasteful but encourage defensiveness and constant
protecting oneself with paper."

I think this report also serves to remind us that vocational education
is still a "whipping post" for sonic educators who bale a different
set of values than we do. In this connection, one of the Council
members talked to a member of the Technastociates review panel
Ito indicated tbat some of the panel bad "preconceived negative ideas"
abbuf the Nstional.Center and vocational education,

The report recprimvids, and members of the Advisory Council agree,
to "Continue strong Federal support for a rational center for
research in vocational education."

I hope this summary of the views of the National Center's Advisory
Council members roits..iing the Tech ssociates report are helpful.
I' sure the member:; read the rep t carefully and their comments
were seriously copsidbred. We VI I be gladto discuss tbe4n with
you further at oulr next me ing, nd wil7rmake them known to the
Department and to anyone e se who may be interested.

Sincerely,

111..R. 'filar, Chair
National Center Advisory Council

Witif/jr

cc: Nationa) Advisory Council Members
cc: Dr, Robert Taylor O.

f-)
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National Center for Research
in Vocational Education

Advisory Council

Resolution Number One

In its chartered capacity to advise the Secretary of Education
on current issues in vocational education as they effect the
..ational Center, a meeting of the Advisory Council with the
'ssistnrt Secretary, Dr. Robert M. Worthington, was held on Monday
May 9, 1983 in Columbus, Ohio. Pt that meeting, as per the officials
notice of meeting and he agenda that appeared in the Federal
Register dated April 22, 1983, the Council discussed the
Technassociates,Inc. Evaluation Report of the National Center for
Research in Vocational Education located at The Ohio State
University in Columbus, Ohio.

WHEREAS, the members of the NCRVE Advisory Council have reviewed
the aforementioned report and submitted written comments to
the Council chair for summarization` at the request of the Assistant
Secretary, and

WHEREAS, the chair of the NCRVE Advisory Council submitted a
summary of the comments made by members of the Advisory Council
in a letter to the Assistan' Secretary dated April 18, 1983, and

WHEREAS, the NCRVE Advisory Council is in full accord that the
methodology is seriously flawed, there are inconsistencies
and contradictions in the report, and there was a lack of
consensus among panelists which causes the Advisory Council to
reject the resulting findings and recommendations.

IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED, that this Advisory Council respectfully
recommends to the Secretary that the aforementioned report be
disregarded as a basis for any judgments related to (1) the
quality and utility of NCRVE products and services, (2) the
effectiveness of its management, (3) the scope and nature of
its activities, or (4) the quality and appropriateness of its
staff.

23j
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March 23, 1965

Dr. Robert Worthington, Assistant
.Secretary

Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Vocational and Adult Education

U. S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, S. W.
Washington, D. C. 2020::

Dear Dr. Worthington:

This is a response to your March 17 letter regarding the NCRVE
evaluation conducted by Technassociates dated October IS, 1982.
My comments will be given under the following headings:

Terms-of-Reference
Evaluation pproach and Standards
Status of the Report
Methodology
Findings

Recommendations
General Anllysis of the Report
Concluding Comments

Terms-of-Reference

I have searched the report carefully to find the terms-of-reference
for the evaluation, but none are given. In the absence of some way
of knowing what the contractor was employed to do, it is not possible
to know whether it has been done or how well. All reports of careful
evaluations should include the terms-of-reference. In this one they
are not merely omitted; they are not even mentioned. What did Tech-
nassociates contract to do?

Evaluation Approach and Standards

Evaluation approaches include discrepancy analysis, contingency anal-
ys4, and many others. Here, again, the approach is unspecified while
it seems clear that much reftance is upon discrepancy approaches, e.g.
the discrepancy between achieved standards and acceptable standards.
The evidence of this is in the evaluation instrument which has ex-

Mmustive lists of target audiences which are, at least by implication,
regarded as acceptable targets. Even here, however, there is no indi-
cation of whether the so-called "deliverable" should be delivered
directly or indirectly and with what frequency or intensity.

234
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Dr. Robert Worthington
March 23, 1983
Page 2

VI o.

The point here is that the standards for valuing evaluation should

be clear and une4uivocal. The use of a panel of evaluatori does not

diminish this requirement, it accentuates it. It is irpor:ant to have

a basis for consistency among panel judgments even to.Jgh judgments

may vary. In this report there is no mention of attentior to this im-

portant feature of evaluation. One can only assume that it was regard-

ed as not worth mentioning.

Status of the Report

In the report the contractor stressed the use of a panel of evaluators

in implementing the conduct of the evaluation. So indication is given,

however, of whether the findings and recommendations represent a major-
ity view, a consensus, or whether any attention was given to these mat-

ters. There is no indication that the panel "signed off" on the report
or were given an opportunity for minority views or extended remarks.

There was, however, disagreement on important areas of the findings.
The disagreement was between the panelists with "non-research" back-
grounds (700 of the panelists) and those with research backgrounds
(30% of the panelists), p. 29. Here I can only commend the contractor
for being so straightforward in revealing the violation of the cri-
terion (Humber 4) for selecting Panelists. It is incongr:Jaus. I

should add, for the majority of the panel chosen to evaluate research
products to be those with non-research backgrounds.

4

It is equally incongruous, or more so, that the contractor included
an evaluation dati instrument with the report but gave ro summaries
of data collected or assembled. Careful scholarship demands that

the inquirer allow the data, where-possible, to speak for itself. In-

stead, this report appears to rely excessively on impressionistic anec-
dotes. For this, the contractor deserves no commendation.

In the preface to the report, the contractor claims that this is "the
first evaluation of NCRVE's written deliverables to be sdpervisee by
an agency without a direct interest in the outcome." It should be

added that it may also be the first in which the contractor had no
interest, direct or indirect, in the tenets of inquiry.

Methodology

My comments on methodology will be of four types, and I will enumerate
them as follows:

1) The contractor makes no mention of the constraints
imposed by the context in which the.Center attempts
to conduct its work. While the contractor mentions
the statutory authority for a national center and

23 i) wiiv viouela
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!larch :3, 1983
Page 3

O

also the statement of work in the RFP, there is no
mention whatever of the constraints which are imposed
on the collection of data or the constraints imeased
by the disjunctures in the work cycle vis-i-vis the
budget cycle. It is well known,'for example, that
the current contract was delayed at its inception e
while awaiting the naming of an advisory committee
which took almost six months. A third cons:raint is
the advisory committee itself which operate: as a con -

straint as well as an asset to the flow of work.

2) The contractor makes no mention of the inadequacy of
looking solely at documented deliverables. This is
dismissed by saying that the budget, did not permit a

more extensive view of the Center, and it carried the

implicit, but untested, assumption that it is possiblt
to make recommendations about the whole by looking only
at a few of the parts.

3) The contractor mentions the extent of previous evalu-
ations but does not consider the extent to which on-site
reviews can become oppressive in tiestroyino the climate
of inquiry. I will make a further comment on this later.

4), The most glaring defect in methodology involves the com-
promises found acceptable to the contractor. The first
involved the sampling procedures of the deliverables
wherein the"contractor examined a very small proportion
of the total number produced during the contract period
and then drew conclusions, for example, about target
audiences which may not have been included in the sampled
items and, worse, not considered in a sample stratifica-
tion. Yet another compromise s in allowing panelists
to choose deliverableson the bins of their self-fnterest
in specific titles for examination and review. These com-
promises are explained by shortage of time and money, a
very unsatisfactory way of dealing with errors of estimate
or the obvious - biases of inquiry.

Findings

In this section I regard it as of little consequence whether I agree
or disagree with the merit of the findings. The important considera-
tion is whether the findings art a logical consequence of the evalu-
ation process. I have already made observations about the findings
involving target audiences. The question of compliance, a dichoto-
mous choice, hardly needs elaboration. The two findings which deserve
some comment are "management" and the "contributions to knowledge".

-------
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It requires an enormous leap of-faith or presumption :o drib any
conclusions about the management of thie center by lookinf; at a
smell sample of the documented deliverables. I regarl 'the findings
aboutmanagement, therefore, as inappropriate. I've, alreal.y tor-
mented on the question of "contributions to knowledge" in sayirig
that there was considerable controveroy among the panelists and ob-
serving that it was a minority view of panelists that seem to pre-
vail in the reported findings. This leaves only two remaining--the
finding on "utility" and the one on the mature of "program improve-
ment". I, suspect that both of these findings couid have been offered
without doing the evaluation.

Recommendations

Here again, I don't think it appropriate for me to comment on whether
I agree or disagree with the recommendations; my only observation is
with respect to their merits as evaluation outcomes. I believe that
most of the recommendations involve generalities which could emerge
from examining any type of research center in the country. There
are two recommendations that are an exception to this. One involves
the alleged incestuousness that is described for the SCRVE-OVAE re-
lationship and the need to allocate a share of blame to the Bureau.
I find this recommendation both offensive and inaptiopriate.
for the impressionistic anecdotes which clutter the report, I find
nothing in the evaluation to support it. Likewise, with the recom-
mendation to move from "in-house" research to brokering, I find it to
be largely a preferential question in search of evidence not found on
the report.

General Analysis of the Report

It seems clear to me that the report carries little assurance that it
was guided by careful terms-of-reference, rigorous tenets of inquiry
and enough evidence to warrant the conclusions. The conclusions are
conspicuously impressionistic and thus burdened with the risk of super-
ficiality. In engaging in careless scholarship, the contreetor has
become vulnerable to being shot with his own arrows. While the same
or similar conclusions might have been reached with careful scholar-
ship, there is no assurance that this is true, but it would be worth
the try.

Concluding Comments

I find it almost abhorrent that this entire exercise has been con-
ducted without any consideration of the concept of adequacy. Of the
approximately $25 million expended in the current contract, a little
more than half of it was invested in the so-called documented "deliv-
erables". The total sum invested over the five-year period (approxi-
mately $14 million) is somewhat less than the average annual budget
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for a single agricultural experiment station. And there are 68 ex.
perimental stations in the United Stai.es! One wonders why there is
so much anxiety over a pittance invested in Vocations: Ed.uzation re-
search when the concept of adequacy; as in agricultural research, is
more germane.

To provide even more clutter to the issue of adequacy, NCRVE has now
been visited by 1070 person-days of evaluation, and review--770 on-site
and an additional 300 in the current evaluation. By rough estimation
I calculate this as a cost to the government of close to a half a
million dollars, In terms of frustration, apprehension, loss of pro-
ductive work time, and realignment of program focus, it has probably
cost ten multiples of this amount, By avoiding the concept of ade-
quacy, and by ignoring these transparent facts, the contractor's eval-
uation report helps to highlight the extent to which the public inter-
est can be thwarted rather than served.

It is a curious anomaly to observe an evaluator's apologetic comments
about the inadequacy of funds to do a careful job and to see the con-
cept of adequacy ignored while evaluating a fraction of the Center's
scope or work. In short, all of the findings and recommendations of
this evaluation report are probably more related to the inadequacy of
the investment and to the atmosphere of harassment than to impropriety
or any alleged ineffectiveness of Center performance.

I believe that much can be done to impro4 the contributions of in-
quiry to vocational education .1c1 much can be done to improve the
role of the Centerin this regard. I believe that NCRVE has some
conspicuous weaknesses and some conspicuous strengths. It is not the
purpose of these comments to offer such views, Nor should they be
given outside of the context of the overarching purposes of inquiry
in the field of vocational education; a focus which was missing in the
contractor's evaluation report. The main thrust of these comments is
that the contractor's evaluation report does almost nothing to enhance
the leadersh:p expectations which the public deserves from the Depart-
ment of Education, the National Center nor from the stature of inquiry
in the field of vocational education as shown by evaluations. The
public deserves more.

Finally, I would like to say that I occasionally teach a course on
vocational education evaluation, and I am in constant search of good
and bad examples of evaluations. I would be most grateful if you would
give me permission to use a'copy of the current one in my classes as an

ple of the latter.

erely,

Gordon I. Swanson
Professor G Director of

Graduate Studies

GIS:ks
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April 28, 1983 of

Dr. Robert Worthington
Assistant Secretary for
Vocational and Adult Education

U.S, Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dear Dr, Worthington:

Let me begin by saying that have invested a great deal of time and thought

to your request:.,Apray not lsnow that Dr. George Srith is Cnalmanof the

State Board of Vbcational Education in Arizona, and he ass also a con tor

on the Technassociates panel. This fact obviously makes my responses mo

sensitive than the average State Director of Vocational Education. I ld

suggest that you might benefit a great deal by asking Francis Tuttle of Okla-

homa or Joe Mills of Florida to provide their viewpoints. Both are, as you

know, exceptional people.

Methodoloav

The panel ass asked to provide a macro viewpoint while only being given a few

products. Eat% individual was given only a few materials and asked to current.

Each participant had a different mini-set of the total sarple. They I under-

stand, then net as a group to discuss their findings. This would se to be a

method to gain scar overview of the products but certainly would be questionable

as research, evaluation, or even indepth study.

I would reCCITV.Vod that if you are seeking a strong research viewpoint that you

do one of three things:

1. Ask your own staff this same question -- I an sure persons like

Drs. lloerrlgter and Lovell on your staff could provide a better

critique tp this question than I. (I am sure you already have

done this.)

2. Call upon Dr. Taylor and his staff at the NCRVE to evaluate

the methodology and =urea to you.

23j
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3. Call upon the leaders: lip in s:-. :f

across the nation to provide a : 7ight

suggest that you would know pers7ns L7 7ary universes and
private businesses across our land zna-: serve y:.; well

in this assignment.

Certainly Dr. Wilbur Miller of the Cniversity r.f or Dr.

Cordon Swanson of the University of :v.Irl,esva are tv: friends of o.:rs

and would be quite competent to answer this q..:estion !or yo-.

Merits of the Evaluations Findings
,

First, I em not at all convinced that what was written as A Perort of an
Expert Papal on Written Products Delivered between January 1976 and January
1982 was in fact truly representative of the panels' feelings and not sae
Inapt analysis of a very etall minority of the panel or the contract awarcee,
namely Technassociates, Inc.

However, because I lack the specific feedback that each panel ma-ber gave, I
will assume that this report represents the consensus of the entire group.

iir
The writer makes the po to preface his/her statements by saying that NCRVE
=plied with federal con actual req...irelints and that NUM's written work
has supported all of the functions mandated Et) theCongressan! the Department
of Education. Then the writer or the panel goes on to say that

i

"the panel concluded unanimously that NCK.T.'s written deliverables
have not net the purposes of legislative intent."

I question whether each of the panel members had clearly explained in writing
what the legislative intent truly was. Tne report assanes a great deal in
terns of the panel, their backgrounds, and their kno4leige of what is needed
in vocational education. This is exernlified by the last sentence on page 25,
"The problem as I see it is that most of the pressing problells are not being
addressed."

First, I don't knmwhoimould make this statement but nonetheless if this was
stated I am sure it was taken out of context. A reasonable question that you
Fight ask would be:

1. What are the pressing problems not addressed?

It is quite easy to make that type of statecent and include it in a leport so
that one can be negative and vague in their criticism, but I believe that in
fact, the pressing problems" are being addressed by the Center's products. I

use then and I have had assistance in the following three major priorities in
Arizona.

1. Competency Based Curriculum Design
2. Economic Development and Job Creation
3. Secondary Level versus Postsecondary Level Vocational Education

NEST MRS' Mmit
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:!. Wortni.n.7t:.7

has adiri,rise:. esth of t11,-_,S areas in

7L:i Ways to Arizona thro.xn thir "delivera'rles".

Tnc and the Deiartrer.t of have with th: Ce-ter over the

years to Octc-mane the Pri ority dire:t.ons that tiKe. I see

this :cocas critIcis un)Ustly dire:te.i at the liedcral lea.-ieren...7. I resent

the v7plication that several V3:1.1,_ b137,:: raL tr-*.;gr.:ut this

s. tic had -_. ;_s far as I an award not Laic an linen.._" 3 s*ply of funds

tc ad..- ess earl: pricrity that r,irs its head in %ashington, L.C. This ehtLre

sectic:. see:rs to irply that the Cez.ter, and in turn, the Assistant Secretary
hay, adeT..ate fundinc to address these priorities in a corprenensive rarer,
a::: we both &how that's just not true. This leads me to believe that this re-

port was utitten by sorecne that is not from the real world. Ines-uch as I know

severarpc)pke involved on this panel and I know that they are real world people,
I therefore have real doubts to the accuracy of the representation of this report
and its findings.

Additionally, though not clearly stated, this section suggests that the Depart-
ment of Education and the NCRVE should meet occasionally to discuss policy de-
cisions and directions as they apply to research and desired deliverables from
the Du4 invesrment in the NCRVE and I concur.

I would strongly suggest that the next time you or the Secretary ask for a review
to be done of the Center's products that you or your staff develop the methodology
or at the very least approve the methodology prior to placing the contract. If

this were done on this project perhaps a more accurate reflection of the Center's
product would have resulted.

I believe a ridorous evaluation of the NCRVE products is a healthy and merited
activity from your of:ice that will help the nation's vocational education syster,
but this type of, ir rany ways, unjustifiable attack does little to help and much
to hurt vocational education both in DOE and NCRVE.

I believe the editorial license taken by Technassociates abusive and only in

a small way an accurate reflection of the NCRVE deliver les.)

11.

Morita of the Evaluations Pecomeandations

I hope the message came across clearly that I take exception to the findings
section of this report. I feel that the recarmendations sections are offered
in a spirit of helping our country. Though I disagree with their recommendations
1 feel that the proposed direction of moving forward is appropriate. I hope that'

before much credence is given to this report's recommendations you bring in a
group of professionals you respect and discuss their viewpoints.

Recommendation I

I disagree -- I believe resources should be increased and the National Center's
work expended. Part of the investment in the NCRVE should be treated as an in-
vet-tor treats risk capital. Together with your leadership in the DOE we should

, 6 1' 1k
t't '

If
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2:.

tr: vent.ri. int: sane exciting areas of rescarrn. th:n't

roe a narra.s.1n3 cf szoT.,: and expert this Nati.:.7111 Center t:

pater :dal. I have a great deal of respect for both ya.. an:: 2r. laylcr
and a: c:nfident that bcth of you hold a great dcal of knowlef.gi.-=,::ft vo=a-
tional education and its pctentlal. It's with this type of nat::nal leader-

ship that great things ca. hai;.,:en with this broadened iswestrent.

Recc7rendation II

I disagree -- The s all sa7ple of materials reviewed, the ra%e.:p the panel,

and the methodology are weak.

I have found many of the Center's products to be very helpful. They are cn the

cutting edge and continue to be called upon by Arizona to assist us in doing our

job. The thought of developing an agenda to systematically improve vocational
education is fine, however, one rust realize that as we enter the rod 1980's we
are experiencing change at a very rapid rate, a ratethat is unsurpassed since the
beginning of time.

Voeational Education is not a static entity but a very dynamic one. Plans that

lack the ability to change without being and evaluated to death are

doomed.

Re=renciation III

I believe this section best represents the irrespznsibility with which this re-
pert was written. If the panel exardned the credentials' cf the staff of the

National Center I was not told. Therefore, how could they be critical.

If the thesis of this section held any validity I would assume that their next
project would be to suggest that all of the professionals at Harvard, Stanford,
NIT and others would reside at some local seat of knowledge.

Recommendation IV

Perhaps a better recommendation would be to increase the grant award to the

NCRVE. Let them then identify topics that should be targeted and ask for com-
petitive applications to address the targeted need.

What is the role of your office? It would seem to me, Dr. WOrthiagton, that
this competitive process should be and has been part of your operation. I do

not understand how this recommendation could be generated by a group that just
reviewed a few publications. This is just another example of a severe weakness

in this study.

31-254 0 - 84 - 16 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Dr.
Poi% f.ivs.

-

This has alrealv been done throJgh congressiolal inte-t. ,1 fo_rd tn.e

as the rest reasonable in its intent. Howzver, it as.-.5 for . :e.,3 to b:

to "broaden ard diversify the interests considered in deve1:7:_ng WPV1's over-
all agenda" utile or. pageo 34 and 35 they recommend a narrov:.rg ::: for...1s. Per-
haps they :lust couldn't :rake up their minds!

Conclusion

This "report" leaves a great deal to be desired. It makes very harsh state-
ments with limited support. (The opinion of Technassociates. staff, or of a gr Jp .
of professionals is just that -- opinion.) If one got those resAts fro-. a re-
spectable process then a logical step in moving forward would nct be to write s

type report but to recanwend that further examination be conducted in a very rig-
orous manner.

I have the highest professional ,egare for several of the professionals on this
Technassociates panel and have on several occasions these people as coun-
selors. Perhaps this is why I find the gross ass ons and oonclusicns offen-
sive and find it very hard to believe that these people would have written
this report.

Mardi you for the opportunity to react.
A

Sin3raly,

Ray Ryt.:4

Deputy Superintendent and
State Director Vocational Education

243
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TO: Frank W4Gettrick
Director, Assistance Management , .; .::,)

and Procurement Services

FROM: Robert M. Worthington At. &milt
Assistant Secretary
for VoKational and Adult Education

JAL 5 ize

SUBJECT: Ptcommendation for Award Re: RFP 82-028

On Nay 26, 1982, competition opened in response to the subject RFP.
Two offerors submitted proposals. They were The University of
Tennessee and The Ohio State University Research Foundation (hereafter
referred to as The Ohio State University).

Fed oral Technical Review Panel

A seven-member Federal Technical Review Panei reviewed these proposals
from August 2 through August 6. Their reviews were based on the
evaluation criteria contained in the. RFP to address the strengths and ,

weaknesses of each offeror's proposal as they relate to these criteria.
The panel members were:

Mr. Kent Bennion
Deputy Director
Division of State vocational Programs/OVAE

Mr. Roan Garcia- Quintana
Deputy Associate Director
Program Dissemination and

Improvement of Practice/NIE

Mr. David Jackson
Acting Branch Chief
Compensatory Education Programs
Division of Program Support, Western Branch/OESE

Mr. Jed Richardson, Special Assistant
Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Vocational and Adult Edecation/OVAE

Mr. Arnett'Smith, Program Specialist
Educational Support Programs
Program Assistance and Operation Branch/OESE

Mr. Leslie Thompson, Program Specialist
Division of State Vocational Programs
Accountability Branch/OVAE

Ms. Muriel Shay Tpman, Senior RCU Liaison Officer
Divison of National Vocational Programs
Program Improvement Systems Branch/OVAE

P
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Page 2 - Frank McGettrick

The proposali were scored, ranked, and recommendations were made as to
acceptability, unacceptability, and capac,ty for being made acceptable.
The strengths and weaknesses of each proposal, using the published
evaluation criteria,'were identified. The Federal Technical Review
'Intl members' comments were used in developing the technical
clarification questions which wire sent to both offerors, The average
sera for the proposal from The University of Tennessee/was 82.9. Six
panel members rated it as acceptable and one rated-it as unacceptable,
but capable of being made acceptable. The_evitage score for the
proposal from The Ohio State University was 76.6. Four panel members
rated it as acceptable and three rated it as unacceptable, but capable
of being acceptable. This evaluation was conducted in strict
compliance with the evaluation criteria published in the RFP.

Technical and cost clarification questions were sent to both offerors
on November S. Written responses were received from both offerors on
November 19. Negotiations were held in Washington, D.C. with The Ohio
State University on November 29 and 30 and with The University of
Tennessee on December 2 and 3. The Best and Final technical and cost
proposals were received from both offerors on December 10, The Federal
Technical tview Panel reconvened December 11, 12, and 13 to review the
Best and final proposals. Mr. Garcia,. pull:lama resigned from the panel
in late November and did not review the Best and Final proposals. Five
of the six panel members recommended that The University of Tennessee
be awarded the contract, while one panel member recommended that The
Ohio State UniVersity receive the Aard.

Contractin Officer's Advisory Panel

Thelecretary requested tuat a Contracting Officer's Advisory Panel,
consisting of expert vocational education researchers and practioners
from the field, make a site visit to each offeror. The members of this
panel were:

Dr. V. R. Miller

Associate Dean, Graduate School of Education-'
University of Missouri

Dr. Elizabeth J. Simpson
Om, School of Family Resources and
Consumer Sciences

University of Wisconsin

Dr. Gordon Swanson

professor of Agricultural Education 6 Director
of Graduate Studies for Vocational Education

College of Education
University of Minnesota

Dr. Ray Ryan

State Director of Vocational Education
Arizona

41
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Page 3 - Frank McGettrick

The purpose of the site visits was to assess the staffing.
institutional experience and commitment, resources, facilities, and
equipment of each offeror. These site visits were made on October 18
and 19.

On November 2 and 3, this same panel met inliashington, D.C. to
evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the entire proposal from each
offeror. Their review was based on th$ evaluation criteria contained
in the RFP, and it addressed the strengths and weaknesses di each
offeror's proposal. The Contracting Officer's Advisory Panel did not

-score or rank the proposals, nor did it make recommendations as to the
acceptability or unacceptability of each proposal. Instead, the panel
members provided their own comments. The comments from the Contracting
Officer's Advisory Panel were used in developing the technical
clarificati6 questions which were sent to the offerors. However, when
examined, the comments from this Contracting Officer's Advisory Panel
favor the'support of The Ohio State University proposal due to its
proposedsperformance, capable staff, efficiency, productivity, and
broad approach to vocational education needs of this Nation.

Analysis of thg proposals submitted the Ohi'o State University and
the bntversity of Tennessee for a National Center for Research in
Vocational Education

Due to .the differences of opinion between the Federal Technical.Review
Panel and the Contracting Officer's Advisory Panel, the Secretary
requested me to do a substantive reviewobf the two proposals. I have
conducted a review of the following: (1) two original proposals, (2)
the responses to the technical questions, (3) the two Best and Final
offers, (4) the'review sheets of the Federal Technical Review Panel,
(5) the review sheets of the Contracting Officer's Advisory Panel, and
(6) the review sheets of the Best and Final offers of the Federal
.Technical Review. Panel.

This analysis tains the following: criteria published in the
Request for Proposal, original panel scores, comments related to the
criteria and subcriteria, listings of the proposed deliverables when
appropriate, and proposed first year costs. This analysis will be
followed by my summarized judgements for each criterion.

41A., 0
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RFP 82-028
(Technical Review Criteria)

CRITERION - A

Maximum
Points

-----r---Introduction - Overall Understanding! l

ITSWMIicts )o tne proposalViVfftes.in a clear and comprehensive
winner the following:

(a) the offeror's understanding of the roncerns in the 1976 Amendments
(Public Law 94-482) as related to R&D needs and program improvement
activities. Demonstrates the offeror's understanding of the U.S.
Department of Educatiun't intent and requirements for the Center;

(b) an overall understanding of the total scope of work to be performed,
and the deliverables to be developed;

(c) an understanding of the isportince of disseminating Center products
to vocational education prcctitioners. Describes dissemination
plans for deliverables. Describes a system of providing product*
which are appropriate for prattitioner use at low cost.' (P,P 82-028,
p. 8e)

Original Panel' Scores

The Ohio State University - 5.29 The Unlverlity of Tennessee - 5.71

St:ments related to the Criterion aid Subcriterie

The unto State University

(a) The proposer provides a
comprehensive statement about
the Vocanal Education
Amendments of 1976, the research
and development needs of
vocational education in terms
of 'capacity building,' the

social and economic context of
'vocational education related
to unemployment, economic
development, productivity ud
growth, and demographic shifts.

24A

The University of Tennessee

(a) The proposer provides little evi-
dence of understanding of the 1976
amendments as related to the R&D needs
and program improvement activities.

The proposer does discuss some of the
;Inds of vocational education and
provides a statement about whet it

believes the center should be.

This proposal is heavily oriented to
the post-secondar; and adult levels
with some concern ':r proprietary
education.



(b) Theproposer discusses the
implications of program
improvement for human resource

. development, key educational
training programs, and the
importance of coordination and
articulation with all

'organizations and agencies
related to vocational education
(such as business, industry,
proprietary schools, the
military, and job trainieg
programs). The purpose of the
National Center is to improve
the capacity of the vocational
education community especially

4-Jet the State and local levels
for pre-vocational, secondary,
post-secondary and adult levels
of both public and private
institutions. (P.L. 94-402)

(c) The proposer understands
that ERIC is located at 3,269
locations across the nation,
that both its end the States
products must be disseminated,
that assistance must be given
to the States and the local
levels for dissemination to
occur, that dissemination will
Occur through the various
functions at the National
Center, that products need to
be targeted for both direct
users and policy workers and
that related dissemination
systems must be used.

243
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(b) The proposer indicates the fu, Is

to be performed. It also indicates that
the National Center would be focused on
economic development with a high
technology thrust. This focus will
include the concern for vocational
education to keep and create jobs. It

discusses unemployment problems and
problems of workers' lack of skills.

(c) The proposer indicates that the
existing dissemination system is .

disjointed, They propose to
distribute 70 camera ready
copies of their final reports to the
States and to provide training con-
cerning dissemination. Each State welted
then have to reproduce the camera ready
copy and distribute it.
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Summirized Judgement

t

The Ohio State University clearly pr vides a better overall
understanding of the Request for Pro osal as ts indicated by its
proposal whichcproposes a balanced scope of work for the
pre-vocational, secondary, post-sectindary an( adult levels of public
and private or proprietary vocational education; further, it addresses
a broad array of problems facing Vocational education. The Ohio State
University proposal better addrestes each of the three subcriteria in
contrast to The University of Tennessee proposal.
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Criterion-9

Procedural Plan
Maximum
Points
58

General Evaluation of Procedural Plan

The procedural plan is presented for five years. The significance of this
plan is underscored by the provision: entitled "evaluation of options' in
attachment A of the Request for Proposal which states that 'The proposals
for the option years will be evaluated within the criteria stated on
pages 8 to 8f of attachment A, with technical consideration to be of
paramount importance.' The Ohio State University provided both an
appropriate first year and 2-5 year procedural plan. The University of
Tennessee proposal provides limited information for the first year plan
and limited procedural plans for years 2-5.

'A procedural plan is presented for five years with detailed plans for the
first year of operation of a Center reflected in the proposal for each of
the following functions andoother tasks.' (RFP 82-028, p. 8a and 8b)

Function No. 1: Applied Research and Related Activities Maximum
Points

°This section of the proposal describes in a clear and comprehensive
manner the following:

+o (a) plans for designing and administering the studies or activities that
will be designated yearly by the U.S. Department of Education;

(m) plans for determining, managing, designing, and conducting the
Independent projects;

(c) suggested criteria, procedures, and rationale !or selecting
independent projects and activities to be conducted under
Function IL (RFP 82-028, p. 8a-8b)

'Original Panel Scores

The Ohio State University - 5.82 The University of Tennessee - 5.71

Comments Related to the Criterion and Subcriteria

The Ohio State University

The Ohio State University
proposal systematically provides
a five year plan for each of the
six functions. This plan
contains: (1) overview, (2)
planned approach, (3) outcomes,
(4) procedural overview, (5)
interfaces, and (6) disseminatio
Dlan for the productt and rnalin
outcomes. This statement applies
to each of the following five ;

functions.

The University of Tennessee

The University of Tennessee proposal
very briefly indicates the types of
activities that will be conducted in
years 2-5. These proposed activities
normally follow the activities
proposed in year one. This statement
applies to each of the following five
functions.

0



(a) The proposer indicates that
20 percent of the funds for
this function would be set aside
for designated studies. The
proposer provides plans for
designing and administering the
activities designated by OVA!.
The specification given by OVAE
would be used to design the
complete activity and the
activity would be managed in a
lithion similar-to other center
activities.

(b) The proposer provides its
established procedXres for
determining, designing, and
managing the independent
studies. These plans Include
maintaining a data base and
the use or criteria to select
problems and develop strategies.
Data is drawn from all
functions of the National Center
as well as from the advisory
council, legislative reports,
professional associations,
vocational practitioner and
evaluation studies, and serves
as the basis for determine and
designing the projects. The
proposal indicates that the
activities will be managed by
scheduling and providing
necessary support services,

monitoring to ensure staff and
resource utilization, and
coordination of the activity
with other activities in the
National Center.

(c) The proposal contains a
description of the procedures
selecting the independent
studies. This includes
strategies for identifying
problems and tasks, criteria
for selecting appropriate
problems and tasks, and a
rationale for the suggested
procedures and criteria.

25
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(a) The propo er indicates that 20 per-
cent of the f eds for this function
would be set aside for designated
studies. The proposer will cooperate
with the sponsor in carrying out the
designated studies. The proposerpro-
vides few plans for designing these
studies or activities.

(b) In the procedural plan, t ro-
poser provides an overal philo hy,
an indication of how functions 11 be
integrated, how coordination efforts
will occur, and a planning model is
provided. Except in a broad conceptual
way, the proposer provides few plans
for determining, managing, or
designing the independent projects. The
proposer indicitts that the tasks or
projects that are proposed will be con-

:Ned and provides a brief indication
M be done.

(c) The proposer suggests only a few
criteria or procedures for selecting
the independent activities. The
proposer has Wetted the activities
and provides a limited rationale by
having future activities build upon the
activities of previous years.
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A Listing of the Proposed Deliverables and Proposed First Year Costs

The Ohio State University

Independent Studies

Ql. SitstrHs.laceervin.theNeedWorkers $141,674
2. Si114ntiteilibl*CifinaiVeleaffing 192,137

Environments that Influence Vocational
Students' Skill Acquisition and Retention

3. Strategic for %MOW ,echnfairITETIers 117,410

4. -A cu a ion, oor na on, and inkage: 152,442
Inter-organizational Arrangements Between

Vocational Education and Related Service
lveraD es

S. A Wili7171iTist State Vocational Education 79,613
Agencies in Responding to the Defense Industrial

Vid40114112411ilents1.,..1)ise iv es 200,813
(55RTeser directions from OVAE)
6. Job Redesign and Work Improvement Projects 119,975

:::.:::::::'::u::.:Ifins""
1. Company's Coming Product Series

A. Represent Vocational Education on Economic
Development Teams

B. Telling the vocational Education Story in
Economic Development Promotional Materials

2. At Home in the Office Series 145.055

A. The Home Entrepreneur

B. On-Line Line
3. CORTASIr-7--------- 325,304

Designated Activities
(to be reserved for directions from OVAE) 122,545

142,369.

Summarized Judgement

The Ohio State University

The Ohio State University
proposal systematically
addresses the criterion
and the subcriteria in an
adequate fashion. The
Proposed projects address
a brudo range or vocational

education needs. .

ro'

The Unversity of Tennessee

The University of Tennessee pro-
posal does not adequately address
the criterion and the subcrlteria.
The proposed activities appear to
be appropriate activities, but they
do not address a broad range of

vocational education needs.

254
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14.1

CRITERION - 0

Funttion No. 2 Leadership Development Maximum
Points

--Tor
This section of the proposal describes in a clear and comprehensive

Penner the following:

(a) plans'for designing and operating a National Academy for'Vocational
. Educators;

(b) plans to use, where appropriate, the most current communication
---ase.banisms-atuLsettitadvances to reach the largest audience;

(c) plans for designing and operating an Advancad Study Center.'
(RFP 82-028, p. 8b)

SOriginal Panel Scores

The Ohio State University - 5.71 The University of Tennessee 5.71

Comments Related to the Criterion and Subcriteria

The Ohio State University

(a) The proposer already operate
a National Academy. Consequently
it presents plans for the
continued operation of a
National AcademyA These
plans include offectives
and procedures for both a
National Academy and an In-
Residence Program. The pro-
cedures include concerns for
determining themes, reaching
a wide variety of audiences,

avoiding duplication, and pro-
viding for quality assurance. Th
proposer has already identified
eighteen topical areas and plant
for 38 cost-recovery activities.

(b) The proposer plans to use a
computer-based switching system
to disseminate information about
the work-shops or conferences
as well as using this
mechanism to help. in determining
client needs. The electronic
newsletter will be used for
program announcements. A study
of the feasibility of using
other technological mechanisms
to reach larger audiences will

be conducted, but no special
communications media are
proposed for the first year
to reach the largest audience.

The University of Tennessee

(a) The proposer does not present plans
for designing a National Academy. It

does however provide plans, for
operating a National Academy (Inservice
Program). A description of this In-
service Program indicates that 15 of
its planned 30 activities will come by
request from the field and 15 will be
based on products developed at the
National Center in four topical
areas. The In-residence Program will
be publicized in a variety of ways.

(b) The proposer plans to use an
electronic mail box to help assess
training needs of the field. In-
residence persons will have access
to the online library managed-by the
Clearinghouse. Few special communi-
cations media are proposed for the
first year to reach the largest
audience.

..,111,



(c) The proposer does not
present plans for designing
an Advanced Study Center. It

proposes to continue its current
Advanced Study Center. The
proposal contains ap approach,
objectives, and procedures for
recruiting and selecting persons,
quality assurance'procedures,
and a theme concerning economic
development.

249
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(c) The proposer does not present
plans for designing an Advanced Study
Center. Only a few statements are made
about its operations. The Advisory
Council will recommend criteria for
selecting participants. The partici-
pants will be expected to be self
directed in terms of their work
activities. They will report directly
to the director of the National Center.

Alisting of the Proposed Deliverables and Proposed Costs

The Ohio State University

National Academy $433,793
(minimum of 38 training act-
tiyities in 18 topical

areas)
(a feasibility study about
media communications as part

` of the Annual Report)

In-residence Program no budget
(approximately 30 persons pet
year)

Advanced Study Center $220,909
(six scholars for up to nine
months)

The University of Tenneessee

National Academy $239,205
A. In-residence Program

7-5ffidFErirm groups of 5)

B. Inservice Pro ram
to training activities)

C.

1. Green Machine: Voc/Tech and
liTtech

2. nriFigrs Coming: Helping
Attract New Industr
Through ocat ona Education
repeated 4 times)

3. New Chip on the Block:
Comouter Literacy (repeated 6

roes
4. Robotur: Tri to National

0 of cs institute
5. On Demand - 15 activities

Advanced Study Center $79,910
(four scholars for up to nine
months)

Summarized Judgement

The Ohio State University The University of Tennessee

The Ohio State University
proposal is adequate in meeting
the Request for Proposal re-
quirements for both a National
Academy for Vocational Educators
and an Advanced Study Center.
While the most current comm-
unicatIcn r!:r.,;:r.f:-.: to r::ch

largest audiences are not pro-
posed for use the first year,
a feasibility study is proposed.

The proposer's plans) for operating the
National Academy foe Vocational
Educators and the Advanced Study Center
are mininal and plans are not

for v:i-; r!o:t

communication mechanisms to reach the
largest audiences during the first
or ensuing years.

o r-
4.4 J '1
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CRITERION b

Function No. 3 Dissemination and Utilization

*This section of the proposal discusses in a clear manner how the
following plans relate to the OW needs of the vocational education
community:

(a) plans for designing and operating a system for selecting specific,
project products for wide dissemination;

(b) proposed strategies and standards for determining the need for various
RIO products_by various voCitiOnal education practitioner groups;

(c) plans for designing and implementing an RID product utilization
system which reaches vocational education practitioners;

(d) plans for liaison with other appropriate disseminating systems;

(e) plans for designing and operating a system for providing leadership
and training among and between the RCUs and Curriculum Coordination
Centers;

(f).plans for designing and operating a continuing and comprehensive
evaluation system of vocation education RID including the impact of
the RID products.' (RFP 82.028, p. 8b)

Original Panel Scores

The Ohio State University - 6.29 The University of Tennessee - 8.41

Comments Related to the Criterion and Subcriteria

The Ohio State University.

(a) The proposer already has an 1

operating dissemination'and
utilization system. Procedures
are provided for further refinin
and strengthening the system.
This system plensito select
twelve special. projects for
dissemination to the States
and to targetel audiences.

(b) The proposer indicates that
it will analyze target markets,
build product distribution
channels, and analyze product
distribution data by user groups.

(c) The proposer includes plans

to disseminate information and
Products from the States. the
National Center, and Federally
projects to States and to

25d

The University of Tennessee

(a) The proposer will select 7 to

12 outstanding products the first year.
It has a plan for developing criteria

and utilizing State personnel in
selecting the products. Camera ready
copy of the products will be given
to the States and CCC's. Training
will be given to the States about
the products and dissemination
strategies.

(b) The proposer discusses the

strategy of reaching State persons
through electronic.mail.
Standards are not discussed for
meeting the needs of the various
vocational education practitioner
groups.

(c) The proposer provides plans to
send camera ready copy of both'
brochures and vroducts to the States
and CCC's. A Newletter will be
published monthly. A toll-free line

41,
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targeted audiences,through its
011U system to RCU's. CCC's and
other appropriate uters, through
the clearinghouse, through the
several targeted newsletters,
through the National Academy
activtties, through awareness
brochuNi, through special

. meeting', through the use of a
"toll -free *umber for individual

requests, and through the cost -
recovery system. These products

-inelliirtillinixeloo-setected-pro
ducts, the several packages for
occupational areas, curriculum
information, the military
curriculum materials, and any.
other requested materials from
the system.

(d) The proposer has plans
for maintaining liaison with
existing systems and expanding
their liaison with the National
Diffusion Network and the
National Association for
Industry Education Cooperation
groups.

(e) The proposer plans
through leadership to work
collaboratively with the Curri-
alum Coordination Centers
and with the National Research
Coordinating Unit Association so
that mutual improved
nationwide di emination are
achieved. The ser does not
propose to provide training to
the RCU's or CCC's.

(f) The proposer will document
the distribution, use and
impact of RID products and
information. This information
will be collected through
sampling and on selected
products. It does not appear
to be a comprehensive evaluation
system of the impact of
vocational education R&D.

251
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will be staffed. Trailing will be
provided to the States and CCC's
about4he products and dissemination
strategies. The cost-recovery system
will operate on demand.

(d) This section of the proposal does
not adequately address liaison with
other appropriit, dissemination
systems.

(e) The proposer plans to operate a
system for providing leadership and
training to the RCU's and Curriculum
Coordination Centers concerning
products and dissemination strategies,
and to assist the States in developing
dissemination strategies.

(f) The proposer plans to maintain
records of product distribution and
to collect information on utilization
and impact. This data is for center
developed or selected products. It does
not appear to be a comprehensive
evaluative system of the impact of
vocational education R&D.

25j
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A 1. stin of Pro osed liverables and Proposed Costs

The Ohio State University

1. Theme brochures (ten ifferent titles)
2. Vocational Educator ( issues)
3. Memo (2,1ssues)
4. Mier ram (no charge to the Government)
S. ect on and Dissemination of Exemplary products (12 separate

pr its will be selected and disseminated)
6. Resou co Guide to Use Products of Nioh Technolo

. 7.. qsgauyErrxreve ro uct Ut at on and
as t

5 petiqr-fOr-a Compre hensive Evaluation S

IgM12119a11112EVUELMILTLIEL
9. ATRitliii=iTa-DiftieThation-Conferince

Total funds for this function

The University of Tennessee

1. Vocational Education
nir, mon a y

2. nie2111ElationAtitilization System Products Data Base:
real lty 5_ LY4

3. WON P : RirrTfTLrritildrPipmirs(4e Materials
4. ivoecnoo an oca one uca$on: ec al Paque

S. cliiiiR1771riiha Distribution, Validation, and Impact of
Vocational RAD Information and Products

6. Leadership Coordination Activities to Assist State Personnel
in Improving Their Dissemination Activities (Assistance to
RCU's and CCI's)

7. Operate a Public Information Office, Voc-Line
(publi; information line)

' Total funds for this function

sterVocaAlosal

$917,461

Summarized Judgement

The Ohio State University y.

Ina proposer has a comprehensive
dissemination and utilization
system that utilizes existing
networks end works with the
States, CCC's and other
dissemination systems. The
proposer understands dissemina-
tion and marketing strategies
that include the targeting of
of.products to user groups and
and the servicing of the needs
of the .States as well as of
individual requests. The Pro-
poser will not provide training
to the RCU's nor do they propose
a comprehensive R6D product
impact evaluation system.

$59J,259

The University of Tennessee

The proposer has a comprehensive
dissemination and utilization stretegy.
It will work with the Stases and CCC's
and provide training concerning

dissemination strategles and dissemina-
tion of products. If some States do.not
or are unable to reproduce the provided
camera ready copy, thin the products
would not get tc the user. The pro-
poser will operate a cost-recovery
system when 25 or more persons request
a product. The.orrroser does net
preient a,leuuate MOS to mcIrtaln
liaison with other dissemination

systems and it does not propose a
comprehensive RS3 product impact,
evaluation system.

251 BEST COPY AVAHABLI
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CRITERION - 8

253

Maximum

Function No. 4: Information for Planning and Policy Development Points

_ 'This section of the proposal describes the offeror's:

(a) design and plan for operating the information for plaolag and policy
development function;

--fir)--derlifrand-ptantoi_ohtakingAnalyzing, interpreting, and portraying
the secondary data for use by various detfilatianrs who are making
decisions and establishing priorities for vocational education for
(1) national needs, (2) national R&D (applied) priorities,
and (3) national curriculum development priorities.' (RFP 82 -028.

p.8.0

Ortglnal Panel Scores

The Ohio State University'- 5.71 The University of Tennessee - 6.86

Comments Related to the Criterion and Subscriteria

The Ohio State University

(a) The proposer indicates the
design and plan that will be
used to provide two data based
studies on vocational education
needs each year and to
conduct one future oriented
needs study. These three
studies will produce information
to facilitate planning and
policy development at the
national level.

(b) The proposer indicates that
existing national longitudinal
data will be utilized to answer
persisting natiu'Al questions
that face decision makers
regarding Obcational education
needs. The plan does not
indicate that information
will be provided which will
be useful to either national
applied R&D priorities or
curriculum development.

31-254 0 - 84 - 17

The University of Tennessee

(a) The proposer indicates a plan to
provide two data based studies on
vocational eeucation needs each year
as well as randucting one future
or ented needs study. An instrument
w I be designed for the future
o anted needs s%udy in year one.
These three studies will produce
information to facilitate planning
and policy development at the
national level.

(b) The proposer indicates that
existing national data will be used for
the two vocational education needs
studies to answer questions that face
decision makers. An instrument will
be developed In tie first year for
the colle:tion of data in subsequent
years. This plan does not indicate
that informattpn rill be provided
which will be useul for either
national R&D priorities or
curriculum development.

SEM Ctif.oe AVAIIARti
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A Listing of the Proposed Deliverables and Proposed Costs

The Ohio State University

1. Transition Patterns Between Education and Work 5201,845

2. Intictpating Forces and factors Likely to 24,890

InfTuencelVocational Education

. . 3. trp..4.7..2yrarEstabrishina'EaMininthe 123,885

netts o oca ona ucat on

--4m-usawarsitsifiementr,7_

1. Human Resources Supply and ()mind. in High 182,514

iechnoTogy Areas (for first two)

2. An Analysis of cw,nunications and Office Workers
Produced and reeled Annually fottrilifitTVIenears

3. National Vocational Education Survey Instrument 83.919

Summarized Judgement

The Ohio State University The University of Tennessee

This proposer adequately addresses
the Request for Proposal criterion.
The prcposed approach uses existing
data and proposes analysis that
will be-useful to decision makers
at the national level concerning
OW, important national
issues facing vocational education.
However, the proposer will not supply
data that is useful for recisions
concerning applied RID priorities
or curriculum development
priorities.

This proposer adequately addresses
the Request for Prousaipiterion.
The proposed Aptpath user existing
data for the two needs studies and
proposes data that will be useful
to decision makers at the national
level in narrower, but important
sub7,tantivc :reas." The future
oriented study is in the
instrument development phase.
This proposed study will have
!mporance to"those who operate
teacher training institutions.
It is difficult to ascertain
whether the results from this
planned study will be of importance
to decision makers at the national
level in future years.

ri)P,- rtutte
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CRIltR104 b

luncti An No. 5 Clearinohnuse Maximum
Points

-TRT
'This section of.the proposal presents the offeror's:

(a) design and plan for operating an information collection, retrieval,
and analysis system;

-40-44sIgn-anal plao.for relating the clearinghouse to other, appropriate
Rt0 clearinghouse systems;

'TO -design-end pterrfor-tleveloping and-operating-a system for the maximum_
utilization of Department of defense curriculum materials:

(d) design and plan for developing usystem that maintains and
disseminates information about instructional media,

(,) design and plan for corpleting and distributing annually a report
including abstracts and a synthesis of vocational education research
and development, curriculum development. and personnel development
projects supported by the U.S. Department of Education;

(f) design and plan for developil}9 state-of-the-art papers about research
findings and products that are of concern to vocational education.'
(RFP 82-028, pp. 8 ad) r .

Original Panel Scores

The Ohio State University 6.71 The University of Tennessee 6.57

Cenents Related to the Criterion and Su''- Criteria

The Ohio State Universq The University of Tennessee

(a) The proposer provides an
adequate plan for operating an
information, collection,

retrieval, and analysis system.

(b) The proposer'indicates that
the Clearinghouse will operate
a system for accessing and
crosswalking: IRIS, NTIS,
the program improvement file,
military curriculum mterials
and curriculum development
data bases, and the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Adult, Career,
and Vocational Education. Users
will be trainto to use the data

estat,lishino 4 Un pruduct data
base willbe studied.

(a) The proposer indicates that it will
operate an information collection and
retrieval system. It will solicit
information from nine RCU's (by
telephone) to determine if the system
can be improved.

(b) The proposer will maintain liaison
with ERIC, SSIE. MlIS and IRIS.
The proposer offers to make the RIVE
data base public. Representatives
from the SEA's, CCU's, CCC'S, ERIC
Clearinghouses, NTIS, SSIE, IRIS and
ROx will be invited to five regional
workshops under the auspices of the
National Academy; these individuals
will learn how to serve as

representatives on accessing the RIVE

at.

26,9
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(c) The proposer indicates that

the system of collecting
curriculum materials from the Ai

Force, Army, Coast Guard,
Marines, and Navy that was
started in 1977 will be

Continued. Ten or more new
curriculums will be selected and

added to the 1,400 previously,

selected-courses.

. 0

The curriculum materials dat
base will continue as a
cooperative effort between
the proposer and the Curriulum

Coordination Centers. It is now

a private data base and will be
opened when thg number of
records can provide a balanced

search. About 600 Items will be
added in the first year by the
CCC's and SLR's and an additional
600 items by the Center staff.
Entering military developed
curriculum information int3 the
file will continue. About 100

software items for micro-
computers will be identified from

the Northwest Educational
Regional laboratory and tha
Minnesota Educational Computing
Consortium as well as from the
vocational education State 's

supported projects. Information

about the curriculum materials
data base will be announced in
newletters and in presentitions.
The computer based message
switching system will be used
with the CCC's and RCU's. It will
be expanded to start working with
post-secondary institutions.

(e) The proposer plans

to summarize State supported
. program improvement activities

including vocational guidance
and counseling and vocational
education personnel development.

A report of abstracts will be

prepared in print form and 011
he r!'2 fur on-line

searches. The Projects in
Proaress for FT117T117e

256
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(c) The proposer indicates that it will

review the existing system fnr
collecting materials from "-
Department of Defense and Coast Guard
and establish its own procedures.
Brochutes and microfiche copies of the
materials will be sent to the States
and the materials will be announced
through its newslettefi It will

collect the Basic Skill* Education
program materials that art, -being

deve4oped-for-thi-military'services.

(d) The proposer will redesign the form
being used by the CCC's to codify the
curriculum and instructional materials.
The forms from the CCC's will be sub-
mitted to BRS. A workshop will be held
to train the CCC's to use this datk
base. The proposer will review the
electronic mail networ4 and make
suggestions for improving the system.

The proposer will maintain an on-line
search capability with The University
of Tennessee funds for a variety of
uata bases.
BIBLIOGRAHIC RETRIEVAL SERVICE

(e) The proposer plans to prepare the
report on Vocational Educatiol
Irlorovement; A 5:-.-1!ry of State

Aaministereo r77,3774n
State personnel will oe asked to
suggest other types of data to be In-

cluded in the report. FRS will
c--c 'It^4 pysi:.111:y of

pry wing sucoi inforctation. The data

from this report 011 b." searchable
through RIVE. The' Pro.irts in Pror:ress

farbY 11114,10111E



(f) The pr000ser plans to
continue coriissioning papers
from persons outside the National
Center. The Advisory Council rn
other groups will advise the
director before selecting the
state-of-the-art papers for part
icular target audiences in high
priority areas. A variety of
2ervices will be provided to the.
authors by the proposer.

257

(f) The proposer will select ten topics
for the stete-of-tne-art papers witnin
the first two weeks of the contract.
the titles of the papers are proposed.
Each paper will be co-authored by a
person from the National Center and an
author from the field. The papers will
be reviewed by consultants.

A listing of the-PP000sci-D*Liverables.and Proposed Costs

The Ohio State University

Clearinghouse 5319,099
( Includes crosswalks with systems, electronic communications,the
program improvement data base, the curriculum materials data base,
the 'ilitary curriculum data base, and a two day training session
on the Bibliographic Retrieval Service for Program Improvement
Personnel)

Information Analysis $113,862
A. Dissemination and Utilization Product Data Base

Feasibilty Study

B. State-of-the-Art papers (nine)
C. A Summary, of State Administered Projects in FY 83
D. 'Projects in Progress for FY 83

The University of Tennessee

Clearinghouse $238,750
(Includes military curriculum announced through the message system,
on-line librarian, crosswalks with other systems, and curriculum
materials and training for CCC's and RCU's)

Information Analysis $130,247

A. State-of-the-Art papers (ten).
B. Projects in Progress for FY 83
C. Vocational Education Program Imerovement: Summary of State

Administered Projects

2 6
KV COM 11111111,4211.



Summarized Judgement

The Ohio State University.

The Ohio State University's
proposed Clearinghouse adequately
meets the criterion and the

subcrlteria of the Request for
ropotil."Its proposal is more
broadly basted and proposes to do
IkyksMially.more work than
the Universiti-Orrennessee's
proposal in the instructional
materials area. Also, it
provides more definitive plans
for conducting the required work.

263
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The University of Tennessee

The University of Tennessee's proposal
is adequate in meeting the
Request for Proposal requirements.
The proposer, in essence, has already
selected the state of the art papers.

The proposer suggests that there may be
a number of changes in the procedures
for the Clearinghouse function. The

Proposer seems to be unaware. of the
fact that the changing of some of the
procedures would require approval by
the Government.
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CRITERION - B

Function No. 6: Evaluation series

Maximum
Points

'This section of the proposal discusses the design and plan for developing
the evaluation procedures, such as guidelines for use by vocational
education staffs in ev.!uating their vocational education programs. An

awareness is evident of evaluation materials previously developed for the
vocational education-community..-(RFP-82-828,-pi 8d) -

klginal Panel Scores

The Ohio State University - 6.33

Comments Related to the Criterion

The Ohio State University

The proposer suggests two
studies and provides appropri-
ate designs and plans for the
studies. These studies should
be very useful to vocational
education practitioners in the
field. The proposers are awar
of previously developed
materials on program evaluatio
for vocational education.

The University of Tennessee - 5.71

The University of Tennessee

Two activities are proposed by the
of lror. One activity will be to
develop a handbook that shows secon-
dary and post-secondary personnel how
to use the COMA% Data Base for pro-
gram improvement. The other activity
involves a three-member team making
site visits, by invitation, to three
states during the first year to solve
a local problem.

A Listin of the Proposed Deliverables and Proposed Costs

The Ohio State University.

1. trlatirstricitriorpnc441deiatillaTTimcin - $124,871

on ary an os secon any rocs tonal Education

2.

ati.t.nrroceduresfiorIzongi
usiness, n ustry, an Labor n va uating an

Plant_6411sonlar and Postseconaary Vocational
ca on - $100,257

The University of Tennessee

1. Proactive Job Evaluation for Tines Project:

usino the COMIA:A dt3 n'JSe $ 74.728

2. Site visits of teams of three persons by invitation
(three visits) $100,585

26
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Summarized Judgment.

The Ohio State University,

The proposer's 'plans adequately
meet the criterion of the Request
for Proposal.

26J
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The University of Tennessee

The proposer's first activity
adequately meets the criterion. The
second activity does not meet the
criterion for developing evaluation
guidelines. It is not even clear
that the proposed site visit would be
concerned with evaluation.

BAST COPY AVAILIMIT
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CRITERION - 8

Management. Tasks (7)

Maximu7.

Points

'The proposal contains a discussion of the following items:

(a) plan for ensuring appropriate liaison and relationships with R&D
organizations, users, and consumers of educational R&D, Federal and
State Agencies,'professional associations, universities and technical
schools, business, industry, labor, and other appropriate groups;

design and plan for efficiently utilizing the advice of the Council;

design and plan for establishing and operating a mechanism for review-
ing and clearing data collection instruments that require Federal
approval;

evidence of procedures to be used to avoid duplication of effort Is
provided.' (RFP 82 -028, p. 8d)

Original Panel Scores

The Ohio State University - 6.66 The University of Tennessee - 5.71

Comments Related to the Criterion and Subcriteria

The Ohio State University

(a).The proposer provides a formal
Ind-liaison procedure that
will involve approximately 200

. organizations and agencies by
the end of the first year.
These linkages are at the
awareness, interest, communica
tion, and collaboration
levels. Liaison is maintained
with Federal agencies, busines
and industry, personnel
developers and trainers, labor
unions, professional associa-
tions, youth groups, education-
al labs and centers, State
agencies and organizations, an
higher education institutions.

(b) A design and plan is provided
for working with the Advisory
Council an utilizing its ad-
vice. Fru1.euale4 dre

for working with the Advisory

Council.

The University of Tennessee

(a) The proposer indicates there
will be three levels of liaison:
1) policy level, 2) program
level, and 3) personal level.
The function will be decentra
lized to all staff. Plans will
be developed to assure that
liaison is maintained with all
groups.

(b) The proposer indicates that the
advice of the Advisory Council
will be ucnd nnly by the

, uJ. CI :*lJ

staff.

ELT` COPY ft iit.rgt.
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(c) The proposer indicates an under
standing of the clearance of

forms, media, data processing
and other clearances.' A file o
1,400 instruments is maintained
and the proposer is knowledge-
able about the provisions of th
Privacy Act, the control of
paper work amendments, and the
various legislative and execu-
tive requirements for paperwork
reduction. The proposer has
procedures for screening and
submitting instruments for
clearance.

id) The proposer does not address
this item in this section, but
this item has been addressed in
other parts of the proposal.

SummainsJudgement

The Ohio State Universit

The Ohio State University proposal
adequately addresses and meets the
Request for Proposal requirements
with the exception of describing the
avoidance of duplication in this
section of the proposal.

(c) The proposer indicates that it
is familiar with the clearance
of instruments. The Quality
Control Coordinator will be
responsible for instrument
clearance. However, procedures
have not been specified.

(d) The proposer does not address
this item in this section of the
proposal. The concern for
duplication has been
mentioned in other parts of the
proposal.

The University of Tennessee

The University of Tennessee proposal

barely meets the requirements of the
Request for Proposal. The proposed
liaison plan is weak and plans fnr
working with the Advisory Council
are not adequately described. Al-
though the proposer is aware of the
instrument clearance requirements,
the instrument clearance mechanism
is not adequately described. The
mechanism for the avoidance of
duplication of effort is not
adequately described.

26 it rim
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CRITERION - C

Management Plan for the Center

263

Maximum
Points

'This section of the proposal describes, in a clear and comprehensive
manner, the following items:

.(a). philosophy of .management for the Cente0;

(b) philosophy of and proposed organizational structure for the Center
and relationship to a larger organizational structure of which the
offeror may be a part;

(c) specific management plan for managing Center activities and
personnel, including quality control measures, proposed mile-
stones, deadlines, and methods for reporting progress for each
major activity;

(d) financial accounting and budgeting procedures;
(e) proposed staff composition, staff development, and inservice

training activities;
(f) relationship of the Center management staff to the Council;
(g) coordination of all Center activities.' (RFP 82-028, p. 8d-8e)

Original Panel Scores

The Ohio State University - 6.29 The University of Tennessee - 6.14

Comments Related to the Criterion and Subcriteria

The Ohio State University

(a) The proposal indicates that
an important characteristic
of management in any organi
nation is the degree
which it is cognizant of an
responsive to a sense of or
ganizational mission.

(b) The proposed National Cents
uses a three-tiered
structure. Task managers i
each function report to a
director (Division) who re-
ports to the Director. The
Director reports to the
Vice-Chancellor of the Uni-
versity.

The University of Tennessee

(a) The proposal indicates that the or-
ganizational climate should su ?pert
creativity and is dependent upon the
quality of the people in the Center.
The concern for quality should be
a daily occurence with a Quality
Control Coordinator in charge.

(b) The proposed National Center has
staff reporting to four division
directors who report to the Center
Director. The Center Director
reports to the Dean for Research,
who reports to the Vice Chancellor
for Graduate Studies and Research.

(c) The proposer'has provided a (c)

comprehensive detailed set
of plans for managing cente
activities and personnel,
includino control proce-

dures, milestones, and
methods for reporting pro-
gress for each major

The proposed management plan is in
the form of a philosophy for manag-
ing the National Center. It

includes a Quality Control
Cooriinato who is responsible for
quality contrui an. I.r h;:1

staff concerning quality control.

Baseline management plans are

available. Method's

2 6 d



activity. Quality control
procedures are provided in
another section of the pro-
posal.

264
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for reporting progress for each
major activity are not adequately
addressed, but this would occur
through regularly planned meetings
with the Director.

(d) Fiscal procedures and budget (d)The proposal indicates that
accounting procedures include: standard cost accounting and
relationships to the Univer- reporting procedures already in
Sity Foundation, budget for- place at The University of
mutation and administration, Tennessee will be used.
accounting, consolidated
purchasing, travel procedures,
sponsor required fiscal and
personnel reports, internal

Iv fiscal and personnel
reporting, and monthly
exhibits of project
expenditures.

(e) The original proposed staff (e)

included 53 Ph.D.s,
7 Ed.O.s, '1 Juris Doctor,
59 M.A.s, 3 M.Ed.s, 23 B.A.s,
and 8 8.S.s. These include 1
disciplines outside of
Eduction in 46 major ar as of
concentration. Degrees ere
received from 68 diffegent
institutions. Appropflite and
and adequate staff deifelopnent
and inservice training
activities are conducted.

(f) The proposer does not address
the relationship of the Cente
Management Staff to the
Council in this section of th
proposal, but an adequate
description exists in another
part of the proposal.

(q) The proposal discusses
both external and
internal coordination
activities including: the
Liaison Network, professional

,7f 170,"

profetsional

the monthly Newsletter,
the technical assiste,ce that
is provie the procram in-
formation office, the

(f)

(9)

26j

The proposer has seven key staff
sillable at the University.
Several other key staff,
including the director, have made
commitments to work at the
National Center. The original
propostd staffing pattern would
include: 32 professionals (9
Doctoral level, 23 Bachelor and
Master's Level), 29 graduate
research assistants and 16.5
clerical personnel. Staffing,
appears to have been increased
in the Best and Final offer. The
Quality Control Coordinator would
be in charge of staff
development.

The proposal addressesthis sub-
criterion, but this point has
been more fully addressed in
another part of the proposal.

The pr000ser discusses the inter-
nal coordination of center
activities such as: the use of
the management plan, the
Quality Control Coordinator's re-

tn%n

and
the Advanced Study Center
Lunchon with the Executive
Director.

,fsr rnpy
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Consortia arrangements. the
weekly in-house organ, the
Executive Committee Meetings,
the special interest groups,
and general monthly staff
meetings.

Summarized Judatatal

The Ohio State University

The proposer very adequately
meets this criterion. The

proposed management plan is
described in a clear and
comprenhensive manner that
gives assurance of a well
thought through management
philosophy and plan.

The University of Tennessee

The proposer provides a discussion
for each subcriterion. A philosophy
for the National Center is
provided. Management plans are not
adequately discussed.

tiEST
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CRITfRION - D

Staffing
paximun

Points

'This Section of'the proposal describes plans and design for staffing the
Center with the competencies required for the leadership, management, and
key specialists' roles required to complete the scope of work. Vitas are
provided in the proposal for the Director of the Center, principle
personnel, and project managers. The major areas of competencies of these
staff are given. An analysis is presented concerning the professional
expertise of the staff in terms of vocational education, other diverse
social science disciplines, and in appropriate technical and computer
areas. The areas of vocational, academic, and technical expertise of the
staff should be specified." (RFP 82 -028, p.8e)

Original Panel Scores

The Ohio State University - 6.57 The University of Tennessee - 9.43

Comments Related to the Criterion

The Ohio State University

This proposer originally in-
dicates the following staffing
pattern: 53 Ph.D.s, 7 Ed.D.s,
1 Juris Doctor, 59 N.A.s, 3 N.
Ed.s, 23 B.A.s, and 8 B.S.s. Thes
persons come from twelve major
disciplines with 46 major areas o
concentration. They have degrees
from 63 different institu ons.
Forty-eight persons have d r es
in vocational education, 97 have
degrees It the social science dis
ciplines, and 9 have degrees in
the technical and computer relat
fields. Other charts and
narratives are provided which
relate staff competencies and
experience to assignments. Job
descriptions and curricula vitae
are provided for all or almost
all of the proposed professional
staff.

Summarized Judgement

The Ohio State University

The proposed staffing appears to
oe appropriate for a broadly
based and balanced R&D center.
The staff are capable and re-
peesent a broad'array of
disciplines including an adequate
representation in vocational
tuucaLion. inc staffing pattern
. portrays balance4 and the
vitae indicate a high level of

2 71

The University of Tennessee

This section of the proposal in-
dicates that 9 persons will form
the core management and leadership
staff of the National Center. One
summary chart provides information
about the areas of responsibility for
the key staff as well as their pre-
paration and experience. No other
chart is provided which summarizes or
categorizes competencies or background.
These 9 persons have a mixture of back-
grounds in vocational education, the
social sciences, computer areas, and
other technical areas. The original
project staffing for the National Cen-
Ser includes 24 persons with doctors
degrees, 24 persons with masters
degrees, 6 persons with bachelors
degrees and 16.5 clerical personnel.
Vitae are provided for the key
personnel.

The University of Tennessee

The pro sad staffing appears to be
appropria e for a focused RSO
center. The staff appear to he
capable, but they do not represent a
broad array of disciplines.

Vocational education is adequately re-
nree^"^1 in
experience.

JEST COFY to% ..L.AisAlt



conpetence and experience. Due

to the numbpr, co6uetencies.
levels of education, experience,

and diversitilgsdisciplines,
this propose Anitely offers

stronger staff and staffing
patten than the other offeror.
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The vitae for the key staff shows
both experienced and less "seasoned"

personnel.
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CRITERION - E
')

Institutional Experience

This section of the proposal dill describe the following:

(a)

Maximum
Points

Past experience in conducting applied R&D of the type called for in
this Request for Proposal;

(b) current capabilities for conducting applied RED of the type called for
In this Request for Proposal;

future coolnitment for operating a quality Center for Research in
Vocational Education." (RFP 82-028, p. 8e)

ON sinal Panel Scores

The Ohio State University - 4.86 The University of Tennessee -

Comments Related to the Criterion and Subcrlteria

(c)

The Ohio State University

(a) The proposer has completed

Amer 640 projects supported by
130 different sponsors in the
past seventeen years. More 'than
1000 products have been protiumd
during that period of time. The
proposer will soon be completing
five years of work in a center
that is nearly identical to the
type of work required by this
'Request for Proposal.

(b) The proposer has almost the
same staff for the same proposed
functions that now exists in the
National Center for Research
in Vocational Education.

(c) The proposer has indicated

substantial commitment in the
past by fiscal support and by con-
structing physical facilities for
the needs of the National Center.

0
4 J

The University of Tennessee (

(a) The proposer indicates that it
has a number of related centers in.
the University and that a number of
persons in the University have
continctel vocational education or
related projects. It also lists its
geographic setting which is close
to institutions such as the Oak
Ridge, National Laboratory, the
Tennessee Valley Authority and other
related institutions and centers.

(b) the proposer indicates its unique
capabilities for managing large
centers and the experience of;its
current Dean for Research.

'

(c) The proposer indtates'a strong
commitment for the National Center
in the form of institutional

resources, in-kind commitment, the
Technology Corridor and the like.

DUI rnPv !Iv/11111BU
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.Summarized Judgement

The OhtO State University

The proposer has managed a compren
hensive R&D center in vocational
education for 17' yecrs. It Is
'nationally and internationally re-
cognized. No other institution has
conducted anywhere near the
amount of RID in vocational
education as the proposer. The
proposer has the capability end
the strong and continuing support
of the Unitersitx. This proposer
east be judged to be stronger on
this criterion than the other
offeror.

31-254 0 - 84 - 18

31

The Universit of Tennessee

The proposer would give strong
commitment to a National Center
and It does have experience and
capability within the institution
from operating other national centers,

r

t
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CRITERION - F

Resources/Facilities/Equipment
Maximur
Points

This section of the preposal discusses the following items:

(a) institutional resources that are available and necessary to manage and
and operate the scope of work outlined in the Request for Proposal;

(b) facilities that are available and necessary to manage and operate the
scope of work outlined in the Request for Proposal;

(c) equipment that is available and necessary to manage and operate the
scope of work outlined in the Request for Proposal;t0FP 82-0280,80

Original Panel Scores

The Ohio State University - 5 The University of Tennessee - 5

Comments Related to the Criterion and Subcriteria

The Ohio State University

(a. proposer outlines the
inst. zonal resources that are
avall,.,e including: libraries,
access to nationwide data files,
data bases from longitudinal
studies, computer services for
communications, data analysis and
programming, The Ohio State
University Library system,
various national centers at the
University, and media services.

(b) The proposer's facilities con
sist of 93,010 square feet of
space with offices, conference
tools, and a research library.

(c) The proposer indicates the
availability of electronic data

processing equipment such as on-
line terminals, the university's

main frame computer on a 20
hour a day basis, electronic
communication. facilities, con-
ference call equipment, toll-free
telp,,$-nnn CnrYieg., rhrl ricro-

computers.

The University of Tennessee

(a) The proposer outlines institu-
tional resources such as extensive
libraries, faculty experience, data
processing technology, and the
emerging Technology Corridor.

(b) The proposer intends to rent a
building in the Technology Corridor
that will have appropriate space,
office equipment, conference space,
and wiring for electric And computer
equipment. Conference space will also
be available in the Conference
Division of t't University.

(c) The proposer lists a large
variety of computer end ,lectronic
equipment, including mi-', vimputers,
institution programs, r
Processing capability,



Summarized Judgement

The Ohio State University

The proposer has the appropriate
resources to manage and operate
a center. It has substantial
space and equipment; much of this
space is owned and was built by
the University especially for the
National Center for Research in
Vocational Education. This
,proposer is stronger than the
other offeror on this criterion.

;,
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The University of Tennessee

The proposer has the appropriate re-
sources to manage and operate a
National Center. It has substantial
amounts of electronic and computer
equipment and it is located next to
other institutions which have sub-
stantial resources. The proposer
would provide adequate space and
facilities.

P')
kJ
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CRITERION - G

kalit y Control Plan
Maximum
Points

'This section of the proposal describes the offeror's:

(a) plan for ensuring quality control of the activities it ccnducts and
the, deliverables it completes;

(b) plan for documenting the impact of the Center's work, products, and
activities.under_this.cootraCWIRFP.82-028. p. 8f)

Original Panel Scores

The Ohio State University - 4.43 The University of Tennessee -4.71

Comments Related to the Criterion andSubcriteria

The Ohio State University The University of Tennessee

(a) The proposer provides a
quality control plan
that includes A product review
mechanism to insure quality
standards for products. Other
procedures include technical re-
view of projects and quality
Circles.

(b) The proposer plans to
document the following: impact
',Cuter involvment through out-
reach statistics; impact thropgh
the use of the products and act-
ivities; and the affo.ts on users
through follow-up studies.

Summarized Judgement

aephio State Universitz

Thin proposer addresses both
subcriteria in a systematic and
insightful fishion. The pro-
poser's statement for this
criterion is stronger than the
other offeror's statement.

(a) The primary plan of the proposer
is to be utilize a quality control
Person who will work with staff and
who will be concerned with quality
control of products and activities.

(b) The proposer addresses this point
in another sectioo of the proposal.

The University of Tennessee

The proposer indicates that there will
be quality control and dlcumented
impact, but the proCedures are not
fully detailed.
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Concerns

Based on the analysis of each criterion in the Request for Proposal
that has been provided above, it is quite clear that The Ohio State
University has provided the strongest proposal for the planned five
year National Center for Research in Vocational Education. This

planned National Center includes the first-year procurement with four
successive One-year *buys* without competition. The award of the
first-year contract is, in essence, the start of a five-year National
Center. The proposals must be perceived as plans for five years of
,procurement. Thus, preference must be given to the proposal that
proposes the best five-year procedural plan as well as detail d plans
for the first year of operation. The Ohio State University as
submitted such a proposal. The Fade-al Technical Review Panel appears
to have given too much weight to the more narrowly focused University
of Tennessee proposal for the first-year effort rather than viewing the
proposal as a five-year effort with a need for balance and a broad
based long-term approach. The Request for Proposal listed a
substantial number of priority areas or areas of focus. While the
Request for Proposal did not indicate that each of these areas must be
addressed, it suggested a substantively broad based proposal that
provided a balanced approach for the many diverse vocational education
connunitias dt all levels of vocational education.

While the Federal Technical Review Panel provides advice to the
government regarding proposals that are received, it clearly is the
responsibility of the government to make the best decision regarding
which proposer should be funded. This decision is based on the
announced technical review criteria and the best buy for the government
In terms of impact on the broad diverse vocational education
communities for the planned five year duration of the National Center.

I have some other concerns in addition to those which were reviewtd by
the Federal Technical Review Panel, The are:

1. The National Center for Research in Vocational Education at The
Ohio State bniversity has performed at an exceptionally high level
in all six of the required areas of (1) applied studies, (2)
information for policy making, (3) leadership development (4)
evaluation serv!ces, (5) the clearinghouse, and (6) the
dissemination and utilization system. It is a center that has
appropriately addressed a broad range of national priority areas
for the many and diverse vocational education constituents at the

secondary and post-secondary levels as well as for business and
industry.

2. Cost and Cost Effectiveness: The Best and Final cost proposal from
universiti-67Tennessee was for the amount of 53,106,603.00.

This proposer indicates that its costs ire intentionally kept
lower the first year so that there would be funds available to
phase out the existing National Center Contract. The proposal does
not indicate that the proposed costs for the first year will be

j

BEST COPY 4,..'Ll.AfiL
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maintained for ensuing years. The Best and Final cost proposal
from The Ohio State University was for the amount of 54,369,947.0.
Wnile The University of Tennessee's proposed cost is less than the
proposed cost for The Ohio State University, The Ohio State
University proposal includes more activities and services to a
broader range of vocational education communities at the pre-
vocational, secondary, post-secondary, and adult levels. This is
in contrast to The University. of. Tennessee's proposal which is more
focused and tends to be more oriented to the post-secondary and
adult levels. While the Ohio proposal requests more funds, it
proposes to do more work to serve the broad array of vocational
education communities. This is more in line with the
congressionally mandated intent for the National Center.

The overhead rate proposed by The University of Tennessee for its
first year of operation was 45 percent of the direct costs.
However, its actual current overhead rate is 5F.2 percent. The
University of Tennessee plans to cost share the differential in
overhead costs for the first operating year.

The Ohio State University's overhead for the National Center, when
calculated on a total direct cost basis for the first year, is
36.9 percent. The Ohio State's lower overhead rate for the
National Center and the fact that it proposes to deliver more
products and services strongly suggest that it is and will continue
to be a more cost effective national center that best meets the
intent of the authorizing legislation and the competitive Request
for Proposal.

Recommendation

I recommend that consideration be given to the above factors in
selecting the offeror that is to receive the new contract for the
National Center for Research in Vocational Education.

As this critical time for vocational education, a period of uncertainty
due to reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act and other
dramatic changes affecting the field, I recommend that consideration be
given to the concerns expressed above. Vocational education today,
perhaps more than any time in history, must respond to critical
national concerns such as high unemployment, changes in technollegy,
and increased needs to improve productivity in order to imprayelfur
national posture in world markets. I believe it is in the best
interest of the Nation and of vocational education that the contract to
conduct a National Center for Research in Vocational Education be
awarded to The Ohio State University.

Attachment
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MEMORANDUM

z. C.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
ASHINGTON, D.C. 20202

DATE: 1.5-4,/ 13 tlie
TO: Frank McGettrick, Director

Assistance Management Procurement Services

FROM: Assistant Secretary

for Vocational and Adult Education

SUBJECT: Summarization Concerning the Award for RFP 82-028

As requested by your staff on January 5, this memo summarizes the
statements that supported my recommendation contained in the 1/5/83
memo to you (subject: Recommendation for Award Re: REP 82-028). in
that memo, 1 recommended that The Ohio State University be awarded a
contract fot the National Center for Research in Vocational Education.
This recommendation is based on the following reasons which are either
explicitly or implicitly contained in the memo.

(1) The Ohio State University proposal more adequately addresses both
the Scope of Work and the proposal review contained in RFP 82-028
criteria than does the other offeror's proposal.

(2) The Ohio State University proposal provides a better understanding
of the concerns of the 1976 Amendments as related to R&D needs and
program improvement activities.

The Ohio State University proposal provides a more balanced,
broad-based, and long-term approach for serving the broad array of
vocational education communities in terms of educational levels,,
populations, and concerns than the other offeror's proposal.

(4) The Ohio State University proposal provides more adequate plans
for each of the six functions for bot, the first operating year
and for the ensuring years along with more products and services
for a broader array of vocational education audiences.

(3)

(5) The Ohio State University proposal provides better plans for the
management tasks and management plans for the center.

(6) The Ohio State University proposal provides for better resources,
facilities, and equipment.

The Ohio State University proposal describes a stronger history of
institutional experience in vocational education RED.

(8) The Ohio State Universit;. proposal provides for a more systematic
and planned quality control plan.

(7)

iee:t Lc,74,4t

Robert M. Worthington

26 ci

18L4t ;244.1 tt
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ADDITION TO TESTIMONY - PAGE 9

ADDITIONALLY, I THINK IT IS APPROPRIATE TO MENTION, THAT ON FEBRUARY 2,

1983, THE UNIVERSITY Of TENNESSEE WITHDREW ITS BID PROTEST,ON THE NATIONAL

CENTER CONTRACT AFTER REVIEWING MATERIALS PROVIDED BY THE DEPARTMENT.

THESE MATERIALS WERE PROVIDED AT THE REQUEST OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

AND CONSTITUTED THE BASIS FOR THE CONTRACT AWARD.

':sr (YIN m(Pq Ain r
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

MUTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

coRiurnotw. KUCATIM MLICY srAmerr

THE SECRETARY

The Department of Education, under the direction of the Sect :try of

Education, is legislatively Jesignated as the primary new/ responsible

for; the administration of Federal programs of financial assistance to

education. The Secretary is authcrized, upon request, to provide technidal

ass stance to State educational agencies, institutions of higher

Lion, local school systmas, and other instrucontalities of the

Star.

The Department's programs and budget are focused on two essential goals:

- to guarantee that students of all ages enrolled in our schools,

colleges, and vocational centers have equal access to that best

possible education ..nd,

to improve the quality of education for every student by supporting

research, development, and dissemination of new teaching methods and

materiels.

4.1.10 MAR YLA ND A YE . S.W WASHINGTON. 0 C 30202

EiSt COPY
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Page 2

Education is a necessity for every American, including the more than 2.2

million adults and juveniles who
are under the jurisdiction of the criminal

justice system. However, few of the nation jails provide educational

services. MDSt of the nation. prisons provide basic academic and

vocational programs, but fewer than 12 percent of the total prison

population have access to such programs.

The men and women who serve time in the criminal slustAce system are among

those the Department of Education has a responsibility to serve. It is,

therefore, the camitment of the Department to lend its efforts in

upgrading and mating more effective the tional programs . in

correctional institutions of the States.

The Department's involvement in correctional tion is further

justified by the extreme level of educati
sadventagement found in the

corrections population. loy adv ing improvement in the quality and

quantity of education and training opportunities for adult and juvenile

offenders, the Department of Education will redress this educational

disadvantagement found in the corrections population.

Compered to other educationally disadvantaged groups, the social and

oceanic cost of the corrections population is extremely high. The

criminal justice system places a heavy burden on the *aerie= taxpayer.

Custody costs range frail $13,000 to $40,000 per inmate each year. Also

added to that are court costs, welfare
payments, construction costs, and a
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Page 3

host of other costs commonly associated with arrest, conviction,

incarceration, release, arrest, and reincarceration.

At the current rate of recidivism, it is estimated that of the 150,000

bastes who will be released this year, between 30 to 70 percent will be

recommitted to a correctional facility within one year. Lack of basic

education and marketable job skills aggravate a released offender's

difficulties in securing employment, thus, influencing the return to

crime. However, with the tools for survival-basic education and a

marketable job skill, coupled with the rise in self- esteem which is the

inevitable result of achievement--a released inmate's chances for

rehabilitation are considerably increased.

It is, therefore, tha policy of the Department of Education that through

its leadership and resources:

o The Department will assist state and local jurisdictions co develop,

expand, and improve their delivery system for academic, vocational,

technical, social and other educational programs for juvenile and

adult offenders in order to enhance their opportunities to become

law-abiding, economically self-sufficient, and productive members of

society.

To carry out this policy:

o The Office of Vocational and Adult Education will assume leadership

for the Department's Correctional Education effort.
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o The Department will establish an intra-departmental coordinating

committee an Correctional Education to assist in bringing about

greater cooperation and coordination in ,tbe 'Department's

corrections-related program in the areas of policy, use of existing

resources, avoiding duplication of efforts and costs, and effecting

a better delivery system for needed services at the State and 1441

levels.

o The Department will play an active role in interagency corrections

coordination activities.

o The Department will support research, development, and dissemination

efforts to develop knowledge of special curricula, organization,

personnel, and support services needed in correctional education.

All officers in the Department of Education and all State and local

educational agencies receiving the Department's assistance are encouraged

to act in accordance with this policy.

e)

k. 616 ,)

T. H. Bell
AUG 16 1983

Secretary of Education
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Senator METZENBAUM. Yes, that is it.
Would you tell us the conclusion, if you know, with respect to

that report?
Dr. WORTHING'AON. Yes; the National Advisory Council passed a

unanimous resolution which they submitted to the Secretary. They
saidand, I quote"It is therefore resolved that this Advisory
Council respectfully recommend to the Secretary that the afore-
mentioned report"they are talking about the one that you re-
ferred to"be disregarded as the basis for any judgments related
to, one, the quality and utility of National Center products and
services; and, two, the effectiveness of its management; and, three,
the scope and nature of its activities; and, four, the quality and ap-
propriateness of its staff."

They made generalizations obviously that the Council felt had no
basis in their research.

Senator METZENBAUM. Dr. Peterson, have you reviewed the level
of efforts proposed by the University of Tennessee in its proposal as
compared to that proposed by the Ohio State University?

Dr. PETERSON. No, sir, not in detail.
Senator METZENBAUM. Are you aware of the factor is it a fact,

if you know, that the level of effort proposed by the Ohio State
University was substantially in excess of that proposed by the Uni-
versity of Tennessee?

Dr. PETERSON. When you referred to level of effort, I did not un-
derstand whether you were referring to dollar values per activity
or whether you were referring to things like products and services?

Senator METZENBAUM. Products.
Dr. PETERSON. I have reviewed the list of products proposed both

by Ohio State University and the University of Tennessee. I would
be glad to give you that list. The facts bear out there were more
products proposed by the University 'of Tennessee.

I would like to point out in the 35-page memorandum submitted
by Mr. Worthington to the Secretary, it was pointed out that Ohio
State University was delivering more for the dollar.

I would like to point out to you that the number of products pro-
posed by the University of Tennessee was actually a longer list and
I have those by titles.

[Information supplied for the record follows;]

RESPONSE OF DR. PETERSON

Senator Metzenbaum posed a question on level of 'effort proposed by the two insti-
tutions. Attached is a "Summary of Products/Deliverables" that were proposed by
Ohio State rind The University of Tennessee. The Year 1 Products /Deliverables are
also listed by title on an accompanying chart. You will find that Ohio State pro-
posed 56 deliverables in Year 1; The University of Tennessee proposed 58.
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SUMMARY OF PRODUCTS /DELIVERABLES1

Function UTK OSU

Applied R&D 8 6

Leadership 3 1

0&U 28 32

Information for Planning & Policy 3 3

Clearinghouse 12 12

Evaluation 4 2

TOTAL 58 56

1This does, not include routine management reports which both proposers
were required to deliver.
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Year 1 Products/Deliverables

TENNESSEE OHIO

Deliverable laid

''.:.Apolied Research & Developrert

Mo.

Due

I of
Copies Deliverable Titles

1. Assisting Displaced Workers:

Mo.

Due
for '
Copii

1.-Representing Vocational Educa-

tion'on onomic Development Resuurces and Practices 12 6

Teams 12 70/6
2. Alternate Pathways for Basic

2:Telling the Vocational Educa-
tion Story in Economic -

Basic Skills Development 12 6

1Davelopment Promotion 3. Linkage to Vocaticnal Education

Materials 12 70/6 Related Service
Deliverers 12 6

3. The Flpire Entrepreneur 12 70(6
4. Responding to Defense Firm

4. On-Lin Lines 12 70/6 Training Needs 12 6

Descript cn of Task ihalysiS 5. Training Implications of Job

Process 12 10/6 Redesign and Work

Improvement 12 6

( Description \f Database

CapatJlity 12 10/6 6. Strategy for Technological Update

of Vocational/Technical Teachers" 12 6

7. Computer PrintO1sts of Four

Task Analyses 12 10/6

8. Manual for Conducting Task
Analyses for Input

into the CONTASK

Database 12 15/5

Leadership

1. Untitled (Report/Product of
1. Annual Report of the National

Advanced Studies Center --- Academy for Vocational Educators 12

Participants 1 per

Participant) Vary 4/1

2. Natidnal Academy Section of
Annual,Report (Inservice) 12 10/6

3. National Acadiimy Section of

Annual Report (In Residence) 12 10/6,

26
note
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TMESSEE

Deliverable Title

Dissemination and Utilization '

1. MESSAGES in Vocational Educa-
tion (12 issues)

2. The Dissemination and Utiliza-
tion System Products
Database: A Feasibility
Study

3, Word Processing! A Special
Package of Matetials

4. Biotechnolody'and Vocational
Education: A Special
Package of Materials

Selected Products in Vocational
Education Brochure(s) (12)

6. A Report on the Distribution,

Utilization, and Impact of
Vocational Education R & D
information Products

Information for Planning and
Policy Development

1. Horan Resources Supply and
Demand in High Technology
Areas

2. An Analysis of Co-runication
and Office WoriEles

Produced and Needed
Annually for the Next Ten
Years

3. National Vocational Education
Survey Instrument

. 284

OHIO

Mo.

Due
1 of

Copies Deliverable Titles
Mo.

Due
of

Copii

Each I. Memo (2 issues) 5R /6
Mo. 50000/6 10

2. Vocational Educator (2 issues) 6E /6

9
3. Selected Exemplary Products (12) 6 /6

11 15/6

4. Resource Guide '2) 11 /6

10 150/6 5. High Technology Information Report 12 /6

6. System Design for Evaluating

Vocational Education R & 12 /6
10 150/6

7. Theme Brochures (10) 10 /6

12 150/6 8, Su-mary of Oisseminatiun Outcomes 11 /6

9. Proceedings of the Sixth Nation-
wide Vocational Education
Dissemination Conference 12 /6

12. 15/6

I. Transition Patterns Between Educa-
tion and Work 12

12 70/6

2. Transcript Collection of New
Youth Cohort 12 /6

3. Future Implication flOr Vocational

Education 12 /6
10 70/6

6 20/6

fr

f.0 144 401 oiftt
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Deliverable Title

Clearinghouse

1. Twining Factors Needeg by
Companies Choosing to
Locate or Relocate in a
Community

2. Vocational Education and th-
Promotion of Economic
Develovent

3. Computer Literacy for Vocation-
al Educators

4. Robots Arong Us

5. Biotechnology and Its
Irplications for Vocational

( and Technical Education

6. Is This Really the Office?

7. Out of WOrk at Mid-Career

8. Black. Me. Young. and
Out of Work

9. Physics. Chemistry, and
Mathematics in High

Technology Occbpations

10. The Off-Farm Rural Entrepreneur

11. Projects in Progress-FV'63: A
Report of the Coordinating
Cominittee on Resuar,th in
Vocational Education

12. Vocational Education Program
Improvement: A ;u nary of

State-Adninistered Projects

in FY '83

31-254 0 - 84 - 1'1

Mo.

Due

10

285

of

Copies

85/6

OHIO

Deliverable Titles

1. Dissemination and Dtilitation
Product Oita Case
Feasibility Study

2-9 State-of-the-Art Papers

11.Su-o.ary of State Administered
10 85/6 Program Irprove'rent Projects in

FY 1933

10 35/6 12.ProjecAin Projress-FY 1932

11 85/6

12 35/6

12 35:6

12 05/6

11 85/6

10 85/6

11 P5/6

12 150/100

2

z

Mo.
Due

4 of
Cop it

12 /6

12 /6

12 /6

5 /6
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TENNESSEE 010

Deliverable Title

Evaluation

Mo.

Due

4 of

Copies

Al

Deliverable Titles

1. Time-on-Task in Secondary and

Mo.
Due

I of
Copit

I. Proactive Job Evaluation
for Changing Times : 70/6 Post-Secondary Vocational

Education ,Classes 12 /6

2. First VISIT Team Report 8 10/6

2. Involving Business, Industry.

3. Second VISIT Team Report 10 10/6' anid Labor in Evaluating and
Planning Vocational Education 12 /6

4. Third VISIT Team Report 12 10/6

Senator METZENBAUM. Did the University of Tennessee addiess_
all, or a major portion, of the priorities as called for?

Dr. PETERSON. Yes.
In fact, I have a chart which I will be glad to show you.
When we received Dr. Worthington's 35-page justification state-

ment we naturally were interested in seeing how he justified the
decision that he had made. We looked at the justification in detail.

One of the things 'he commented on was we may' not hive ad-
dressed adequately all 13 areas. I then pulled together that data in
table format, which would show you e actly how we did address
the 13 areas.

RESPONSE OF DR. PETERSON

Senator Metzenbaum also inquired as to whether The Unive:rsity of Tennessee
had addressed all thirteen areas that were required in the RFP. Attached is the
chart that waa included in The University of Tennessee proposal which summarized

, how each priority area was addressed.
to

291
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ECONOMIC DEVELOrIT.MODEt

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IS. . . RFP Focus'

all the elements economic development

IIIeconoric recovery

. improvJ productivity (2

1Note: Each item in 2nd and 3rd
column is 'abeled and numbered to
correspond with the focus items.
appearing on pp. 2 and 3 of
Attachment C of the RFP.

u,s4i 141101 iv". us...WILL

Supported by Year 1 Products and Services'

Applied R A 0

Company's Coming Product Series: Representing Voc. Ed. on
Economic Development Teams (1,4)

Company's Coming Product Series: Telling the Voc. fd. Story
in Economic Development Promotion-Materials (1,4)

At Home in the Office Series: The Home Entrepreneur (1,2,4)

At Home in the Office Series: On-qpne Lines (1,2,4) :

Lpadership

Green Machine:. Voc. Tech. i Bio. Tech. Workshops (4,2J

New Chip on the Block: -Computer Literacy for Vocational
Educators Workshops (2)

Company's Coming Workshop: Helping Attract Neir\Industry
Through Vocational Education (1,4)

Robotour: 'A Trip to the National Robotics lastitute (1,2)

Clearinghouse

State of Art PaperVocational Education and the Promotion
of Economic Development (1,4)

State of Art Paper -- Training Factors Desired by Companies -

Choosing to Locate or Relocate (2,4)
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IS ALL
THE ELEMENTS. .

where vocational education
can play a role in

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT MODEL, Contirued

RFP Focus

training for high technology

occupations (5)
meeting needs of business,

industry, and military (6)
decreasing youth unemployment (7
assisting displaced workers (B)
helping rural populations (12)
improving skills and occupation

training needs of adults and

out of school youth (13)

2 9

titsa Mewl-

4

Sypported by Year 1 Products and Services

Applied R A D

COMTASK: Computerized Task Inventory of High

Technology Occupations (5,13)

At flume in the Office Series: The Home

Entrepreneur (5,6,8,12)

At Home in the Office Series: On-Line Lines

(5,6,8,12)

Leadership

Green Machine: Voc. Tech. 8.1lio. Tech.

Workshops (5)

New6Chip qp the Block: Computer Literacy for
Vochtional Educators Workshops (5)

Robotour: A Trip to the National Robotics
Institute (501)

D U

Special Packages in Biotechnology aed Word
Processing (5)

Information for Planning and Policy Development

Scidntific Human Resource-Projectfignsand-beir
Relationship to Vocational Education (6)

An Analysis of Communications and Office Workers
Needed in the Next Ten Years (6)

National Assessment of Teacher Education (5,6)
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
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MODEL. Continued

training for high technology
occupations (5)

meeting needs of business,

industry. and military (6)
decreasing youth unemployment (7)
assisting displaced workers (8)
helping rural populations (12)
improving skills and occupation
training needs of adults and
out of school youth (13)
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iypported by Year 1 Products and Services

Clearinghouse

State of Art PaperTrainIng factors desired
by Companies Choosing to Lc ate or Relocate (5)

State of Art Paper -- Computer Literacy for

Vocational Educators (5)

State of Art Paper--Robots Among Us (5)

State of Art PaperBiotechnology and Its
Implications for Vocational Education (5,12)

State of Art Paper - -Is This Really, the Office? (5)

State of Art Paper--Out of Work 'at Mid-Career (8)

State of Art Paper--Black, Male, Young. and Out
of Work (7,13)

State of Art Paper--Physics, Chemistry. and
Mathematics in High Technoingy Occupations (13)

State of Art Paper: The Off-Farm Rural
Entrepreneur (13)

Military Curriculum Database (6)

Evaluation

Proactive Job Evaluation for Changing Times
(Project): Using the COMTASK Database (5)
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IS ALL
THE ELEMENTS WHERE VOCATIONAL
EDUCATIOCAN PLAY A ROLE IN. . .

and which lead to the continued
ereidon of socially useful
.produsts and.serVices.

1

4

1

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT MODEL, Continued

RFP Focus

through training and re-
training of adult workers (9)

through involving business

and industry (10)

through the development of new
enterprises by promoting entre-

preneurship activities (3)

through keeping current with
latest technological and

occupational skill require-
ments (II)

2 9

4

'S

Supported by Year 1 Products and Services

Wied R Vd.

Company's Coming PrOduct Series: Representing

Voc. Ed. on Economic Development Teams (10)

Company's Coming Products Series: Telling the

Voc. Ed. Story in Economic Develop-ant
,PromotiondMaterials (10)

At Home in the Office Series: The Home

Entrepreneur (3.9610.11)

Stij.1110 ,1onthe Office Series: On-Line Lines

leadership

Green Machine: Voc. Tech. b Bio. Tech. Work-

shops (11)

New Chip on the Block: Csmputer Literacy for

Vocational Educators Worrshop (11)

Robotour: A Trip to the National Robotics
Institute (11) .

Selected Products With High Technology Emphasis (11)

Biotechnology and Word Processing Special
Packages(11)

Leadership in Dissemination System (LIDS) (11)
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through training and re-
training of adult workers49)
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and industry (101
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preneurship activities (3)
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latest technological and
occupational skill require.;

ments (11)
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Supported by Year 1 Products and Services

Jnfotration for Planninl_and Poltu_Develoilmnt

Scientific Manpower Projections and Their
Relationship to Vocational Education (11)

An Analysis of Communications and Office
Workers Needed in the Next Ten Years (11)

National Assessment of Teacher Education (It)
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State of Art Paper--Training Factors Desired
by Companies Choosing to Locate or Relocate

(10,11)
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Vocational Educators (11)
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State of Art Paper--The Off-Farm Rural Entre-
preneur (3)
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Senator METZEISRAI./M. Mr, Waken/ what was the scope of your
assignment inking the lssessment?

Mr. WJI.KgN. The scope of the panel's assessment was to review
research products, written viriety, and deliver it to the Office of
Vocrational and Adult Education up to the time which the evalua-,

began". As I ihdicated, a good.bit of work, particularly from the
latter 2 years, had not arrived at that point, nor could it_.have ar-
rived.

The objective of the evaluation was to examine products that rep-
resented a cross section of various categories of the Center's work
and to draw some collective.sumpturive judgment as to their value,
utility, both to practicing vocaponal educators, to research commu-
nity, and importantly,_ultimately to business and labor, itself.

Senator ME:TzEinAym..Your,efforts were limited to a review of
only three of the-Six functions?

Mr. WILKEN. I am having a bit of difficulty recalling all of the
functions. There werethe object was to simply look at written
publications. Publications were examined in all major categories.
For example, people even looked at some of thefor example, some
of the various budget documents and commissions that went back
and forth, or ,have gone back and forth, between the Department
and the Ohio State folks..

To the best of my recollection, we,sampled from all functional
categories of written products. I want to emphasize the report itself
makes this clear, that the report makes no judgment implied or ex-
pressed about the quality of the Center'ikworkand the many other
areas in which it has endeavored,

In fact, I can say--
. Senator METZENIMUM, When you call it "An Evalqation of the
National Center for Research and Vocational Education"---

Mr. WILMEN. That i§ not the complete title, Senator Metz-
enbaum. The complete title, which I don't have in front of me, that
is the first part of 'e title. And then there is a colon, which then
goes on to ,say, ,a,, ation of written research products. It is
made very clear. It ,Id over and over again that this is not

'meant to construe any, pass any judgment, one waS, or the other,
about the wide range of work thAt the Center does in other areas.

Senator METZ':NHAUM. Well, I have it here: "An Evaluation of
the National Center for Research in Vocational Education, The
Ohio State University Columbus, Ohio." Then there is a space,
then it says: "A Report of an 'Export Panel on Written Products
Delivered between January 197K and January 1982."

Mr. WILKEN. Written products, exactly.
That's all' it is, nothing more, nothing less. .

I might say that there were instances made in some cases
aboUtfor example, theseveral of the panelists list in looking at
the work, while they did not obviously talk with the office, because
it wasn't that type of an maluation, did 'draw some inferences
about the qualtfications of the scholars that had done the work
based on what they saw in the way of final product.

I understand that has met with some criticism. We will have to
let the chips fall where they may on that.

`i2 I
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Senator METZENIMUM. Dr. Taylor, I'm pleased to welcome you
here as a fellow Ohioan. And I would like to commend you on the -
fine work you are doing at the National Center at Ohio State.

Would you describe the nature of the National Center is funding
those? Do you have resources. other than the Center contract?

How were they acquired?
Dr. TAYLOR. The National Center contract comprises about 60

percent of our total funding resource base, and the other 40 per-
cent is competitively awarded, comes from other Departments of
Government, such as the Departments of Defense, Agriculture,
Transportation, and Labor..

We also have support from the National Institute of Education
and from six different international' labor unions to work with
them in the area of apprenticeship program improvement.

The work in these other areas is not always directed to the
public, programsecondary/postsecondaryof vocational educa-
tion, but instead focus on other employment and training systems.
Some of the work completed as a result of the Nationtil Center con-
tract has also found its way into other employment and training
systems, such as apprenticeship, corporate training .programs,
JTPH, and others.

Senator MEni.:NHAum. I am going to have to excuse myself and I
think this committee will take a short recess until such time as
Senator Stafford returns from his vote on the floor.

There is a vote on the floor, and I have got about 3 or 4 minutes
to get there.

(Short receis.]
Senator TELL. The Subcommittee on Education, /Arts ancl Hu-

manities will come to order.
And inthe absence of our chairman, I will be presiding at his

request. .

We'ask that our second panel come forward.
Mr. Richard Campbell, supervisor, cooperative educatiori, State

Department of Education, Lincoln, Nebr.; Dr. Lane. Murray, super-
intendent, Windham School District, Texas Department of Correc-
tiOns; Huntsville, Tex.; Rev. John Erwin, Downars Grove, Ill.; Dr.
John D. Connelly, director, cqoperative education, College of Busi-
ness and Public Management, University of Bridgeport, Bridgeport,
Conn.

If you folks would come forward.
Were under some time pressure here because of some votes,

and we havetot a 'caucus that starts technically at 1' . But I should
leave here at 12:25 or so. So I think you ought to started right
away,

And: first, if Mr. Campbell will make his statement, limiting
yourself in each case to 4 or 5 minutes. We will do cooperative edu-
cation first, Mr. CAMPBELL, and then Mr. Connelly, and do correc-
tive education afterward.

Mr. Campbell.

A
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD CAMPBELL, DIRECTOR, COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION, STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, LINCOLN,
NEBR.; DR, LANE MURRAY, SUPERINTENDENT, WINDIIAM
SCHOOL DISTRICT, TEXAS DEPARTMENT Or CORRECTIONS,
HUNTSVILLE, TEX.; REV. JOHN ERWIN, DOWNERS GROVE, ILL.;
AND JOHN P. CONNELLY, DIRECTOR, COOPERATIVE EDUCA-
TION: COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC MANAGEMENT, UNI-
VERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT, BRIDCEPORT, CONN.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you, Senator Pell.
Good morning, my name is Richard Campbell. I am the director

of cooperative vocational education in Nebraska. It is a privilege
for me to address cooperative education and it's importance in the
proposed vocational education legislation.

Cooperative voational education programs are for students who
undertake productive roles in learning level placements with
public and private ' mployers Who have enterefl into a cooperative
agreement with the school. Students in vocational education pro-
grams are provided periods of employment experience related to
their technical training and career development objectives. These
two activities are planned and supervised by the school and their
employers so that each contributes to the student'%education aly1
to his or her employability. Students receive pay for employment
and are granted credit for accompanying :elated instruction.

Cooperative education is used by all service or discipline areas of
vocational eduation. Even smal: schools with limited resources uti-
lize cooperative education as a way of combining a variety of work-
site :earning positions into one program. These programs are com-
monly referred to as diversified occupations. multioccupational vo-
cational education, diversified cooperative training, and interdisci-
plinary cooperative training to name a few.

Cooperative education programs offer a number of advantages to
foster the development of positive partnerships between schools,
business and industry. This includes the opportunity for industry
to serve in an ongoing advisory capacity to provide educators with
the real facts of successful business principles. Employers often
comment on cooperative education students' lower absenteeism
rates, higher retention capabilities; and enthusiastic productivity.

More importantly, cooperative education students build lasting
partnerships as they develop felationships with other workers
while gaining valuable occupational competencies. This is opposite
the classroom approach of learning in an academic setting.

T.xlay, it is difficult forschbols to keep up with changing technol-
ogy because Of the high cost of equipment. However, 'through coop-
erative education, students get the opportunity to train on up-to
date equipment not otherwise available in the school. Plus, cooper
ative education 'offers the teacher - coordinator a chance to keep
pace with current trends of the Thdustry through contact and expo-
sure to new developments.

Once invoked in cooperative vocational education, employer:- ac-
tually become adjunct instructors for the school in a setting' more
relevant and conducive to the students, Even though employers
have a substantial investmot in time and dollars in the training,
they are offered some -incentives as a result of participating' One is
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die oppnrtunity to `obtain new employees because of the grientation
period provided by cooperative education. Another is the opportuni-
ty to retain an enthusiastic worker trained by the gempany to do
the things the way they want them done. However, There is no obli-
.gaion by an employer to employ a student upon completion of the
cooperative education prokram.,

Mr. Chairman, I fully support cooperative education, but with
many of the curt ent problems it isn't an easy program to coordi-
nate. Present problems facing cooperative education include:

special populatioq student: Placing mitrities, disadvantaged,
handicapped, and other students with limited basic skills in work-
site learning is difficult because' employers have to generate a
profit, nd maintain respectable production schedules.

Primary jobs: It is difficult to place youth in training stations for
9 months or longer., It is even mare difficult to place students in
primary jobs that-lead to upward mobility or educational advance-

' ment. '
Minimum wage: Each time the minimum wage increases, there

is a decrease in the enrollment of cooperative education students.
There is a direct correlation to the number of jobs eliminated each
time the minimum wage is raised.

Funding and program cats: Coopers ive education requires stu-
dent supervision' for safety and other .feasons. It also has certain
components necessary for accountability. Due to these elements, fi-
nances for staff,supervisivn and related instruction are being cut.

Federal support for cooperative vocational education is needed:
States should be encouraged to develop, new programs, improve ex-,
isting ppogrms, and intensify cooperative education toward pH-,
friary jobs that will lead to upward mobility. closer linkages for
joint vocational education and apprenticeship programs also should
be emphasized. This can only be accomplished with legislation pro-
viding the leadership and.financial support.

As I said, technology is changing and we need to look at creative
ways that cooperative education can be used to foster the develop,
ment of a partnership between education and business and indus-

try..
Cooperative education also provides a direct link to a community

and its economic developinent. Teacher, coordinators have daily
coqt,act with business and know the employment needs. Also, when
business apd industry have direct contact with education they tire
more eneduraged to support the financial structure of the school.

-Last,1 know this' committee is not responsible for tax credit l-
islation, but cooperative vocational education needs the reinstate-
ment Of a tax credit for all employers hiring cooperative educaton
students. This tax credit is needed by employers to recoup a Por-
tion of their training costs and provide a needed rotation of people
into primary jobs. In today's labor market, all youth are hard to
place in worksite training regardless of their economic status.

In closing, the Federal legislation for vocational education should
definitely include support for cooperative education programs. In
additionconsideration should be given to encourage every.State to
devote some funds for innovative and/pr exemplary approaches to
work education. Thus, cooperative education programs would be

i
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kept abreast of changing training strategies advocated by business
and industry.

Thank you for inviting me' to visit with you this morning about
..cooperative vocational education.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Campbell.
Mr. Connelly.
Mr. CONNELLY. Senator, thank you very much, you and the com-

mittee, for inviting me here this morning.
I choose to try to help the corhmittee by iden ,tying problems

from a perspective of postsecondary co-op education, which includes
some 1,000 out of 3,000 colleges in e country, 2 and 4 year includ-
ed, that are participating in cooper e education.

In these 1,000 programs there approximately 200,000 stu-
dents working at present, which averages out 200 students per pro-
gram.

Some of the programs, like Northeastern University, a'.;; very
large, with 9,000 or 10,000. Others, the numbers rail below 100.

Now, very briefly, I'd like to identify the are's that I am con-
cerned about which have to be addressed for cooperative education
to grow.

When I talk about co-op education, I am talking about the post-
secondary sector.

One, there is a need for a stronger commitment from industry,
education, and government, to cooperative education for proper
growth.

Second, cooperative education in the postsecondary area needs
4 new positioning and new alinement with other programs of a simi-

lar nature, and primarily in the vocational education area.
Three, J see a need for more aggressive action to help the Nandi-

. capped and the disadvantaged in our society.
Four, the high tech explosion which we are all witnessing today

, is demanding a more highly edhcated and highly trained worker.
And cooperative education at a e postsecondary Lave' is trying to
address this task.

Five, the need to bridge the gap between industry and education.
This has been going on from time and eternity. Everybody gives a
lot of lip service, it c ?erative education is right up front in
making the bridge, muse they are working on both sides of the
fence ever'. day.

And finally, postsecondary cooperative education, to insure its
future, needs some kind of' a long range plan with balanced and
proper funding.

To date, postsecondary co-op education has been funded under
title VIII with a seed funding type of situa ..on, foiard funded,
based on proposals.

In this regard, in my written testimony, I have suggbited an enti-
tlement type of funding, based on wages earned at the workplace
by the students in the cooperative education programs.

I think this should be 5 percent of their wages. I think this 5 per-
cent should be plowed back, so to speak, by the Federal Govern-
ment, to the institutions that have made the commitment to the
cooperative education programs. They spend a lot of money, be-
cause cooperative education is more expensive than the convention-
al college education.
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By plowing back some of the taxes paid by the students in the
system, these funds will help enlarge the programs.

I further advocate a 3.percent tax credit to encourage more em
ployers to join. Now, in 1982, there were 200,000 co-op students
that earned $1,2334milliGn in gross wages. They paid taxes of $160
million. The Federal funding level in 1982, and which will continue
this year, is $14.4 million. The taxes that I speak of includes both
both FICA and income tax.

So I am really concerned that the heart of the problem with the
posttecondary co-op education, again going back to the first point I
made, is that higher education an the co-op people have to-believe
in themselves.

And they really have to know what is going on, and they have.to
put the commitment into these programs. If they get their act to-
gether, then they will be able to convince the CEO's and the top
management in the 1..,rger companies in this country. They will
also be able to convince you, as.I am tryifig to do this morning.

Now, I know I have a program at the University of Bridgeport
that is.just top drawer. I know what I am doing, I know how we do
it. It is a complicated system. I have 35' or so functional areas that
I am attending to all the time. I am going eyeball to eyeball with
the students and the employers, with both the supervisory person-
ne! who watch over my co-op students out in the field, and also
some of the higher, management, including CEO's.

I am right in the thick of it. I have had 25 years of experience jn
the business sector to begin with, and 7 years founding and run-
ning this co-op program. And I think it's the absolute best thing for
highqr education in this country.

It's the best methodology for learning and training.
I also had a very personal experience, over e 3-year period, with

young Michael Krusiuk, a handicapped student who was injured in
an automobile accident, who received brain damage. And I can tell
you, w9pking with Michael was incredible. But he is, today, in a
permanent job as a tax accountant in Caldors department store
headquarters.

I mention this one example because I believe that cooperative
education provides one of the best environments to introduce
handicapped and disadvantaged students into the work force.

Thank you.
[The following was received for the record:]
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To give you an idea of the effectiveness of the business CO-op Program,

consider the follywing statistical information covering the fast 6-1/2 years.

1. Five tnaired students have been served ty the ?regret's.

Pla:emert of 95% of eligible students in relevant professicral

tusiness Co-op jc'es.

3. Curulative iarss wages earned - $3,175,000.00.

4. F./.C.A. taxes paid - $212,C00.

5. Federal accre4 Taxes rail - $194,00.

C. A urvey in 1;en shc%ed 4f.6% of the Co-op grads received

their first permarent !ct from one of their Cc-cp Pmployers.

7. uarsle surrey of those students who have completed all six

wrrk terms, totalling two full years of professional experience,

revealed an average cf 523,3CO.CO earned while cn Co-c1.

It in this involYtrent 4h1ch elves re the practical and intuilktve certainty

th4t r'sr,peratIve Education should to made available to all students who express

the desire and c:erritnent to fulfill their potential in the American Job raricet.

Yti tistirm:, Is alto infL.,:xed ty exptrierce in the employer sector, by being

3 father of a lam fAmily, d alto ty tea a taxl,aper interested in prudent

cf the tax dollar in rreserving car "Human Pesoucl" Prcgram.

31-254 0 - 84 - 20
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BIARPICULATIOii OF MAJOR PROBLEMS IN COOPERATIVE AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

1. Cooperatiiie Educationrhas not gained the full acceptances a

superior methodology for learning and training by industry,

government and educational institutions, which results in less

than the full commitment it needs for proper growth.

2. Post-secondary Cooperative Education needs better positioning

pnd aligrnert with other movements of similar nature for pore

effective thrust.

3. Cooperative Education mast,take more aggressive action in providing

access and upward mobility for the handicapped, the disadvantaged

and 'women in job and career fields. )

4. The onset of the "high tech" industry demands, brought on by advanced

technology, shows need for higher level teaching and training which

cannot be satisfied at'the high school level.
;

c. There is a subsvantial communication gap among educational institutions'',

industry, labor and the government, which requires measures to "bridge

the gap" so they can work for the common good of all.

E. Growth and development,of Cooperative Education are essential to the

national economy, and to the health of this country's human resources.

Balanced and proper funding for Cooperative Education must be provided

to insure that growth.

-3-
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C. FOCUS ON COCPERATIVE EDUCATION - POST-SEOONDARY LEVEL

1. Cooperative Education, with
its structured blending of the hands on,

practical job experience. altepnatlutilith academic classroom learn-

/

irk, has emerged.. a superior method of preparing Peoele fop life.

time work at many levels. &JIliajin'eLthissystoiLleeruetoor

all who participate in it. These benefits are listed as follows:

a. BE;LD....'SFOR =TM:

1. Rapid maturation to work environment with hands on experience.

2. Co-cp salaries provide students with a substantial income to

help defray the cost of a college education and reduce the

amount they might have to borrow or take from their parents.

3. Significant and relevant Job skills are developed.

4. Self esteem and confidence is fostered in the student.

5. Relevant career choices can be made after some career work

has teen actually experienced.

d6. Changes can be rade in a controlled setting without trauma.

7. The academic learning has more meaning when combined with

the experience.

8. A 1952 CEA Salary Survey has provided these statistics about

the Co-op System.

Average hourly wage - $ 5.92

Average salary - weekly basis - 237.00

.
Average salary - monthly basis - 1,028.06

.
Average salary - yearly basis - C,169.00

Aveeage salary - total 4 year Co-op - $24,E72.0D

-4-
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t. BEz:FrTs POR'TEE UMITESSITES

1. Recruiting advantages in littractiNg the highly motivated

student.
.

2. Reduced turden on the Financial Aid Department.

3. Fresh input by Co-op students in the classroom.

4. Increasedinterface with industry and surrounding community.

5. Helps keep the curriculum up-to-date and relevant to the

needs of the region.

6. C jot slot haniles work experience for two stutents,

c. BE.TYITS ':YE g'? LOYEX

1. Greatly red..xes recrultinz costs for profesiional help.

2. Provides a permanent feeder system o: highly) motivated

prefessilnal employees.

3. Lower labor costs.

4. iiii..h_pvcductivity.

5. Better retention rates on Co-op graduates that are hired

permanently.

6. h chance to monitor and evaluate-the student's performame

over an extended perict before a penranent hire.

7. Better interface with the andendd comurity.

d. EZ:=TT FDP. THE FELERAL ognuumr

The c-74;erative awation system has proven itself to be one

of the finest "self help" programs ever devised. Its contribution

-5-
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to the economy and the federal tax base can be shown:by these

statistics:,

1982 COOPERATIVE EDUCATION STATISTI:7S

, Cumulative
100,000 Students

Per Student Nationally

Average Co-cp Gross tomes

. .

FICA Taxes Paid

Federal income Tax Pa*

-4 $6,168.00 $1.233.600.000.

413.30

388.00

82,600,000.

. 77,600,000.

Total neralTaxes Paid 1982 $ 801.00 $ 160,200,000.

Despite all the.tenef*s for each of the four elements of

Cooperative Education, namely, 1) the universities, 2) the

students, 3) the erployel and 4) the government; the student

icculation in post-secondary has not grown in the past two years,

and will protabt, remain constant this year. Obviously, something

rcre is needed to rake it grow again. Along range Flan, with

conkirxx; nwplemental funding for the Co-op operational costs,

is need,:i, This w"...11 make sure that those educational institutions,

who have made the investment in Cooperative Education systems, can

continue to offer this outstanding "self help" learning, and train-

ing methodology.

-6-
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2. Cooperative Educations, both secondary and post-secondary,

are linexorably intertwined by the very nature of their

functional operations. Both have strong "D Facto" in-

volements in the vocational area, The setoposigthening of

these interfaces should be supported at all levels.

a. It's t'are to prang post-secondary Cooperative

Education into focus with the full thrust of

secondary Cooperative Education working in the

ftelasp

vocational area. Post-secondary Co-op is the

naural progression for those.students who are

competent, willing and able to achieve their full 4.:1

potential in the)norket place.

0 b. We are aware that there are 500,009 students partici-

pating in high school Co-op program under the vo-

cational education systems. There are another

,100,000 students in Co-op education programs at the

post-secondary level in camnity and vocational two

year colleges. Conservative estimates are that maybe

51% of these post-secondary Copperative Education

students are already a part of the Cooperative Education

system of two and four year college; that numbers

2CO,Cg^ students in 1.016 programs. Why then, shouldn't

the support continue.for the Co-op programs that are on

the highest technical and intellectual level? Why

311
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shouldn't the system encourage the studenta.whotcan achieve

more, to enter into the highest learning and training level

possible? The answer lies somewhere in the educ-Aonal and

employer corrunities, wits; people who are involved and have

insight. They must give up, a little "TURF" for the common

good, which is to provide relevant learning and training to

students entering the job arena. In other words, Cooperative

Education is a multi- level, cor;tinuous process covering the

blending of relevant work experience with academics. Ct.

with h1Fti school Juniors at axe 16, a d ending with the bta-

miration of a college degree.

c. I believe this entire retpodoloy of alternating work and

study.can be best supported and better connected by being

positioned in the general area known as fys.14onal Education".

FUrtherrore, I believe that the four year college programs

should, continue to be funded under ?ederiVoclEd Funds'
,

primarily because of the interstate nature of many of the

college programs.

3f Cooperative Education and Vocational Education must continue to

respond to the needs of the handicapped and the disadvantaged in

our socittLsolhaA11222212x_have hope and the opportunity for coward

mobility in the workplace.

a. In not own Co-op Program I have experienced Tirst hank! the,

remarkable sucdess of young Bichsel Krviuk, who came back

through years of intense struggle, anti, a devastating auto

-8-
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.,irash. Michaelmas in a coma for six weeks, and totally

paralyzed.' He learned to walls, talk, drive a car; con-

plete high school, enter college, enlist,lt Co-op, in-
%

terv06 and get a job in Co-op, finish college, and get

own permanent job with the CaldorEepartment Store

chain as a corporate accountant. CJ-op played a large

part in his proeeesof rehabilitation which will enable

him to lead an independent, productive life of fulfillment.

One of the exhibits with this statement is a thank you

letter from Michael.

b. May I qutte from Dr. Bill Varrieur of Galladet Follege,

who is working totally with the handicapped.

"The need for Cooperative Education for disatled students -I

Is paramuul.t. These students, in get.eral, fipd the trans-

ition from college to work traumatic.

A ...ell structured Co-op program provides the opportunity

V for the employer and the iisabled student to learn about

q-ach othcrin a temporary, rather than permanent setting.

The misconceptions and misunderstandings about disatled

individuals tend to vanish by the end of the Co-op work

experience. 'any Co-pp employers offer the disabled Co-op

I

students pembnent employment because cf the positive

t?xrerience dtxIng the Co-op period.".

c. The followin; I's a direct quotation from Mt. h5 eve Jamison,

a coordiratcr for the I.B.M Corporaticn on handicapped'

I

31,1
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errloyment.

'For 10 Years, I.B.M. has had a special Co-op 'Program

fcr deaf cc1:-.ge students, computer.science, accounting,

engineering, cherdstry, etc. The on-the-Job performance

of these student3 has teen exceptional, and has assured

o
contiraati7x of the program. In 1982, 60 deaf students

1.r.rked for near) :: every I.B.M. divisiot, in locations all

acr..,ss the country. ' 'students have benefited, sure,

tut .7.) Lan in 30 many ways.

4 Steve_Jamison"

d. 'nan tr%iitinally appealed to disadvantaged students

LF:,:au::. it rror:.tes meaningful upward Mobility, using the

w7.rk p.ace as a spring board for incentive towards higher

T!ccrisliohment in learning,.

In my ,val 1.7niversity, I have observed the EDI' Program,

(Engineering fcr Disadvantaged Youth) which reaches back

into the inner .71ty high schools forkthone you, people

.wh wruld never otherwise have a chance at higher education,
4>

and lei '.nett. through C cp to a life of achievement.

This remarkatiejrcgrar prOvides the high school Juniors

and cen!:,ro with a Lamer enrichment program oriented towards

4

and' offers many of them scholarships to begin

,
and the 7.e-op work to pick up the costs over and

rJval,:atle schclarchip funds. In ten yearn the program

-10-
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has helped over 500 minority students. It has. 43 B.S

and 3 M. S. degrees in Engineering to its med. t. The

exhibits show a more detailed Vi-4 of the EDY Program.

4. With the rapidly expanding demand for a new,high tech work

force fue to the explosion in computer technology, the need for

the monehighly educatedard trained worker grows more acute each

year. Cooperative Education at the postrseconda ry level will be

one of the kdy ele7ents to solve this need to upgrade the educa-
,

tional process to the task.

The acceleration of all facets of industry in Engineering,.

Communications, Marketing, Finance, Transportation, Data

. Processing, space Technology, Medical Technology and many more,

is demanding a more highly trained and highly educated worker.

We can no longer sit by and let,long standing methodology impede

the process of all aspects of learning and training. The link

must be made now between secondary and post-secondary Cooperative

Education.

The new student entering employment in the 80's and 90's

will have to possess the following:

a. Some type of targeted technical expertise.

b. Basic busin(ss awareness.

c. Oral and written ccmmxicating 5;111=3.

MI6

d. Politi'.1 awareness of concepts on a national and

glota. scale.

e. 3ome.practica) experience.

'1
.1
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The development and rapid expansion of the college level

Cooperative Education loons as one of the most important ele-

ments in the "Hunan already upon

scene. New jobs are being created every dayl_but the education

and training must catch up with the changes in industry demands.

Co-op is in the forefront in addressing these changes.

In my view, all of Cooperative Education should be molded

into a phase isolated, step graduated, continuous system which

begins in high school and ends with the students being gEle to

acquire the college degree and a permanent career job.

5. The need to bridge the gap between educational institutions on

one hand, and industry and labor on the other, becomes more critical

in the Eighties. Bridges have already been established in Cooper-,

ative Education which will enhance this updating process to make

the partnership between industry and academia a vibrant, positive

force for national growth, and bring both elements into a "resonant

frequency" which will enable them to develop together.

The interface of the college Co-op directors with executives

and supervisory personnel in industry is, in many cases, in depth

and meaningful. Industry and labor would do well to examine these

relationships and build closer ties with the academic community.

Leadership by the Foderaland State Governments can enhance this

process.

c

-12-
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6. The Federal Go.,ernment through legislation like the Vocational

Education At and si.mliar bills, must give the funding support

necessary to foster a steady long term increase in the Cooperative

Education system which is so vital to the entire rational picture

of preparing the young pe ple to handle the "new jobs" brought on

ty the "high tech steamroller".

cf the institutions of7higher learning are hard 4essed

to bear the added expense involved in maintaining and increasing

their qualltY Coeop _proceasna..

To effectively insure a steady growth in all the areas,of

pest- secondary Cooperative Education, I propose that entitlement

funis shoald be autivrised unzter the Vocational Education Act.41.1

These rands could to based on a formula involving Co-op work hours

achieved by their students in the work place. This would allow

the colleges with srall Co-op programs, as well as the large, to

participate in the funding based on current wages earned by the

students in their program. I believe that the funding should be

based on SI' of the Co-op student wages earned. Since 1982 figures

chow that the average yearly
Co-op student earnings at the post .

secondary level are .tc..',19.00, and that the average federal income

tax paid is $33.O' student, the proposed 5% entitlement grant

of $309.!40 would, in a sense, be the Federal Goverment's way of

prewldin "capital" for the growth of the Co-op system which will

have a direct, positive impact on the nation's economy, anal which

nanis have already teen collected by the Federal Government from

the post-se-..ondary Co-op students in the form of Federal taxes. In

-13-
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t
applying these entitlement funds, I believe that 60% should

go for .11rect operating expenses for Co-op and 40% be re-

stricted to those programs that inclucie special initiatives for

the handicapped and disadvantaged studehts. This would have

the effect of makin&sure that the colleges use 40% of the en-

titlement funds generated, in the areas where the need is the

greatest; namely, the handicapped and minority sectors.

FUrthermore, I believe the Committee should consider a tax

"credit on college Co-op student wages,on the order of 3% to the

Co-cp employer. This would be the best way to secure a full

cdrimitment from the employer sector, and an increase in the number

of employers and jobs.

Finally, I believe that if you effect a plan like the one I am

suggesting, in a period of ten yearn you could increase the number

of college Co-op students from 200,000 to 1,000,000, the wages

earned from $1,233,600,000.00 to $6,168,000,000.00, and the number

of ,jobs from 100,000 to 500,000. ,410
In conclusion, I ask that you give thoughtful consideration to

7
applying maximum funding an this deserving area of our society

which is dedicated to the development of human talent to its full-

est potential.

Thank you.

3 1
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Senator Nu.. Thank you very mlch, Mr. Cermet Ty.
It may well be our intention to submit some questions to-you and

to Mr. Campbell in writing.
I, would excuse you now if you want to leave, because we are now

going to go on to corrective' education with 'Dr. Murray and Dr.
Erwin.

Dr. Murray.
Dr. MURRAY. Thank you very much, Senator Pell.
I am Lane Murray, the president elect of the Correctional Educa-

tion Association and the superintendent of the Windham School
District, Texas Department of Corrections, which is the first and
the largest nongeographical school district within a department of
corrections.

I am' its first superintendent. And in its 15th year, just beginning
the 15th year, we have 22,000 inmate students in a formal educa-
tion program.

That represents 60 percent of our current ptiPulation. We have ,
3,100 who are in vocational education training which ranges from
preemployment shop to apprenticeship training.

Texas is spending over $24 million this year on correctional edu-
cation, less than $1 million of that is Federal funds. And it is down
about 50 rcent in the last 2 years.

Well, these 22,000 students represent a very unique and a very
difficult to deal with segment of our population.

They are the most alienated, they -are the poor, the ignorant, the
inept. Eighty-five percent in the State of Texasand I think this
will extrapolate throughout the country-85 percent of school drop-
outs, 40 percent ;lever held a steady job, yet 96 to 98 percent of
these people vpzirilk the streets again.

Senator. Excuse me for interrupting.
But I just want to tell the cooperative education program people

I believe in your program very much indeed. I have followed it.
And I just want you to know that it is just the pressure of time
that prevents going over the questions at this time.

Good luck, and you have strong supporters in this committee.
Excuse me.
Dr. MURRAY. Surely.

'Correctional education has long suffered as a low priority on the
hierarchy of needs of the incarcerated. The State administrators
have to look at security first. And many States simply do not have,
especially now with reduced resources, sufficient funds to cover all
the needs.

And I am afraid that education is taking a very low priority.
However, if offenders leave prison without basic skills and with-

out marketable vocational skills, their chances of staying in our so-
ciety ace very slim.

Well, I feel that the Federal Government can furnish leadership
in two major areas. The first of these is Federal legislation.

The Correctional Education Association has for many years
pressed for Federal legislation which would specifically address the
needs of the Nation's offenders. The Federal Correctional Educa-
tion Assistance Act introduced, Senator Pell, by you and Congress-
man Conyers, is such an act. And the Correctional Education Asso-
ciation urges its passage.

3J
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would like to recognize, even though Senator Metzenbaum is
not here, his support in the past. And we appreciate very much the
fact that he came to the hearing.

We also urge Congress to consider set-asides in considering reau-
thorization of current laws, such as the Vocational Education Act
and the Adult Education Act. Those bills or those laws are pendia-
sive for correctional education, but there is no mandate.

Another concern that we have long had, and that was referred to
by Dr. Worthington this morning, is the matter of the Federal
policy. I feel that the field was severely handicapped for a number
of years because there was no Federal policy for correctional educa-
tion. But in August of 1983 Secretary Bell issued a policy state-
ment.

Now, I agree with the philosophical and comprehensive nature of
the policy statement. But I do have a concern about the level of
commitment as evidenced through the rather meager resources
that have been assigned.

TO, date, only one staff person with some expenses has been as-
signed to carry out that policy. There is no program money.

I believe, and CEA members believe that the resources already
provided by the Congress could have better management, better co-
ordination, and be more accessible to the field. But I don't think
this is going to happen until more resources are allocated to the
corrections programs to carry out Secretary Bell's policy.

Senator Pell, this is my first opportunity to testify in our Na-
tion'irCapital. I feel very honored to be here. And I thank you.

I hope what I have had to say and my written testimony might
be helpful to the committee.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Murray follows:]
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Mr. Chairmaif

Introduction.

I am Lane Murray,_President -Elect of the Correctional Education Associ-

ation and Superintendent of the Windham School System, Texas Department of

Corrections. The testimony I will present today stems from my long -time\

involvement in the Correctional Education Association organization at the \

national level as well as 14 years' experience as chief correctional education

administrator for the Texas Department of Corrections.
.

The Texas model.

Texas was the first state to establish a non-geographical school district

__- - _

within the Department of Corrections, and I am its-first and only superintendent.

It is funded through the same state funds which underwrite the public schools in

the state. The.superintendent of schools reports to the local school\board

(the Board of Corrections) and operates the district with personnel units and

operating funds allocated annually by the State Board of Education. Several

other states have adopted various adaptations of this

Currently almost 22,000 students are enrolled on Aregullar (although not

full-time) basis in educational studies. This repreepnts 601percent of the

36,214 inmate population. In this fiscal year, TDC will spend over $24 million

on education. Of that sum' about $1 million are federal funds, down 50 percent

in the past two years.

The scope of our program includes academic, vocational, and soc al

education. The sequence ranges from:illiteracy through thibaccalau este degree

in academic areas; and in vocational areas from entry lever skills to the

Associate of Arts in Applied Sciences degree and apprenticeship licensing. Our

I
..# 144
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student population encompasses the normal, the educationally deprived, the

handicapped, the language disabled, the undereducated, the unskilled. Among

these are the minorities of blacks, Hispanics, and women.

Unique target population.

Perhaps the most pervasive problem facing correctional educators is the

fact that wCare dealing with a very unique population - -a very small under-

educated, unskilled segment compolif of some 600,000 men, women, and children

crowded into the nation's correctional institutions. Texas's latest Annual

Report reflects an inmate profile that is very similar in other states and

the federal system:

The average achievement level is 7.0 and about 20 percent

* are illiterate. The average intelligence quotient (I.Q.), mainly

derived from a group test, is just under 90, barely within the

normal range. Three percent are identified according to PL. 94-142

and served as handicapped by the Windham School System. Leas than

one percent is actually psychotic.'

The average age is 29 years, but 39 percent are 25 years or

under; 7,516 range in age from 22 years down to 16 years. Almost

95 percent are male. The racial mix is 18 percent Mexican-American,

44 percent black,)and 38 percent white. Four types of crimes

committed represent almost 60 percent of the total and can be

lumped together under the general category of stealing or

thievery:

burglary 25.4%

robbery 22.2%

larceny 8.8%

forgery 3.5%
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Eighty-five perCent of these inmates are school dropouts,

40 percent have never held a steady job, yet 96 percent will walk

the streets again.

Texas Prison administrators have maintained for twenty years that

education is as necessary to inmates as to an other undereducated adults. To

date 21,845 inmate:6'44v* completed a General Education Development (GED) certif-
.

twits, 1,821 have completed a high school diploma, 2,197 have received rassociate

degrees" 198 have earned a baccalaureate degree,.and 174 have been licensed as

Journeymen by the Bureau of kprenticeship and Training. All of these programs

" are accredited by state and regional accrediting associations.

The Stare Legislature Just passed a bill that will allow inmates to earn

up to 15 days per month good time in addition to that alteadtjmuTti for

achieving certain educational and vocational skills. Under this system, an

inmate could receive credit for 75 days earned for 30 days served. In other

word., Texas inmates can literally learn their way out of prison.

Warren E. Burger, Chief Justice of the U. S. Supreme Court, twice referred 6

to the efficacy of corpectional education in 1981. In October he wrote:

"One small but practical positive step--indeed, a step that

I have advocated for many years--is the introd tion of mandatory

educational and vocational programs for all tem. No one

should leave prison without at least being le to read, do basic

arithmetic and be trained in a marketable Jo kill."

Earlier, in February, 1981, in his annual speech to the American Bar

Association Chief Justice Burger said, "We must accept the reality that to confine

.offenders behind walls without trying to change them is an expensive folly with

I ) ,r)
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short-term benefits,...and further, we must provide a decent setting for exPanded

I
educational and vocational training." He claimed that to improve the quality

a

of vocational and educational programs within our prisons..."is not a visionary

idea but a common sense application of the concept of vociety's4hbllective

self-interest."

Low priority.

Despite some success stories and Justice Berger's recommendatibns, correc-

tional educatiow in many states hos long suffered as a low priority on the

hierarchy of needs for the incarcerated. With resources diminished at all

levels and the prisol population at an all time high, by necessity the primary

concern of correctional administrators are security, custody and care, and most

state and localgunding for corrections is used to aecurs the institution,

leaving little tipeupport academic, social and vocational education programs ,)for.

offenders.

If, however, offenders leave the institutions without 6asic literacy and

an employable skill, their chances of getting and keeping a job and becoming a

law-ableinis citizen are slim.

Federal legislation.

Federal legislation should be enacted which would specifically address

tne educational and training needs of the nation's offenders. Although federal
%

statutes detail approximately 70 federal.programs through which education and

training needs lea be obtained, noneof the Education Department programs

(approximately 75 per4nt of the total) are specifically designed or mandated

to provide education to the clientele of the criminal justice system. A bill

such as the Correctional Education Federal Assistance /Act introduced as S. 625

3
e
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by Senator Claiborne Pell on March 1, 1983, and acompanion'bill, H.R. 3684,

introduced by Congressman John Conyers, Jr., in the House would specifically*

earmark funds for correctional education. The Correctional Education Associ-
.

se& has worked for years with various embers of Congebs, especially

Senator Fell,.for such legislation; and members Of the Association urge the

passage of this act.

Member, also urlis the Congress to, consider 'set asides" for correc-

tional education when considering the re-authorization of current laws such

as the Vocational Education Act and tlp,Adult Education Act. Currently

Chapter I of the EducitiOn Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981 is the

only law setting aside funds for adult correctional institutions under Part 8,

Subpart 3, Programs for Neglected and Delinquent Children. These funds serve

only to age 21 years.
wo

Federal policy.

The lack of a federal policy delegating responsibility for correctional

education and delineating cooperation and coordination among agencies at the

federal, state, and local level was a severe handicap to the field until

August , 1983, when Secretary T. H. Bell issued a 11eartment of

Education Policy Statement.(Appendix A) I believe the policy, when implemented,

could have a powerful effect in overcoming long-standing problems of confusion

and frustration between the field and the federal /state levels. 1 agree with

the philosophical and comprehenjive nature of the policy. But I have a grave

concern with the level of commitment as evidenced by the meager staff and

budgetary allocations by the Education Department. It is little more than

was committed by the National Institute of Corrections under Allen Breed's

directorship, wheil $50,000 was allocated for each of two years and $100,000

6
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for third year through interagency aTmehts with the Education Department

lor an initiative to begin a Corrections Program. The EdUcation Department

has since committed one staff position with some expense money, but no

program. money .

I believe the resources already provided by)Congress through current

statutes could have better management, coordination, and be more accessible

to the field (4pendix 6-and C), but I do not think this will happen until

sufficient money and personnel are allocated to the current Corrections

Program in the Education Department for the Secretary's policy to be

carried out.

Mr. Chairman, 1 thank you for the opportunity to submit this testimony
1

and 1 hope that it will be beneficial to the sub-comittee in its deliberations.

p
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Id :ea st.A.M.1,..1,1

IMMO STATES DEPARIXINT OF IDUCATION

cominam. scam mum' STATDSI

Appendix A

itiLbe(kLiAN1

lhe Doperement of Mutation, under the direction of the Secretary at

----nduestinti-is-ligislatively-desigmated-authecprimary agency -responsible-

%.

for the aemanistrstion of Federal programs of financial mistimes to

education. The secretary is authorised, wonrequest,ioprovide techmical

assistance to Seats educational agencies, institutions , of higher

education, local echr,44 systems, and Qt. rqnstruilentalitiss of the

Imes.
a

The Department's programs and

V

get are focused on two essential goals:

- to guarantee that st ta of all ages enrolled in our schools,

colleges, and vocational centers have equal iC4OSS to the best

possible education; and,

a.

- to improve the quality of education for every'student by supporting

research, dovelopment, and disseminatianif now teaching methods and

materials.

1

Bur awy
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Appendix A

Education is s necessity for every American, including the more than 2.2

Billion adults and juveniles who are =ler the jurisdiction cf the criminal

justice system. However; few of the nations jails provide educational

services. Most of the- nations prisons provide basic icadmaic and

vocational progralu, but fewer than 12 percent of the total prison

population have access to such progress.

The son end we who serve time in the criaLial justice system are among

those thnDepartsent of Education has a responsibility to serve. It is,

therefore, the comaitment of the Department to lend its efforts in

upgrading and asking more effective the educational programs in

correctional institutioes'of the States.

The Department's involvement in correctional education is further

justified by the extreme level of educational disadvantagement found in the

corrections populatiqn. b advocating improvement in the quality and

quentity of education and training opportunities for adult and juvenile

offenders, the Department of Education will redress this educational

dAsadvantagemsnt found in the corrections population.

Compared to other educationally disadvantaged grows, the social and

ec(c cost of the corrections population is extremely high. The

criminal justice system places a heavy burden on the American taxpayer.

Coto* costs range from $13.000 to $40,000 per inmate each year.' Also

added to that are court costs, welfare payments, construction costs, and a

3 9. d
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Appendix A

host of other costs .commonly associated with arrest, conviction,

incarceration, release, arrest,.and veincarceration.

At the current rate of recidivism, it is estimated that of the 150,000

inmates who will be released this year, between 30 to 70 percent will h^

recommitted to a correctional facility within one year. Lack of basic

education and marketable job skills aggravate a released offender's

difficulties in securing employment, thus, Influencing the return to

crime. Ibwever, with the tools for survival- -basic education and a

marketable job skill, coupled with the rise in self-asteem which is the

inevitable result of achievement - -a released inmate's chances for

rehabilitation are considerably increased.

It is, therefore, the policy of the Department of Education that through

its leadership and resources:

o The Department will assist state and local jurisdictions to develop,

expand, and *rove their delivery systems for academic, vocational,

technical, social and 'other educational prograas for juvenile and

adult offenders in order to enhance their opportunities to become

law-abiding, economically self-sufficient, and productive members of

society.

To carry out this policy:

o The Office of Vccational and Adult Education will assume leadership

for the Department's Correctional Education effort.

3EST COPi 9 j
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o The Department will establish an antra-dspartmental coordinating

co aittee on Correctional Education to assAst in bringing about

greeter cooperation and coordination in the Department's

WreCtiOss-related programs in the arias of policy, use desisting

resources, avoiding duplication of efforts and costs, and effecting

a bettor delivery system for needed sarvices at the State and local

Level::.

o its Watteau will play an active role in interagency corrections

coordination activities;

o Ita Department will support mouth, development, and dissolution

efforts to develop knowledge of special curricula, organizatiuh,

personnel, and support services needed in correctional education.

All officers in the Department of Education and all State and local

educational agencies receiving the Department's assistance are encouraged

to act in sccordince with this policy,

de" T. H. tell

Secretary of Education

AUG 16 1963

*W.
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Senator PELL. It will be helpful, just as the conversations you
have had with -our staff in the past are helpful to formation of
their thinking here.

And I thank you.
Mr. Erwin.
la ERWIN. Thank you very much, Senator Pell.
I appreciate this opportunity to come before this committee and

testify today on behalf of correctional education.
I'd like to share with you very quickly some of my own family's

situation, since I have been involved in the correctional field virtu-
-ally all my life. .

I was one of 14 children in a family supported by public aid after
my father's death. I lived in four public institutions.

Although most of my brothers and sisters served time in correc-
tional institutions, we all eventually became productive, taxpaying
citizens. The major reason for this is that we received an education.

Even in those days, an education was critical to obtaining and
holding a job. I recall when I appeared before a judge in the city of
Indianapolis, who told me that I would probably never make a sat-
isfactory adjustment in life. However, he did exhort me to get an
'education.

Then, he sentenced me to an i*stitution that did not have an ac-
credited school program, and I could not receive an education. For-
tunately, my mother got me out of that institution into another
one where I did receive an adequate education. And, very frankly, "I
owe most of my life to that institution. I have tried to pay back my
debt by givin* 30 years of my life as chaplain of Cook County Jail,
and establishing a unique educational program as , n-
dreds of former inmates into s.2ry productive liv after mitring
institution.

Most of my family became,successful after their ease from c
sectional institutions. One gave his life in the U.S. avy. I am an
honorably discharged Army veteran, 30-year jail ch lain, an a
former member of the National Advisory Council on Vocational
Education.

Through my 30 years experience of working with the incarcerat-
ed, I know that correctional institutions are filled with young
people who need and want help, and given quality education pro-
grams, could become successful in society.

I also know from my experience, as well as from the 94 testimo-
nies presented before the National Advisory Council during its na-
tional hearings in 1978 and 1980, that most of the education, train-
ing, and counseling needs of the incarcerated in our overcrowded
and understaffed prisons and jails presently go unmet. Some very
significant things came from those hearings, one being inadequate
funding.

Funds simply could not filter down, as has been expressed here

Jobs at he local level now, funds
today, to the correctional fiel nimd fland that even under the
obs Training Partnership Act, even

are not trickling down to the field of corrections.
And unless the Federal Goveinment takes a supporting role and

a leadership role, these funds will not be made available to the cor-
rectional people and the people who are involved in providing edu-
cation to men and women in the jails or prisons.
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It's inconceivahle to me, sir, how society can expect anyone to
leave the prisons and jails without an education, and even attempt
to become successful in society. It is one thing to get exhorted._
get an education; it's another thing to have that opportunity.

And for whatever reasons, most incarcerated people did not re-
ceive an education as they grew up, and I think that unless we pro-
vide that for them now, there's little or no hope for them once they
leave the institution.

That was true on my experience as a child. It's certainly more
true today when technology has risen to such a level. Without an
education today, it is virtually impossible to receive a job, hold a
job, keep a job, and succeed in society.

I am asking Congress today on behalf of thousands of dedicated
teachers and administrators who make up the Correctional Educa-
tion Association to support the bill, Senate bill 625, that you intro-
duced as the Federal Correctional Education Assistance Act.

And, furthermore, we strongly urge again that a set aside fund is
created in the reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act spe-
cifically and exclusively earmarked for the incarcerated.

It is interesting to note again that Secretary Bell has held philo-
sophically that men and women who are incarcerated fall under
the jurisdiction of his Department, to see that they have an educa-
tion.

Again, as Dr. Murray pointed out, it is rather strange to us that
no moneys have been provided, and there's one man working there
to try to see that this happens.

Secretary Bell went further to say that we must insure that
those who wish to improve their education for a life of honest work
have the opportunity to do so. And it is my strong feeling that
unless the Federal Government takes a leadership role and pro-
vides funds so education can take place in our prisons and our jails,
in all likelihood funds will not filter down to correctional people,
but will simply be shoved off to other programs.

I 'am not saying other programs are not important, but with the
U.S. prison population at such high levels, funds should certainly
be filtered into the prisons and jails to give inmates an opportuni-
ty.

Out of 4,000 county jails in the United States, only about 12 per-
cent of them have educational programs. In almost every part of
legislation, county jails have been excluded, certainly not specifical-
ly included in legislation. It is there that people have their first
taste of the prison system in the United States. That's the door of
entry into the prison system.

It is estimated something like 5 to 7 million Americans go
through the county jail system every year in this Nation. And cer-
tainly the county jail system needs to be considered as part of the
people or the programs that would be allowed to receive funds
should they be mandated and provided for correctional education.

I encourage this committee again to support the Senate bill that
you have introduced, and also to consider strongly and support in
the Vocational Education Act set aside money specifically ear-
marked for the prisons and jails of our Nation.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Erwin follows:]
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Mr. Chairman,

I greatly appreciate the opportunity to coma before thi*
distinguished committee and present testimony on behalf of the
Correctional Education Association. I am testifying here today from
intimate, personal experience with the crimina. justice system for
most of my life.

I would like to share with you just few facts from my own
Nally situation as youth, only because I believe it is very much
like that of the many incarcerated today. I was one of fourteen
'children in family supported by public aid. After my father's
death. when I was five, I lived in eight foster homes and four public
institutions. Although most of my brothers, sisters. and I served
time in correctional institutions; we all eventually became productive
taw-paying citizens. A major reason for this is that we received an
education.

My family of x-offenders eventually produced spectrum of
successes. One of my brothers became a sailor who gave his life for
his country during World War II; another became an inventor. One is
today an official of major movie company. one an electronics expert.
another an accountant and myself; an honorable discharged *way
veteran. 30-year jail chaplain, prison ed author. and former
maber of the National Advisory"Council on Vocational Education.

I op also testifying today from the experience of having
counseled thousands of inmates and established a unique school for
prisoners in Chicago's Cook County Jail. which has a daily average
inmate population of 3,500-5.000 and an annual turnover of some
50.000-70,000. This school. still operating. was begun. with funding
through the Manpower Development and Training Act and matching money
from Chicago area businesses. the religious community and individuals.
This school has placed hundreds of men and women in productive
careers. and its tuccsses are internationally i'ecognized

Through more than 30 years of working with the incarcprated. I
know that our correctional institutions are filled with people who
need and want help and who, given quality education programs. could
become successes. But I also know from ewperiencg. as well as from
the 94 testimonies presented before NACVE during iti national hearings
in 1979-1910, that most of the education. training and counseling
mods of the incarcerated -- packed into overcrowded, understaffed.

and dlspidstd prisons and jails -- currently go unmet.

As John Conrad has pointed out'

"Apart from the criminal activity that brought the offenders
to prison. the gap between present educational status and
the potential for learning is the characteristic of the prison
population that most distinguishes it from the world outside
the walls.*

33/
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Only 10% of this population completed high school, 85% dropped
out of school before their 16th birthday. Typically, inmates function
about three grade levels below the grade completed. Some 'studies have
indicated that as many as 32% Mislay serious learning disabilities.10%
show incidence of mental retardation. It has ben estimated that
approximately 40% can be classified as ,"handicapped" under. P.L.
94-142. Mast state systems find that 20-30% of their inmates are
functionally illiterate (Conrad. 1901) The average unemploymeo%o
rate for offenders prior to arrest is approximately 40% (as compared
to the national average of 10%). Of those who were employed prior to
arrest. 00% made.less than a poverty level salary. (Coffey. 1901)

Since no agency maintains national data un aather the
e ducational status of prisoners nor on enrollment in wducatton
programs, the following information cannot be considered conclusive.
However, if these figures are anywhere near accurate. they dr suggest
a tremendous gap between inmate need and available educstanr programs.
For example. Davidson (1977) studied juvenile correctional
institutions in the state of North Carolina and found that 90% of the
inmates in both adult and juvenile populations desired vocational
e ducation, yet only 9% actually received institutionally based
instruction. 34% of the population could not enroll in vocational
e ducation programs due to conflicts with work schedules. The Bell
study found that 11% of the inmate body nationwide is enrolled in ABE.
programs, 12% in secondary GED programs. Carlson found that 12.3% of
the 4.000 jails in the U.S. have any educational programs at all. On
an average, state conrectional agencies spend about 1.5% of their
total correctional budgets on inmate education.

If we look at the gap between inmate educational needs and
current educational service delivery, one is tempted to agree with
those who feel that education as a rehabilitative agent has not really
been tried yet.

The cost of not meeting the educational Meads of the
incarcerated is very high, not only measured in wasted human
but in taw dollars Lack of meaningful programs has, proven to be a
contributing factor in prison violence as well as riots, as testify
the experience in Attica. New Mexico., and most recently Oklahoma.

But even more significantly. the cost of releasing inmates --
and 95% of all inmates do return to society at some time on the
average after three years -- are staggering.

The consequences of failing to provide them with marketable
skills are no secret and have been documented by The Education
Commission of the States in a 1976 report that says. "it is obvious
that to the extent that offenders cannot use knowledge and skills
obtained from normal cultures to cope with normal society, they will
use knowledge and skills obtained from deviant cultures to cope in
whatever way they can"

- 2 -
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And reincarceration is a costly and foolish alternative if you
consider that it takes on the average 013.8410 to keep an adult
incarcerated for a year, and about 61,080. in construction costs for
every additional cell constructed in this country. Citing figures
indicating that crime in America costs its citizens more than 014141
billion annually in direct and indirect losses, and confining
prisoners costs 412 million per day, the Chief Justice pointed out in
address in June 1903 that the country's failure to rehabilitate its
prisoners is °a grave problem bn which my generation and those who
went before se have failed and you inherit tha consequences of that
failure."

Out do we really know that education and training'programs can
indeed reduce recidiviss and increase the job opportunities and
quality of life for se-offenders and their 'mollies? Yes and No. The
research necessary to demonstrate program effectiveness is sparse and
lacking. The majority of existing research doss not meet the
standards of rigorous, scientific research and is descriptive rather
than evaluative. However' isolated examples of good research do exist
and they show that educational programs. including vocational

%.education, can. when given adequate resources. rehabilitate sang of
%hese offenders and enhance their employability and self-sufficiency
(National Advisory Council len)

The most recent and perhaps most comprehensive assessment of the
quality of vocational education programs in state prisons was
conducted by Rice. Poe. Hawes and. Norden 41900). e purpose of this
study was to discern, analyze. describe, and die esinate information
about the critical variables that lead to the redu Clan of recidivism,
Increased in-progras success. and increased post-release employment of
adults in nine state prison vocational education programs (Rico et.al.
190411. Exerolary programs were defined as those having acceptable
success rats.) on two or three measures. These are:

1. post-release employment rates of at least 641%.

2. recidivism rates of less than 3e%. and

3. in-program success rates of at least 70%

Ten program variables were found to account for the particular
success of vocational programs in correctional institutions. These
are: 411 administration. (2) coordination and cooperation, (3)

curriculue and instruction, (4) facilities and equipment. (5) funding,
46) placement and follow -up. (7) planning. 491 policy. 49) staffing,
and 410) support services. (for further details, see Appendix 1).

Policy makers and program planners in corrections departments
will find knowledge or these critical variables isportant to their

33 ).
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e fforts to provide high-quality vocational education progressing for
the inmates of correctional facilities. These data provide them with
an unusual cpporLunity to isprove progress by replicating the'
charac\eristics of the nine exemplary progress studied.

O ut that leads us to the real problems we want to bring to your
attention today and which were clearly identified in the NAM
hearings and subsequent report. -- all of which suggest. that vocational
education and other rehabilitative programs have not failed but rather
have never had sufficient resources to be effectively implemented.

The NACVE hearings revealed the following key problems:

1. 7:nadequate funding)

2. Lack of coordination in fiscal matters between state education

education and correctional agencies as well as on the federal level)

3. Lick of adequate facilities and equipment)

4. Inadequately trained Leachers)

S. Lack of progress relevant to realistic job opportunities)

h. Lack of coordination with prison industries Men Appendix 2
for 4 summary of the NACVE findings)

Particularly stressed by many witnesses was the lack of a

strong, defined federal role in this area.

At the Lies of the NACVE hearings, The Catalog of Federal
Domestic Assistance listed approximately 7S federal programs through
w hich funding for correctional education:1 and training activities
could be obtained. Approxisately 751 of these programs cone under ED
jurisdiction. However, no ED programs are specifically designed or
mandated to provide correctional education. Within the Department.
six Assistant Secretaryships are adeinisLaring progress which can
provide funding. technical assistance. research and development and
information dissemination services for correctional education. These
include: Special Education and Rehabilitation Services, lilingual
Education, Vocational and Adult, EducaLloh, Educational Research and
Isproveeent, Postsecondary Education, Elementary and Secondary
Education.

E D's current approach to correctional education is irrational
and fails to take into account the unique nature of correctional
e ducation. Whereas in the free world, education is organized by ago
specific and functional ingLiCuLions; correctional education As

provided by a single institution responsible for all aspects of
e ducation. The Department's progress are organised to fit the *frees
world structures which does not sash with the organization of
corrections.

-4-
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Although correctional administrators may apply for funding under
the programs administerea by many ED Offices, they oust piece together
information on authorizing legislation, program availability and
eligibility, and Lime vzrious rules and regulations which govern these
programs, and somehow coordinate these efforts into coherent
programatic package. Not surprisingly then, correctional
4-idministrators and educators feel that the federal g t could
best address the needs of the field through providing leadership and
coordination through a single office as well as a separate act such 'as
that introduced by Senator Pell, S 625, the Federal Correctional
Education Assistance Act and itS companion bill in the House,H.R.
36114, introduced by Congressman Conyers.

As of December 1, 1900, such an office was approved,m(principle
by the Secretary of Education. The Department, howm14r, did not
allocate funds to the program. As a temporary,_immrgency measure, the
National Institute of Corrections (NICJ '0"rovided staffing for the
Corrections Program, and continues to support it through an
interagency agreement.

But with one staff and no monies, what can this program
accomplish? We are, h gratified by the philosophical
commitment made by Secretary T.H Bell in his Correctional Education
Policy Statement, di,ted August 16, 1983. I would like to quote just a
few lines by Secretary Bell

"The men and women who s rve Lime in the criminal system are
among those the Department of ducation has a responsibility to serve.
It is, therefore, the commit t of the Department to lend its efforts
in upgrading and making re effective the educational programs in
correctional institutions in the States. ....Jo

IL is, therefore, the policy of the Departeent of Education that
through its leadership and resources:

The Department will assist state and local jurisdictions to
develop, eapand, and improve their delivery systems for academic,'
vocational, technical, social and other educationaly programs for,
juvenile and adult offenders in order to enhance thelr opportunities
to become raw-abiding, evinomically golf - sufficient, and productive
members of society.

To carry out this policy.

The Office of Vocational and Adult Education will assume
leadership for the Department's Correctional Education effort

The Department will support research, development and
dissemination efforts to develop knowledge of special curricula,
organization, personnel and support services ndeded in correctional

5
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e ducation.

All officers in the Department of Education and all State and
local edycational agencies receiving the Department's assistancesare
encouraged to act in accordance with this '

I as asking Congress today on behalf of thousands of dedicated
teachers and administrators who make up the Correctional Education
AsiociatiOn and. who serve under the harshest'zconditiOns to bring
e ducation to the incarcerated, to provide 'Secretary Bell, with the
resources needed to carry out this federal poll y on correctional
e ducation. In our judgement' and based on our s erience that no,
little. and inadequate sorties filter down to corrects al education
when left up to the digression of federal and st to agencies. we
strongly urge you to lend your support to S 6 the Federal
Correctional Education Assistance Act, as introduc d by.. Senator
Claiborne Pell. Furthermore. we strongly urge you to create a
set-aside in the Reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act.
specifically and exclusively earmarked for the incrce ated

We. the correctional educators. are riot alone in realizing the
dire need for more and better vocational programs in juvenile and
adult correctional facilities. As is well known. Chief Justice Burger
has repeatedly called for such programs in his major natianal
'Adresse, over many years. In his response to the NACU report and
its recommendations. the Chief Justice writes'

"One smial but pnacticl. positive step - indeed, a step that I
have advocated for many years is the introduction of andatory
e ducational and 'vocational programs for all inmates. No one should
leave prison without.at least being able to read., write, do basic
arithmetic and be trained in a marketable job skill. Unless we accept
the hard reality that the continuant of offenders behind walls and
bars -- without trying td chute them -- defeats principal objective
of the penal system. we will never sake any progress In the battle
against crime. This retort of the National Advisory Council on
Vocational Educationo which contains information and recommendations
desioned to improve vocational education within prisons, is a step in
the right direction. We need to act to implement the positive
recommendations made in this Report and to take positive steps s a
nation to improve the qullty of educational and vocational programs
e ithin our prisons This is not a visionary idea but a common sense
application of the concept ofsociety's collective self-interest

The barriers .4.0 effective vocational education programs for the
incarcerated era fdalidble but not insurmountable. During the recent
years of trial and error. of sparse resources. and a constantly
growing client population. such valuable experience has been gained
Correctional educators have Woe, more knowledgeable. more
professional. Odr professional organization, the CEA. and its
lea rship stand ready to Cork with Congress and the Department of
Edy Lion to take the knowledge 'gained and to apply it in th
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classroom, and shops of prisons and jails around the entry.

With the sporadic and 'soft" funding in 'the past, much knowledge
was wasted, as goad Programs fell victis to dried-up funding sograws,
end valusble data were tossed out with the programs. Sustained,

predicta4le funding through a separate Federal Correctional Education
Ait and set-aeleem in the Vdcational Education and other major federal
education legisleien c?, reverse this trend. We who work vital
innate, know that prison Mutation and training programs can be made,
to work. And we betivs, with Secretary Sell, that

"We oust ensure that thugs who wish to improve their education
and prepare for a life of honest work have the opportunity to do so.
Education must not stop at the prison gatsi for some, that say oven
be where it can begin. We suet build on the assumption that not even
An prison have we mhaustwd the resources that might work, that eight
make a change. We sum, make sure that incarceoation is a sentence to

,tsporary loss of freedom not a sentence to lifelong ignorance.
.unaployeent, poverty and crime. Correctional education can be the
way outs we must give it our support.* (Speech at the Forum on
risonr Education, U.S. Department of Education, OW.

We trust that Congress, through appropriate legislation. will
give us the tools to do out job.

343
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Appendix 1.

TABLE 11

L
CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIABLES 4 OF SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMS

IN ADULT CORRECTIO FACILITIES

Variable / Characteristics

o Administration o Tr 'fined educators

o De antralized decision making
o Fo us on public relations and fund raising
o Well-defined relationships and procedures
o History of leadership by one individual

o Coordination and Cooperation o Mechanisms to maintain a high level of
contact and communication with State
agencies, local agencies, And other
components of the institution

o Curriculum and Instruction o Open-entry, open-exit foramen
0 Competency-based, modularised, self-paied

materials
o Real-life work and hands-an training

experiences

o Extensive program evaluation

o Facilities and Equipment o Designated areas used specifically end

exclusively for vocational education

o Funding o Various sources

o Placement and Followup o Systematic procedures
o Emphasis on employer contact

o Planning o Systematic programmatic and instructional

planning procedures

o Policy o Formal policy defining program role and
objectives

o Staffing o Team approach
o Emphasis on personal relationship with

students
o Experienced tradesperson' certified by the

state education agency
o Staff development programs

o Support Services o Counseling
o Recreational programs
o General education programs
o Psychological services

SOURCE: Adapted from Rice et al. 1980.
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Appendix 2.r

CCTIONAIL tlIAJCAlfleN
IN CCLIVECTICNAL INSTITUTIONS

le.
A Report to the President and the
Congress of the United States of
America from the National Advisory
Council on Vocational Education
which states among other things,
that although needed, quality com-
prehensive vocational education
not provided by the correctional
system.

This Report includes
recommendations and information
designed to improve the delivery
of vocational education through
changes in legislation and in state
and local operations.

March, 1981

The National Advisory Council
On Vocational Education

9 ,



Recommendations
The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education received

ieformaion as a result of four national hearings treat individuals
representing a broad spectrum of interests in and corns about voca-

tional education conducted by correctional Institut ons. Based on this
recommen7intonation, the Council, in preparing its (lotions, recognizes

that vocational education must contribute to and werk in harmony with
the total range of corrections education and other services to ensure
the full development of the students' interests and talents.

.
The recommendations which foliow provide direction for fundamental

changes and new leadership roles by agencies to help prepare offenders
to become productive workers and tax paying citizens. The Council's
concerns are, however, not limited to these seven recommendations. We
encourage other agencies to use the different ideas and recommendations
presented by witnesses and found in this Report. To illustrate, the
Federal Bureau of Prisons would want to examine the age limitations imr
Posed on prospective teachers by Federal law or, the U.S. Department of
Education In cooperation with the Department of Labor expand the Appren-
ticeship model essentially used in Federal prisons to more state programs
and local programs or service deliverers. Other Federal end State agencies,
including the U.S. Department of Justice end the state departments of
corrections, will find pertinent information in this Report which should
cause them to become more active in helping improve corrections education
and occupational training programs and services. v

The Council recommends -,

That Conoress:

Acknowledge the need for a comprehensive instructional program
(including vocational education) ,with support services by estab-
lishing through legislation an adequately funded Correctional .

Education Program.

Coordination at the state level of existing resources from other
programs for use in correctional education should be required.

Specify the corrections population - Juvenile and adult offenderi -
in vocational education legislation as a primary group to receive
Federal support.

Federai funds for services to this population should be adminis-

tered by a state educational agency.

Make available to states special financial resources which would'
be allotted to local programs that demonstrated successful efforts
in such areas as the improvement through innovation of correctional
vocational programs and outreach to and working relationships with
community resources. The coordination .0 prison industries with

the educational and training needs of students is absolutely essential.

iv
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Require a oescription of local program operations as a condition
precedent for receiving Federal fonds to implement comprehensive
vocational programs for male and ftmale juvenile and adult offenders.

The pragr444description would include: (a) planning programein-

cluding the use of standards and of an appropriate advisory com-
mittee; (b) implementing programs including the involvement with
remedial, adult, and other educational programs; (c) evaluatThg ,

prognims, and; (d) reporting on and using results from evaluations.

That U.S. Department of Education:

Establish a corrections unit with full time staff.

The unit should provide coordination services, technical assis-
tance to and be a clearinghouse for the corrections field and
gorernmental agencies. Among its responsibilities should be the
development of standards and initiation of evaluations of correc-
tional vocational education programs conducted by juvenile insti-
tutions, jails, and state and federal prisons. Such standards
and evaluations would be compatible with and contribute to the
overall corrections education system. Further, the Council believes
thql the standards be developed by a process undertaken in coopera-
t*i with a special panel or task force. Membership on this panel
should be formed from such organizations as the National Institute
of Corrections, National Institute of Education, Federal Bureau of
Prisons, American Vocational Association, American Correctional

Association, Correctional Education Association, community-based
organizations, business and labor groups, and relevant advisory
committees.

That State Education Agencies:

Require a craft or program advisory committee, which has a majority
of private sector representatives from industry and labor, for each
local institution or agency receiving Federal aid for correctional
vocational education.

This committee should provide technical assistance for developing
job readiness and j( occupational skills through an appropriate
curriculum; for identifying emerging or demand occupations where
employment opportunities are available: and for evaluating the pro-
gram including student job placement and staff development for
security and educational personnel.

V
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That State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education:

e Investigate through their State attorney general's office and
other sources the state's laws/regulations that restrict offenders
and 'offenders fv .s "free world" eemloyeent In order to make
recommendations for abatement to state legislative agencies.

0
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f.

Executive Summary

Within the past decade there has been a growing concern on the part
of some members of Congress and the Executive Branch, correctional admini-
strators, and the informed public about soaring crime rates, overcrowded,
substandard, and violence-ridden correctional facilities, and the seeming
failure of current rehabilitative practices, as evidenced by high rer,idi-
vise rates and massive unemployment among ex-offenders. Analysis of pub-
lic opinion also suggests that there is diminishing confidence in the
system's ability to habilitate inmates. The public's attitude seems to
be "...that anyone sent to prison does not deserve the opportunity to be
rehabilitated.

Based on this growing concern and the general public's negative at-
titude, the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education (NACVE)

decided, in 1979, to hold hearings as part of a study of correctional vo-
cational education in the lkiited States. From November of that year to
April of the next, the Council conducted four national hearings on the
"status of vocational education in correctional institutions" and received
wide-ranging testimony from 106 witnesses representing 27 different states.
By making correctional vocational education a priority for the year, the
Council fulfilled part of its very broad mandate to advise the President,
Congress, and the Administration on matters concerning vocational educa-
tion and its administration.

OVERVIEW

,Approximately 446,000 adults are at present incarcerated in the nation's
912 state correctional facilities, 4,000 local jails, and 49 federal insti-°
tutions and centers. Fifty-nine percent of all adult inmates are in state
prisons, 36 percent in jails, and the remaining five percent (or 24,000
inmates) in the federal prison system. Incarceration has dramatically in-
creased during the last decade. Between 1973 and 1978 there was a fifty
percent increase in the incarceration rate for adult offenders. Ninety-
five percent of all those who ire incarcerated will eventually return to
the free world; approximately 150,000 inmates are released each year. Those
released should have received quality, compyrehensive vocational preparation

prior to their reentry into the free world and subsequent participation in
the labor market.

There is a good deal of support.for the view that vocational and educa-
tional programs, given the appropriate resources, can promote positive
change in individual inmates and enhance their chances of obtaining jobs
upon release and becoming productive members of society. Warren E. Burger,
Chief gustice of the U.S, Supreme Court, advocated in his 1981 report to
the American Bar Association, that vocational and educational programs be
made mandatory, with credit against the sentence given for education pro-
gress. Two former offenders stated that successful completion of one vo-
cational course may be the first real accomplishment for an inmate and
thus a source of inspiration leading to rehabilitation.

Vocational education in corrections can be defined as instruction
offered through the systems (i.e., jails, state and federal prisons) to

1
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enable offenders to be employment-ready upon their return to free society.
It involves the development of basic skills, specific occupational training,
and an array of "job readiness" attitudes and talents, including the develop-
ment of positive motivation, good work habits, and survival skills. .By using
this definition as a guideline, the hearings brought forth a general under-
standing of vocational programming as it is practiced in correctional institu-
tions. Overall, the current level and quality of correctional vocational edu-
cation is not adequate enough fo provide, on a regular basis, co rehensive
vocational education programs to offenders. As a reSUi t, when Or en ers return
lo society, they are not prepared to compete in its labor market. The tone of
the testimony was that the problems and barriers hindering the efficient and
effective delivery of vocational education are not insurmountable. Goals and
efforts to bring about change must not be timid.

Specific Findings

Over the course of the four hearings several issues were addressed
repeatedly. Four major issues were implicated in all the problems, frustra-
tions, and possible solutions discussed by the witnesses. What follows is a
listing of some of the problems and some of the related recommendations (ex-
pressed as observations in the last section of the report) identified by the
witnesses for each of the four major issues.

Funding:

Inadequate funding.

Congress should include in the VEA reauthorization language and

policy assuring correctional programs access to funding and ser-
vices under all provisions of the Act.

lack of cooperation and communication, including fiscal matters
between state education and correctional agencies.

Congress, through the VEA reautaization, should consider, or
mandate, the establishment of a staff position for correctional

education in each State Department of Education which would Belo
link the many state resources and agencies that assist education
and employment training.

Federal vocational education legislation should specify and
encourage formal communication on the state level between the
State Department of Corrections and the State Department of

.Education and other agencies involved in providing services to
offenders.

Administration:

Insufficient recruitment, training, and retention of qualified
vocational instructors.

2
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The Federallovernment should encourage quality programs and
curricula for the training of correctional teachers and staff
for academic and vocational programs.

Lack of adequate facilities and equipment.

Federal funds, either through the, YEA or additional legislation.
should be made available to upgrade and expand existing facili-
ties and equipment used in correctional vocational education.

Lack of coordination and integration ortocational program
with prison industries.

Congres$ should consider amending YEA to ensure that prison
:qdustries are coordinated and-consistent with the educational
ord training needs of inmates.

Comprehensive Programming:

Lack of vocational programstandards at all levels.

The Federal Government, through NACVE or other appropriate
agencies, should develop national minimum standards for educa-
tional and vocational programs in correctional institutions.

Lack of programs relevant to realistic job opportunities.

The Federal Government should encourage further involvement on
the part of industry and labor in correctional education by re-
quiring state advisory committees on correctional education with
broad representation, including that of the private sector.

Federal Pclicy and Leadership:

Absence of overall coordination.

The U.S. Department of Education should establish an office
for Correctional Education.

Shortage of research, evaluation, data collection, and
technical assistance.

The Federal Government should assume a leading role i promoting
and supporting much needed research, evaluation, and data col-
lection in correctional education. ,

Congress should Pbvide funding for and charge the Department of
Education with the responsibility to establish a national infor-
mation, research, and reporting system for education and vocational
training in correctional faspities.

3
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much, indeed.
There are some questions that I would like to ask now and if we

don't have time for them, I will submit some more for the record.
First of all, I would like to thank you for your book which you

were nice enough to send me a year ago, which I have gone
through and benefited from. The one problem here is that there's
no real constituency. We recognize the problem.

But those who are affected, many of them under our State consti-f
tutions don't have the right to vote. And the whole subject is not
appealing to the public.

A good example of that is, to my mind, that this is a key part of
this morning's hearing ormaybe not the most significant, but an
exceptionally significant part. And showing the public interest in
the problem, there's not one member of the press who's left here.
This is the kind of feeling we have to fight against in order to a
program of this kind going. -

Everybody here is interested as a specialist or a specialist in the
field, but no one with the press.

A couple of points I want to ask.
First, the question of the cost of incarceration The average, I be-

lieve, now, is $15,000 a year. My recollection my own State is
that that is substantially more. Is there anyway available to get a
breakdown of the cost of the incarceration?

I'm not sure.
Dr. Coffey,
Dr. COFFEY. Yes, we can provide you that. I would be happy to

provide you with that.
Senator PELL. You will?
Dr. COFFEY. I don't think we have it here. But I think $15,000 for

an inmate for a year, per adult offender, is the most frequently
quoted.

Senator PELL. Does that include the capitalization co3t of the
building itself?

Mr. ERWIN. The jail?
Dr. COFFEY. No, that does not.
I did yesterday, as a matter of fact, ask for some figures from the

American Correctional Association. The total State operational
budget for corrections in thig country is now $6 billion a year. In
addition to that, you have another $1.5 billion in planned and im-
proved capital expenditures for States only.

Senator PELL. Could you submit to me, if it's available, a State
by State breakdown as opposed to a national one Not just the
warehousing costs, but the costs of the capital structure.

Mr. ERWIN. Senator, it is estimated that it costs to build a cell
something like $60,000 for one person to stay in a little room. New
construction costs are going to be astronomical.

Senator PELL. I do think it's a cost that has to be put in, just be-
cause of the cost of warehousing.

Mr. ERWIN. Certainly, 1 will do that.
I have mortgage on my house and payments on my car, and it's

all taken into consideration in my total budget as a person.
Senator PELL. One part of the figure would be the warehousing

costs, and the other would be the capital costs. Warehousing, in
which we realize education is only 2 percent.
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Dr. COFFEY. It is usually mentioned that 1.5 percent of the
States' operational budgets is devoted to educational programs.
That is total. Some States do a little better, 11/2 percent.

Senator PELL. I thought it was 2 percent, I read somewhere, of
the total budget was spent on educational programs.

Dr. COFFEY. I know the ACA usually cites 1 percent and other
agencies 1 V2.

Senator PELL. I have it straight now.
I was confused; 2 percent is spent on vocational education, pre-

sumably the other 3 percent would be on general education. That
way it would be 5 percebt.

I notice both Dr. Murray and Mr. Erwin urge the establishment
of a correctional education set aside. This, to my mind, would be a
compromise if our bill doesn't go through. And eventually we'd like
to break it off of the bill.

What do you think would be the.appnpriate level of funding it,
going as a set aside?

Mr. ERwIN. I'm not sure in my own mind what it would cost.
Dr. Coffey, do you have any figures that might help us to estab-

lish that level? a
Dr. COFFEY. Well, I think, for example, that the $25 million of

your bill, Senator Pell, is certainly a good start, but only a drop in
the bucket. I don't think that it is adequate at all to meet the
needs that we have.

So I would hope that at least in terms of the set aside, it would
consider this group as equal to others, for example, the handi-
capped in this country.

So whatever set aside has been appropriate for the handicapped I
think would also be applied to corrections.

Senator PELL. Just for the record, you are Dr. Osa Coffey, execu-
tive director of theCorrectional Education Association.

Dr. COFFEY. Yes, that's correct.
Senator PELL. I'd like to ask bolt Dr. Murray and Mr. Erwin,

why is it that we have the highest tentage of people behind bars
of any nation except for the Union of South Africa, any free world
nation?

What is it that has made us a nation behind bars?
Do either of you have a thought?
Dr. MURRAY. Well, I guess I'd respond tr.' that by saying the

social group passes the law and then the juries send people to
prison. And its obviously the belief of the social group that this is
what should happen.

I think it's a terrible drain on our resources. And I think there
should be alternatives to sending people to prison.

Senator PELL. I am not interested in the alternatives at this
point. I am interested in the reasons.

Do you think it is primari'y the social group is tightening up?
The figure is the jail population went up FO percent in a 5-year

period, the seventies. Was that because of an increase in offenses,
or was it because there is a tightening up of rigidity on the part of
society; which would be your view?

Dr. MURRAY. Probably both.
Senator PELL. What about you, Mr. Erwin?

31-254 0 - 84 - 23
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Mr. ERWIN. Senator, this is a contradiction of society that is
always hard to understa d.

For example, the educational systems, particularly in the inner
cities of our metropolitin, areas, have failed people. And quality
education has not been there. And therefore the people cannot get
an education. And there is only one funnel that you go into when
you get into trouble in society, and it's down the chute to an insti-
tution.

I think lack of proper education in the community, lack of sup-
port of programs, have contributed to this.

Senator PELL. But that 5-year period in the seventies 1973 to
1978, when the incarcerated population went up 50 percent, I don't
think that the educational availability changed too much. If any-
thing, I'd like to think, having been chairman of the Education
Committee in those years, that it went up. There must be some
other social reasons.

Mr. ERWIN. Well, there's, I think, all kinds of social reasons why
people end up in trouble. And one is lack of education, lack of pa-
rental support, lack of all these programs thSt are available.

Senator PELL. But nothing happened in 1973 through 1978, and
yet the population went up 50 percent.

Mr. ERWIN. Well, I think the attitude of society has changed, too,
that the theory now Is that you put people in jail or prison having
offended. And this has brought the prison population up tremen-
dously.

I think other things have happened, too. In a weekend in Chica-
go, for example, they arrest 300 or 400 people over the weekend.
Most of those, 80 percent of those people, used to go home_ondal
morning. Now, 80 percent of them stay, unable to make'COO bond.
Economically,- people are unable to post bond to get out. And I

'think the trend and the attitude of society is that incarceration is a
cure-all for many problems in society.

Senator PELL. This is very interesting philosophically because we
are considered one of the most permissive societies in the world
today, and yet what you saying is that the attitude of society is
becoming increasingly rigid.

How do we balance those two thoughts?
Dr. MURRAY. Perhaps we have been permissive in the sway we

have treated our young people, but we are becoming much more
hardnosed about crime. I think the permissiveness has been per-
haps in raising our youth.

nator PELL. I have thought about this. I really don't have an
answer.

Dr. MURRAY. 'Could I just answer one thing?
Senator PELL. Certainly.
Dr. MURRAY. From our studies, another reason our prison popu-

lation has increased is the fact that we have received prisoners at a
faster rate than we have let people go. And that makes the popula-
tion go up. And so it seems to me a lack of coordination on the
part, perhaps, of the parole section of criminal justice, so that the
courts are sending them in at a higher rate than pardons and pa-.roles--

Senator PELL. I can't hear.
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Dr. MURRAY. I think that people are being sent to prison at a
higher rate than they are being allowed to leave prison because
pardons and parolein our study at least simply,were, not releas-
ing them at the rate that would keep up with the ones that were
coming in.

Senator PELL. Do we have anywhere available the comparison be-
tween our country and other countries?

Dr. MURRAY. I don't know about other countries. I knoiv it's very
high here.

Senator PELL. But I understand.it'salso very high in other coun-
tries.

Dr. COFFEY. I think we can get some information.
I can just give you a comparison between my native country,

Sweden, which incarcerates probably the fewest people per 100,000
in the world, but also has high recidivism because we Only incar-
cerate the very few that the State feels there is no alternative for,
very dangerous to society.

And I think this makes a difference.
I would like to backtrack a little bit.
There are all kinds of information now in terms of both the high

rate of incarceration as well as increasing numbers. Many States,
of course, feel that because crime has become so high, there's a
fear that makes people want to get tough. And tough means prison
in this country. And, therefore, we do incarcerate people here for
crimes which somebody in Holland, England, Denmark, or Sweden
would not be incarcerated.

Senator PELL. Thank you, thank you very much.
Now, what is the rateyou ivill submit what you can about the

comparison, please, of the rate of recidivism in other countries, in
Sweden, as it compares to the United States.

Thank you.
And what is the percentage of peopip, the number of people per

thousand, who end up in jail, in 10,000, in Ainerica?
Mr. ERWIN. I'm sorry?
Senator PELL. What is the number of people per 10,000 or 100,000

who go to jail?
Mr. ERWIN. I am not sure what that ratio is. We can furnish

that, though. It's estimated out of the population between 5 and 7
million Americans go to the county jail system each year. The fal-
lacy of that is that it may have been the same person many, many
times over that raises that figure. But we can provide that to you,
sir.

Senator PELL. Well, I think that would be of interest.
Dr. COFFEY. I have the figure right in front of me.
As of the latest of Bureau of Justice statistics report, we have

now about 254 per 100,000. Now, that, of course, varies a great deal
from State to State. One of the highest of the States, the District of
ColumbiA, the highest in the Nation. We have 531 persors per
100,000 incarcerated. And it goes to a low of 47, I believe, which is
in the State of Southlkikota.

Senator PELL. Thank you.
Well, that 254 per 100,000 comes out roughly to 1 per 40,000. Ac-

tually we in Congress have come put much worse than the average
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because at least 1 in 500 of our Member ..ave gone to jail in the
last year, far worse than the national average.

Is there any difference between the educational services provided
women as opposed to those provided to men in jail?

Mr. ERWIN. Well, normally education programs for women are
less than to the male population. Even at Cook County jail where
we had our school, our program in the women's di-ic.on was at a
much lower level and less provided than for the male institution.
Women's institutions are usually severely neglected, much more so
than even the male institutions, though it hasn't been so great in
the male institutions, either.

But the female institutions have a lot less attention given to
them.

Dr. MURRAY. Senator Pell, can I respond to that?
As far as programs in the State of Texas, I'm pleased to say that

the programs for women are on a par, on a level with the programs
for men. In fact, in a vocational area, we have women sharing the
same shops with men, not at the same time, at different times of
the day. And I think that the parity has been brought about per-
haps by Federal suit. But we have settled that suit.

And I think we spend more money on women's programs than
we do on men because we have fewer women in prison. And that
makes the cost go up.

Senator PEW.. Thank you.
Is there any evidence of a direct link between education and in-'

carceration?
Mr. ERWIN. Well, I think there is, Senator.
The hearings conducted by the National Advisory Council on Vo-

cational Education and other available testimony and research pro-
vide evidence that education has a very direct part in the person's
life in relationship to going to jail and prison and in recidivism
rates.

The repeat rate in Cook Cciiinty Jail is something like 85 percent
in 65 days. Out of the men and women that were fortunate enough
to go through our program, Pace Institute, 30 percent in 1 year was
the repeat rate. That is, 30 percent of our people return to jail in
the period of 1 year against the 85 percept in 65 days.

That's attributable to education.
And I think the Correctional Education Association, as other

agencies, has ample evidence that where quality education is pro-
vided and inmates take advantage of it recidivism rates are signifi-
cantly reduced.

I don't think that has ever gotten out of the record, or has ever
really been told to the public. There's an attitude that nothing
works when that is not true.

There are programs in this Nation along with Texas and others
that work, and work extremely well, but they never get the visibili-
ty of the press or any other sector of society. And there's almost an
analogy when I go out in the morning. The first th' .g I do with my
car is put the key in it, and try to start it. Th;._ place to start, I
definitely believe, is to provide quality education in the correction-
al field and over +.he period of years, our prison population will
reduce.
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Senator PELL, I think one of the reasons of the larger prison pop-
ulation is the unfairness of life. There is no question that the much
richer person has less of a chance of going to jail than a poorer
man who steals $50, or something of that sort. But our job in Con-
gress is to try to make life fairer. I think that's really what it is all
about.

I have to go now, so I will ask that further questions be submit-
ted on behalf of the chairman and any other members of the Sub-
committee to you.

[The following information was received for the record:]
(
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An American Perspective

CRU5S-ClULTURAL

INCARCERATION RATES*

SOUTH AF CA 400

SOVIET 5JI1ION 391

U.S.A. 260

66 FRANCE

60 WEST GERMANY

DENMARK

SWEDEN

22 NETHERLANDS

Per 100,000 People

3 6 3
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Dr. Terrel H. Sell, Secretary
U. S. Department of Education
Division of State Vocational Programs
Room 5640, ROB 13
7th and 1 Streets, S.W.
Washingter D.C. 20202

Dear Secretary Bells

On behalf of the National Association of State Directors of
Vocational Education, this letter is to express to you our
concern with the recent appointments of advisory council
members to the National Center for Research in Vocational
Education.

It was with great disappointment that we learned that for the
first time a state director of vocational education was not
appointed to the Center's Advisory Council. As a group, we
feel that not only has the Center benefited by such repre-
sentation, but - more importantly, - it has provided a vital
communications linkage for our organizational members.

As one consumer group of the Center's efforts, it seems illog-
ical to be excluded from the Council. Additionally, we note
with interest that other than one OVAE staff person there are
no women or minorities on the Council. Further, excluding the
two members from California and Missouri, all are from the East
Coast - providing a geographical imbalance.

We recognize the reality of the times in which we live. If our
suggested members were unsatisfactory, we would be happy to
nominate others.

We are requesting that a member of the National Association of
State Directors of Vocational Education be appointed to the
National Center for Research in Vocational Education's Advisory
Council.

cerely,

t./60

Names R. Galloway
President
National Association of State

Directors of Vocational Education

* cc:. NASOVE Board Members
EXECUTIVE BOARD
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September 24, 1981

,Senator Lawton Chiles
437 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator:

On behalf of the National Association of State Directors of yoca-
tional Education (NASDVE), I want to express my sincere appreciation
for your interest and support of Vocational Education in the FY 82
appropriations cycle. The State Directors of Vocational Education
have requested that I bring to,your attention an area of high pri-
ority to Vocational Education.

The concern involves the provision of adequate funding for Vocationa
Education Programs of national significance, and more specifically,
for the congressionally mandated National Center for Research in
Vocational Education. In FY 81, the congress reduced the Administra
tion's request from $10 million to $7.4 million, which appreciably
impacted on the level of support for the National Center. 'the
National Association of State Directors of Vocational Education
convened this week in Salt Lake City, Utah, 'and recommended that
$1 million of FY 82 appropriations be transferred to programs of
national significance, specifically for the support of the National
Center. The attached resolution states our position.

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education has served
as a national'resource to Vocational Education and related programs

.since 1965, providing services to educators at local, state, and
national levels through applied research and development, leader-
ship development, disseminationlof the results of research and
program/curriculum development information for planning and policy
development and evaluation. S cifically, the National Center has
led the state of the art with respect to research and instructional
materials development for eco omic development and entrepreneurship;
competency-based instruction, business /industry /labor involvement:-

and interagency cooperation/(Vocational Education, CETA, apprentice-
ship, Job corps).

Again. Vocational Education is indebted to you for your continued
support during this period of national economic difficulty. We
will continue to strive to provide the quality and quantity of
Vocational Education programs which support national economic
development goals.

Sincerely,

/

1

rC v31 E. Burchinal
Pr sident, NASDVE and
S ate Director of Vocational Education
N th Dakota

j

C: Dr. Eugene Bottoms
American Vocational Association

3V.)
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RESOLOTION RECARDINC

PROGRAMS or NATIONAL siotartcArct;

rY 1982 APPROPRIATIONS

BY

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION or

STATE DIRECTORS or

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE NATIONAL. ASSOCIATION OF STATE omccrors OF

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SUPPORTS THE TRANSFER or $1,000,000 FFW OASIC

STATE GRANTS TO PROGRAMS OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE WITH TN-L: uronsTA:n-

ING THAT THIS AMOUNT WILL DE ADDED TO THE BUDGET OF TEE NATIONAL C::.TER

FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION. FURTHER, IT Is TI:AT

COPY OF THIS RESOLUTION BE PROVIDED TO AmerRIATs nups,;:,s CF

BY THE PRESIDENT OF TUC ASSOCIATION.

\ 1
, J

f
1/4.

D. `;111.1.5

SECRET:PtRY
AND'

STATE ut:i!;c7nr. Cr NC::ATIONAL
EDUCATION, ['LORI: A

SEPTEMBER 24, 1981

BEST COPY WNW
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RESOLUTION OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF STATE DIRECTORS

OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

WHEREAS, the National Association of State Directors of VocationalEducation has reviewed the findings and recommendations report labeled"An Evaluation of the National Center for Research in Vocational Educationdated October 1982 and prepared by Technassociates. and

WHEREAS. the Report recommendations
are positively received with re-gard to continuance of strong Federal support for the National Center forResearch in Vocational Education providing greater flexibility to theNational Center to conduct

more multiyear research studies and increasethe information data base for purposes of program improvement 14 vocationaleducation, and

WHEREAS, the National Association of State Directors of Vocational /
Education strongly endorse the continuation of institutional support ofat least $5.3 million annually

for the National Center at Ohio State Uni-versity and that the National Center have the option to subcontract asnatural outgrowth of its planned PAD activities, and

WHEREAS, the report concludes that the present National Center atOhio State_University has fully complied with congressional intent and gcontractual obligations which supports the integrity of the National Cen-ter to manage for predetermined outputs,

THEREFORE DE IT Lr'OLVED. that this Association unequivocally iejectathe report
recommeodation to transform the National Center from an !nett-tution which does

high percentage of its work with resident staff intoSA institution that
contracts cost of its work through competitive andopen procurement process, and view such transition as counter-productiieand contrary

to congressional intent, and

THEREFORE DE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
that this resolution be trans-mitted to Secretary of Education TEP.REL U. DELL and Chairpersons, U. S.

'Rouse and Senate Appropriations and
authorizing committees on thin10th day of May, 1983.

Joe - President
Statel,D1 ector of Vocational Education
Florid

" 6 /
o t;:, .4 01';
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44111 too. looLl Mate .4041 1114144e

November 2, 1983

The Honorable Robert T. Stafford
United States Senator
SD428
Committee on Labor and Human Resources
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Stafford:

I would like to express my appreciation to you and other members of
the Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and Humanities for requesting
testimony on circumstances surrounding the awarding of the contract
for the National Center for Research in Vocational Education. I hope

that the testimony I presented on behalf of The University of
Tennessee will be helpful to the Committee as you begin deliberations
on new vocational education legislation.

During the testimony on October 18 several procurement items were
discussed which need additional clarification. These items relate

to:

1. Comments made by Dr. Worthington relative to
University of Tennessee overhead rates;

2. Comments made by Dr. Worthington relative to
the staff presented by The University of
Tennessee;

3. Comments made by Dr. Worthington relative to
quality control portion of The University of

Tennessee proposal:

4. Questions from Senator Pletzenbaum relative to

level of,effort presented by thrtwo competitors;
and

5. Question from Senator Netzenbaum as to whether The
University of Tennessee addressed all thirteen
areas required in the Request for Proposal (RFP).

363
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The Honorable Robert T.-Stafford
November 2, 1983
Page 2

In his testimony Dr. Worthington said,

I should point out that Ohio State University

submitted theirs intruding the 38 percent over-
head. The University of Tennessee waived their
overhead of 45 percent. They did not tell us
what they were doing in the second, third, and

.

fourth, and fifth year.

if their overhead of 45 percent had been included,
it would have been raised there over by one and

fifteen million, which would have put them higher.

And the RFP clearly sayS that there would be no
consideration given to that kind of activity,
like holding back a usual overhead rate. That
was clearly pointed out in the RFP. (p. 46 of
unedited testimony transcript)

The University of Tennessee did not waive a 455 indirect cost rate;
rather, the indirect cost amount of $964.118.37 was included in our
total offer of $3,106,603.61. Attached is the "Summary Budget Sheet"
(Attachment 1) and the "Projected Budget. Years 2 - 5" (Attachment 2)
which were included in the best and final cost offer that was sub-
mitted by The University of Tennessee to the United States

Department of Education which clearly indicate that the 451 indirect
costs were included in the total budget that was submitted.

The RFP indicated that after Year 1 a special overhead rate would be
negotiated. As can be seen from Attachment 2, "Projected Budget
Years 2 - 5," (which is based on the 45 rate) the projected budgets
totaled $20,242,399. As per RFP requirements a new rate would have
been negotiated which would have lowered cost in Years 2 - 5.

Or. Worthington also commented that.

As far as staffing, the Ohio State University was
given 6.5 percent of 10 percent, while Tennessee
was given 9.4 obt o; 10 percent. There was no
comparison whatsoever. The University of Tennessee
had one part-Of a team's staff available for it.
And all the staff would have to have;been recruited
from outside. (p. 25 of unedited testimony
transcript)

a

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



The Honorable Robert I. Stafford
November 2, 1983
Page 3

The University of Tennessee did, indeed, include staff in the National
Center proposal. I have attached pages from the "Staffing" portion of
the proposal. In addition, Dr. Worthington met the ten key staff
listed on the "Summary of Key Staff Training and Experience" (Attach-
ment chart when he brought the Site Visit Team to the campus.
These ten staff also spent two days at the United States Department of

Education answering oral questions that were directed to them. In
addition, seven of the key staff were employed at The University of
Tennessee when the proposal was submitted and are currently emplbyed
at the University.

Dr. Worthington also said in his testimony,

And last but not least, on the criterion of quality
control, the University of Tennessee proposed to
have a quality control specialistehad no plan in
their'proposal, yet they received 4.71 by the panel.
The Ohio State University had a very qualitative
program which they received 4.4. (p. 25 of unedited
testiman )

Dr. Worthington as mistaken on this point. There was a quality control
plan in the proposal. The plan is attached (Attachment 4) and is the
material used by reviewers to arrive at a higher rating for The University
of Tennessee on tie quality control portion of the proposal.

Senator Metzenbaum posed a question on level of effort proposes by the
two institutions. Attached is a "Summary of Products/Deliverables"

(Attachment 5) that were proposed by Ohio State and The University of
Tennessee. The Year 1 Products/Deliverables are also listed by title
on an accompanying chart (Attachment 6). You will find that Ohio State
proposed 56 deliverables in Year 1; The University of Tennessee'
proposed 58. .

Senator Metzenbaum also inquired as to whether The University or
Tennessee had addressed all thirteen areas that gere required in the
RFP. The chart that was included in The University a Tennessee
proposal (Attachiia-7) sunmarizes how each priority area was ad-
dressed.

.1 hope this material will clarify some of the questions as to the
,tatements made by Dr. Worthington and also responds to Senator
Netzenbaum's questions.

Senator Stafford, I sincerely hope that better Ways can be found td
fund and manage vocational education research on problems of national
significance. Your subcommittee's interest in seeing that this happens
gives encouragement to us at The University of Tennessee. We urge
action by your committee to ensure the opportunity for full partici-
pation by UT and other universities in the important area of
vocational education research.

, Sincerely,

illNh Marla Peterson
Dean for Research

cc: Ronald Dpcksai

31-254 0 - 84 - 24
'LA 4-c:44,14014,0,

'
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ATTACHMENT 2

PROJECTED BUDGET, YEARS 2 -

Year 1 $ 3,106,603.61

Year 1 budget reduction for
transition costs $ 250,000.00

1173.56701761-

Year 2

10% cost of living increase, $335,660.39 $ 3,692,264.00

Year 3

10'; cost of living increase $369,226.00 $ 4,061,490.00

Year 4

10?"., cost of living increase, $406,149.00 $ 4,467.639.00

Year 5

Ion cost of living increase, $446,764.00 $ 4,914,40:.00

ESTIMATED, Years 1 - 5 $20,242,399.J0
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ATTACHMENT 3

STAFFING

The National Center Management and Leadership Team

Nine outstanding individuals will form the core

management and leadership staff of the National Center

staff. Each has been chosen because they bring experience

and expertise to the area they will lead. In this section

you will find a summary table of the academic background,

relevant experience, responsibilities within the Center, and

the percentage of time committed to the contract (100% in

all cases).

All of these individuals have agreed to join the

National Center staff wnen the contract is awarded.

Following the summary table is a letter of commitment from

the proposed Executive Director for the National Center.

An examination of the summary table will reveal that

the six individuals who will constitute the Management Team

(the Executive Director, the four Division Directors, and

the Coordinator of administrative Services) have received

. their terminal degrees fi 'm six different institutions -

Te.zas A & M University, University of illinois, North

Carolina State University, University of Tenness.ee, and East

Tennessee State University,
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ATTACHMENT 3, Continued

In addition, these six represent a good mix of state

department and university experience. The Executive

Director and Director of the Field Services Division have

extensive administrative experience in two.state

jepartments: Illinois and Tennessee. Four have

Concentrated their experience in university teaching,

research, and administration at North Carolina State

University, University of Illinois, Ohio State University,

and University of Tennessee. Four have worked in corporate

and industry settings and the Executive Director is a

Lieutenant Colonel in the Army Reserve.

In addition to the nine key staff who will lead this

National Center, there will be other staff who will be named

after the contract is awarded. We have named all key

personnel who, according to the RFP are the Director, key

administrative, supervisory, and substantive staff. We

prefer the Division Directors and program leaders to have

major input into their staff team selections. Descriptions-

for all these positions are included in this volume. The

cost proposal will reflect salaries for eleven months for

these individu41s. It is our recommendation that funds

normally used for the additional month of salary be used for

phase out costs to.assure that the incumbent has adequate

transition time.

It Should be pointed out that tl.e Division Directors

will manage the efforts of the entire Division and, in

IV-3

1)fro.i
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ATTACHMENT 3, Continued

apcition, will direct one program area in their division.

Zactrcivision has two program areas as indicated on the

table which follows. A program leader has been designated

f3r.each division to lead the second program area. In most

cases the additional staff that will be hired will be at the

Master's or Bachelor's Degree levels. This is a deliberate

approach to differentiated staffing of the National Center.

A well-balanced research organization should hire Ph.D.level

Personnel who are capable of managing several thrusts within

p,ogram area and then be supported by a cost effective

team of technical personnel and graduate research,

associates. We believe that the National Center should

arovIde opportunities for leadership development for

aracuate students through graduate res4rch assistantship.

Cur staffing pattern has taken this into consideration.

The cost proposal will reflect that the National Center

will have a staff that is differentiated ac follows:

Doctoral Masters Bachelors Other Total

Professional 9 17 6 32

Grad. Research

Assistants 15 7 22

16.5 16.5

1V-4

eFri±' 1:113,4 tn,001 )11,
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ATTACHMENT 4

Division Director level.

The IOC approach allows for function integration to

take place, helps with quality control,. and provides

professional development opportunities to co-author papers

and reports with individuals inside and external to the

Center. See the Integrated Quality Control Organization

Model Schematic to see how 3 line and staff organizational

structure can operate in an IQC fashion.

Malitv Control and Staff Development

A Duality Control Coordinator will look for all places

..Here Integrated Quality Circles should be formed and will

ralay these to the division Directors. This will be

...co-olished by examining the Base Line Management Schedules

letermine where interface points occur among functions.

-. -1^:t on integration has been a theme that has been espoused

lirouonout this proposal.

Earlier it was stated that if function integration is

to occur, it must be planned for. One of the roles of the

:Jt'ity Control Coordinator will be to see that function

terfaciog occurs. Instead of having the Quality Control

::orpinator only establish methods which impose quality

C7rtrol after a product is well into the development stage,

*.ne Quality Control Coordinator will look
a
for IQCs that

stoJld take place to assure Quality input from the

ooinnino.

111-4
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ATTACHMENT 4. Continued

INTEGRATED QUALITY CIRCLE (IQC) MANAGEMENT MODEL

(Example of One IQC)

Executive
Director

L

Applied
R i D

o
ImmommEMEIP

MW Immo.

I

L

Li

Field
Services

--- ---

Eval. and
Policy

WIMMIP 11110 MEOW INMEN

=M mmmoir

Integrated

Quality

Circle

Research Associate assigned to
Applied R & D Division. . .

Moves to Information Resources
author state-of-art paper, vis
Moves to Evaluation and Policy

IMO sou

"At Home

OMB

Information
Resources

1

ON/Ww Mamma mums

In The Office" sub task in

lAvision for segment of time to co-
This Really the Office?". . .

D.iision for segment of time to study
supply and demand of communications workers ,fforts. . .

Moves to Field Services Division for segment of time to help design
National Academy workshop, "At Home In The Office". . .

And comes back to "home" division

Rte' copy pitAitABLE 37d
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ATTACHMENT 4, Continued

However, tried and true methods of external and

internal peer review of products will be completed. For the

most part, our concept of quality control is to make it an

Nintegral part of th. day-to-day way in which the

organization will be operated. The function integratiqn

throughIh-eIQCs will cause staff to be critics in a

colieagial way and in the true spirit of research.

The Quality Coritrol Coordinator will also be in charge

of staff development. After all, good staff development

should lead to personal growth that results in benefits to

tne organization. Here are some of the techniques that will

be emplcyed.

1. All professional staff will attend a one-week seminar

on how to write effectively. This will be held during

the second month of the contract.

2. All clerical 'staff will attend a two-day seminar on

"form and style" of the National Center.

3. Professional staff across the functions will be given

opportunities to co-author state-of-the-art papers

that relate to their field.

4. Professional staff will be encou-aged to be active in

professional associations related to their field and

to their work at the National Center.

5. Key consultants brought to the National Center will be

invited to present lectures and seminars for staff on

the area in wnich they are consulting.

111-6

37j
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Attachment 4, Continued

6. National Center staff will be invited to attend

"dress rehearsals" of National Academy workshops;

for example, all National center staff will be

invited to participate in the Academy workshop, A

New Chip on the Block: Computer Literacy for

Vocational Educators.

7. Mechanisms will be used to obtain staff input for

staff development activities so that individual

needs can be met.

Organizational Structure'of the National Center

and Within the University of Tennessee

The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education administrative organizational structure is shown

on the following page. This is the base organizational

structure that feeds into the Integrated Quality Circle

Approach. Four division directors will report directly to

the Executive Director and along with the Coordinator of

Administrative Services, will form the Management Team.

Each division will have a program leader who will lead a

program of activities. Each Division Director will also

. lead a specific program area in addition to overseeing the

work of the'entire division.

The Coordinator of Administrative Services will

manage the fiscal, equipment and facilities, editorial,

and quality control areas and will assure that the

039
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ATTACHMENT 5

SUMMARY OF PRODUCTS/DELIVERABLES'

Function UTK OSU

Applied R&D 8
6

Leadership 3 1

D 81 U 28 32

Information for Planning & Policy 3 3

Clearinghouse 12 12

Evaluation 4 2

TOTAL 58 56

1This does not include routine Management reports which both proposers
were required to deliver.

381
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ATTACHMENT 6

Year 1 Products/Deliverables

TENNESSEE DHIO

Deliverable Title

Applied Research & Development

1. Representing Vocational Educa-
tion on Economic Development
Teams

2. Telling the Vocational Educa-
tion Story in Economic
Development Promotion
Materials

3. The Home Entrepreneur

4. On-Line Lines

5. Description of Task Analysis
Process

( Description of Database
Capability

7. Computer Printouts of Four
Task Analyses

8. Manual for Conducting Task
Analyses for Input
into the COMTASK
Database

Leadership

1. Untitled (Report/Product of
Advanced Studies Center
Participants 1 per
Participant)

2. National Academy Section of
Annual Report (Inservice)

3. National Academy Section of
Annual Report (In Residence)

Mo. I of
Due Copies

12 70/6

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

Vary

12

12

70/6

70/6 t

70/6

10/6

10/6

1D/6

15/6

4/1

10/6

10/6

Deliverable Titles

I. Assisting Displaced Workers:
Resoul.ces and Practices

2. Alternate Pathways for Basic
Basic Skills Development

3. linkale to Vocational Education
Rel.ted Service
Deliverers

4. Responding to Defense Firm
Training Needs

5. Training Implications of Job
Redesign and Work
Improvement

6. Strategy for Technological Update
of Vocational/Technical Teachers

1. Annual Report of the National
Academy for Vocational Educators

:N A

Mo.

Due
I of
Copi

12 6

12 6

12 6

6

12 6

12 6

12 6
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ATTACNMENf 6, Continued

TENNESSEE

Deliverable Title

Dissemination and Utilization

1. MESSAGES in Vocational Educa-
tion (12 issues)

2. The dissemination and Utiliza-
tion System Products
Database: A Feasibility
Study

3. Word Processing: A Special
Package of Materials

4. Biotechnology and Vocational
Education: A Special
Package of Materials

S Selected Products in Vocational

Education Brochure(s) (12)

6. A Report on the Distribution,
Utilization, and Impact of
Vocational Education R
Information Products

Information for Plannidgand
Policy Development

1. Human Resources Supply and
Demand in High Technology

Areas

2. An Analysis of Communication
and Office Workers
Produced and Needed
Annually for the Next Ten
Years

3. National Vocational Education
Survey Instrument

38J

Mo.

Due

Each
Mo.

11

10

10

12

12

f of
Copies

50000/6

15/6

150/6

150/6

150/5

15/6

12 170/6

70/6

6 20/6

Deliverable Titles

I. Memo (2 issues)

2. Vocational Educator (2 issues)

3. Selected Exemplary Products (12)

4. Resource Guide (2)

5. High Technology Information Report

6. System Design for Evaluating

Vocational Education R

7. Theme Brochures (10)

8. Summary of Dissemination Outcomes

9. Proceedings of the Sixth Nation-
wide Vocational Edutation
Dissemination Conference

1. Transition Patterns Beween Educa-
tion and Work

2. Transcript Collection of New
Youth Cohort

3. Future Implication for Vocational
Education

Mo. 0 of
Due Copii

5 5 /6

10

6 N /6
9
6 /6

11 /6

12 /6

12 /6

10 /6

11 /6

12 /6

12

12

12

/6

/6

/6
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Deliverable Title

Clearinghouse

1. Training Factors Needed by
Companies Choosing to
Locate or Relocate in a
Community

2. Vocational Education and the
Promotion of Economic
Development

3. Computer Literacy for Vocation-
al Educators

4. Robots Among Us

5.

6. 11 This Really the Office?

Biotechnology and Its
Implications for Vocational
and Technical Education

7. Out of Work at Mid-Career

8. Black, Male, Young, and
Out of Work

9. Physics, Chemistry, and
Mathematics in High
Technology Occupations

10. The Off-Farm Rural Entrepreneur

11. Projects in Progress-FY'83: A
Report of the Coordinating-
Committee on Research in
Vocational Education

12. Vocational Education Program
Improvement: A Summary of

State-Administered Projects
in FY '83

379

ATTACHMENT 6, Continued

Mo. f of
Due Copies

10 85/6

10 85/6

10 85/6

11 85/6

12 85/6

12 85/6

12 85/6

11 85/6

10 85/6

11 85/6

12 150/100

OHIO .

Deliverable Titles

1. Dissemination and Utilization
Product Data Base
Feasibility Study

2-9 State-of-the-Art Papers

11. Summary of State Administered
Pros.am Improvement Projects in
FY 1983

12. Projects in Progress -FY 1982

Mo.

Due
f of

.Copil

12 /6

12 /6

12 /6

5 I /6
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ATTACHMENT 6, Continued

TENNESSEE OHIO

Deliverable Title

Evaluation

1. Proactive Job Evaluation
for Changing Tires

2. First VISIT Team Report

-3. Second VISIT Team Report

4. Third VISIT Team Report

-44

o. 4 of
Due Copies

12 70/6

8 10/6

10 10;6

12 10/6

35 )

Deliverable Title?

I. Tire-on-Task sin Secondary and
Post-Seccndary Vocational
Education Classes

2. Involving Busiress, Industry,
and Labor in Evaluacinq and
Planning Vocational Education

r

4,0

Vd. 4 of
Due Copi

12 /E

12 IE

tim
411,1114111



ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IS. .

all the etements

ECONOMIC DEVELOvNT MODEL

RFP Focus'

economic development (1)
economic recovery (4)

improve proddctivity (2)

'Note: Each item in 2nd and 3rd
column is labeled and numbered to
correspond with the focus items
appearing on pp. 2 and 3 of
Attachment C of.the RFP.

Supported by Year l'Products and'Services1

41)1.10 R &

Company:s Coming Product Series! Representing Voc. Ed. on
Econoin,ic Development Teams (1,4)

Company's Coming Product Series: Telling the Voc. Ed: Story
in Economic Developments Promotion Materials (1,4)

At Home in the Office Series! The Home Entrepreneur (1,2,4)

At Home in the Office Series: On-Line Lines (1,2.4)

Leadership

Green Machine:. Voc. Tech. & Bio. Tech, Workshops (4,2)

Herr Chip on the Block: Computer Literacy for Vocational
Educators Workshops (2)

Company's Coming Workshop:, Helping Attract New Industry
Through Vocational Education (1,4)

' Robotour: A Trip to the National -- Robotics Institute (1,2)

Clearinghouse

State Of Art Paper--VoCational Education and the Promotion
of Economic Development (1,4)

'State of Art Paper--Training Factors Desired by Companies
Choosing to Locate or Relocate (2,4)

ATTACHMENT 1

38
tat.46 utor
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IS ALL
THE ELEMENTS. . .

where vocational education
can play a role in -

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT MODEL, Continued

RFP Focus

training for high techno'ogy
occupations (5)

meeting needs of business,
industry, and militery (6)

decreasing youth unemployment (7)
assisting displaced workers (8)
helping rural populations (12)
improving skills and occupation

training needs of,adults and

out of school )fouth (13)

0

Supported by Year 1 Products and Services

Applied R 6 D

CONTASK: Computerized Task Inventory of High
Tehnology Occupations (5,13)

At Home in the Office Series: The Home
Entrepreneur (5,6,8.12)

At Home. in the Office Series: On-Line Lines
(5,6,8,12)

Lea4ership

Green Machine: Voc. Tech. 6 Mo. Tech.
Workshops (5)

New Chip on the Block: Computer Literacy for
Vocational Educators Workshops (5)

Robotorr: A Trip to the National Robotics

Institute (5,11)

u

Special Packages in Biotechnology Ltd Word
Processing (5)

Information for Planning and Policy Development

Scientific Human Resource Projections and Their
Relationship to Vocational Education (6)

An Analysis of Comminications and Office Workers
Needed in the Next Ten Years (6)

National Assessment of Teacher Education (5,6)

Ltzil tan AVAtiliiiik
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Ja ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT MODEL, Continued

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IS ALL
THE ELEMENTS. . .

where vocational education
can play a role in

ei

RFP Focus

training for high technology
occupations (5)

meeting needs of business,
industry, and military (6)

decreastig youth unemployment (7).
assisting displaced workers (8)
helping rural populations (17)
improving skills and occupation

training needs of adults and
out of school youth (13)

OP

Supported by Year 1 Products and Services

Clearinghouse

State of Art Paper -- Training Factors Desired

by Companies Choosing to Locate or Relocate (5)

ATTACHMENT 7, Continued

State of Art PiperComputer Literacy for
Vocational Educators (5)-

State of Art

State of Art
Implications

State Of Art

State of Art

Paper--Robots Among Us (5)

PaperOfotpnology and Its
for Vocational Education (5,12)*

Paper--Is This Really the Office? (5)

Paper--Out of Work at Mid-Career (8)

State of Art Paper--Black. Male, Young, and Out
of Work (7,13)

State of Art Paper--Physics, Chem) -trland
Mathematics in High Technolpgy OccupatAins (13)

State of Art Paper: The Off-Farm Rurai
Entrepreneur (13)

Military Ct4TIculum Database

Evaluation

Proactive Job Evaluation for Changing Times
(Project): Using the COMTASK Database (5)

(A)

386
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IS ALL
THE ELEMENTS WHERE VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION CAN PLAY A ROLE IN. . .

and which lead to the continued
creation of socially useful

'products services.

tr

0

'ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT MODEL, Continued

RT? Focus

through training and re-
training of adult workers (9)

through involving businesS

and industry (10)

through the develn,,,ment of new
enterprises by prwoting entre-
preneurship activities (3)

through keeping current with

latest technological and
occupational skill

3bJb

Supported by Year 1 Products and Servjces

Applied R &

Company's Coming Product Series: Representing

Voc, Ed..on Economic Development Teams (10)

Company's Coming Products Series: Telling the

Voc, Ed. Story in Economic Development

Promotion Materials (10)

At Home in the Office Series: The Home'

Entrepreneur (3,9,1001)

At Home in the Office Series: On-Line Lines

(3,9,10,11)

Leadership et

Green Machine: Voc. Tech. 6 Bio. Tech Work-

shops (11)

New Chip on the Block: Computer Literacy for

Vocational Educators Workshop (11)

Robotour: A Trip to the National Robot ?cs

Institute (11)

p 80

Selected Products With High Technolo5y Emphasis (11)

Biotechnology and Word Processing Special

Packages (11)

Leadership in Dissemination System (LIDS) (11)

ATTACHMENT 7, Continue(.

716:i COPY



ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IS ALL
THE ELEMENTS WHERE VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION CAN PLAY A ROLE IN. . .

and,which lad to the continued
creation of socially useful,
products and services.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTe'4EL, Continued

-11FPTocus

through training and re-
training of adult woOkers (9)

through involving business

and industry (10)

through the development of new
enterprises by promoting entre-
preneurship activities (3)

through keeping current with

latest technological and
occupational skill require-

ments (II)

a

ATTACHMENT 7, Continued

4H-r-r-t-

Supported by Year I_Products.and Services

iorPrm40409 for Planning and Policy Development

Scientific Manpower Projections and Their
Relationship to Vocational Education (11).

An Analysis of Cominications and Office
Workers Needed in the Next Ten Year, (II)

National Assessment of Teacher Educatlui.(11)

Clearinghouse

State of Art PaperTraining Factors Desired
by Companies Choosing to Locate or Relocate
(10,11)

State of Art Paper--Vocational Education and
tile Promotion of Economic Develovoot (10,11)

State of Art PaperCtrputer Litel.acy for
Vocational Educators III)

State of Art PaperRobots Among Us (II)

State of Art PaperBiotechnology and Its
iwplicalions for Vocational 1docation (11)

State of Art Paper--Is This Really the Office? (II)

State of Art Paper--The Off -Farm Rural Entre-
preneur (3)

Evaluation.

Proactive Job Evaluation for Changing Tiers
(Project): Using the COMTASK Database (II)

illEST On!" :WU tiFiLF
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Unita leStates senate
1' WASHINGTON. 0 C 20510

the Honorable Hobert Stafford
Comilttee on Hunan Rearces
Subcommittee on Iducationo, Arts,

and Homantttes
309 Dirksen
Washington, u.V. :05in

uctober 13, 1483

Dear Soh:

I am enclosing a letter iron'Mr. Gordon 'Iwanson thit
1 would like yon to sohNit for the bearing record regarding
vocational alucatten research on October 18th.

1

I appreciate your consideratio at thts matter.

VD:snd4

4

Si ceraly,

(\\
Dave DurA100eger
United Stnes Senator

1.

376 0148t11. MIMI 0110 SADAO. WA.V140t0N. 0 C. 30U0. 201/224-3144 .0
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ICoffego of Edutaoon

. .
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 1 Degadtr.ent el Vocatbdnal and.Tochnical Educationan

I

. 1 19)11ItiliClaoll
and Technical Education BuildingTWIN CITIES

1 p Paul. Minnepola 55108

t

October 4, 1983 ft

Senator David Durenberger

375 Russell Sepate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Durenberger:

8
The purpose of this letter involves an enclosed Copy of a letter from
me to Dr. Robeft Worthington, Assistant Secretary of Education, dated
March 23, 1983. The purpose of the letter is to request tpat you give
it to Senator Stafford for inclusion into thq record of a hearing which
he will chair on October 18 involving his Subcommittee of the Senate
Human Resources Committee dealing with yocational education research.
On that date the Subcommittee will review, I am told, the record of
the award of a major research and development contract in vocational
education. Tfte following paragraphs will elaborate some of the details
as I understand them.

About a year ago, the.Secretary of Education was engaged in a process
of determining an awardee among the respondents to a Request For
Proposal (RFP) for the awarding of a major five-year contract for re-
search in vocational and technical education. The respondents to the
RFP were the Ohio State University and the University of Tennessee.
The process for waking the determination began with a review process
that,involved individuals who were solely internal to the govepnmerit.
With congressional intervention (I believe your office was involved ',

as an intervener) the Department was encouraged to use a system of
review that included external evaluators. I was included on a small
team of five external individuals for reviewing the Orodosals of the
two universities and subsequently making recommendations to the Secre-
tary.

4t.

Shortly after I had completed this task, I became iware of still another
review of the Ohio State Center completed by a priilte contracting firm
called Technassociatis. I had not seen the Technjpciates Report until
it was sent to me by Assistant Secretary Worthing on March 17 re-
questing my comments on the work of the contractort. I responded on
March 23 with the enclosed letter which speaks for itself.

It is my understanding that a representative of Technassociates has
been invited to give testimony at the October 18 hearing. It is'my
further understanding that there are still elements of an internecine
war taking place regarding the award of the contract. It should be

39 4ti
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/

Senator David Durenberger
October 4, 1983 .

Page 2

clearly understood that neither 1--d6rothers whom I know in Minnesota
have dny interest in whether such a contract is awarded to one appli-
cant or another apart from the fact that the work of such a Center
should be of appropriate focus, of acceptable quality, of important
us,e throughout thf country (rather than of self-serving provincial
interests) and adequately supported. In this case the choice was an
east-one; the Ohicr5tate University As far ahead on all counts.

If you or any of your staff members have any questions concerning any
of the above, I can be reached at are code 612,373-5183.

SiAcerely,

Gordon I. Swanson
Professor & Director of
, Graduate Studies

GIS:ks

Enclosure

j
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it h.cs been sdlie or now wv11. Al I rc;sort:: of aeceul
el.'a Ina t itc should ins:Init. terris-of:reforente. In this one they
are not ccrtI unit t ; they are not even ment iopioJ lihat did Tech-

COSItqa to do?
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point here is that th standards for valuinny evaluation shoUld
bo clear. unequivocal. The Gse of a panel of evaluators does not
dininish this requirement, it acecntuates it. It is important to have
3 basis for consistency among panel judgments evbn though judgments'
may vary. In this report there is no mention of attention to this in
portant featulle of evaluation. One can only assume that it was regard-
ed as not worth mentioning.

Status of the Repurt

In the report the contractor stressed thetuse of a panel of evaluators
in implementing the conduct of the evaluation. No indication is given,
however, of.whether the findings 4nd recommendations represent a major-
ity view, a consensus, or whether any attention was given to these mat-
ters. There is no indication that the panel "signed off" on the report
or were given an opportunity for minority views or extended remarks.

ThLre was, however, disagreement on important are of.the findings.
The disagreement was beiween the panelists with ':non-research" back-
grounds (7'. of the panelists) and those with research backgrounds
(30.. of the Panelists). p. 29. here I can only commend the contractor
for being, so straightforward in .evealing the violation of the cri-
terion inomber 1) fur selecting panelists. It is. incongruous, I

s'eould add, for the,majority of the panel chosen to evaluate research
products to be those with ,non-research backgrounds.

It is equally incongruous, or more so, that 'the contracto, included
an evaluation data instrument with the report but gave no summaries
of data collected, or ass:,mbjed. Careful scholarship dtri9;ids t(iat

a the inquirer allow the data, where possible, to speak for itself, In-

stead, this report appears to rely txcssively on impressionistic aneo-
dotes, For this, the contractor deserves no commendation.

In- the preface to the ii.4ort, the contractor claims that this is "the

first evaluation of NCRVE's written deliverables to be supervised by
an agem.y withqut 4 direct interest in the outcome." It should be
added that it may also beethofirst in which the contractor had no
interet, direct or indirect, in the tenets of Inquiry.

Methydolgy

comment% on meEliodllo,,ty will ire of four types, and I will enumerate
them as follows:

1) The conttactor babes no mention of the constraints
1,posed by the contexten wh,ch the Center attempts
to .:onlict itgwir! the cortractor mentions
the statutory aluthority for a natluaal center and

11
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.
O. +0 the statement of work A, the RIT, there is no

mention w%atever of the constraints which are imposed
on the collectioti of data or the constraints imposed
by tte disjunctures in the work cycle vis-A-vis the
budget cycle. ft' is well known, for examplil that
the current contract was delayed at its inception

awaiting the naming oran advisory committee
4 Which took alarast six Months. A third constraint is

the advisory committee itself which operates as a con-
straint as well as an asset to the flow of work.

2) The contractor makes no mention of the inadequacy of
looking solelw at documented deliverables. This is
dismissed by saying that the budget did not permit a
more extdkrisive view of the Center, and it carried the
imppcit, but untested, assumption that it is possible
to .bake re::ommendations about the whole by looking only
at a

0
few of the parts.

i) The contractor mentions the extent of prZwious evalu-
ations but does not consider.the extent to which on-site
reviews can hecome oppressive in destroying the climate
of inquiry. I wilr make a furtlic+ cqmment on this late:,

4) The most glaring.defcct in methodology involves the ,.om-
promises found avceptable to the contractor. The first
involved the sampling procedures of the deliverables
,dherein the contractor examined a very small proportion
of tie total number produced during the contract period

, and then 'drew conclusions, for example, about target '

audiences which may not have been includei in the'sampled
itemsand, worse, qpt'considered in a sample stratifica-
tion. Yet another compromise %IRS in allowing opnelists
to c:loose'deliverablei.on the basis of their seft-interest
in specific titles for examination and review. These com-
promises are cxplained by 3 shortage of time and mtney, a
vary unsatisfactory way or dealing with errors of estimate
ur the obvious biases of inquiry.

4

0141ing,
0

In this section I regard it as of littic consequence whether I agree
or disagr...e with the merit of the findings. The important considera-
tion is whether the findings are a consequence of the evalu-
ation process. I have already made observations about'the findings
involvivg trgeT audiciw:es. The question of compliance, a dichoto
moo; choice, hardly fleet ,. claborlt ion. The two finlin,,,s %iech deserve

some Coa.nt are -rlanacmont" and the "sontributions to knowlede".

1.1
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lap of faith or prosirTtion to dra:,.. Inv
!bolt -1.111.1',.,m...At of tit ,-ent hy look at a

all .;.1 114r of t:ik .1 .,'11.1ented del iverab les re,Ard the finding!:
, the'ref'ore, Inappropr tat I've already ctrl-

;1,1 on of "eontrihutions to knowledge" in saying
that Civic coil ;iderable coatrover,y '!on,,.: the panelists and oh-

thAt 11 i.r; l ninority viku of panelist, that tieCN to pre-
vail in tne findin;:. ihi. It'aveN only two renaininr--the
finaira., en ".atilit.y" And the ono on the nature at "progran iNprove-
:1nt" I ,ospect thi: both of thet.e findin:Is could have been offered
liithout doin! till' evaluation.

.

Ilecolendations

Here I don't think itappropriate for me t J CO-,WVflt on whether
I a;:ree,or di!.1,,,ree with the recom.cmlations; my only obervation is

re ;-,',.7t to their ;writ': as evaluation oi,tcomes. I believe that
ut the r...co ...endatiwis involve gen, "alities whidi could emerge

frol typo of research center in the country. There
are two .,o ro7mndations that are MI exception to this. One involves
the all.:'!ed Incast000;nos:; that is described for the 'XRVr-OlArre-
LitiO,hiH 411,1 the need to allocate 4 shire of blame to the 3nroan.
I tin.) thr- recon.len.lation 1,4pC offensive and inappropriate. Cxcept
for the II c ancdote:, clutter the report, I find
not,;!n... in tiro eVilwitlon to !;upp.): it. LILOtke, 5ith the reco-

. :_ndat to for, ill, httl,t" to brokl`itlY 1 find it to
o he larg.21',. i preferential quest run in search of evidence not found on

Olt report.

t.enera 1 10,11:::,12. of t he PaTort

,

It see-1 m; clear to e that the reror carries little assurance that it

L'art:ul erm,,-tif- ref, iencc, rivrous t enet
and evidence to ...Arrant the ,:onclusion. the conclusions are
oil ,ly iii:-,.sionistie and Olio: burdened with the risk of super-
ficialiti. In in eareles,l scholarship, the contractor has

vqlnerible to 'wino ut with his i.n arrows. While the same
or ,tirti I it itht have been reached 1.1th careful scholar-

there 1. Jr, that this is true, but it would be worth
th, try,

Col-I:tent'.

I t t. o.1 thhtirrent that tht, ent cers: t
t e," h et con-;1101 -at ton of the i,'11- ....pt atlequa, y. Of the

1 Ito! I I ton ex!.,eti.ly,1 in t urrent ,:ont r let , a I i t.t le
i n i t I f I I t tit:': ,tt 0 1. III tht lost de,:trient "tlelil-

t''l ". tl t:t tr per L, l 1. ipt,tro
't!'A "I 14,:1 .0it""h it I than t:ic aver rle innua I ht.1,!",,t
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..oic'.1 23, I93,;

l'a

r. L' *,r .": I ylent st on. And there are ,; ex

1A.1Hental ,tat ions in the ilLited ';tates! One wonder:. why the-e

do anlety evor a pittJai. iave,.ted in Vocational li.lacation re-

!areh ...hen the coneept of adequac:., as in agricultural reSVA

!..ore ,lermin2.

f,, Provide nore dotter to the-inrne of adequacy, ..-;CItVb has ncy.,

bc_ri visit,.! by Ira perwn-lay,-; of evaluation and review-770 on -site

and on .00 in the current uat ion. Ry r t ion

I calc;:late thi., a:1 a erw to the Nvernnent of cloe to a hilt. a
.111l ion dollars. In terms oe frustration, apprehension, lass of pro-
ductr:e worq time, and realign7ient of pror.rm focir., it has probably

"cost ten ::oltiples of this :a!iuunt, Ily avoiding the concept of ade-

quiey, an by Haloring these transparent facts, the contractor's eval-
uation re;ort helps to :lig} the extent to which the public inter-
e!t can be thwarted rather tt,an served.,

It a curious anomaly Co oOserve an evaluator's apologetic con:aent,
aS.iat the luadeloacy of funds to do a careful job ,114d to see the con-

cept of adelt,a,:y 14nored while ovaloarin a fraction of the Center:'s
!, In i:airt, all of the findings and recommendations of
thi.; ev:Wiation report are pro7)ably 11101relatod to tie inado of

the investment and to the atmosi.here of harassment than to i94propri'vty
ur alleed ineffectiveness of Center performance.

b(.1 eve tb:It our'' clu be done to improve the contribution'; of in;

qui ry to vocat Iona: edias-at ion and much can he done to impran the

role of the '.:erit or in re-,ard. I believe that has :,'ere

cco,;picuou, weal.nesse-. and some con!Ticoous strengths. It is riot the.

purpose of these comments to offer such views. Nor should they be
out'ide of the context of the overarching purposes of inquiry

to the field of vocational education, A focus which WIN missing in the
contractui', evaluition report. The- main thrust of these comments is
hat the contractor's evaluation report t!oeq almost nothing to enhance
the leaderThip expectation.... which the public deserves from the Depart-.
-wipeof Cducation, the National Center nor from the stature of inquiry
in the field of vocational education as shown by evaluations. The
public desi,:es more.

dioally, I would ICAO CA that I occasionally teach a cotir::0 on

vo..atainal education evaluation, and I am in constant soarcli of good

and bad examples of evaluations. I would be most grateful if you 1.011!

rrt p,:rmlion to use a copy of the current one in my classes as an
viripl of the latter.

>1 of,

;radoate titudie,

LEST
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My dear Mr. Chairman;

,.0 In light of your Subcommittee's consideration of the Vocational'Education Act of 1943, I want to share with you the enclosed poation
papers given to me by the Washington State Advisory Council onVocational Education.

I would very much appreciate your maldng this information
available to the members of your Subcommittee and would furtherrequest, if it is still open, this material be made a part of the
hewing record.

With warm regards.

Sincerely,r
Thomas S. Foley
Member of Congress

The Honorable Robert T. Stafford, Chairman
Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and Humanities
Committee on Labor and Human Resources
United States Senate
SD 429 Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

TSF: sms
enclosure
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STATEMENT OF THE WASHINGTON STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL Oil VOCATIONAL
EOUCATION ON FEDERAL LEGISLATION AFFECTING VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION

The Washington State Advi-.ory Council on Vocational Ldueat,oe (WSACVE) suppurts
the development and implementation of an efficient. coordinated approach to
occupational training in Washington and the nation. WSACVE urge, furthermore,
that any federal legislation and national policies for united to re-structure
the funding, administration, and delivery of vorational-technital education
services (a) take into account and give deference to the quality and diversity
of services currently available to all Washingtonians, and (h) plovide incentives
for each state to undertake adequately-funded, appropriately-planned and
administered, minimally-disruptive transitions to achieve efficiency and.co-
ordination in providing occupational training opportunities for all its

population.

WSACVE urges that such an undertaking provide sufficient flexibility for each
State to address national, state and local work force needs within the context
of the political, social, economic, educational and cultural heritage of each

\...tate, while ensuring access and equi y for all /It populations.

Furthermore, WSACVE entourages each state to retain and moreover solicit the
active, full-fledged advice and counsel of all its citizen and residents in
the planning and evaluation of occupational training services. WSACVE also
supports initiatives at the federal level to develop a national employment

and training policy, embodying coordination with the employment and training
policies of the states. WSACVE urg that the formulation of federal policy
be fully representative of the department of labor and education, as-aell as
of business, industry; Commerce, agriculture, labor and state and local
citizenries.

WSACVE recognizes that the advances in technology are proceeding at a rapid
rate and that current technologic,i advancements reeder inadequate and
out-of-date the current level of kills held by a iarge number of America's
work force. Unless substantial, forthright pUblic action is taken to foster
the continued development or the nation's vocational-technical education
delivery systems to provide for the training and retraining of the nation's
work force, national policy objectives to achieve economic revitalitation
and growth, sustained re-industrialization, and a strong natLone4-driense-
posture will be stunted, if not eroded.

The nation's yrowing need for an appropriate and adequately trained work
force to facilitate the implementation of national economic and defense
objectives requires national direction, coordination, and support, National
work force needs for national policy objectives cannot be addressed suf-
ficiently by the vocational-technical education delivery systems of each
of the states separately, regardless of their current capacities and
strengths--which in many instances are substantial. The attainment of
national policy objectives requires an active and sustained federal presence
in education, During the 1980s and 1990s, that federal presence may be
more Important than at any other time in the nation's history.

WSACVE urges that funding for vocational-technical education at the national,
state and local levels be retained as categorical funding and-not be channeled
thrugh block greats and general education appropriations. The demands Upon
the states' vocational- technical education delivery sytems to address
technological advancement and otherwise provide the nation with an appropriately
and adequately trained work force requires that funding be targeted and
sustained.

I
1J.1
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March II, 1982

The Honorable Thomas S. Foley
U. S. Wouse,of Representatives
1201 longworth Building
Washington, D. C. 20,616

Dear Congressman Foley:

Although (he expiration date of the Federal Vocational Education
Act (P. 1. 94-4821 has been extended to September 30, 1984, hearings
on reauthorizatioe are continuing and several proposed bills have been
drafted, The State Advisory Council'. on.Vocational Education, created
Li Congress in 1968 to provide citizen inout to vocational education
policy, planning and evaluation, have prepared the enclosed position
paper as a reflection of local opinions on changes needed in the new
of proposed Federal legislation. State Councils have agreed on the
101 -low -icy ;ur-imarszed recommendations.

The Federal rule of vocational education and training
should be to provide resources 0, the states to.ard.
resolution of national priorities through a coordinated
state vocational education syster,

There should exist at the Feoeial it%ol an education
entity to Provide national leadership (i.e. vocational
education. The Federal entity should assist states
through a sole state education system.

In accordance with required state planning mechanis,s,
Federal funding for vocational education should flcvn
through the state's sole education agency to the
local level.

These Federal dollars should be provided to fund those
activities which are universally beneficial and/or
directly related to national priorities.

4
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Page 2

Federal funding should be provided

I) in support of the involvement and participation

of business, inditry, labor, agriculture, and'the
general public on councils at the federal
and state levels, ssuring their continued operation
and fiscal autonn6...

:4
it 2) for the continuation of progra.1 improvement

3) to eApand the capacity of the ,nipulation's wok
force by improving and increasing the develowlent

of the collective states vocational education and
training programs

4) as incent!ves to ensure access for all populatLns

5) fur vocational student ovtanirations.

These recommendations will be even more meaningful after tria have
read the entire paper. Vocational education plays a key role in the
nation's economy, federal support, while small relative to state and
local effort, is vital to addressing national priorities such as re-
lodustrialitatIon, improved productivity, and defense. We will be glad
to help you obtain whatever Information and data you need to be fully
Informed on this important Federal legislation.

Sincerely,

(ot,1. ttot cf
FRED SCHUNEFEAR

Chairman
Washington SALVE

FS/eki
Eric,

31-254 0 84 26
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Senator Robert T. Stafford. Chairm/n
Subcommitteq,on Education. Arts

. and Humanities
SB 428

Dirkaon senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510

Dear Hr. Chairman:

October 24, 1983

I am writing to advise you and the members of your committee of the Florida
Senate's deep and vital interest in. and concerns relating to. the reauthorization
of the Vocational Education Act.

We. in the Florida Senate, feel that it is of tantamount importance that
the reauthorized act address the following critical issues:

1. Definition and tiarification of the Relationship Between the Federal,
and State Government in Providing Vocational Education - Although state fundtbe
for vocational education greatly exceeds federal ftWaing in Florida. as well,
as in most other states, the highly restrictive and prescriptive nature 0 federal
law and regulation ha, resulted im federal policies and priorities dictating
and.superseding state policies and priorities.

In states whose legislatures have not actively embraced the opportunity
to guide and shape the form and direction of their vocational programs, this
level of federal intervention migliolle warranted. The Florida Legislature.
however, has been actively iuweie1d. as the state's chief policy-making body,
in defining critical vocatiOhal needs and priorities. Legislation has been
enacted to establish a com rehensive vocational education systed at all levels
of public education. to sure access to quality programs for all persons
desiring vocational tra ing, to provide a uniform management information system
for vocational educati , and to assure the active and meaningful participation
of business and indus TY in the planning. funding and evaluation of vocational
education through tt establishment of regional coordinating councils.

In states s as Florida. excessive federal intervention results in un-
necessary duplication and fragmentation of services and program:. and gerves
as an impediment to effective coordination of funding, planning and programming
at the inter- and antra -state levels.

I cannot impress upon the coma strongly enough that, in reauthorizing
the Vocational Education Act, maxi xibility should be granted to state
legislatures in the design and dclive: of vocational education.

I
TIM PLOUJIJA SENATE cAPITen TALLAHASSMFLOWDA W.g401 T4LMPHONEAM041412188170
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Senator Robert T. Stafford
Page Two

October 24, 1983

The relationship between the federal and state governments, as deftned in
chit reanthortzed Stcls*uld take the form of a performance agreement which
encourages and enable the state to pursue and achieve state objectives which
reflect and enhance broad federal goals. States should be held responsible fur
achieving mutually desirable objectives, but should not be required to adhere
to any gpecific policies or programs to achieve those objectives. The emphasis
should be uppn the degree to which a state is successful In achieving agreed '

upon goals and not upon the procedures used by the state.

Incentives, both monitary and nonmonitary, should be granted to states which
develop creative methods to achieve national goals in ways which ame specifically
designed to respond to each state's unique socio-economic situation.

1'. Funding of Vocational Education - If the state's ahilitY-to respond
quickly and effectively to state needs and priorities.. -is to be assured, federal
vocational funds must flow through state legislatures and education agencies,
rather than directly to the local education agencies. In this way, the integrity
of state priorities and comprehensive planning effetts can be maintained.

3. Assessing the Effectiveness of Vocational Education - If the performance
agreement concept described above is to have any meaning, valid methods to assess
the success and effectiveness of vocational 'education must be identified and
lmplenented. At least one such assessmeet model has already been developed,
namely the incentive-based funding component of the Jobs Training Partnership
Act (JTPA), which banes funding on performance defined in terms of the quantity
and quality of job placements.

'I Would urge the committee to consider the feasibility and value of
replicating the JTPA model for all federal vocational education funds.

I would like to take this opp6rtunIty to express my appreciation and that
Of my fellow Senators for allowing us to share our concerns with you relevant
to this very important legislation. The decisions you make as you proceed In
your deltheration of the reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act will

,directly affect the health and competitiveness of our national and state
economies and the quality of life of our citizens. We wish you the best of luck
In this endeavor.

Sine

urtls Peterson
President

CP/sh

0 4,
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LEGISLATIVE INFORMATION

O

TESTIMONY PRESENTED BY

THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

ON

tHE REAUTHORIZATION OF

THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

U. S. SENATE

LINDA TARR-WHELAN, DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

OCTOBER 25, 1983
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Mr. ChaOman:

My name is Linda Tarr-Whelan, and 1 am director of Government

RelAions for the 1,7 million member National Education Association

ANEA), which represents educators and education support personnel in all

fifty of these United States. NEA has icing been concerned about the

design and direction of vocational education in the countrfrWe

especially appreciate Ais opportunity to present the NEA''s views on the
Loo

reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act.

It is parOcularly fitting that reauthorization of this vitala
legislation comes in tandem with the great national debate currently

taking place over the role of education in preparing our nation for the

future. And within that debate, much focus ha5 been centered around the

role of an adeOpately prepared and skilled workforce to help the U.S.

maintain its competitive edge in the`international economy, and to keep

our nation on top of the dizzying technological changes occuring daily..

In addition, the role of a tqchnically skilled workforce is key to

another Vital concern: our national defense. For as much as talk has

centered around the development and deployment of new Weapons and

weapons systems, without the people ',rained to maintain and operate

them, those systems are really worthless to our national defense needs.

Vocational education is central to providing the opportunity for

every individual to develop his or her capabilities and employment

prospects to the maximum extent possible. Because of both financial

constraints and demands of the workplace, increasing numbers of young

Americans and oldtr individuals as well will be looking more and more ti

the career choices that a vocational education can help attain. It must

be remembered that as the basic structure of our economy continues to

40r)
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shift from primarily manufacturingArmore service-oriented one,

increasing numbers of workers who would a generation or less ago have

had a,job for a lifetime must now seek new work. Increasingly workers

must be retrained for that new work -- sometimes more than once in their

lives as workforce needs change. And as toner couhtries, primarily in

Europe, have recognized worker retraining as a national dfiority, so too

the U,S. must begin to more comprehensively plan for the retraining of

its workers on an on-going basis.

All of the abole point to the need for our nation to maintain and

0 strengthen its national cOmmitmenttd vocational education. The federal

commitment to alfital program was first begun with passage of the

Smith-Hughes Act in 1917, and has aintinued to expand to include the

technical needs for the nation's economic requirements and the needs of

its people. The federal role within this endeavor has been an obvious

cornerstone to the program's continuing success.

At this moment in our history, that fedehl role cannot be reduced.

Federal assistance for vocational education prorams must be viewer: as a

way tc supplement and not to supplant state and local funds. And the

national leadership role..eof the federal government must be more clearly

defined and strengthened.

Specifically, the role of the federal government should be to

'improve, enhance, expand and maintain the quality of current Vocational

Education programs, and to provide access and equity td quality programs

for those previously underserved -- people of color, women, the econom-

ically disadvantaged and the handicapped.

1
But now, the federal role in meeting the challenges of this

national priority is threatened by an administration which claims belief

4o
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in ',,rehewed emphasis on education as a national commitment and solution

to many of our national concerns without funding or leader:ship. The

Reagan Administration's rhetoric rings particuarly hollow in the area
40

of vocational education since, without openly obliterating this program,

it has nonetheless tried hard to take the teeth out--by proposing

consolidation of the Vocational Education and Adult Education programs,

and by proposing to slash their total funding by nearly a half.

Increased Authorization Level

The Administration's budget request for FY '84 for the proposed
,......

Vocational Education/Adult Education block grant was for $500 million.

This compares with the House-adopted budget assuption for this same

year of $937 million; and a Senate-adopted assumption of $880 million.

TheAdministration's approach is obv4mdiiy no answer fo a top '

economic and educational need, and I want to strongly register the NEA's

opposition to' it. To meet the current needs of our vocational

education, NEA recommends a minimum new authorization level of $1.5r

bill i9. "
Education: Voc Ed Act's Prime Focus

. Vocational education must be viewed and defined in broad
...ror'

educational terms. In that light, it must be-seen notkonly,as'a means

to an end nor should career pl ement be.do the sole criterion for success.

if
,As with all education, vocational education must be solidly grounded in

'basic academic skills, reasoning and citizenship training.

-----..

Apitionally, it should encourage a comprehensive secondary education as

preparation for employmeht or for pottsecondary vocational education and

not preempt it. It should also Provide equality bf educational

opportunity for all students:

* students who need training for employment
* students preparing for further education or

R
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traininv for cdteers
students continuing with postsecondary education
students entering the labor force and needing
further education and training

* students requiring special preparation for entry
Tito or completion of a vocatiL.nal edOcatiop program

Equity of Acces'sr,to Education and Jobs Key

The Vocational Education Act must continue to promote equity and

access for employment training and employment opportunities. It shne

also cortinu, to be utilized vs.part of the public 'policy goal to

eliminate sex, race,.age and ethnic biases 16 employment opportunities.

In particular, the Vocational Education Act must firmly uphold the

Constitutional guarantees of equality of treatment andlccess through

specific written policies, enforcement of those policies...and public

scrutiny. And there is a continued need fora cooperative arrangement

between state agencies with the responsibility for overseeing and

implementing affirmatift action provisions of the Vocational Education

Act and state civil rights agencies charged witp,general civil rights

enforcement.

One aspect of the Vocational Education Act whichowe feel deserves

special attenlsion as you in the Congress, continue your deliberations on

the reauthorization of the program is the continued need to provide

equity to women enrolled in the programs. Care must be taken ndt to

0
track women into so-called traditional women's jo4r-which are usually

low-paying and offer few opportunities for future career growth.. Pay

disparitigi between men and women doing the same jobs must also be

monitored and, where present, abolished. We must also maintain

sensitivity about women's special concerns as workers/students/home

A
. makers, particularly to the increasing number of single women heads of

households, who are likely to be enrolled in vocationalilducation

4,
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programs. Time and day care arrangements should be prtme factors in

determining and designing vocational education classes.

In addition, and perhaps more importantly in terms of the legis-:

lation itself, the current provisions for women's equity should be

strengthened through a s,P,ger and more effective role for the sex

equity coordinators at the state level. Staff pecple in these jobs

should take on a more active role in developing state vocational

education plans, and should be paet,of the state vocationaleducatiow

council. Moreover, provisions and a funding method to develop model sex

equity programs and nontraditional jobenrollment plans should be

incorporated into the Vocational Education ,Act. TheAct should also

inClude a section aked)a coordinating all sex equity technical assis-

tance activities as they relate to civil rights activities. Only 4

through this enhancement of the role of the sex equity coqrdinator in

each state can the Vocational Education Act come under adequate monitor-

ing and enforcement to. assure access and-participation of women in'thyt

program.,

Voc Ed--Empiument Training Programs: Enhanced Coordination

When feasible, the federal job training and education programs,

such as the Job Training Partnership Act should be coordinated with

programs under the Vocational Education Act. The NEA believes, kat the

Vocational Education Act must be viewed for what it is: the foundation

on which other employment traintg programs are based. If, in fact,

changes in legislation are needed to enhance the relationships with

other job training programs, we recommend that those changes should come

through the particular legislation, such as the Job Training Partnership

Act, and not the Vocational'Edueation Act.' In addition, just as there

410
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may also be akneed to coordinate the Vocational Educatiun Act and other

' job training programs there also exists t oeed to coordinate Vocational

Education and these programs with other education programs to enhance

theirJoverall effectiveness. The NEA will continue to press for all job

training and youth employment programs to be operated through the public

schools.

To enhance vocational education programs at the local level, there

may be need at this time to include new incentives for cooperative

programs with local private industry. The NEA advises, however, that in

any attempt to build links with private industry, the traditional

autonomy and educational responsibilities of the local education agency

must not be undermined'or diminished.

Vocational education programs must ultimately be designed and

implemented at the local level. Ono of continued complaints of NEA

vocational education teachers is that funds fail to reach the classroom

for education programs. To improve the delivery and effectiveness of

v. the Vocational Education Act, NEA believes that the legislation ,should

include a nationally established within-state distribution formula to

ensure that the bulk of the resources for the program reach and are

utilized at the local level.

To strengthen ;:he link of vocational education programs at the

local level with our national priorities, we sujest that new resources

be targeted to areas which are suffering particular economic dis-

tress--either through plant closings, other recessionary pressures or

natural disasters.
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Vocational Education: The Postsecondary Responsibilities

In the reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act, the NEA be-

lieves that postsecondary responsibility and opportunities for vo cation-

al education should be clearly recognized. We feel it'proper and

important that vocational education should be encouraged and assisted at

the postsecondary level in both public two-year institutions, such as

community, junior and technical colleges; and in public colleges offer-
"

ing baccalaureate degrees. Funds for postsecondary vocational education

programs should be administered through the state agency which has

jurisdiction over all postsecondary education, and they should be

delivered to the local institution providing the program.

Vocational Education Teachers: Traininilipdate Needed

Just as,our workforce needs training and retraining, vocational

education teachers must continue to be adequately trained and retrained.

to carry out their responsibilities - -both in their particular field of

specialization and in education techniques. This will require the

legislation to allow for additional in-service training mechanisms for

teachers and staff, This would include, but not be limited to use of

teacher centers, summer programs or sabbaticals. Teachers and students

should also be involved in the planning of all vocational education

programs at the local level. All teacher representatives taking place

in such planning programs and processes should be elected by their own

bargaining agents.

Additionally, the reauthorization debate should make note of the

tremendous need which currently exists for the renovation of facilities

and the replacement of obsolete equipment in vocational education

classrooms.
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Voc Ed and High Tech Training: Inextricably Linked

The need for new incentives for the development and implementatioin

of vocational education programs in emerging and high technologies isd

imperative, but these programs should not be developed at the expense of

other effective and needed programs. While high technology is in the '

forefront of the development of new jobs, as I noted eariidi, the vast

majority of new jobs will not be in specifically high tech fields, but

in office work, service oriented work such as janitorial services,

health care, and in other jobs rot requiring the same degree of training

as high tech work. At the same time, I would be remiss not to make

mention of the fact that the new technologies are having reverberating

effects on more traditional jobs and workers.lherefore, vocational

education programs must be designed to enable people to enter, leave and

reenter education and training programs over a lifetime of employment as

well as to prepare individuals for a number of sequential careers.

In conclusion, I would like to mention that the NEA has been

working for some time with a wide variety of other education, business

and 'abor groups and other organizations interested in education to

enhance the quality of vocational education programs, and more

specifically on the reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act.

And we stand ready to work with the Congress in this vital process.

Please note that I have included the NEA position on Vocational

Education as an attachment to this statement.

Thank you so very much for this opportunity to present the NEA's

views on the Vocational Education Act.

c
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

NEA Position

The National Education Association believes that an important
element of American public education is the preparation of students
for a lifetime of employment. Such preparation should be incorporated
into a comprehensive education that pro- ides all studentsan opportunity
to be effective, productive citizens. The Association believes vocational
education is an effective means of 'preparing students to meet the
challenges of a competitive job market.

Discussion

Vocational education is the process by which, a student learns the
skills and knowledge necessary to perform a given career choice.
Vocational education should encompass two important goals: education
and training. When a student opts to forego college, he or she must
be sufficiently prepared to engage in some crcupation to earn a wage.
If the student has not been exposed to or gained knowledge of various
career choices in conjunction with academic training, he or she faces
a two-fold dilemma. The studeAt is unaware of what his or her particular
career options are, and as a korollary thereof, lacks the skill to enter
the workforce. The NEA believes that the preparation of students for
careers should be a basic part of their educational development.

Vocational and career education and traditional academic courses
must be blended to achieve the flexibility necessary to meet the needs
of students and the challenge of our changing times. Because of the
shift in our economy and job market from an industrial base t a
service-information base, there currently exists a crucial need to repl e
equipment used to train vocational education students. The Associa
believes the federa; government must assist secondary and st-
secopdary institutions in the direct purchase of appropriate training
equipment. Such equipment would afford students an opportunity to
train with equipment they will use in the workforce and thus enhance
their preparation for future careers,Altations, and productive jobs.

Vocational Education Program Criteria
The National Education Association has adopted the following criteria

for evaluating vocational education programs.
1. Vocational education programs should provide equality of edu-

cational opportunity for all students, including the following:
those who need training for employment;
those who wish to prepare for further education or training for
careers;
those who wish to continue postsecondary education and who
want or need further skills for employment:

NEA Governmetil Relations 1201 16th Street. N W . Washington. D C 20036 6,g3
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those who have entered the labor market and need further
education and training;
those who lack the basic skills that are necessary to enter or
complete a vocational program;
those who have educational needs that require special preparation
for entry into or completion of a vocational education prograM.

2. Vocational education should be used as a tool in eliminating sex,
age, race, and ethnic biases in employment opportunities.

3. Vocational education should encourage a comprehensive sec-
, ondary education as preparation for employment or for postsecondary
vocational education.

4. Vocational education should be encouraged and assisted at the
postsecondary level:

in public community colleges and technical institutes;
in public institutions offering baccalaureate degrees.

Funds available for postsecondary vocational education should be
administered through the state agency having jurisdiction over post-
secondary education and delivered to the local institution providing the
program.

5. Vocational education at both the secondary and postsecondary
levels should require involvement of students, potential students, and
teahcers (both vocational education. and general education teachers)
in planning activities.

6. Vocational education programs should be designed to enable
persons to enter, lei.ve, and reenter education and training programs
over a lifetime of employment, so that education and training can
be continuous thr out life.

7. Job trainin jir4Vouth employment programs should be closely
coordinated with vocational education programs and, when possible,
should operate through public schools and institutions.

8: Job placement should not be the sole measure of success for
vocational education programs.

9. Vocational education teachers should be adequately trained to
effectively execute their training responsibilities.

10. Vocational education should continue to be administered by the
Department of Education and that entity should retain its Cabinet-level
status.

11. Obsolete vocational equipment must be replaced with appro-
priate equipment to train students for jobs in a service-information
economy.

_ Conclusion

The National Education Association supports vocational education
as 'a major component of education. Because Americans work an
average of 40 years at many different jobs in a market that is in constant
flux, skills training and education should be equally emphasized when
advocating vocational education:

NEA Government Relations 1201 16th Street. NW., Washington. D.C. 20036 663 .-117
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Testimony Before the eub-Committee on

Education, Art 4 Humanities

Committee on Labor and Human Resources

United States SdnAte

'by Charles S. Benson, Professor

University of California,'Berkeley
0

October 25, 1983

Vocational education has become an enterprise of vast

proportions. It was built for the most part from financial

contributions of state and local governments. Indeed, the

particular American form of vocational education we have was

inunted by states and localities themselves at the turn of

the century. Neither, with regard to the origins of

vocational education nor in its support can the Federal

government'claim to be anything more than a junior partner:

A junior partner, nevertheless, can play a crucial

role, but to do so it must meet certain requirements. In the

case of 1976 Vocational Education Act, the Federal

government tried to do Var too much with too little. Thb

objectives of the Act were so diffuse and the provisions of

the Act were so vaguely drawn -- where they were not

contradictory -- that the Act has become, essentially, a

block grant, offering a small amount of additional support

A:
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to state-local activities. I shall elaborate on these

criticisms shortly.

The Federal government must concentrate its efforts if

it is to have any important impact, and I suggest a

concentration in two directions only. First, the Federal

government should confine.its support to programs of

demonstrated quality and effectiveness. Thus, strong

_42Lagrama will_be_made_evea__strongex,--as they gain benefits

from extra money and from national recognition. (One measure

of program quality, I believe, is close involvement with

local industry.) A "demonstration effect" should ripple

through the vocational education community, meaning that

program administrators gerierally will try to bring their oVn

programs up to standards required for Federal support,

standards that are held by what I shall hereafter call

"advanced programs, ". The basic objective is quality

enhancement.

The second direction the Federal government should taiA

is quite different from the first but it is an important an.

.necessary complement to quality enhancemedt: the Federal

government should try to improve access, to advanced programs

for groups of people that have been traditionally

underserved. These groups consist of the disadvantaged, the

handicapped, non-English speaking persons, persons who seek

to enter fields of work that are unconventional for their

sex, displaced homemakers, and displaced workers. One

411/
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difficulty with the setasides of the 1976 Act was that

compliance was achieved simply by spending money on the

training of, target populations without regard to whether

these persons were being trained in sound programs that led

to.good job prospects or in programs that were basically
.. ,

worthless. It is necessary to use the Federal leverage to

establish incentives under which state and local authorities

will comp to want to ..include the underserved as ..studrents-i-n-

advanced programs. I offer some suggestions below as to how

these two concentrations of Federal effort -- quality

,enhancement and access for the underserved to. advanced

training.-- could be incorporated in a new kind of

vocational education act.

. Observationsoon the 1976 Vocational Education Act

The Project on National Vocational Education Resources 1

(PONVER) at the University of California, Berkeley, was a

major contractor of t

17

National Institute of Education

un '4er N.I.E.'s Congrecional Mandate to provide ". . . a

thorough evaluation and study of vocational education

programs," (P.L. 94-482, Sec. 523(b)(1)(A). I served as

principal investigator of the project, which ran from 1978

until late 1981. Under terms of our contracts, we in PnNVER'

were required to do the following things, inter alio: to

examine the distribution of Federal VEA funds to the states;

(2) to examine and evaluate the formulas by means of which

the states distribute Federal VEA funds to local

4 1 d
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authorities; (3) to examine the pattern of enrollments in

VEA programs by six-digit code, in regard to such

characteristics of students as sex, race, condition of

disadvantage, handicapped condition, and whether of limited

English speaking ability; (4) to determine on what
0

activities and for what purposes Federal VEA money was spent

and to-ascertain the share of local districts' budgets that

were spent on program maintenance as compared with program

improvement and expansion; (5: to assess the efforts made by

local authorities to reduce sex .tereotyping in training and

work, and (6) to evaluate the quality of the vocational

education data system. As a supplement to our contractual

requirements, we developed a quality index for vocational

programs. In a small number of states, we were able to

examine enrollments in programs ranked by quality,

distinguishing among mainstream student, the disadvantaged,

the handicapped, limited English speaking, and as among the

races and between the sexes.

Based upon thorough analysis of data, PONVER provided

N.I.E. with a large number of observations and conclusions,

many more than I can discuss in this paper. (A brief summary

of finding from "Descriptive Study of Federal, State, and

Local Funds for Vocational Education: Final Report," PONVER,

University of California, Berkeley, CA, September, 1981, is

included as Appendix I.) I therefore wish to take up the

following five topics only: intra-state distribution of

t.
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funds for vocational education; setasides for target

populations; distribution of vocational education funds as

between program improvement and program maintenance; Sex

equity; and access of underserved groups to high quality

training programs:

Intra-State Distribution of Funds

Probably he other aspedt of the 1976 Amendments has

generated more controversy, confusion, and frustration than

the general issue of how states are to distribute funds to

eligible recipients. For four years after passage of the

1976 Amendments, clear Federal. guidelines were not

established, and every state operated under great

uncertainty as to whether it was complying with Federal law.

Regulations and guidelines issued to date have been

ambiguous, Confused, end contradictory. Procedures approved

one year have been disapproved the next only to be approved

again. At the time of passage of the 1976 Amendments the

Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare noted:

Existing law prohibits the allocation of funds among
eligible applicants in a mahner which fails to take
into account the statutory criteria for allocation,
such as the matching of local,expenditures at a uniform
percentage ratio. The purpose of such a provision was
to require State boards to take into account the
relative needs of applicants for Federal funds, and
heir relative ability to match such funds, in relation
o other applicants within the State. Despite this
rovision, a number of states allocate funds among
chool districts on the basis of a flat formula,
thout taking relative need or ability to pay into

ac unt (Senate, Report, No. 94882, May 14, 1976, p.

71).
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In the/ 1976 Amendments, the Congress cIeAlly stated

that uniform distribution of federal Lands to eligible

redipients was unacceptable:

. . the State will not allocate such funds among
eligible recipients within the State on thebasis of
per capita enrollment or through matching of local
expenditures on a uniform, percentage basis (P.L. 94482,
Sec. 1(.6(a)(5)(B)Iii)).

Instead, state administrations were to direct Federal

funds to local agencies most in need of additional

resources. "Need,"'in this instance, could take several

forms. Thus, the Congress directed

that t the State shall, in considering the approval of .'\"

such applications <for funds>, give priority to those
applicants which
(i) are located in economically depressed areas and

areas with high rates of unemployment, and are unable
to provide the resources necessary to meet the
vocational education need of those areas without
Federal assistance, and
(ii) propose programs which are new to the area to be

served and which are declined to meet new and emerging
manpower needs and job opportunities in the area, and,
where relevant, in the State and the Nation.

. . (P.L.
94482, Sec. 106(a)(5)(A)).

These directions are ambiguous. What consitutues an

"economically depressed" area or a "high" rate of

unemployment is not defined, and liberal interpretations

have enabled some states to label almost all recipients

"economically depressed." For example, of 62 counties in new

York all by.t. two -- Dutchess and Tomkins -- are defined by a

Further weakening the ability of the two criteria to

NEST
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_ target funds is the lack of any strong correlation between
1

location in an economically depressed area and location in

an area with "new and emetginq manpower needs." Indeed, one

might expect the second to be more characteristic of

economically vigoro4 us communities with high rates of growth

and low unemployment, ThUs, one criterion may well be

offsetting the-other, effectively permitting uniform

distribution of federal funds despite specific criteria for

targeting. It ig easy to see how the two criteria could be

used to cast a large net that would include most, if not

- all, localities.
we

Perhaps anticipating such diffiCulties, the Congress

specified further criteria:

I 4,

the State shall, in determining the amount of
funds available under this Act which shall be made
available to.those applicants approved for funding,
base such distribution on economic, social and
demographic factors relating to the need for vocational
education among various populations and the various
areas of the State, except that

(i) the State will use as the two most impootant
factors in detdrmining this distribution (I) in the
case of local educational agencies, the relative
financial ability of such agencies to provide the
resources necessary to meat the need for vocational
education in the areas they service and relative number
or concentration of low income families or individuals
within such agencies, and (II) ia_the case of other
eligible, recipients, the relative-financial ability of
such recipients to provide the resources to, initiate or

`'maintain vocational education programs to meet the need
pf their students and the relative number or
concentration of students whom,they serve whose
education imposes higher than average costs, such as
handicapped students, students from low income
families, and student's from families in which English
is not the dominant lapauage (P.L. 94482, Sec. 106
(6)(5)(B)ii)). I

BEST COPY
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Are these criteria to be applied after a local agency

has been ,identified as eliglblepy the previous two

criteria: Location in an economically depressed area or

proposing programs for new and emerging manpower needs? Or,

are they to be applied independently with additional money

going to localities with low financial ability regardless of

need based, on other criteria? Does the law require an

approval process by which eligibility is first based on high

unemployment and low financial ability, or does it merely

require'a process by which either high unemployment or low

financial ability are sufficient for eligibility? A process

in which eligibility is determined by meeting any one of

several criteria will distribute funds more browny and

uniformly thn a process requiring that all criteria be

satisfied. Indeed, the former process is likely to lead to

an outcome in which all applicants receive some funds, and

depending bh the Weights assigned to each7criterion, per
.6

capita distribution.

Is it legal to fund applicants in this way? The Office

of Vocational and Adult Education (OVAE) has said yes. In

the March 1980 draft of its Policy Manual for Federal

Vocational Education Pund Distribution, the Office states:

States may distribute Federal VEA funds to all
applicants. Although P.L. 94482 describes separate
approval/selection and funding stages, there is nothing
in the Law or Regulations to prohibit a State trots
funding all applicants. Where all applicants are
funded, Steitz can use a combined priiritizing and
fuOing process, as long as the two mdst important
factors ("1) relative financial ability and (2) '

42j 4
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low-income families (for LEAS) or (2) high cost
students (for other eligible recipients) individually
receive the greatest weight in the process. (BOAE
Information Manual for Federal Vocational Education

,00. State Grant, Fund Distribution Procedures, March 1980,
p. 6).

A procedure that allows all authorities to receive

funds regardless.of how rich or how small undercuts any real

sense of priority in the use of scarce Tederal,funds.
-1%

The language 'about directing funds to LEA's that

"propose progriks which are new . . . and which arW designed

to meet new and emerging manpower needs
. . ." hds been

especially difficult tJ deal with. The intent of the

requirement seemSiclear - 'namely to-44icourage localities

from continuing to open, e outdated or unnecessary training

programs and to anti ip to labor market needs that might

cause shortages in th absence of adequate numbers of

trained workers. Such an interpretation is consistent with

other sections of the Act that stress program planning based

on careful assessmentfbf current mid future need for

particular job skills (see, for example, SeC. 107(b)).
a

Unfortunately, the emphasis on "new" programs and OVAE's

literal interpretation of the rule cr,tes incentives that

potentially contradict the broader'aim for sound'planning

that matches training to expected labor market cc.Jitions.

Thus, too literal an interpretation would declare ineligible

a,locality that sought to expand an existing program to meet

merging new demands for workers with those particular

442'41
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skills. By OVAE's definition, and indeed the language of the

legislation itself, such a program only qualifies if it is

"new to the area." Similarly, an existing program that is

radically reorganized -- for example, redesigned to use

updated equipment and new curriculum at substantial

additional costs -- would not qualify for federal funding

unde'r a strict interpret..tion of the "new program"

criterioi.

Such outcomes are clearly inconsistent with concerns

expressed elsewhere in the legislation. The Act begins with

a declaration of purpose that leaves no doubt that Federal

Funds are intended, among other aims, to help states extend

and improve existing program! , but the later emphasis on new

programs as one of only two criteria for approving

applications, discourages sensible planning. Instead, such

heavy priority on "newness" may encourage potential

recipients not only to rush into poorly developed programs

for the sake of doing something new, but also to design

elaborate new disguises for old programs that do not change

at all.

A rigorous examination of the formulas used to
0

distribute Federal VEA funds in all fifty of the states

revealed numerous instances of use of arbitrary elements

Aded.inte the formulas to distort or blunt the intended

direction of flow of funds, as well as illogical

juxtaposition of elements. The formulas are unnecessarily

4 ,,
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complicated and they are impossible to explain to the lay

public. But there are even more serious problems. The 1976

Act specifies the criteria that are to be used in the

formulas, but it places no limit on the number of variables

that may be added. 9y adding variables, any good formula

maker can obtain whatever pattern of distribution he wishes.

Lastly, for present purposes, it is is important to note

that the 1976 Act places no requirement on states to shape

the distribution of state funds that LEA's use in support of

vocational education in any relationship zo Federal

criteria. Ordinarily, the state funds are much larder than

the Federal. Hence, even if a state is thoroughly

conscientious in applying Federal criteria to Federal VEA

distributions, the small margin of Federal dollars received

by needy districts could easily be submerged by a shift of

state dollars away from those same needy districts.

In PONVER, our conclusion about the intra-state

distribution of Federal VEA dollars was the following: at

the time our analysis of distribution formulas was

considered (1978-79), no state was using a funds

distribution procedure free of technical difficulties,

arbitrary judgments, unexplained calculations, questionable

interpretations of Federal law, or inaccurate or

inappropriate data. I suspect the same is true today.
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Set-Asides for Target Populations

The setaside ceguirements of the 1976 Amendments are

another area of ongoing confusion and debate. The

legislation contains three primary setaside provisions.

First, at least 10 percent of each state's basic grant is

reserved to pay not more than 50 percent of the excess costs

of vocational education programs for the handicapped.

Second, at least 20 percent of each state's basic grant is

to be used to cover no more that 50 percent of the excess

costs of programs for the disaavantaged. Third, the Act

reserves 15 percent of each state's basic grgnt for not more

than 50 percent of the costs of vocational education for

persons who have completed or left high school or who are

unemployed or already in the labor market (the postsecondary

setaside). Additionally, a portion of the disadvantaged

,setaside is reserved for persons with limited English

proficiency, the amount varying with their number as a

proportion of each state's population aged fifteen to

twenty-four, inclusive.

The original legislation did not specify that funds

reserved for the handicapped and disadvantaged could be used

to cover only the excess costs of programs and services.

Following the publication of proposed regulations in April

1977, a letter to Commissioner of Education Boyer from

Representatives Perkins and Quie and Senators Pell and

Javits made t clear that the setasides were intended to
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help cover the costs of "special forms of assistance, over
\

and above the regular program." The Congressmen argued that

any other interpretation would not lead to, an expansion of

services for the handicapped and disadvantaged and might

lead to a reduction.. Consequently, subsequent regulations

required that4the setasides for the handicapped and

disadvantaged be applied only to the additional costs of

special programs, services and activities.

Much confusion remained, however, especially as to

whether the pirlic-fble a excess cost applied to both

mainstreamed programs and separate specialized programs.

Consequently, in March 1978, OVAE issued a further

Interpretation. First, the interpretation reiterated'the

emphasis of the Vocational Education Act on mainstreaming:

The State shall use, to the maximum extent possible,
the funds expended for handicapped and disadvantaged
persons to enable these persons to participate in
regular vocational education programs (Federal
Re ister, Vol. 43, No. 59, Monday, March 2 p.
1 357).

For students placed in regular ['roams, excess costs

refer to expenditure per student over and above those for

non-handicapped or non-disadvantaged students in vocational

education.

When it is necessary to place a student in a separate

specialized program, the entire cost of this program may be

counted as excess costs, provided the average statewide

(state and local) expenditure per student equals or exceeds

42a
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the average per student for non-handicapped

non-disadvantaged students. Unfortunately,

interpretation creates a powerful incentive

this

to isolate

students rather than mainstream them. Consider the following

hypothetical situation. Suppose a state spends $1,000 per

student for non-handicapped students. The state has 1,000

handicapped students in vocational education and 10 percent

of its basic giant amounts to $3CG,000 or $300 per

handicapped student. If the state mainstreams these

students, it must spend $1,600 per student, including an

additional $300,000 of state-local expenditures to match the

Federal setasides dollar for dollar. However, if the state

elects to place all students in specialized facilities, it

need spend only $1,300 per student. In this case, average

statewide state and local expenditure is the required $1,000

per student, $300 of which can be counted as the 50 percent

match for the $300 per student of federal, funds. The state

need not spend the additional $300,000 required if student

are mainstreamed. Consequently, the larger the setaside, the

greater the incentive is to isolate students in special

programs rather than mainstream them as the legislation

would prefer.

The excess cost provision has made it difficult for

some states to match Federal setaside funds, and a few have

threatened to return funds to OVAE. It is easy to see why

they are experiencing difficulty. In effect, the operation

429
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of the excess cost provision creates )s perverse incentive

structure. On the one hand, spend g small amounts per

student in setaside dollars force states to match at

unusually high total matching ratios. On he other, spending

larger amounts decreases total matching ratios but forces

states to raise substantial sums of new dollars. For

example, assume a state spends an average of $1,000 per

student for vocatonal,education. Assume further that the

federal setaside amounts to $50 per handicapped student in

vocational education. For a mainstreaced student, the state

must put up and additional $50, bringing the state-local

total to $1,0A, or a total matching ratio of 21:1. As the

per stude. selpaside increases, say to $300 in our previous

example, this ratio declines greatly but states have

substantially more difficulty generating additional funds.

In short, the excess cost pr-rision is a clumsy

mechanism for targeting funds. It is insensitive to existing

levels of state spending and matching ratios for target

groups and creates strong disincentives to use the money at

all. Attempting to respond to the problem, Codgress amended

the Vocational Education Act in 1978 to allow states to

exceed the 50 percent limit on the federal share for

eligible recipients "financially unable" to provide programs

for target groups. However, the amendment merely perpetrates

the basic shortcomings of the excess cost notion and creates

,additional problems as to how "financially unable"
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recipients are to be defined.

A simpler and more effective approach might be to

reserve setasides for special purposes -- services,

programs, and activities -- but drop the matching

requirements altogether. To avoid supplanting state-local.

funds with Federal funds -- the major concern of the

Congress in insisting on the excess cost interpretation

states could b4 required'to
maintain existing levels of

support (on a per student basis adjusted for inflation), as

well as document that state-local average expenditures per
student for target groups that Matched or exceeded average

'expenditures per student for non-handicapped and

non-disadvantaged students. Such an approach would be

consistent both with efforts to encourage mainstreaming and
with Congressional objectives to provide necessary special

services that facilitate
participation in vocational

education.

However, even these kinds of adjustments are

insufficient to establish strong incentives for state and

local authorities to enroll members of underserved groups in

vocational programs of high quality.

43
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Expenditure of Vocational Education Funds

by Function and Activity

In part of PONVER's research we relied upon data from

fifteen:state sample: Alabama, California, Colorado,

Florida, Illinois, Minnesota, New Hampshire, New York,

Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas,

Utah, and Washington. Our data indicated that these states

are reasonably representative of the nation. We used data

from these states to analyze the functional distribution of

Federal and state-local expenditures.

The 1968 Amendments to the Vocational Education Act oz

1963 required the states to spend various portions of their

Federal grants on work-study programs, cooperative programs,

construction,-guidanee and counseling, etc. The 1976

Amendments loosened the strings on the requirements to make

particular kinds of programmatic expenditures, but it

allowed states to use Federal funds for the following

purposes under Section 120 grants: vocational educ4..tion

programs Etc se, work-study, cooperative programs, energy

education; construction, grants to petiaibte sex equity,

student stipends, placement services, industrial arts,

support services for women, day care, services for displaced

homemakers, instruction under contract, and state and local

administration. Section 130 money can be used by the states

for research, exemplary and innovative programs, curriculum
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development, guidance and counseling, pro-service and

in-service training, grants to overcome sex bias, and

administration of the above activities.

Table I indicates that theonlx substantial uses of

Section 120 Federal money were operation of vocational

programs and state administration. The portion of federal

money used fohstate administration varied amongst the

states of our sample frdir27 percent in New Hampshire to six

percent in California, a large range.

South Dakota spent three percent of its Federal 120

.0

money,on sex equity research. Illinois spent five percent on

work-study, while Texas spent four percent on that activity.

New Hampshire allocated nine percent to cooperative

programs, Colorado spent five percent and Alabama and

Washington directed four percent. Alabama allocated six

percent to construction. South Dakota put 11 percent on

local administration and Washington *spent five on that

purpose. Otherwise, none of the 15 states of the sample

devuted more than three percent of its'Federal 120 grants to

any of the 13 permissive uses of Section 120 money, outside

of program operation and administration.

Table II shows the allocation
of state - local. vocational

education funds by legislative
subpurpose. Under the Section

120 category, most of the state money was used for program

operation and local administration. ExpeLditures for state

administration from state funds were relatively minor,

433
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Table I

Distribution of Federal YEA
120 Funds Sy legislative SubpurpoS4

In Percentages

,
Al CA CO IL II MN NO NY OK PA SC $1

.,.

Tx UT WA U.S.

Sex Equity Personnel .84 .12 .95 .32 .41 .64 2.46 .20' .98 .16 .61 3.14 .31 2.35 0.20 .67

Displaced Homemaker .03 .66 .81 .01 0.00 .13 .90 1.T/ ?CO .46 .40 .39 .20 .IS 116 .45

State Administration 12.27 5.75 18.72 18.09 733 9.48 27.40 7.00 13.67 13.23 8.111 7.10 7.35 6.96 10.94 8.44

Voc Ed Programs 75.40 87.70 61.28 74.14 17.19 89.75 58.97 86.72 79.98 71.92 86.04 74.94 809 90.55 72.89 80.79

work 540 .20 .61 1.37 2.63 4.7) 0.00 .02 1.47 .27 1.41 .34 .59 4.26 0.00 1.30 1.36

Cooperative 3.62 .40 5.09 2.51 .1( 0.00 9.45 1.16 2.91 2.44 2.66 2.61 0.00 0.00 4.36 Ma

Energy 0.000 0.00 2.26 0.00 0.00 0:00 0.00 .14 0.00 0.00 .05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 .09

Construction 6.22 0.00 2.41 0.00 0.00 D..0 0.00 .90 lir .46 1.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 .0.00 1.21 3.02

Stipends 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.a. .15

Placement Services I 0.00 .01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.04 0.00 0.09 '0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 .15

Industrial Arts .31 1.9$ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 .81 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 .84

Suppt Sery for Wow 0.00 .24. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 .23 0.00 1.02 .14

Day Care Services ' 0.00 .05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 .17 0.00 .26 0.00 .42 .06

Desidential Schools I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 00 n.a. .22

Contractual Instruction 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 D.00 0.00 0.00 0.t) 0.00 0.00 0.00 .05

Local Administration / .91 7.56 1.11 1.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.67 0.00 1.22 11.24 1.50 0.00 4.60 1.51

._.
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Table 11

Distribution of State and toes' Vocational Education
120 Funds ily togtslative Subsourpose

In Percentages

cetST

AL CA CO FL IL NM Nil NY OK PA SC SO 14 UT WA U.S.

Styli:nifty Personnel 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 _ 0.00 n.e. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.e. 0.00

Disoloced linimesker 0.00 0.00 0.00 .03 .02 0.00 0.00 n.e. .10 .06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.e. .03

Stole Administration 3.10 .23 1.06 .44 .21 1.74 2.34 n.e. 2.14 .62 1.38 2.10 .84 1.21 n.e. .99

Voc Id Programs $1.60 84.30 91.74 07.12 93.67 90.26 02.93 n.e. 10.7S 32.71 72.61 79.76 82.62 98.79 n.e. 86.14

Work Study 0.00 .07 .11 .00 .03 0.00 0.00 n.e. .14 .06 .02 .14 .03 0.00 n.e. .12

Cooperative 7.67 .43 .66 7.66 0.00 0.00 1.46 n.e. 3.84 .2S .06 8.61 0,00 0.00 n.e. 2.18

Energy 0.00 0.00 .06 .03 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.e. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 n.e. .01

Construction 2.30 0.00 .62 10.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.e. .29 4.30 3.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.e. 3.16

Stipends 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4... 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.e. 0.00

Placement Services 0.00 .11 0.00 .03 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.e. 0.00 0.00 ,IF.24 0,00 0.00 0.00 n.e. .04

Industrial Arts .66 0.00 0.00 '3.91 0.00 0.00 13.21 n'.a. .01 0,00 0.00 0.00 1.81 0.00 n.a. 1.98

Stout Sery for Woman 0.00 .04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.e. 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 n.e. .0)

Day Core Services 0.00 .07 0.00 .02 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.e. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 n.a. .02

Residential Schools 0.00 0.00
/

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N.O. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 n.a. .07

Contractual Instruction 0.00 0.00 0.00 .02 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.e. 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.4. .07

local Administratinn 1.61 4.66 5.3Q 9.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.a, 2.74 2.08 22.12 9.17 14.70 0.00 n.a. 4.99

43,3
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Oklahoma spent four percent of state-local money for

cooperative programs. Alabama spent eight percent for this

purpose, as did Florida. South Dakota devoted nine percent

to that activity. Three states, Florida, Pennsylvania, and

South Carolina, used more than three percent of their

state-local funds for construction, while two -- Florida and

New Hampshire -- put more than three percent of their

state-local outlays into industrial arts.

Table III combines data on federal and state-local

spending. Once again, we see that nearly 90 percent of total

spending in vocational education was absorbed by program

costs and construction. The fact that the 1976 Vocational

Education Act permitted expenditures on such functions as

placement services', cooperative programs, day care services,

and support services for women was not seized upon by the

states and localities to make vocational education more

responsive to social needs. This augurs ill for any new

legisltation that provides such a "shopping list."

Let us now consider Section 130 funds. The pattern of

use of Section 130 funds,'with regard to Federal money and

state-local money as well, is not uniform among the states

of our rample and is therefore hard to summarize. The

following things, however, can be said: 1) in all states of

our sample, guidance and counseling oonsumed a significant

portion of Federal money; 2) in almost all states of the

sample, teacher training represented an important use of

4 3 0
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Table III

DIStrIbtal6n of total (federal. State and Local) Vocational Education

120 funds by Legislative Subpurpose

In Percentages

AL CA CO 11. IL 161 NH NT OK PA SC SO IX UT

Personnel .10 . .01 .08 .01 .01 .05 .40 n.a. .07 .01' .04 .6? .0) .14

Sonegulter 0.00 .04 .06 .0) .02 .01 .14 q.4. .10 .07 .02 .08 .03 .01

ilstratIon 6.45 .60 2.4 1.06 .47 25 6.43 n.a. 3.00 1.30 1.18 1.08 1.48 1.69

pries 79.51 94.00 89.81 68.06 911.44 91.59 19.05 n.a. 89.95 91.18 73.26 18.81 92.91 98.15

.02 .10 .21_ ----If .25 0.00 0.00 n.a. .15 .15 .04 .23 .45 0.00

7.06 .4) .9) 7.48 .01 0.00 2.15 n.a. 3.71 .38 .20 1.49 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 .24 .02 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.a. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00

rn 2.76 0.00 .61 9.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.a. .29 4.21 3.25 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.a. 0.00 0.00 b.00 0.00 0.00 0. .

1.rvires 0.00 .10 0.00 .03 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.4. 0.00 0.00 .23 0.00 0.00 0.00

Art$ .61 0.00 0.00 3.78 0.00 0.00 IL?? n.a. .01 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.64 0 00

far Woe.n 0.00 .0S 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.a. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 .02 0 00

'rv1Ce$ 0.00 .07 0.00 .02 0.00 0.00 0.00 r'..4 0.00 0.00 .01 0.00 .0) o.00

sch,,,Is 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.a. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

InstvAtion 0.00 0.00 0.00 .02 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.a. *0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 00

Istratinn 3.41 4.59 5.51 9.44 0.00 0.00 0..00 n.a. 2.66 1.94 21.15 9.20 1).40 0.00

BEST COM AVAILAIM
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n.a,

n. a.

n. a.

n. a.

n. a.

n.a.

n.4.

n.a.

r.S.

n.a

n.a.

n, a.

n. a.

n. a.

n.4

n. a
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.05

.05

1.64

85.66
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2.11

.01

3.35

.01
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Federal money (Alabama and New York being exceptions); 3)-in

almost all states of the sample, the research coordinating

units received substantial amounts of Federal money (New

Hampshire and Pennsylvania being exceptions); 4) only in

South Dakota was any notable amount of Federal money (over

10 percent) used for exemplary programs; 5) only in New

York, Oklahoma, and Texas was any substantial amount of

money used.for curriculum development; and 6) only in New-

York was any substantial amount of Federal money used for

grants .t.o overcome sex bias.,
The reader may recall my earlier observations that VEA

legislation and regulations arc self-contradictory,
. .

ambiguous, and open to easy manipulation'by state and local

governments. The results presented here about the uses.of

Federal funds and the degree to which state and local'

dollars are used to reinforce Federal objectives put

evidence behind our reservations about the effectiveness of

Federal controls over the uses of money. It would seem,

indeed, thanhe 1976 VEA legislation is itself a variant of

the block grant that is so popular in the current

administration's approach to social policy.

In another part of PONVER's research, in order to )

G

explore questions beyond the reach of the VocatiOnal

'Education Data System, we relied bn survey techniques. Thus,

We conducted a survey of 1,200 local agencies, as a

stratified random sample, in the states of California,

4 3 d
i.
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Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Kansas, Massachusetts, New

Ycrk, Nor*h Carolina, South Dakota, and Texas.

Recauae the states were not selected randomly, in a

strict statistical sense, the findings cannot be used to

generalize stout the nation as a whole. Nevertheless, the

ten-state sample represents a sufficiently large portion of

the vocational education enterprise such that the findings

have significance regardless of whether they apply to the

remainder of the country. The ten states surveyed account

for 39 percent of students enrolled in vocational education.

They receive 34 percent of Federal VEA funds and account for

48 percent of total state and local expenditures for

vocational edueation. The states include large urban centers

sue'' as New Ycrk, Chicago, and Lus Angeles, as well as

predominantly rurel sLatea as South Dakota and Kansas. They

represent a broad geographic distribution with states from

the nor:neast, south, midwest, and far west. In short, they

captur4 a number of important differences among states that

may affect the delivery of vocational education.

in addition to improving the access of the handicapped,

the disadvantaged, and women to 'AO quality vocational

education programs, the Vocational Education Act seeks more

onerally to spport irrprovements, innovations, and changes

in the existing vocational education programs. Thus, 4he

1976 Amendments stet,. chat Federal assistance is to be used

to "extend, improve, and where necessary, maintain existing

43
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programs of vocational education" (P.L. 94-482, Sec.

101(1)), as well as "to develop new programs of vocational

education" (P.L. 94-482, Sec. 101(2)).

Although the legislation does not prohibit using

Federal funds to maintain exir.ting programs, the use of the

phrase "where necessary" implies that Congress sought mainly

to spur program innovation and improvement. Other provisions

of P.L. 94-482 support this inference.

106(a)(6) stipulates:

Thus, S2Ct; .A

that Federal funds made available under this Act will
be so used as to supplement, and to the extent
practicable, increase the amount of State and local
funds that would be in the absence of such Federal
funds be made available for the uses specified in the
Act, and in no case supplant such State and local
funds.

Section 111(b) further requires states to maintain

previous levels of fiscal effort. In short, it is apparent

that Congress intended federal funds to supplement state and

local funds and to be used for program improvement and

expansion that states would not otherwise be able to carry

out with their own resources.

Co. sequently, the survey sought to determine LEA's

expenditures on program support, improvement, and expansion.

We should stress that determining the extent to which

Federal, as opposed to state and local, dollars supported.

these activities is exceedingly difficult. Several problems

complicate the analysis. First, in many states, 'by the time
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Federal VEA money reaches the local level, it is

indistinguishable from state or local dollars. Therefore,

what Federal dollars purchase& cannot be identified. Second,

even if LEA's could distinguish Federal dollars from state

and local dollars, there is(usually no way of knowing how

they would have expended funds in the absence of Federal

dollars. Thus, for example, many LEAs use Federal dollars

only for equipment purchases. This restrictive use of

Federal money is mostly a matter of convenience; it makes

accounting for Federal money a simple task and purchases are

tangible and easily displayed. .However, the fact that LEAs

spend Federal dollars in the fashion does not mean that

lacking Federal money they would riot have purchased the

equipment, but simply that state and local dollars that

would otherwise have been used for these purchases have been

directedto other purposes. In short, a lederal dollar is

easily substituted for a state and local dollar.

A third factor complicating analysis of what Federal

dollars buy is that despite the prohibition against

supplanting, the maintenance of effort requirement is so

weak as to permit substantial supplanting. An LEA is

considered to be maintaining sufficient fiscal effort as

long as the present year's expenditures, either in the

aggregate or on a per student basis, exceed 95 percent of

the previous year's expenditures. Moreover, the legislation

requires no adjustment for-inflation so that in real terms

44
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supplantation of as much as 15 percent of state and local

expenditures canoccur annually without violating the law.

ror these reasons, the survey did not attempt to

determine what proportions of Federal money were used for

program maintenance, program improvement, or program

expansion. Rather, we asked LEAs what prbportions of their

total vocational education budget (Federal, state and local)

they spent for four general purposes:

1. Supporting exilitino programs (including
expenditures for staff and maintenance of existing
buildipcs and equipment).

2. Improving existing programs (by adding teachers or
aides, purchasing or replacing equipment,
expanding facilities, etc.).

3. Adding n tt2122SAMA-

4. Adding new services (such as counselors,
facilities for handicapped students, etc.).

Thus, we tried to gauge the overall level of program

improvement or expansion rather than that whiCh might be

supported with Federal funds.

Table IV summarizes the secondary responses to this

question. As is to be expected, in most LEAs the bulk of the

vocational education budget, 83 percent on the average,

maintains existing programs. Only in a LEA just beginning to

develop a vocational program.would one expect to find much

deviation from this pattern. Twenty percent of the LEAs

responding to this question reported that all of their

budget was used to support existing programs, with ao funds

expended on program improvement or expansion.
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Table tv

Distribution of Total Vocational' Education Budget
Secondary, FY 197

% of Total Vocational
Education Budget S n Yo:

% of Districts
in Each Cate or

Support Existing Programs

70 or less 20%
71 - 85 22
86 - 90 18
91 - 99 20

100 20

100%
Number of Districts 405*

. Improve Existing Programs

0 25%
1 - 5 21
6 - 10 23
11 - 20 16
21 or more 15

100%
Number of Districts 413

Add New Programs

o . 74%
1 - 4 7

5 8
6 -10
11 or more 5

AL -

100%
Number of Districts = 414

. Add New Services

0 78%
1 4

2 - 4 5
5 7

6 or more'

100%.
Number of Districts = 414

*Data unavailable from approximately 170 districts.
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Seventy-five perceift of the LEAS reported spending some

money to improve vocational education programs, with ha4lf of

these saying that they spent more than eight percent of

their budgets on program improvement. A. much smaller number,

26 percent of the sample, expended funds to add new

programs, and among those LEAs, expenditures on new programs

typically amounted to less than five percent of the total

budget. Finally, only 22 percent of the sample reported

spending money to add new services, and when they did so,

these expenditures typically, accounted for less than three

percent of total spending.
6,

4 44
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At the postsecondary level (Table V), only six LEAs, or

three percent, reported spending all of their budget to

support existing programs. Half reported spending more than

seven percent of their budget to improve programs. Over half

said they had spent some money to add new programs, compared

to only 26 percent of secondary LEAs. Forty-five percent

said they had added new services.

What conclusions do these figures suggest? First, we

should emphasize the "soft" qvlity of data produced by this

quiistion. LEAs do not maintain accounts in terms of program

maintenance, improvement, and so forth. Respondents were

asked to estimate allocations, and their responses represent

"best guesses" that are subject to substantial inaccuracy.

Indeed, 1he high level of non-resoonse to the question --

suggests that the query was difficult to answer.

Nevertheless, because of 'the Congressional emphasis on new

programs and program improvement, we felt it important to

attempt some data collection.

With these caveats in mind, then, it seems safe to say

that most LEAs are making some effort to improve programs.

Insofar as Federal funds are less restricted than state and

local dollars and therefore give LEAS more budgeting

flexibility than they would otherwise have, then it is

likely that VEA ft\nds play an important though hard to

measure role in program improvement. On the other hand, a
o

relatively small number of secondary LEAs are adding new
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Table v

f.

Distribution of Total Vocational Education Budget
Postsecondary, FY 1979

% of Total Vocational S of Districts
Education Bud et Sent To: in Each Cate or

A. Support Existing Programs

75 or less 22%
76-85 24
86-90 19
91-95 22

96-100 11

Number of LEAs = 173

. Improve Existing Programs

0-2 17%
3-6 20
7-10 27
11-15 20
15+ 14

Number of LEAs = 172

C. Add New Programs

0
1-2

3-5
. 6-8

9-20

Number of LEAs = 172

46%
17

13

11

13

D. Add New Services

0 55%
1-2 16
3-4 7

5-7 12
8+ 10

Number of LEAs = 172
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programs or services. Indeed, if one took literally the

directions of Section 106(a)(5)(A)(ii) to give priority to

applicants which "propose programs which are new to the area

to be served and which are designed to meet new and emerging

manpower needs. . ." less than one-fourth of the secondary

and about one-half of the postsecondary _LEAs responding

could satisfy this criterion. Thus, while Federal funds may

play an important role in enablLnii those LEAs to add new

programs, VEA funds have apparently not encouraged li.rge

numbers of LEAs to undertake program expansion.

44/
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Sex Equity

Introducing efforts to peomote sex equity in vocational

education constituted one of the major new features enacted

with the !976 Amendments. The 1976 legislation explicitly

authorized funds for overcoming sexual discrimination and

sexual stere,typing in vocational education. While these

authorized funds of limited amount are directed only to the

state level, the Amendments included a number of comments

and directives regarding sexual inequality in vocational

education.

First, the legislation clearly stated that utilizing

funds for eliminating inequality was a legitimate and proper

use of Federal funds. States may spend funds under a number

of sections to overcome sex bias.1- Second, the legislation

required that a state, as part of its state plan, describe

its plan to overcome the problem of sex discrimination. A

number.of topics were to be included, ranging from data

collection on sex equity to providing assistance to local

education agencies interested in improving vocational

education opportunities for women. States were to reserve

$50,000 from their basic grant for these issues. States were

also to assign (at the state level) a full-time sex equity

coordinator to carry out the plan.

While women have come to play an increasingly

significant part in the work force, they face serious

44a
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hurdles to occupational succe4s. Women are concentrated in

low skill, low paying jobs with limited career ladders.

Women with similar levels of educational and occupational

training continue to earn lower salaries, and at times enter

on a lower rung of the job ladder than their male

counterparts.
2

This pattern of sexual inequality in the labor force

has been mirrored in public vocational education programs.

In 1976, critics noted that sex segregation in vccational

programs was severe. For years, homemaking and 'nsumer

education had been the almost exclusive domain o. iemales,

while boys have participated in traditionally male

vocational educattbn programs such as agriculture and

industrial arts. 3

With this in, background in mind, PONVER asked 1,EAs.

about their efforts to promote sex equity in vocational

education. Districts were asked if they had, during the

current academic year (1979-80) expended funds on any

special activities to promote sex equity in vocational

education. Examples of special activities included

assemblies, speakers, films, and workshops.

As Table VI indicates, 22 percent of secondary LEAs

reported that they had expended funds for sex equity. At the

postsecondary level, rates were higher; 40 percent of thp

districts reported expending funds in this area.

This low level of, effort, if representative, suggests

44j
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Table vi

Proportion of LEAs Expending Funds to
Promote Sex Equity, 1979-80

Expended Funds for
Sex Equity

Did Not Expend Funds

SECONDARY

22% 40Z

78% 60%

POSTSECONDARY

100% 100%

Number of Districts 554 (secondary), 205 (postsecondary).
Data Unavailable from 26 secondary and 6 postsecondary LEAs.

31-254 0 - 84 - 29
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that very few secondary students were exposed to programs

aimed at eliminating sex stereotyping. Three-quarters of all

the districts we studied did not report any activities.

Moreover, when districts did undertake activities to promote

sex equity, the programs tended to be modest. For example,

we asked the districts which spent money on sex equity to

list the cost and size of the progra.3. Half of thI,school

districts which reported expending fpnds spent $500 or less

during the academic year.

PONVER also asked district whether they had changed

staffing patterns in order to improve the sexual balance of

programs traditionally dominated by one sex. The proportion

of districts which had raassigned teachers was very low.

Only five percent of secondary and 20 percent of

postsecondary districts stated that they had ma4Such

stsffing,changes. Among the few school districts which did

reorganize staffing patterni, the number of teachers
.

affected was low. The majority of districts had changes

involving one teacher. The largest number of teachers

involved in one district was six. All together, for the

entire sample, fewer than 40 female teachers in secondary

LEAs were hired or reassigned to non-traditional positions

in vocational education. For secondary schools, the figure

for male teachers was even lower, with only seven teachers

being transferred to non-traditional positions in the 580

districts examined.

et;it., 4
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At the postsecondary level, hiring or reassigning staff

to promote sex equity was more impressive. One-fifth of the

LEAs reported they had hired or reassigned staff to meet sex

equity objectives. Thirty together reported hiring 39 female

teachers to staff programs traditionally taught'by men --

*primarily in technical, trade, and industrial programs.

Taken together, these results indicate that efforts at

the local level to eliminate sex stereotyping and

discrimination in vocational education are far from

universal. About one-fifth of secondary and two-fifths of

postsecondary LEAs reported organizing special activities to

promote this issue. This conclusion is corroborated by data

'reported at the state level and displayed earlier ,in this

statement. Data for 15 states sample that state and local

agencies did not generalif fund programs or services

14,promoting sex equity in vocational education (aside from the

$50,000 in federal dollars which they were required to use

for creating a state level office of sex equity coordinator

for vocational educatibn). Funds for sex equity personnel,

displaced homemaker services, support.services for women,

and day care services are all proper funding arenas under

Section 120, but most states did not spend any money for

these purposes. None of the states reported spending more

than one-half of one percent for these purposes.

o (-/ A.1
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Access of the Underserved to Nigh Quality

Vocational Programs

Senior PONVER staff were able to visit vocational

programs'in the largest cities of our country. Here are some

of our observations.

Although there are high quality vocational education

programs in all of the cities we visited, such programs are

not available to all students who might wish to enroll in

them. Access to high quality programs is not equally

distributed, which is to say that students with certain

characteristics4have a much better chance of enrolling in

high quality programs than students with different

characteristics. Barriers of access to high quality

vocational training continue to exist, particularly for

special populations: minorities, women, the handicapped, and

the disadvantaged, including limited Elglish speaking

students.

Vocational education is strongly hierarchical in

quality. We saw programs that would do credit to four year

schools of engineering. We visited programs of design that

are possibly unparallelee in the world. We have seen

lavishly equipped facilities, dedicated faculty, and

hard-working students. Senior members of the project, all of

whom have spent years as memblrs of educational

institutions, found some vocational training activities to

45J
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be more exciting, and to attract more loyalty and commitment

,of faculty and student body alike, than any academic

education activity they were aware of. It is in such

institutions that completion and placement rates run up to

very high levels.

At khe other end of the spectrum, we have visited

institutiions that have only recently dropped car washing

from the curriculum and that show dry cleaning as the most

popular program (only three percent of completers got jobs,

we were told, but anyway the students could clean their own

and their neighbors' clothes). We have seen welding shops in

which the Goths are falling over from .ust. We have seen a

masonry shop empty of measuring tools but full of the

students' dirty work clothes, tossed carelessly on the floor

and in the closet. We observed students asleep at their

desks and classrooms almost row after row'empty for absence

of instructors. Which is all to say that vocational

education in our cities reflects the strengths of our

technviogy and our culture and reflects the physical and

spiritual erosion of concentrated poverty as well.

The geographic location of high quality vocational

programs is a major factor in access in some cities.

Although programs of superior quality may be ostensibly open

to students from throughout the school district, many of

these programs are located in facilities that are distant

from concentrations of particular kinds of students.

( 4 5
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Consequently, access is restricted:,

Restricted access is also due to arbitrary limitations

on the size of some programs. In New York City, for example,

12,000 students who applied for admission to the city's

vocational high schools were unable to be accommodated in

any oe their first three choices of schools -- and only

three choices are allowed. One of these schools, Aviation

High School, reportedly had 5,000 applicants for 750 places.

In part, this is a problem of insutficient resources to

expand programs, but the impact of the problem is borne

disproportionately by special populations. Because the

programs are high qual,L4 and because they are

oversubscribed, admission is frequently competitive and

depends largely on academic achievement and mastery of basic

skills. Unfortunately, because the district does not have

the resources to expand offerings of vocational high

schools, there is no incentive, and indeed even a strong

disincentive, to provide additional remedial instruction

that would qualify a disadvantaged student for admission.

A second reason for limiting enrollments in some high

quality programs is the need to adjust program enrollments

to labor market demand. Therefore, some programs will be

restricted in order to avoid training too many people for a

limited number of jobs. While limited employment

opportunities present an impediment to program expansion

that is outside the purview of the vocational education

A
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system, again the impact is borne disproportionately by

special populations as school districts ration slots in

these programs using competitive admission criteria.

Many of the vocational high schools and shared-time

area vocational centers have admission requirements that bar

less well-prepared students from high quality vocational

programs, even when limitations on enrollment are not

required by internal or external conditions. Such

requirements include scores on standardized aptitude or

intelligence tests, grade point averages, attendance record,

and personal characteristics of applicants, as determined in

interviews.

Similarly, some vocational programs, particularly more

technical programs, in the comprehJnsive high schools and

the shared-time vocational programs and centers, have

admissions requirements and often require specific

preparation in math or science. Admission criteria are

established for the more technical programs at the

postsecondary level as well.

For significant numbers of disadvantaged students,

including those who have limited English, admission

requirements effectively restrict access to high quality

vocational programs. Many disadvantaged students lack the

preparation, either in basic skills or in course work

prerequisites, that would enable them to meet the admission

standards of these programs. But to suggest that entry
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requirements be abolished totally is not the answer.

The solution to this problem, as we see it, is twofold.

';he first task is to distinguish between admission criteria

that predict program completion and that would serve to

predict successful job placement in a non-discriminatory

labor market and those other admission standards that are

either irrelevant or discriminatory by race, sex,

disadvantage, or handicap. (Naturally, vocational

instructors and administrators have opinions about what

kinds of students are "good to work with," and especially

when interviews are used in the screening process, subtle

forms of bias are likely to creep in.) Once one arrives at a

set of admission requirements that do predict program

completion and job placement, it would be foolish to use

them; otherwise, good programs degenerate into "revolving

door" operations that frustrate and disappoint students and

faculty alike.

The job does not stop, however, with identifying

appropriate criteria. The next steps are to help students

who lack qualifications to gain them within a reasonable

period of time, and it would seem especially appropriate

that Federal money be used for this purpose. We further

suggest that program administrators reserve places in

over-subscribed prograrqs fir members of target populations

who possess or acquire the necessary qualifications for

entry.

4 5 /
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A Preliminary Sketch of New Legislation'

If it should be agreed that the Federal government's

responsibility in vocational education should embrace the

objectives of quality enhancement and access to advanced

programs for the underserved, I suggest a bill in three

titles would be, the appropriate instrument.

Title I. Under Title I, a Federal appropriation would

be made for the general support of."advanced programs." As a

proper definition of advanced programs is the key element of

this title. I suggest the definition he first considered in

terms of the concept of occupationally specific programs of

the National Center for Educational Statistics:

"The program area differences noted earlier
may reflect differences in prerequisite
requiriment6 as well as in student intent in
choosing vocational education instruction. "The
concept of occupationally specific enrollments
permits these differences to be quantified.
Occupationally specific programs are those
programs offered at or above grade 11 which
purport to impart entry level job skills fot a
specific gainful occupation. Excluded are all
programs in Industrial Arts and Consumer and
Homemaking areas, as well as prevocational,
counseling and guidance, and cluster programs. By
limiting consideration to occupationally spccific
enrollments, one can focus on those vocational
students who would be expected to have the mo5t
immediate and planned impact on the gair.fil labor
market."
But this definition does not take us far enough. 1

would propose the following additional elements to define

advanced programs - meaning high quality programs in

vocational education:

at the secondary and adult level, students must have
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at least two contact hours per
1

day in the programs and the

progfams must cover two full academic years of study;

-' at the post secondary level, students must have at

least two contact hours per day and the programs must cover

at least one full academic year;

- the programs at both secondary and post-secondary

levels must establish prerequisites of 8th grade level in

English and mathematics;

- the programs must be able to demonstrate involvement

with employers, meaning that employers make contributions in

cash or kind to the programs. Involvement must go beyond the

establishment of an advisory committee. A cooperative

program would ordinarily serve to meet this requirement.

In addition to these requirements as stated, every

advanced program should be required to submit annual reports

that display the following kinds of data: program completion

and the award of a license or certificate; numbers of

students continuing their education; and placement of

students in a job related to training. Further, each

advanced program should be subject .toa detailed review

within a five-year period of time. The review should

consider the degree to which the program is responsive to

labor market demands, the effectiveness of the program in

reducing sex stereotyping, and whether the program has a

balanced eprollment of the underserved, as defined in Title

II. The program should be evaluated also in terms of whether

it was providing training that helped students enter fields

4 5 tj
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with good prospects for high earnings. Each state should be

required to develop minimum criteria for the selection and

continuation of a program in advanced standing, In short, I

believe it possible to develop and administer a set of

criteria under which advanced, or high quality programs,

could be distinguished from ordinary programs.

Once such programs were identified, Federal Title I

money would flow to the institutions housing them in

proportion to their number of student contact hours. If, for

example, a given regional occupational center had 10 per

cent of the statewide total of student contact hours in

advanced programs, it would get 10 per cent of Title I

funds. Weighting of contact hours should be optional, in my

opinion, on the part of the states. Weighting should be

confined, in any case, to instances where data are available

by local district Examples are local fiscal capacity and

AFDC cool- States that possessed the appropriate analytical

capacity might wish to include weights to recognize

differences in necessary costs by program.

The main state administrative activity under Title I is

to certify and monitor programs of quality in vocational

education. Otherwise, Title I would be largely

self-administered. It would provide an incentive for program

administrators to raise standards of quality.

Title II. This title is to improve access for groups

that have been traditionally underserved in vocational

education. I would define the underserved to include the
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following persons% economically and academically

disadvantaged, handicapped, limited-English speaking,

persons who seek work that is unconventional for their sex,

displaces homemakers, and displaced workers.

Title II funds would flow to the institutions that

contain advanced programs under two criteria:

- at the secondary and adult level, in proportion to

completions of members of the underserved groups in advanced

programs, relative to statewide totals of completions of the

underserved in advanced programs;

- at the post-secondary level, in proportion to

enrollments of the underserved groups in advanced programs,

relative to statewide total enrollments of the underserved

in advanced programs.

There would be one ualification to the above

distribution. No instit tion would earn Title II funds under

the sex equity distribution unless it had an enrollment of

the underrepresented/sex of between 15 and 35 per cent.

Assuming a reasonable relationship between

appropriations for'Titles I and II, the per student awards

under Title II would be considerably greater than under

Title I. This should create an incentive of some power to

take whatever steps are necessary to enroll members of the

underserved groups in advanced vocational programs. The

3tpt.. would include the provision of remedial programs in

basic oubjects where needed. By encouraging enrollment of

the underserved in advanced programs, the Federal government

4
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would be taking strong action to improve the job prospects

for persons who normally face some difficulty in entering

the mainstream economy.

Title III. In certain cases, however, the incentives of

Title II may be insufficient. I refer to cases where

underserved groups lack access in the geographic sense to

high quality vocational programs. Within a reasonable

commuting area, there may be no training facilities at all,

or none that meets modern standards of laboratories and

equipment. This kind of lack of capital may lie beyond the

apparent capacity of state,.and local governments to fill, -

and it may blunt the effectiveness of Title II distribution.

Therefore, I would propose in Title III that the

Federal government and the states enter a 75-25 per cent

partnership to issue bonds in support of vocational facility

construction and equipment (or re-equipment). A Federal

appropriation of $300 million annually could yield an

investment of some $2.5 billion.

Nn funds, except administrative, should be spent under

Title III in the first year of the Act. Rather, each state

should be called upon to make a thorough survey of the

conditions of physical access of underserved groups to

advanced training programs. The survey should allow :or

public participation, and it should document all instances

where physical access to a range of advanced programs in

vocational education was not reasonably available to members

of underserved groups in both urban and rural areas.
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Upon completion of the survey, each state should

prepare a comprehensive project application for Title III

funds, under which the state presented a strategic plan to

reduce denial of physical access for underserved groups to

the maximum feasible extent, relative to the\state's

allotment under Title III. Once approved under a process of

Federal review, the projects in the plan could go forward as

the Federal and state bonds were issued.

This outline of Federal involvement in vocational

education stresses s.mplicity and consistency. It seeks to

strengthen the incentives of state and local authorities to

operate high quality programs and to make these programs

available in an equitable manner to the groups in the

country that need training for work.
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NOTES

1. Legislation permitted expenditures to promote sex equity
under both Section 120 and Section 130 funding sources.
Section 120 would normally be directed to program
innovation or special services, while Section 130 funds
would be directed to research, counseling, and other
issues.

2. Bureau of the Census, Social Indicators III: Selected
Data on Social Conditions an Trends in the United
States, Washington, 1980.

3. Advisory Committee on the Rights and Responsibilities
of Women, The Vocational Preparation of Women,
Warhington, Department ca.. Health, Education, and
Welfare. 1975.
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Appendix I

"Dr_ cciPtivc Study of the Distribution of Federal, State and Local
1'unci^ for Voca.Xional Education: Final Report,"

ProjFct on NatiOna). Vocational Education Resources (FONVER)
University of California, Berkeley, September 1981

SUMMAXY OF MAJOR FINDINGS BY CHAPTER

Chapter II: Data Collection 4

1. Despite the establishment of the Vocational Education Data
System (VEDS), there still is no complete, carefully verified,
centralized source of data for planning and evaluating federal
policy for vocational education. While VEDS has brought badly
needed standardization to the collection of data, as well as
improvements in the accuracy of reporting, VEDS does not readily
supply much of the information needed to analyze the distribution
of federal VEA. funds. Most serious among VEDS shortcomings is
its failure to report any information by eligible recipient.

2. Vast states lack management information systems sophisticated
enough to report reliable data for vocational education on
an annual basis, Tay a few states have fully computerized
data systems, and most still rely on paper to transmit
substantial amounts of data. There is a strong need for
technical and financial assistance to improve states' data
management capabilities.

Chapter 111: Distribution of Federal Vocational Education Funds to
the States

3. The formula specified by legislation for distributing VEA funds
to the states does not target funds effectively. A state's
allocation bears to relationship to the size of its vocational
education program, its state and local expenditures for voca-
tional education, the number of students with special needs
enrolled in vocational education, or the economic conditions of
the state.

4. The two factors determining the distribution of VEA funds
to the states, age distribution of the total population and
per capita income, direct more funds per capita to southern
and western states with relatively low rates of unemployment'
and away from the northeastern and northcentral states with
higher rates of unemployment.

UsedChapter TV: Distribution Procedures Used by States to Allocate VEA
Funds to Eligible Recipients

5. The failure to resolve serious ambiguities and contradictions
in the language of the legislation affecting the distribution
of funds by states to eligible recipients has produced much
confusion wrong states as to what constitute acceptable
procedures for allocating VEA funds.
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6. As of 1978-79,4/10 state was using a funds distribution procedure

free of technical difficulties, arbitrary judgments, unexplained
calculations, questionable interpretations of federal law, or
inaccurate or inappropriate data.

Chapter V: °Patterns of Funds Distribution Within States

7. In none of the twelve (12) states selected for analysis was there
any s stemat c linear relationship between the amount of VEA
funds al ocated to an eligible recipient and measures on the
various factors Congress specified for determining the distri-
bution of funds -- location in an economically depressed area,
offering new programs, relative financial ability, and concen-
trations of low-income fainilies or individuals. This finding
holds for both secondary and postsecondary programs.

8. At the secondary level, seven (7) of the twelve (12) states
studied did, on the merle, direct more VEA revenues per
student'to LEAsThrentlae ow average relative financial ability,

. above average unemployment rates, and above average concentrations
of low-income families. However, in these states the pattern
was not consistent across LEAs.

9. At the postsecondary level, none of the six (6) states examined
consistently allocated more VEA funds per student tweligible
recipients with above average unemployment rates, below average
relative financial ability, and above average concentrations
of low-income families. Results were mixed when each of these
factors was examined individually.

10. For both levels, and especially for postsecondary programs,
several of the factors'specified by legislation and regulations
for determining the distribution of funds are not readily
measured for school districts whose boundaries do not coincide
with municipal or county boundaries.

11. Even when states technically satisfied the instructions to
concentrate resources in school districts with particular
characteristics, the degree to which they met these requirements
varied greatly, with some states allocating only ten percent
more per student to districts with above average concentrations
of low-income families, while another state allocated twice
as much per student.

12. Where some federal funds were allocated in accordance with the
factors specified by law, the resulting pattern of federal
funds was often offset by the distribution pattern of state
and local funds.

/I L.?
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Chapter VI: Funds Distribution Further CPnsidered: Services by
Function and ti (tient Population Served.

13. Although P.L. 94-482 specified 13 different activities on
which states may expend funds allocated under Section 120,
on the average foe the U.S. as a whole, states allocated
over 80 percent of these funds for supporting on-going
vocational programs and approximately 10 percent for state
and local administration,

14. With respect to the requirements that states allocate 10
percent and 20 percent of funds allocated under Subparts 2
and 3 for programs serving the handicapped and disadvantaged
respectively, few states allocated significantly more than
these minimum amounts, and some allocated less.

15. States allocated substantially greater portions of federal
funds than state and local funds to programs for the
handicapped, the disadvantaged, and students with limited
English proficiency.

16. In a survey of local education agercies (LEAs) in ten states,
twenty percent of the secondary LEAs and nine vrcent of the
postsecondary LEAs did not receive VEA funds ir. rY 1979.
The most frequently cited reason for not receiving funds was
insufficient staff and resources to prepare oposajs, followed
by failure to apply because data requirements are too burdensome.

"ixty-four percent of secondary LEAs said they had handicapped
'Adents mainstreamed in regular vocational programt, but only

. percent of all secondary respondents said they incurred
excess costs for mainstreamed students. Twenty-two percent
said they incurred excess costs for handicapped students
enrolled in special programs.

18. Eighty percent of postsecondary LEAs reported having handicapped
students mainstreamed in regular vocational programs. Thirty-
seven percent said they incurred excess c:ts for mainstreamed
students, and 29 percent reported excess costs for handicapped
students in special programs.

19. Over 70 percent of secondary and 90 percent of postsecondary
LEAs nod disadvantaged students participating in regular
vocational programs, but only 23 percent and 42 percent,
respectively, incurred excess costs for these students.

20. Seventeen percent of secondary and 50 percent of postsecondary
LEAs said they had vocational education students with limited
English proficiency, but only four percent and 20 percent,
respectively, said they incurred excess costs for these students.

cr.
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21. In half the secondary LEAs incurring excess costs, total
federal assistance to cover these costs was less than
$3,550 for mainstreamed handicapped students, less than
$6,000 for mainstreamed disadvantaged students, less than
$11,000 for handicapped students in special programs, less
than $15,000 for disadvantaged students in special programs,
and less than $5,500 for students with limited English pro-
ficiency. Comparable figures for postsecondary were typically
two to three times higher.

22. Twenty-two percent of secondary and 40 percent of postsecondary
LEAs reported spending funds to promote sex equity. In half of
these secondary LEAs, expenditures amounted to less than $500;
in half the postsecondary LEAs, expenditures were less than
$4,800.

23. Five percent of the secondary and 20 percent of the postsecondary
LFAs said they had hired or reassigned teachers to promote sex
equity.

24. Twenty percent of secondary and three percent of postsecondary
respondents reported that their total budget, including VEA
funds, was used to maintain existing programs.

25. Thirty-eight percent of secondary and 48 percent of postsecondary
LEAs reported using at least seven percent of their total
budget to improve programs.

Chapter VII: Program Participation and Prcgram Offerings

26. Relative to their numbers in the larger student population,
minority students are generally underrepresented or pro-
portionately represented in vocational education programs at
the secondary level; however, at the postsecondary level,
minority students are substantially overrepresented in several
states.

27. Relative to their numbers in the larger student population,

girls are overrepresented in consumer and homemaking programs,
while boys dominate trade and industrial programs, as well
as the largest agriculture programs. Additionally, women
are underrepresented in most postsecondary technical programs.

28. Relative to their numbers in the larger student population,
black students are generally overrepresented in occupational
consumer and homemaking programs and underrepresented in trade
and industrial programs.

4 J
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29. Relative to their numbers in the larger student population,
disproportionately small numbers of handicapped, disadvantaged,
and limited English proficiency students receive special services
while enrolled in vocational education. Whether these students
are actually underrepresetned in vocational education cannot
be determined because states are instructed by VEDS to count
only those students receiving special services funded with
VEA monies.

30. When vocational education programs were ranked in terms of
employment opportunities and average expected wages, analysis
of programs in five states revealed that women were consistently
concentrated in programs with a large number of job opportunities
but with low wage expectations. A similar but considerably
weaker pattern was observed fcr minority students enrolled in
vocational education.

Chapter VIII: Vocational Education in Large Cities

31. During site visits to seven large cities, it was observed
that vocatioal education programs in vocational high schools
or in shared-time area schools were generally superior to those
in comprehensive high schools.

. ccess to high quality vocational education programs for
'norities, women, the handicapped, the disadvantaged, and

s ents, with limited English proficiency is often impeded
for at least one or More of four reasons: 1) geographic
isolation of programs, 2) limitations on program enrollments,

3) program admission requirements, and 4) restricted job
entry.

33. As a general rule, VEA funds have no direct, easily identified
effects on either the quality of vocational education programs
in the cities or the access of students with special needs.
In most cities, the federal dollar is not easily distinguished
from state or local dollars. There are, however, notable excep-
tions, and in both Boston and Urw vork City, local officials
gave evidence of activities that would not have Leen possible
without VEA funds.

34. Local economic conditions play a major role in determining

the effectiveness of vocational education in placing stdents
in jobs.

Chapter IX: The Future Interest of the Federal Government in Vocational
Education

35. Existing federal legislation for vocational education suffers
from four major deficiencies: 1) ambiguous objectives and
ineffective administration, 2) ineffectivn mJtching reouirexent7.,
3) e:xessive data collection and reporting, and 4) inadequate
coordination with other federal policy concerning education and
occupational training.

4 6
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Testimony of

Larry Brown, President

70001 Ltd.

The Youth Employment Company

October 25, 1983

Chairman Stafford, Members of the Subcommittee, I am Larry Brown,

President of 70001 Ltd., The Youth Employment Company and Chairperson of

the National Youth Employment Coalition Legislative Policy Task Force.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify as you consider legislation to

extend and revise the Vocational Education Act. As America searches for

ways to revitalize our 200-year tradition of excellence, the issues of

education and employment are of crucial importance. The Vocational

Education Act is poised between them, holling great potential to bring

productive employment to all citizens.

As we begin our discussions, it is important to keep in mind that the

Vocational Education Act provides only 11 percent of total voc ed

funding;' the remainder comes from state and local coffers. The federal

contribution, therefore, does not drive the nation's vocational

education systeth. At' best, the Vocational Education Act stimulates

innovation, helps establish priorities, and ensures equitable services.

Congress has recognized the unique role of the Act for more than 65

years. In reautnorizing the Act, we believe this role should be

continued.

The issues of innovation, priorities and access are central to 70001's

perspective.., But first, it may be useful to provide a brief history of

70001 and our involvement in education for employment. For the past

fourteen years, 70001 has been preparing a very special group of young

people -- high school dropouts -- for the world of work and placing them

into jobs. Since 1976, when 70001 Ltd. organized as a national public

service corporation more than 19,000 young dropouts have been placed,

all of them into jobs with private employers. This figure represents 80
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percent of training completers. It Is not an easy task. Most of the

young people who enroll in the more than SO programs in the 7'001

network are 18 years old or younger, from minority groups and female.

Almost one-third are parents and 7 percent have more than one child.

Morelthan 30 percent are from families receiving AFDC payments; half are

from families where neither parent graduated from high school. Eighty

percent read below a ninth grade level and many are functionally

illiterate. Few have ever held a job for more than two months and more

than a third have never been gainfully employed.

These young people are the bedrock of a potential AmeriCan underclass --

citizens who lack the educational and occupational skills to gain a

permanent foothold in an increasingly competitive American labor market.

The faces of the underclass are disproportionately
minority and female;

their opportunities for employment exceedingly small. WithoUt a major

and sustained natiinal effort -- with vocational education in a central

role -- we will have written a premature epitaph for the futures of

lit rally millions of young women and men.

This need not be so, however. Many billions of dollars have been spent

by government and private organizations to help the disadvantaged bridge

the abyss of unemployment. Vocational educators can point to many

thousands of success stories. 70001 and similar community-based

organization,: have been a lifeline to many others. Yet failures are

conspicuous. The nation's educational system is under attack while

unemployment among the young remains frighteningly high.

4z 7
j
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Reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act offers yet another

opportunity to address these issues legislatively. But our success or

failure ,will depend as much on our attitudes as on our abilities to

write new laws. To create a vocational training system of which we can

all be proud, attitudes such as trust, cooperation and persistence will

make all the difference. Neither vocational education nor CBOs such as

70001 can by themselves solve the nation's unemployment crisis. Each of

us brings important resources to the battle; together we can succeed.

For much too long those of us in the employment training field and

America's educators have labored in separate vineyards.

With these points in mind, I would like to offer the following

suggestions on several points that are especially relevant to

reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act. Of these, I single out

two -- literacy training and the role of community -based

organizations -- that deserve particular attention.

Literacy Training

Twenty percent of American adults cannot read, write or count well

enough to hold a steady job. Nearly a million youngsters each year,

most lacking basic academic skills, drop out of school. Minority

youngsters in many areas fail minimum competency tests in alarming

numbers. These statistics are well-known and it is to the credit of the

American people (and In particular the recent report from the

President's Commission on Educational Excellence) that efforts are under

way to do something positive about them.
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,But tougher standards and higher pay for teachers are not the complete

answer. Vocational educators have expressed reluctance to take on the

task of providing remedial education. Their skepticism has its merits,

for it is a fact that many thousands of young people are simply not

suited for the traditional classroom (vocational or academic)

environment. Cracking the academic whip will do little !or youths who

are fundamentally illiterate, suffer emotional, or physical handicaps,

are single parents, or must hold full-time jobs to meet basic economic

needs.

To bolster the academic skills of the complete range of vocational

students requires innovation and cooperation. Many community-based

organizations, for example (70001 included), have had encouragi g

success upgrading the academic skills-Of the economically disadvantag

and the limited-English speaking. When these alternative classrooms ar

linked with vocational training, the results are impressive.

The Vocational Education Act should'be modified to emphasize literacy

training through funding earmarks and incentives. These should include

community based organizations with proven track records. No country

whose citizens cannot read and write will sustain economic growth.

Community-Based Organizations

Community-based organizations such as 70001, OIC of America, the

National Puerto Rican Forum, and the twenty-three members of the

National Youth Employment Coalition, have proven over the years that

they do some very important things very well. These include partici-



pant recruitment and referral; counseling; work-readiness training;

basic 'academic instruction; and motivation.' Because so many of these

services are crucial in vocational education, the role and importance of

community -based organizations should be spelled out in the Vocational

Education Act.

Community-based organizations are in an excellent position to serve

in-school as well as out-of-school youth. Potential dropouts with

marginal attendance records, for example, have had their desire to learn

re-ignited through special counseling, job placement, and other services

provided by CEOs. In other cases, vocational schools have contracted

with CEOs to assist out-of-school youth. For example, the Hennepin

County, Minnesota Vocational Technical Center operates a 70001 program

that is a successful transitional mechanism for young dropouts who,

without some special assistance, are unprepared to enter the vocational

classroom. This partnership has resulted in a fully integrated

employment training system able to serve young people from all
;

backgrounds. The arrangement 4' also cost-effective. The vocational

school, for example, makes its sophisticated assessment center available

to 70001 and provides classroom and activity space, as well as such

costly necessities as support staff, utilities, bookkeeping and copying

services.

Funding for the Hennepin 70001 program was provided under CETA rnd

continues under JTPA. More such partnerships should be encouraged,

however, through strengthened language in the Vocational Education Act

that provides the funds and the incentives to make them work.
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Tamtirl

In this time of fiscal austerity for social programs, the funds that

remain must be directed to help those in greatest danger of becoming

penwanently excluded from the labor market -- the economically

disadvantaged, those with limited English skills, the handicapped, high

school dropouts, teenage parents, and residents of urban and rural

poverty areas. Without federal prodding and financial incentives, the

vocational education system has not served these groups well. Only 15.2

percent of all elementary and secondary voc ed students are from poverty

bacagrounds,
2

a percentage that steadily declined during the late

197Os.
3

Other studies have shown that vocational students do not have

measurably' fewer reading or writing skills than other high schoolers,

refuting the "dumping ground" theory but indicating less than adequate

attention to the educationally under-privileged.
4

I mentioned earlier that a major function of the Vocational Education

Act is to set priorities. Much research is available that shows state

and local voc ed agencies are earmarking less money for special needs

groups.
5

Congrt.,s cannot control these funds directly. but a strong

targeting formula can be added to the Vocational Education Act that will

replace some of. these funds while estdbiishing the intent of Congress

that vocational programs make determined effort to serve those with

special needs. The present category for the disadvantaged should be

greatly expanded and It wouia not be too much to ask that the entire Act

be focused on the.disadvantaged and others facing serious obstacles to

anployment.
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Coordination with JTPA

I stated earlier that no single institution can ensure employment

training opportunities for all Americans. In our effort to create a

coordinated system that cones closer to this goal, the new Job Training

Partnership Act is a crucial resource. Closer coordination between

vocational education and employment training is not a new issue:

indeed, it crops up regularly when new legislation is being discussed.

It is a common-sense notion, but one which has generated more than its

share of controversy. But we can no longer accept, either morally or

economically, a two-track system that is both separate and unequal.

Vocational education funding (including state and local contributions)

amounts to more than $7 billion a year and serves primarily a middle

class (85%), white (76%), population.6 JTPA, on the other hand, is

funded at less than S2 billion in fiscal year 1984 and must addrlss the

manifold needs of nearly 10 million jobless Americans. Unless it can

tap other education and employment resources, JTPA will be unable to

provide meaningful services ard ultimately will become the scapegoat for

its own failures.

Coordination between vocational education and JTPA can be accomplished

in many ways: through earmarks, incentives, mandates, joint planning or

a combination of these. The 22 percent set-aside for schools under the

Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA) was not an

overWhelmIng success, so we must be careful in designing new linkages.

But however it is done, coordination is essential.

1 P.,'
Lt ;,)
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Skill Training

The tasic goal of vocational education is to equip citizens with

appropriate occupational skills. But vocational training must to

matched to genuine employer needs. In this effort, vocational educators

have been reasonably successful, although researchers still argue about

the ultimate impacts. A 1980 report by the National Commission on

Education Statistics, for example, found that 14.3 percent of male high

school seniors enrolled in vocational programs were jobless, compared

with 18.3 percent of the general population of male seniors. For women,

however, unemployment rates were identical.? On the other hand,

according to a three-year report by the National Institute of Education,

wicationally trained students are "likely to be employed in a job

related to their training and less likely to experience unemployment

than the students in the general curriculum. B

By amending the Vocational Education Act, Congress can improve this

de track record, especially in placements of the disadvantaged. The

Private Industry.Councils, newly strengthened under JTPA, should have a

role in determining the design of vocational programs hiring and needs

as they relate to local employers. This input could be provided

through requirements that PICs certify that skills training courses are
4

necessary and likely to lead to unsubsidized private sector placements.

Such a sign-off provision would not only increase the match between

programs and jobs, but also ensure equitable services and placements for

the economically disadvantaged and other special needs citizens served

under JTPA.
f
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Equity of Services

Because unemployment among minorities and females is not abating, even

with improvements in the economy, equitible services mandates under the

Vocational Education Act must be greatly strengthened. Several attempts

have been made to improve services to women, but in general, vocational

educatton continues to perpetuate old traditions. A study by the

National Commission for Employment Policy, for example,9 found that 50

percent of working women are in 17 traditionally female occupations, 13

of which are the focus of standard vocational programs. These programs,
,

in turn, continue to enroll female students almost entirely. The

National Center for Education Statistics found that women make up from

75 to 90 percent of the enrollments in home economics, health and

consumer, and homemaking courses.
10

Men, on the other hand, still

dominate program in industrial arts, technical, trade and industrial and

agricultural science. Through either incentives or mandates, the

Vocational Education Act must be shaped into a forceful weapon to combat

the increasing "feminization" of poverty.

There is little evidence that sex equity requirements of the 1976

Vocational Education Amendments have been enforced, A 1981 study by the

National Commission for Employment Policy found that where sex equity

regulations have been enforced, the number of females in nontraditional

vocational training has increased. But the commission found "little

movement" in state compliance with legal requirements to appoint sex

equity coordinators to spell out in five-year plans how sex bias will be

overcome.

A 1-.*'
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The situation is similar for blacks and other minorities. NCES data

reveal that more than 61 percent of black females are enrolled in home

economics or homemaking courses, while 23.8 percent of black males are

in trade and industrial programs. Blacks are "underrepresented" In the

growing technical training field, NCES observed.12

70001 recommends that the equitable services provisions of the

Vocational Education Act be retained and that states not receive funding

until an equitable services plan has been implemented. To improve

services to'women and minorities, vocational schools need assistance as

well as mandates. In this effort, community-based organizations can

play a valuable role in recruitment, counseling and support services.

Youth Groups

Vocational clubs such as 4-H, Future Farmers of America and Distributive

Education are an important part of the lives of millions of young

Americans. 709101 itself grew from the roots of one of the largest

vocational organizations, the Distributive Education Clubs of America.

For the first seven years of its existence, 70001 was a division of

DECA, serving school dropouts In much the same way as DECA chapters In

the nation's high schools. Vocational student organizations generate

teamwork, self-respect, peer support and a sense of belonging that are

powerful motivators for success: The importance of vocational clubs has

long been recognized by Congress and been supported in the Vocational

Education Act. This support should continue.,

4 `73
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While it has yet to enjoy official recognition by Congress in the

Vocational Education Act, the Seventy Thousand One Career Association

(SEVCA) is nearly identical to other vocational student organizations.

SEVCA is the only organization in America exclusively for school

dropouts.

Through SEVCA, 70001 participants contribute to the quality of community

life while learning the joys .and responsibilities of working with

others. Members are involved in a variety of career and civic

activities: visits to nursing homes; town clean-ups; food drives;

-charity fundraisers; plant tours;.career speakers; and others. SEVCA is

one of the truly unique aspectiof 70001, a genuine motivator and ; way

to break down negative community stereotypes of dropouts. 70001 asks

Members of Congress to consider including SEVCA as a recognized

vocational student organtzation in the revised Vocational Education Act.

Such recognition would t'll dropouts they are worthy citizens and would

provide the support neceP.sary to fully realize SEVCA's potential.

Supportive Services

Successful vocational training depends only in part on quality

instruction; it depends as well on the availability of supportive

services to address the entire range of employment barriers faced by

potential studens. Child care, transportation, cc...nseling, remedial

education, work-readiness training, placement follow-up -- these kinds

of services often spell the differences between success or failure for

vocational education students, especially those from Oisadvantaged

backgrounds.

4 S
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70001 believes the supportive services provisions of the Vocational

Education Act should be given additional emphasis. This can be,

accomplished through additional funding or requirements that students

have access to whatever additional services are necessary to counter

special employment barriers. Because special needs students are so

often females or minorities, sup,ortive services requirements should be

given the same, serious attention as affirmative action. The two go

hand-in-hand: a equitable services program is useless unless students

get the extra help they need.

I

The overwhelming importance of supportive services is demonstrated every

day by every program iin the 70001 network. No one is paid to

participate in 70001. Instead, the emphasis is on creating an

envirdnment that recognizes achievement, pr9vides quality training, and

offers reasonable prospects for employment. 70001 discovered many years

ago that helping a young mother arrange for child care had a greater

impact on her motivation than paying her to attend the program.

Visiting with a young dropout for the first several weeks after job

placement has proven more effective than subsidizing his or her

employer. In short, support services must not be viewed as an add-on or

frill, but as a fundamental component of quality vocational educption

for the disadvantaged.

Targeted Jobs Tax Credit

The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit is an attractive incentive for employers to'

hire hard-to-place individuals, yet is little used for a variety of

iu.S4 Tr!' 14iJ,01,1
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reasons. Amendments :o the Vocational Education Act should encourage,'
0

greater involvewt in TJTC by vocational schools and thus increase

placements of the economically and socially disadvantaged. 'Vocational

education schools already are serving many of the groups to whom the

TJTC applies:' cooperative education students; Vietnam-era veterans;

economically disadvantaged youth; we recipients; the handicapped;

Work Incentive (WIN) and AFDC recipients; certain ex-offenders; and

Supplemental Security Inca* (AI) recipients. Language should be added

to the Vocational Education Act to improve coordination of TJTC

placements through joint efforts by voc ed schools and Private Industry

COuncils. Under JTPA, the PICs now have joint planning responsibilities

with the Employment Service. Coordination among vocational education,

JTPA and the Employment Service would be a major step forward in the

creation ofa unified placement system that will use TJTC to its fullest

potential.

Summa r

It is no coincidence that vocational training was the beneficiary of,the

federal goverment's first categorical education aid program, the,

'Smith-Hughes Act of 1917. It was, .instead, clear- headed, recognition of

vocational education's pivotal importance in the social and economic

health of America. The Smith-Hughes act was passed during a period of

massive change and innovation. A similar revolution is taking place

today. In many places, the vocational education system is already

taking an active role; elsewhere, it remains mired in the past. In

rewriting the Vocational Education Act, Congress can do much to

31-254 0 - 84 31
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establish new priorities, spur innovation and ensure access for all. It

will be atough Job, however. For Just as vocational education is being

called upon to train workers for new technologies, it, is being, asked as

well to reach out to the millions of Americans being left behind. The

danger, of course, is that vocational education will be over-extended,

unable to do either task well.

Nonetheless, 70001 believes that both challenges must be squarely faced.

This can be done not only through adqquate funding, but also through

linkages with other institutions: employers, gdvernment, colleges and

universities, community-based organizations, labor unions and academic

high. The Vdcational Education Act must provide the struc ture for those

contributions. Together, we can" build a bridge to a more prodiactivei

America that is wide and strong enough for all.

0

0
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Statement of Carole M. Johnson

Colorado State Board for Comphinity

Collegis and Occupational Education

before the

Subcommittee on Education,

Arts, and Humanities of the Senate Committee on

Labor and Human Resources

October25, 1983

Chairman Stafford, Members of the Committee:

My name is Carole Johnson. I am the Branch Manaager for Special Programs,

Occupational Division, eolorado.State
Bbard for. Community 'Colleges and

o

Occupational Education. My respopsibilities include management of the

VocatiOnal Education Act (VEA).set-asides for the disadvantaged and

handicapped, special programs for the disadvantaged,
special secondary

cooperative vocational education programs under the Colorado Vocational
4

Act, and, under contract with the Governor's
Office, portions of Job

6 Training Partnership Ace (JTPA) 8% and Title III programs. Over the

past fifteen years I-have worked in vocational education, *ecial edu-

cation, and employment and training programs at the local: state, and

national levels.

0 6

. Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you to difrcuss sole of

the significant issues aurrounling the r authorization of the Vocational

_Jr
Education Act of 1963, as amended.

4
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In keeping with your request, my remarks will be given in two parts:

Comments regarding the strengths and weaknesses of the current Act and

suggestions for proiisions fgr the new legislation. f

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF THE CURRENT ACT (P. L. 94-482;

Strengths

The strengths of the Vocational Act can be divided into two subcategories;

e

what has worked, and what has worked moderately well.

What has worked well

I. The provision for designation of a sole state agency, as determined

by state law, is a concept which has worked well in most states.

Bec.ause of the dtyerse nature of vocational programs, the varied

needs.and composition of business and industry within the states,

and the diverse characteriseicsiand needs of each states' residents,

it is essential that a single policy making tlody coordinate and be

responsible for the administration of these programs. This concept

is directly related to state autonomy and the states right and
4

responsibilitiei for theeducation of its citizenry.

RECOMMENDATION: Based on my experience in both a single purpose and

dual purpose state agency, I believe state law should continue to determine

the entity responsible for the administration of ;fate and federal

vocational education legistktion and expenditures.

2. Current supplement not supplant provisions, by and large, have also

worked well. State and local commitments to vocational education

have been maintained, and expanded.

--

2
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RECOMMENDATION: Retain the, provision.

.s

3. 'The maintenance of effort provisions essentially have worked well.
I

With a few wtciptions, state and local commitments for vocational
.4

educption. have continued. However, in some communities where

severe economic dislocations or natural disasters have occured, the

maintenance of effort provisions have caused 'hardship.

RECOMMENDATION: Slightly increased flexibility, in the 7 - 10% leeway
, range, would allow states to address these few exceptional cases.

4. The matching requirement has worked very well to stimulate

additional .state and local support for vocational education. The

extent to which it has worked is evidenced by the.average over

match of 10 - 1 state to federal dollars. However, as one would

expect, there are wide discrepancies among states. For example, in

,1981, the federal contribution represented 2.3% of all vocational
1 _

educetion expenditures in one state while in another it represented

21%. The extent to which the over match has been achieved has been

based on state priorities. The costs associated with.tracking and

documenting the match, however, have increased, particularly at the

local level.

RECOMMENDATION: Nowmay be the time to re-evaluate the need to retain
the general matching requirement or at least the documentation require-
ments contained in regulation or field memorandum.

5.' The sex equity provisions have worked moderately well. Increases

of nontraditional enrollments; while small, have been comparatively

significant. While the shifts in enrollment patterns have not been

overly

3
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dramatic, progress has been made,. particularly in the past two

years. States have varied in their level of commitment to the

eqUityprovisions wiih, accord6g to the NIE Substudys New York,

California, and Washington state demonstrating the greatest fiscal

commitment and progress. It is my belief that the intent of the

,

Congress, as I interpret it, has begun to be realized.

The equity provisions may have had :a significant spin-off effect as

well. There has been a dramatic increase in the number of females in

upper level
administrative positions at both the state and local levels

in vocational education in the lait three or four years.

What has worked moderately, well

1. The set-aside provisions for serving handiCapped and disadvantaged

students have worked moderately well. In the early years of implemen-

tation', paAiculary 1976
through 1979 to 1980, a good deal of

confusion existed. This confusion was especially evident with

regard to definitions of the
populations to be served, types Of

programs. to be supported, data collection and analysis, the excess

costs concept contained in the regulations,
definition of appropriate

matching, concOmmitant set-asides from Sub-part A. and metpais of

fund distribution to local communities, In part, as a result df

. .

thit confusion funds were returned to the federal government or

.Fontinually carried over from year to year upper the Tydings Amendment.

The rate.of return or carry-over has decreased Luring the past two

years due to greater clarity on these issues p'ided by the U. S.

Department of Education.

4
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Despite these Assues U. S. Department-of Education reports indicate

increased numbers of handicapped and disadvahtaged students Save
1

begun to be served.in'vocational education. In 'ay estimation,

there'has been a'substantial improvement in thequality of services

offered and in the attitudes holebi
vocational educators regarding

provision of services-to special populations.

fteev.remain however, a substantial' number of "Catch 22" type

issues with regard to set-asides. The first is who is to be served.

The second is how thly are to be served.

Currentlx.the set-asides apply to the educationally and economically

disadvantaged, the limited English proficient,, and handicapped

youth and adults.

The determination of who is handicapped. is not a problekbegause

of the Education of All Handicapped Children Act (P1 94-142) and

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. The problems with regard to

secoadary4handicapped students are, convincing special educators to

involve vocational educators in Individualized Education Plan (IEP)

development, , vocational goals and objectives in the IEP,

and to provide a potion of the necessary supportive services

required for handicapped students to succeed in regular vocational

programs.

RECOMMENDATION: This is a problem that federal law may not beable to
readily address. Special educators and vocational educators need to'
work it out together at the state and local levels:

5
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At both the secondary and postsecondary levels the excess costs provisions-

contained in the regulations have raised administrative difficulties.

While not insurmountable, the problems have increased the administrative

burden and in some cases may have prevented handicapped students, from

participating in regular vocational programs.

For example, at the secondary level, regardless'of the provisions of the

Education Of Air Handicapped Children's Act (P1.94-142) or the VEA, it

remains administratively simpler to maintain self-contained special

education work experience and .study programs than to enroll handicapped

students in regular er separat3 vocational education programs. Separate

vocational programs are the next simplest to administer' and fund.

In Colorado a recent follow-up study conducted by special education

found 70% of*slendary. handicapped school completers were employed_

However, more than half of those employed were part-time employees,

earned less than minimum wage, and lived in their parents homes. Most

students...mere served by special education work experience and study

rather man regular or separate vocational education programs.

4At the postsecondary and adult levels the problem is basically financial.

For example, interpreters for deaf students cost approximately $1500 per

siMester'with tuition and state Full-Time Equivalency (FTE) reimbursement
% - A

at roughly $2300 in a communitt college. This $2300 must payos prppor-

N
tionate share of the vocational instcuctors salary, equipment, and

-indirect costs, set-aside funds are made available through supplemental

services to pay part of the interpretey cost. Special equipment that

may be needed for small numbers of students over a several year period,

6
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.such as breath acuated page turners, is also costly. Vocational rehabili-A
t

tation sometimes assists with these costs but does not do soon a consistent

basis. Further many postsecondary aged bandicapped persons do not wish

to bocce* rehabilitation clients. .

..--RECOMMINDATION: Ideally, it should be administratively simpler to
enroll handicapped students in regular vocational education with support
services, as necessary.

I must reiterate, however, that despite these problems increased numbers

of handicapped students aee participating in secondary and postsecondary

vocational education.

With regard to the disadvantaged set-aside the molt fundamental issue is

who qualifies as educationally disadvantaged. As the current definition

provided in the regulations stands, almost anyone can be classified as

educationally disadvantaged. The NIE substudy on special populations

indicated heavy reliante on academic standards established under ESEA.

Title I with limited, if any, correlation bilck,to occupationally related
A

basic skill requiremen4s. Further, in some states no definition other

o

than that specified in the regulation§ applies. That definition can be

interpreted to mean that any student having difficulty in a vocational

course is eligible for supportive services.

In Colorado, as other states according to the NIF substudy, the

majority of secondary students identified as disadvantaged are classified

as educationally disadvantaged, while at the postsecondary level they

are classified as economically disadvantaged. At either level compara-

tively few students are clissified as both educationally

Ors'
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and economically disadvantaged. This is startlingIbecause

of secondary aged aconom4cally disadvantaged frequently do not pursue further

education and are the most likely to drop out before completing their

secondary education. As graduation requirements become tighter, I

predict we Al experience an even larglr number of students labeled as

educationally disadvantaged, as well as, a larger number of school

:dropouts:

RECOMMENDATION: Provide an improved definition of "educationally disad-

.vantages" in the lay.

2. Subpart 3, (ProgramkImprovement and Supportive Services) has worked

moderately welV This is especially true with regard to the curriculum

.

provisiont. Most states have used these funds wisely to perform

task analysis, develop competihty based curricula and competency

tests. They have shared what has been developed thru the Curriculum

Center Networks supportq by Programs of National Significance

(Part 8, Subpart 2) and thru consortia with other states. The

basic problem has been lack of sufficient funding to transmit these

'products to the classroom level and provide sufficient training in

their use becailse of limitations on expenditures from the basic

grant.

a RECOMMENDATION: Eliminate Subpart 3 as a separate subpart but retain

Acurriculum, personnel development and so forth as allowable expiWarEires

"b0fer program modernization and improvement--(refer to the

for new provisics section of this paper).

a,
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3. Given the limited amount of funding available, Subpart 4 (Special

Programa for the Disadvantaged)
has rho worked moderately well.

These funds may be used to pay for up to 100% of the costs of

special efforts to assist
disadvantaged students acquire voc...tidilal

skills. This year Colorado received $174,174 for these programs.

This equates to slightly more than six local full-time staff salaries

and provides services for roughly 300 students. We use these funds

to support programs for very high risk of individuals, suchas

disadvantaged teen-age parents.

RECOMMENDATION: Eliminate as A sepirate subpart but retain the purposesof the section as allowable
expenditures under whatever provisions arewade for the disadvantaged.

4. The National and State AAtiory Councils for Vocational Education

have been modestly effective.
The National Council has begiin to

provide leadership for the state councils. It has also conducted

several national studies that have been useful and given an objective

view of some aspects of programming. It does not, however, have

sufficient authority to substar:ically impact decisions or directions

at the national level.

The State Councils do attempt to examine effectiveness of state

activities and make recommendations.
In part, the problem is the

dominance of id me&aers on the councils and in part a lack of

clearlv defindd ma.. and responsibilities and overlap in responsi-

bilities with the planning commission. They are also under funded.

9
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RECOMMENDATIC.: Retain the state advisory councils, provide them with a
clear evaluation and oversighc role, and alter the membership to 75 percent
business representation.

5. The formula for distribut;on of funds among states has worked

fairly well. However, given changes in national demographics and

population shifts, it may be advisable to revise the formula to be

more consistent with who will be served by the programs over the

next few years.

RECOMMENDATION: Recogni71 changing demographic patterns in the formula,
for example, 35 to 40 peident of the funds distributed on the basis of

, states population of youth.15-19, 35-40 percent on the basis of adults
20-44, and 20-30 percent on the basis of adults 45-64.

ro

Weakness of PL94-482

As I underst#nd it, when the Congress enacted PL 94-482, two major

concerns were addressed:

--Equity and access

--Planning and evaluation.

Provisions designed to improve planning and evaluation and address

issues of equity and access for historically underserved populations are

dominant in the act. Some of these provisions, while philosophically

and logically sound, have been very difficult to implement. Further

interpretation thru regulation of the Act has compounded this difficulty.

As a result specific provisions have been much less than effective.

1. Planning.

The planning provisions have been process and procedural in nature as

opposed to results oriented. The co, *ept of establiihing a planning

10
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commission that involves broad reprv4entation by other, employment and

human service agencies is excellent, particularly with regard to much

*needed coordination. However, the planning emphasis is placed on 4ocu-

minting procedures as opposed to, clear useful, and measurable statements

of goals and objectives and the means to be used to achieve those.

Furthermore, incentives to define and achieve goals and objectives and

coordination are absent.

While the five -year Elm was intended to encourage long -range planning,

it has reduced States ability to respond to changing conditions. The

annual gm forces States to expend ext2nilve personnel resources devel-

oping the next year's plan while simultaneously attempting to implement

and evaluate'the current year's efforts. As a result theme documents

are often compliance rather than quality improvement oriented.

For example, at the present time for the programs for which I am respon-

sible, I am engaged in reexamining previous methods of fund distribution,

revising current program standards; researching the data necessary for

the FY 82-83 Accountability Report; evaluating programs to determine the

extent to which last year's goals were met; writing next year's annual

plan, implementing and evaluating current coordination plans with five

ether agencies and ten service delivery areas; initiating qualitative

improvements in programs, encouraging innovation; and assuring that

changes in data collection andarialysis will provide a more accurate

picture of results achieved for FY 85 progmatic and fiscal planning.

.11
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Data collection and analysis ideally should be treated as a major

component of planning. Unfortunately this is often not the case. This

is not'only because, in part, of deficiencies in knowing how to use the

data collected but also because state planners are sometimes overwhelmed

by the sheer quantity of data available, In addition, data required by

the Vocational Education Data System is not available until after school

is out in June- -often days before the next year's plan is due. Thus

even if one knows how to use the data and is not overwhelmed by it, that

which is available is dated.

-I am not arguing against a Natiolal Data System or even a system that

requires examination of the universe of programs. Such data ca, be

extremely useful in determining who is being prepared for high demand

occupations and when supply is approaching labor market demand. We need

to know both at both the state and national levels. WAeed time,

however, to identify short'term trends and to thoughtfully examine the

implications in light of stetted goals and objectives.

RECOMMENDATION: Two-year planning and accountability reporting cycles

would at least slow down the administrative treadmill that one- and

five-year cycles excellerate.

A singularly difficult data issue, has been the requirement to conduct a

follow -up !Elam survey on students who have left or completed the

program and ascertain whether or not those students have been well

trained and prepared for employment. Because of the provisions of the

Privacy Act local edutation institutions must secure, for the state,

permission from students to contact their employet. Seturing permission

'and maintaining files of perm'ssion slips is an administrative nightmare.

12
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Recogni'zing this problem, NCtS has 4Ieveloped a generic questionnaire

that asks employers about their satisfaction with their employees who

are vocational graduates. I am not overly confident that employers will

(a) know who among their employees are recent vocational education

completert or leavers or (b) be overly enthused about going thru

records to find out.

REOMMENDATION: A much better system Would be to all6w limited access
'via social security numbers to unemployment insurance computer files for
Aggregated employment related information. Frequent job changes by a
significant percentage of completers and leavers would certainly signal
employer dissatisfaction. These files would also provide other relevant
data such as pay scales and'duration of employment.

Another issue that is or should be imbedded in planning is coordination

among various employient and human service related agencies. 19 Colorado,

with strong leadership from the Governor, his cabinet, and the State'

Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education these major

agencies' have formed strong relationships with one another that go well

beyond simple interagency agreements.

Success of.the Governor's youth policy, which focuses first on the needs

Oryouth- particularly youth facing the greatest barriers to employment-

and then on agencies singular and mutual responsibilities, has led to

the development of a similar state policy for adults. These same agencies

have been heavily involved, in partnership with Private Industry Councils

and local elected officials, with leadership from the Governor and the

Job Training Coordinating Council in developing 64 State Co--4'9ation

Criteria and Special Services Plan under the Job Training Partnership

Act. Few other states are at or exceed this level of coordination.

This is wheie we are now, but it has taken three years or longer to get

to this point.

49/,
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RECOMMENDATION: The current VEA coordination provisiolls need to be

ellit"°
strengthened. tea during development of the Job Training

Partnership . nuderous barriers to coordination were unintentionally

erected bet n Comprehensive Employment and Training Act and Vocational

Education Act programs. Among. these were differences in planning and

funding cycles and definitions of various populations. The purposes of

the Acts, especially now the JTPA, are not incompatible--JTPA serves a

narrower population with a wider array of services than does the VEA but

they both seek to prepare people for work. These programs should be at

. least able to and encouraged to coordinate services. In addition,

wherever possible, the existing delivery system of vocational education

should be used to provide appropriate services to JTPA clients.

. * .

As the Interim NIE Report indicated, every state him had its formula

rejected by the U. S. Department of Education at least once. In part

this is due to confusing and often counterbalancing factors required to

be contained.in the formula. For 4xample, relative ability to pay

mitigates against both urban centers and small rural districts because

property values in those areas tend to be high. This problem is

exascerbated in states like Colorado where state financial aid or general

fund aide fsrmulas tend to equalize relative ability to pay. Targeting .

funds on depressed communities has been difficult for similar reasons.

RECOMMENDATION: Use as priorities, a) economically depressed areas and

'areas with high unemployment and b) extent to which the program is

designed to prepare people for high demand under supply occupations.

With regard to actual funding levels, simplistically stated, the system.

as a whole cannot achieve all federal priorities with roughly half of

the authorize& funding level appropriated.

2. EqUity and Access

Guidance and counseling provisions have/worked less effectively than

intended. The issue of guidance and counseling is'a clearly related to

mess. It is through this service that students or potential studentsJ
may learn about their vocational options, get the support they need to

31-254 r - 84 - 32
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,

stay in thorogram (this is especrIlly true for students enrolled in

programs non-traditionat for their sex), learn about job placement

opportunitites, and refine the employability skills they acquire in

vocational programs. Quality guidance services are particularly essential

for individuals. facing the greatest barriers to employment, including

displaced homemakers, handicapped and disadvantaged students, dislocated

workers, incarcerated or adjudicated youth and adults, the limited

English proficient.

While not necessarily resolvable through legislation, a fundamental

problem within states and guidance and counseling in general is the low

level of commitment to assessment and counseling on the basis of individual

needs. Knowledge of the demands and opportunities within various occupa2.

tions is also a serious problem. Because other basic grant fun& cannot

be used for is purrose and because states have competing priorities

for the re atively flexible use of Subpart 3 funds, guidance and countiling

remains a low priority.

RECOMMENDATION: Remove guidance and counseling from Subpart 3 or Prog m

Improvement Provisions but retain as an allowable expenditure undeF
general authorized activities.

15
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PROVISIONS FOR NEW LEGISLATION

The following recommendations are in addition to those made previously.

1. Purpose

This section of the Act should reflect three basic principles:

1. Preparation of individuals for employment in occupations with'

high labor market demand and under supply (including both initial

and updated training that enable) individuals to upgrade or refine

and expand their employment skills) in close cooperation.with

business and industry.

2. Promotion of expansion and improvement of States' capacities to

proOdt a high quality productive workforce in a manner that is

responsive to economic, tAployment, and demographic changes within

the State endNation.

3. Promotion of equity and access for underserved or specially

targeted populations.

Each of these principles addresses issues of national interest and

concern. These issues are impacted by other national policies such as

trade agreements, efforts to reduce dependency of people on;government

programs, and taxation policies, which influence individuals and industries

needs for new or imprOyed training.

16
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2. Planning

A state plan and accountability report should continue to be required.

However, both the plinning and 4porting cycles should be changed to ,a

two-year cycle with flexibility for the states to submit modifications

to the plan more often as necessary. In addition to improving the

quality of the plans and reports, this would allow us to better syncronize

planning with the Job Training Partnership Act and hopefully improve,

coordination and reduce unnecessary duplication.

Since the JTPA's first full two-year cycle begins July 1, 1984, the new

Vocational Ecucation Act (assuming a new law and promulgation of regula-

tions by this time next year) would need to been an initial short

cycle. Both planning processes could be compatibleIVJuly 1, 1986.

(JTPA's second cycle.)

The Act should require that goals and objectives corresponding to the

purposes of the Act be the centerpiece of state plans. Documentation to

justify the goals and objectives funding priorities, and the means for

evaluating progress towards achievement of goals and objectives should

be included in the plan. The state plan should emphasize the results to

be obtained and the accountability report should express the extent to

which results were achieved.

Such results cold include numbers and percentages of students placed,

numbers and percentages placed in high demand-under supply occupations,

numbers and percentages placed in related employment, numbers and percent

retrained or receiving updated training and the resulting numbers continued

0
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in the same occupation, reemployed, and/or promoted or upgraded. In
.

addition, continued edutation, military enlistment, and entered appren-

ticeship should be considered as positive results.

The entity selected by the Governor to serve as the Section 125 agency

under JIPA.should serve a similar function under the VEA. The"intent is

'to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort and resources. 10V

Low

The planning commission should be retained and charged with determining

* state plan goats, and objectives. Membership on the committee should

include those currently required in the Act with addition of a represen-

tative of the JTPA Section 125 agency, State Econ is Development Agency,
0

State Department of Labor and Employment, State Oep tient of Rehabili-

tation, Privati Industry Councils; and the Job Tr ing Coordinating

Council. The Clission should establish its wn plannihg process,

chairperson, and public hearing process.

Provisions, for Coordination with JTPA and other relevant federal employ-

ment and human servicesllegislation should be included within the section

of the law addressing general or overall program planning. The state

planning commission should specifically address this issue.

Provisions for fund distribution should include a progressive increase

in federal support over a several year period. While very possibly

difficult to.devise, reward or incentive system for states that meet

or exceed their Itated goals and objectives at the end of the first full

two-year planning cycle would be refreshing.

18
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Similarly, states, as part of the planning process, should be able to

create incentive or reward systems for local schools. Targets for such

a system could include incentives for schodls that
000

--achieve above state average placement results

--eliminate low demand or over supply programs as identified in the
state plan

--achieve coordination results

--measurably improve articulation between secondary and postsecondary .

programs and services

4--increase participation and resulting plaCement of special targeted
populations

--modernize and improve programs through involvement of business and
industry.

Schools should be able to use such rewards to improve further their

delivery orvocational education. The planning commission should

specifically define the criteria and methods for determining incentive

eligibility in'their first full two-year plan.

The sole state agency shtnrldidetermine the method and plan for evaluating

programs with review by the State Advisory Courcil. The methods and

plan for evaluation should be included in the ;hate plan. The Council

should also review the schedule for conducting such evaluations.

The State Advisory Council should review and comment on the State Plan

as well as the Governor's JTPA Special Services Plan. It should also

evaluate and report theextent to which state plan goals and objectives

have been achieved. The National Advisory Council for Vocational Edu-

cation should prepare an annual report on the extent to which the purposes

50,J
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of the Act hive been achieved and a summary,of the State Councils'

reports.

3. Administration and Leadership

One of the most essential ingredients for improving the quality of

vocational education is local, state, and national leadership. This

requires substantially more than staff supervision and development of

processes and procedures. It also requires clear communication and

stimulation of innovation, dissemination of relevant information, and

positive reinforcement for positive 'results achieved. It also requires

a positive attitude toward compliance with policy.

In part, the tone, as well as, content of federal law influences the

leadership style of those responsible for its administration at the

local, state, and federal level. Therefore, the tone, as well as, the

content of. the new legislation should reflect the need for local, state,

and federal partnerships in achieving the purposes of the Act.

In addition, in the absence of federal level policy review, limitations

on technical assistance, and in light of reductions in federal staffing,

states are being.required to assume increased compliance and leadership

rdsplinsibilities with regard to local.educatio:,,ancies. This places

additional 'staffing requirements on the states,"who'becOtse of cUncentrequirements

//
on

problems have difficult Yi in assumilig these added costs. We

strongly reconmend additional flexibilityVith regard to administrative

..:,

Costs.

----....
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".4. Special Populations

Several issues strike me as fwndamental in developing provisions to

serve special populations under vocational education legislation.

First, such persons are residents of the various states and localities

and are individuals /bout whom the federal 'government a special

concern. The federal government should express this concern with regard

to education by attisting the states and localities in meeting their

responsibilities, to their residents. Such assistance, however, does not

imply assuming fNresponsibility. Removing matching requirements in

addressing the needs of handicapped and disadvantaged people encourages

the abdication of state and local responsibility.

, Second, the emphasis on special populations should encourage and support

student participation in regular programs, ineludfng services designed

to lead to such participation.

.

'Third, because of the enormous range of needs awing and within these

special groups, flexibility in designing and providing services and

programs for them is essential.

Fourth, those facing the greatest,barriers to employment should continue

to be pcovided with special assurahces in achieving access to the entire

range of vocational education programs and services.. ,Because it frequently

costs more to enable these individuals to prepare for and succeed in our

programs many states may find it difficult to justify those extra expen-

ditures if no provisions to do so are included in the Act.

21
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1

Fifth, the definitions of who amyl* consillered to be members of special,

populations should be clearly defined in the Act.

5. Program Modernization and Improvement

Quality improvements in vocational education programs are essential for

preparing students for current and future labor Larket requirements.

Such improvements are particularly necessary with regard to changes in

businesP and industry. C6-r:ncy is problemmatic with regard to recency

of experience and skill of state and local staff and teacher educators;

as well as outdated facilities, equipment, and curriculum.

In large measure, the ability to'achievicurrency and thereby prepare

people for high,demand-under-supply occupations will be determined by

vocational education's ability to expand and'improve relationships and

involvement with business and industry. Such relationships and involve-

ment should include but go beyond the traditional advisory council

level. They should be viewed as integral to all programs and should not

be tied to a separate legislative mechanism.

States and localities should be encouraged to establish such partnerships

to, identity competencies; upgrade or update personnel,.facilities, and

instructionall,equipment; identify Skill training needs; establish

alternative sites for training; and expand cooperative and on-the-job

training and education opportunities.

6. Progreqs

If Federal support is tied to doltmented high labor market demand and

under supply and expansion and improvement to those types of programs, a

22
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great deal of detail with regard to individual types of programs is

unnecessary.

Authorized activities should enable the states to achieve national

priorities without separate sections for each activity.

.

7. 'State innovation Ind demonstration

States should be encouraged to undertake innovative demonstration activities.

Such activities should serve to try out new program initiatives, and

respond practically to emerging needs.

For example, last year the Colorado State Board for Community Colleges

and Occupational Education designed a project to examine the utility of

the cooperative vocatimsel education method of instruction with chronically

mentally ill Department of Mental Health clients was undertaken. Of the

20 clients servcd over a nine month period 17 .are competitively employed.

A cost-benefit analysis has revealed a saving?of over $100,000 in

services and taxes used in less 'Orin one year. The Department of Mental

Health has expanded this program of seven more sites as a result.

8. National innovation and demonstration

There continues to be a need for innovation and demonstration activities

at the national level.

In the past it has sometimes been difficult to envision the ultility of

some efforts, particularly at the local levei. Perhaps in part this is

because practicality gets lost in the discussix of methodologygind

results and because of researchers well-lear "ed fear of over generali-

zation. Another serious part of the problem is distribution of that

which is practical and useful to and within local schools.

23
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A relevant example is research,conducted under a variety of contracts at

the National Center for Research in Vocational Education. The
\
\topic is

transferable skills--that is identification of occupational skii9s

required or used by workers in a variety of occupations. Enthusiksm for

this type of tedious and often complex work is often limited to those

doing the work. However, today these projects may be very significant

and directly applicable to helping dislocated workers obtain reemp'oyment

or retraining.

0
Another highly useful product that'has resulted from jive years of

effort by the National Occupational Information'Coordinating Comittee

is Vocational Preparation and Occupations. This handbook assists states

intross-referencing occupational titles, identifying minimum requirements

for various occupations, and communicating with the state counterparts

of a variety of federal agencies.

'Neither of these activities could have been supported adequately with

state or local fungi. It is also unlikely that eit.her,project would

haVe been undertaken by the states individually, even if they had had

the resources.'

One of the serious problems with regard to national activities is discerning

whatyhould be undertaken at the national level versus that which the

states can do, perhaps with technical assistance. National projects

should be those with national implications and utility and require more

than one year to addrest adequately (this is not to say that progress

toward successful completion shouldn't be achieved annually).

24
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In conclusion, I believe that significant improvement can be made in

vocational education in the coming years and that this new legislation

will make a significant impact on the extent to which that potential is

realized for all our citizenry.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today to share some

of my thoughts on this important piqcelof legislation. I will be happy

to attempt to answer any question you have.

3nhR/b11-6

10/20/83
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STATEMENT

OF

DR. BARBARA ATKINS

PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE SUPERVISORS

OF VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION

AND

SPECIALIST, CONSUMER HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am

Barbara Atkins, Specialist for Consumer Home Economics

Education, Michigan Department of Education, and President

of the National Association of State Supervisors or'

Vocational Home Economics Ed ation which represents 57

states and territories. I a pleased to be able to speak

to you today on my views concerning the proposed reauthori-

zation ofthe Vocational Education Act which includes

Consumer and Homemaking Education as a specific category..

The occupation of homemaking has been the purpose of

Consumer and Homemaking Education since the historical

Smith-HughesAct of 1917. Each legislative act for the past

sixty-five years, and consequently the curricula that

resulted, has addressed socio-economic concerns thee affect

families and individuals. Today, I will address three

major topics!

(1) National issues which mandate an increased emphasis

on Consumer and Homemaking Education,

(2) The impact of federal in7clvementonConsumer and

Homemaking Education, and

(3) The future role of federal involvement in Consumer

and Homemaking Education.
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NATIONAL ISSUES WAICH MANDATE AN INCREASED EMPHASIS
ON CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKING EDUCATION

The family has changed! According to various research

studies conducted during the past decade and information

provided by futurists on social trends, the so-called

"typical family" has changed in form and function. Let's

preview some startling facts:

. The "typical" family - father as breadwinner, mother

taking care of the house and children and 2 children'

in school, is a distinct minority. Only 7 percent

of America's population fits the traditional family

profile.

. One out of every two marriages end in divorce.

. More than a third of the couples first married in the

1971's will have divorced; more than a third of the

children born in the 1970's will have spent part of

their childhood living with a single parent. (The

emotional and financial consequences of this trend

will be commensurately large.)

. More than ever before, people live alone. Single-

person households make up 25 percent of the population

today as compared to 10 percent in 1955.

. Children under 18 years of age living with fathers

has increased 136 percent from 1970 to 1980. In

Michigan, there are 5.08,147 children under the age of

eighteen living with only one parent.'
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. Husband-wife households with only one working spouse

will account for only 14 percent of all households,

as compared to 43 percent in 1960.

. By March, 1980, 51 percent. of all married women were

in the labor force compared to 41 pereent in 1970and

24 percent in 1950. More than .50'percent of all

mothers with children under 18 years of age are

employed and 45 percent of all mothers with children

under 6 years of age, which is an increase of 30

percent since 1970.

The diversity of the American family of the 1980's

resembles the complexity of a Rubik's cube. The simplistic

arrangements of family and work have diversified into a

multitude of highly individual arrangements and lifestyles.

Today's family can be a single parent (male or female) with

one or more children, or a two-career couple with no children,

or a female breadwinner with child and househusband, or a

blended family that consists of a previously married couple

and a combination of children from those two previous'

marriages. (Have you ever seen the Brady Bunch on T.V.?)

In addition to the change in the make-up of the American

family, there are monumental problems affecting families

and their members.

Some brief examples include:

512
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. 60 to 70 percent of America's teenagers eat only one _

meal a'day plus snacks. ,It has been estimated that

1/3 of our nation's hearth care coats dre due to poor

nutrition.

. Studies have shown a substantial increase in reported

cases of child abuse and neglect from slightly over

400,000 in 1976 to over 600,000 in 1978. Multiply

these figures by 10, since authorities estimate only

one in ten cases are reported. Spouse abuse and abuse

of the elderly is also gaining visibility. Some

identified causes of family violence include lack of

skill in dealing with conflict, unemployment, problems

of daily living; alcohol and drug abuse.

. The United States has the highest teenage birth rate

among industrial nations. In Michigan in 1980,

public health figures show 20,331 live births to 12

year olds, accounting for nearly 20 percent of thr

' babies born and 97 percent of these teenages keit' netr

babies.

. Micro-computers will become the next major home

appliance. By 1990, 80 percent of all dwellings will

have home computers for doing such things as the family

budget and school and office work. Electronic banking

and shopping are already surfacing as consumer options.

In 1985, 75 percent of all jobs will involve computers

in some way. Use of computers will affect our marriages

51j
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and our children. Parents will have to see that

children don't become wired to the computer as they

did to the television.

. Consumers have more choices to make than ever before.

There are 752 different models of cars and trucks,

and 2,500 types of light bulbs, and what about all

of the different IRA's? Making responsible consumer

decisions will require increased education and

retraining.

Obviously, the facts alone have had and will continue

to have impact on our family and work life in America. The

case for continued federal'involvement in Consumer and

Homemaking Education is being made through these facts and

statistics.

The impact of this information on the training of

individuals for the occupation of homemaking is probably

more important today than during any other period in the

history of our nation. Today people are being offered more

freedom of choice than ever before - but with this freedom

comes added responsibilities. Copplex adult roles require

the ability to make complex decisions; shared responsibilities

require a willingness and ability to share,homenaking tasks,

such as parenting and money management. The involvement of

the federal.gevernment as a catalyst in keeping these Consumer

and Homemaking Education programs in tune with national issues

and priorities remains as essential today as ever.

31-254 0 - 84 - 33 514
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THE IMPACT OF FEDERAL INVOLVEMENT ON
CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKING EDUCATION

istorically speaking, Consumer and Homemaking

Education has its roots in three distinct socio-economic

movements. During the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act of

1917, we were an agricultural based nation and manual skills

were the emphasis of Vocational Education and Consumer and

Homemaking Education, as a response to the needs of society,

the nation, and the families and people participating in it.

Food preparation and clothing construction, which were mostly

done in the home, were skills required as families worked

together to make a living. As this country shifted to an

industrial era, the needs of workers and their families also

changed, and Consumer and Homemaking Education emphasized child

care, interpersonal relationships and the family life cycle.

When mass production peaked, the 1968 amendments to the

Vocational Act responded by including consumer education, and

placing more emphasis on human development, management, and

values. The Consumer and Homemaking Education skills of foods,

clothing, and housing ware increasingly linked with decision-

making and the utilization and management of resources. We

presently are in an era tof transition, which John Naisbitt

describes in his book, Megatrends: Ten New Directions

Transforming Our Liver. "We have now entered the information

age. We now mass produce information the way we used to mass

produce cars...and this knowledge is the driving force for

our economy. Part of the information era includes 'management

in the dual direction of high tech/high touch, matching each new
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technology with a compensatory human response'". One'of

the key issues facing this nation and specifically legislators

and vocational educators is how to respond to high technology

in terins of job training, displacement of workers, and

retraining of workers. It is important to note at this time

that Mr. Naisbitt combines high tech with high touch. As

the reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act ivede-

fined to respond to this new technology, we need to keep in

mind Mr. Naisbett's recommendations: "Whenever new technology

is introduced into society, there must be a counter balancing

human response - that is, high touch - or the technology is

rejected. The more high tech, the more high touch".

As you can see, historically Vocational Education

including Consumer and Homemaking Education have responded

to the technical and human skills needed during the agricut-

tural and industrial eras. As we adjust to the information

era, Consumer and Homemaking Education must provide the

balancing agent for high technology. Work and families are

not separate functioning entities of our society, and that

is why Consumer and Homemaking Education is a specific

category and yet a unique program in Vocational Education.

This program will become an even more essential component

as we meet the needs of a high-tech society.

I have just answered questions about Consumer and

Homemaking Education as they pertain to society and its

-economic needs in a general sense. Now, I would like

516
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to provide you with more specific information for which we

can both be proud of, and accountable to tSe taxpayers of

this nation]
14

The ultimate mission of Consumer and Hothemaking

Education is to improve the quality of life for families and

their individual members. More specifically, Consumdr and

Homemaking Education1prepares males and females for the

occupation of homemaking. The occupation of homemaking is

a legitimate occupation and has been included in the Dictionary

of Occupational Titles. Since this is a non-wage earning

occupation, which makes it the most unqiue facet of Vocational

Education, the skill's performed by such a person are numerous:

techniil, and diversified. According to an article in

Parent Magazine, (August, 1979), a person providing tasks

such as child care, home care, budgeting, transportation, and

managerial work, if reimbursed an hourly wage for each task

completed, would earn up to $35,000 a year. The monetary value

of homemaking becomes increasingly evident as more and more

family members and individuals work full time. They are find-

ing they must employ someone to do a portion of the homemaking

tasks, such as child care, and home maintenance which proves

costly on an hourly basis, even at a minimum wage, and thus

,reduces the total household income. Homemaking does have a

monetary value! Specific categorical funding of Consumer and

Homemaking Education in the Vocational Education Reauthorization

'Bill provides visible evidence that national policy makers see
1

51/ ,
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the uniqueness of Consumer and Homemaking Education and

it's social and economic value in preparing individuals for

the occupation of homemaking... 4.,./

. Equally as important as recognizing the occupation of

homemaking is understanding how interrelated it is with

occupations for paid employment. Two-career families are

having an impact oScorporate recruiting, employee morale

and productivity.' "A 1980 survey sponsored by the Exxon 1

)
Corporation, ',Cooperation and Two-Career Families: Directions

for the Future' found that:
_ 4

1. Corporate perceptions about who takes care of

children have changed, and child care options are

beginning to increase. Eighty-three percent of

the corporate respondents believed more men feel

the need to share parenting responsibilities, but

only nine percent of the corporations offered

aternity leave,

2. Two-career family employees are more resistant to

relocation. .4

3, A substantial majority believed that difficulties

of two-career families have affected business

operations."

We are also seeing more examples7bf flex-time and
4

office work being done at home offered as options to

'individuals so they can spend more time with their children.

Companies like GM and IBM are 0,so establishing Quality of

Work Life programs which 4nclude support services to

518
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individuals who are experiencing crises in their life such
. ,

as divorce. Companies have found that individuals who are

'having family problems are less productive and'it is Dore

cost effective for companies to provide services such as

time for counseling than lose the productivity of the

individual or fire the employee.

Optimum productivity of workers will never be achieved

if decision-makers fail to recognize fhe criticality of

(1) individual job satisfaction /Ltd (2) family stability

and support. When difficulties occur in either job or at

home, performance correspondingly deteriorates in the other.

What happens between eight and five indeed influences the

family, and by the same measure, what happens at home does

affect productivity.

It is important to note that in 1980, "Michigan's Status

and EVectiveness Study of Consumer Home Economics Programs"

shows that 74 percent of the Consumer and Homemaking graduates

indicated they used their home economics skills at home, and

37 percent of them found they used them on °their jobs. Of

the 338 graduates who responded, 86 percent were employed.

This interrelatedness of skills between home and work is

understandable since most employers rate responsibility,

dependability, and ability to get along with others, as skills

most needed by employees, in conjunction with technical skills.

Consumer and Homemaking Education teaches those identified

skills as well as numerous other tasks that relate directly

to the world of work, thus enhancing potential employment

and productivity.
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I hope the above data provides yOu with the information

and understanding of what Consumer and HoMemaking Education

is, why'it is and should be part of Vocational Education,

and most specifically, why it is unique and should be kept

as q separate categorical. On this last point, I want to

make a personal plea to each of the policy makers that if

it were not for categorical funding, Michigan would not

have a Consumer and Homemaking Education program, since we

receive no state vocational dollars to .support,this program,

and'considering,Mlahigan's present-economicsituation,- lee--

will not have any stath vocational dollars in the foreseeable

future. Many other states are also in this situation. Fqr

.those states who do h:..e state vocational dollars, it is the

Federal incentive and leadership whierdrives this tremendous

program, even when the dollar amount is minimal.

The recant NIE onsiveness Study clearly supports

nationally (1) the br adth of family oriented programs, (2)

the relevancy of Consumer and Homemaking Education programs

in our modern world where most rapid changes infringe upon

the family, and (3) tRe ability of the states to respond to

national priorities identified in the Vocational Education

Amendments of 1976 (Subpart 5, Section 150, P.L. 94-482).

This legislation challenged
V
staejois to give special

emphasis to consumer education, resource management,

'nutrition and parenthood education. Comparative enrollment

data available through the National Center for Education

5ZU
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Statistics for FY 1976 to FY 1979 indicates that all four

areas show positive percentage changes of 6.6 (Home

Management), 25.0 (Consumer Education), 47.5 (Child

Development and Guidance) and 49.4 (Foods and Nutrition).

Management of Resources is often taught in consumer

education and/or integrated within the other content areas

e.nd therefore the expanded emphasis in this specific area

may not be as visible as it is in the other priority areas.

In Michigan, in 1976, consumer education, which includes

resource management, was the fifth most enrolled in course

in Consumer and Homemaking Education at the secondary level,

however, due to the federal legislation it became the second

most enrolled in course by 1981. Most importantly, the

number of students taking consumer education has almost

tripled, and 47 percent of the enrollment is male. This

responsiveness to the legislation has been a trend nationally

for Consumer and Homemaking Education. Other indicators of

success are:

. Nationally, 29 percent of the total Consumer and

Homemaking Education enrollment in 1980 were males,

compared to 8 percent in 1972. Michigan's enrollments

are comparable. States such as California, Maryland,
. '

New York, Oregon, and Texas are serving between 30-

37 percent males in Consumer and Homemaking Education

Programs.

521
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. According to the National Center for Education

Statistics, Consumer and Homemaking Education

programs serve the largest share of minorities and

handicapped students of any other vocational service

area. This also holds true for Michigan. In fact,

in Michigan, Black students make up 13.3 percent of

the secondary school population and Michigan's

Consumer and Homemaking Education programs served

17.2 percent of the black students. States such as

Ohio serve 20.6 percent minorities in their Consumer

and Homemaking Education program, yet Ohio's secondary

public school's minority population is only 12.1 percent.

. Consumer and Homemaking programs are one of two highest

vocational service areas serving the limited English

speaking population.

. Nationally, more than 50 percent of the federal funds

appropriated for Consumer and Homemaking Education

serve the disadvantaged population.

. A minimum of one-third of the federal funds made

available to Consumer and Homemaking Education must

be used in economically depressed areas or areas of

high rates of unemployment for programs to assist

consumers and to help improve home envirowents and

the quality of family life. Nationally, there are

numerous and diversified programs and vices which

are provided to target audiences such as. ~incarcerated
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youth and adults, school-age parents, displaced

"homemakers, the elderly, and food stamp recipients.

From a survey of twenty state Cousumer and

Homemaking Education Supervisors, all of them

indicated they provide a variety of programs and

services, many times in partnership with other

agencies, to more than one of the target populations

identified above.

Incarcerated Youth and Adults - program content

consists of improving self concept, behavior modifi-

cation, communicating with family and friends, and

consumer skills such as budgeting, comparison

shopping, dangers inherent in credit buying; skills

which may significantly improve his/her chance lot

maintaining self support in the community without

resorting to criminal activities. States providing

programs for this population include but are not

limited to: Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Kansas,

Kentucky, Maine, Michigan, Puerto Rico, Texas, and

West Virginia.

School -Age Parents - program content and/or services

includes day care centers for children so parents'

may attend school, child observation, parenting,

nutrition, and disciplining children in a positive

manner. States providing programs for this population

include but are not limited to: Alabama, Arizona,
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.Connecticut,.Florida, Gerogia, Massachusetts,

Michigan, New Mexico, Ohio, Puerto Rico, Texas, and

Vermont.

Displaced Homemakers - programAcontent and/or services

includes child care centers for children so parents

can enroll in vocational programs, development of

positive self- image, peer support groups, managing

the dual role of homemaker/wage earner, personal

communication skills, assertiveness training and

employability skills. States providing programs end

services for this population include but are not

limited to: Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Michigan,

New Mexico, North Dakota, Ohio, and Texas.

Elderly, - program content includes living on a fixed

income, nutrition and food preparation for one or

two people, special diets, conservation of energy,

monitoring yolr health,, recognizing legal rights,

availability.of community services and community

involvement. States providing prograus for this

population include but are nab. limited to: Alabama,

Connecticut, Georgia, Idaho, Kansas, North Dakota,

Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, and Texas.

Food Stamp Recipients - program content includes: use

of commodity foods purchased with food stamps, nutrition,

food sanitation, use of coupons in purchasing food,

generic products. comparison shopping, using leftovers.

524
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States providing programs for this population

include but are not limited to: Kentucky, Ohio,

Oklahoma, Oregon, Puerto Rico, and Texas.

A specific example of the social and economic benefits of

there types of programs is:

. Ohio's Family Life Education programs located in

all eight major cities, two other cities, and six

Appalachian counties show continued success with

disadvantaged welfare families at a cost of $52.26

per participant. Some of their success indicators

for 1980-81 includ2:

- 13,812 participants were referred to a wide variety

of community agencies for help.

- 162 retained or regained custody of their children

(due to their participation in the parent/infant

interaction program).

- 1,512 became involved in community activities.

- ri98 earned money through skills developed in the

program.

- 172 left welfare roles for immediate employment

whereas others progressed toward economic independence

by their participation in Adult Basic Education (265).

enrollment in GED classes (166), enrollment in job

training classes (181), and by continuing their

education (138).

- 52 actually were able to invest in the purchase of

a home.
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It is important to.note here that due to the 30

percent cut in federal appropriations for Consumer and

Homemaking Education in 1982, many of the programs and

services for these audiences had 'to be drastically reduced

and/or eliminated.

Progress has been made and Consumer and Homemaking

Education has been responsive to the legislative intent

for the four priority content areas, in increasing male

enrollments, serving minorities, handicapped, limited

English speaking, and disadvantaged yoUth and adults, as

well as providing beneficial prograys for individuals in

economically lepressed areas and areas of high employment

despite fact that resources allocated for this effort

have been inadequate.

It is important to emphasize at this time the concern

we as Consumer and Homemaking Educatots have with regard

to the national concern that ...nr public education system is

weak and we must return to the basics and particularly

strengthen the area of math and science. T think we would

all agree that these content areas are vital to the future

of our apciet", however, let us not allow the pendulum to

swing so far back in education that those areas become the

40-inclusive education.

In Michigan, the results of a statewide opinion polling

effort on "The Public Schools in Michigan - A Statewide

Survey of Public Opinion" (A final report of opinions of
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Michigan Citizens in Telephone Households conducted

December 7-10, 1981). When asked what will a Michigan

student graduating from high school in 1987 ne'd to know

and be able to do to be successful, the top three responses

by public school households and non public school house-

holds were: basic skills, vocational training and sk$,J.18,

and "life survival" skills. Life survival skills is what

many Consumer and Homemaking programs are called at the local

level.

In the May, 1983 Phi Delta Kappan Magazine article,

"The American high School Today: James Bryant Conant's

Reservations and Recoiliderations" by Robert L. Hempel;

delegates to the 1959 annual meeting of the Association

for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD) spoke to

Alden Dunham who later told Conant that research indicated

that home economics courses "produce better problem solving

ability than do courses in algebra".

Simarily, in 1982, at another ASCD annual conference

on "Leadership for Educating for a New Century", Don Clines,

Assistant to the Associate Superintendent in the California

State Department of Education, wants to see more taught than

the three R's and views home economics as "the most important

subject in the curriculum".

The point I want to emphasize from these three examples

`is probably best stated by Ralph Tyler, the well-known

United States edudator, who said that "you can tell you are

being educated if your options are increasing, and that the

reverse is happening,if they are decreasing". We cannot

5 2
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afford to solve our present problems by strengthening a

few programs and thus weakening others; a balance is needed

in a total educational program. Consumer and Homemaking

Education is an essential yet unique component of Vocational

Education and both should be a viable part of the total

educational system.

THE FUTURE ROLE OF FEDERAL INVOLVEMENT
IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Consumer and Homemaking Education is the vocational

instructional program which assists individuals and families

with the challenges of daily living. Consumer and Homemaking

Education, as an integral part of Vocational Education,

provides training for the occupation of homemaking and

requires Snowledge and skills that are necessary for an

optimum quality of life. Recognition of the relationship

of a well-Ordered, quality home and family life, to a

productive, satisfying"wotk life, is implicit in the history

of Vocational Education legislation.. Consumer and Homemaking

Education is the only program that provides the diversity of

skills and knowledges needed to "make it" in life and takes

the basics of reading, writing, and arithmetic skills and

helps students and adults transfer these skills to everyday

living at home and work.

Due to the change in makeup and function of the American
4

family and its individual members, the need to counterbalance

high tech with high touch, the multitude of socio-economic
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problems, and the effectiveness of Consumer and Homemaking

Education to meet the needs of families, the National

Association of State Supervisors of Vocational Home

Economics joins with the American Vocational Association

and the Vocational Home Economics Education Coalition, which

includes the American Vocational Association, American Home

Economics Association, and Home Economics Education Association,

to make the following recommendations for the section of the

reauthorized Vocational Education Act identified as Consumer

and Homemaking.

1. Consumer and Homemaking Education is unique in its

mission and responds to different socio-economic

needs than do the other programs in Vocational

Education. Policy makers should provide the national

leadership needed to allow this program to remain

visible at the national level and provide the direc-

tion for states and local educational agincies.

Consumer and Homemaking Education should remain a

separate category in Vocational Education reauthor-

ized legislation with clearly defined purposes for

accountability.

2. Consumer and Homemaking Education funding should be

provided to improve, expand, and update Consumer and

Homemaking Education programs for males and females

in light of their effectiveness, the need to counter-

balance high technology with high touch, the changing

function, form and needs of the new American family,
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and the National priorities for target pbpulations

and societal concerns.

3. National priorities for Consumer and Homemaking

Education should initiate and sustain outreach

programs for targeted special populations such as:

. economically and socially disadvantaged faKilies

in depressed areas

. the aged

. school aged parents

. single parents

. displaced homemakers/workers

. handicapped

. incarcerated individuals

4. National priorities for Consumer and Homemaking

Education programs should address stih current and

emerging concerns such as:

. managing individual and family resources

. conserving limited resources

. making wise consumer decisions

. improving nutritional status

improving parenting skills

. improving responses to individual and family crises

. managing home and work roles

. adjusting to the impact of new technology on life

and work

5 3
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. encouraging the elimination of sex stereotyping

. expanding occupational options

5. Federal funds should be provided to improve and

expand support services for Consumer and Homemaking

Education which may include: demonstration of

innovative and exemplary. wojects; community outreach

and program promotion to reach targeted populationi;

collaboration with other education, community, and

industry resources for better coordinated, cost

effective programs; transference of math and science

skills to practical life skills through consumer and

homemaking education courses /curriculum development;

research and program evaluation; development of

instructional materials; teacher education; upgrading

of equipment; teacher supervision; state administration

and leadership including activities of the student

organization.

I believe in Consumer and Homemaking Education, and I

believe it is one of the most useful programs in the

educational system today. Through national leadership, the

direction for the eighties and nineties can be established

so that all Consumer and Homemaking educators can work in

partnership to effectively address national concerns.

531
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The appendix includes recently published articles that

are supportive to this testimony.

Jf

Appendix A: The Flint Journal on Tuesday, September 23. 1983,

published two articles about a consumer and

homemaking'program in Flint, Michigan, both of

which emphasize the use of micro computers in the

home economics classroom and the substantial

increase in the number of males participating

ia,.the program.

Appendix 8: Includes a magazine article which will be

published in the October issue of the American

Vocational Association's Journal, VocEd. This

article discusses the role of consumer and

homemaking in serving the needs of the dislocated

worker and cites specific examples of such programs

in Ohio, Michigan, and West Virginia.

(EDITOWS NOTE: Due to printing limitations, and in the interest

of economy, the appendix material listed above was retained in the files

of the Committee, where it may be researched upon request.)
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iTISTINONY

of

Raymond G. Nasdyke

at Public Hearing

on

Access Offered Non-Publia-Whool
..-- -

to Vocational Education

Ny name is Raymond G. . I am a Program Director in the Center for

Occupation al and ProfessicaaliAssesseent at Educational Testing Service. I have

been.studying and writing about programs of vocational - technical education for

the past thirteen years.

1

In 1980 I was the principal author of a report, entitled Providing Students

In Nonprofit Private Schools with AL Ass to Publicly Supported Vocational

Education Programs. Ibis report was prepared under contract with the U.S.

Department of Education./

Before I begin my testimony, I would like to make it clear that I an

appearing here as a private citizen, not as a representative of the Educational

Testing Service where I am employed nor of the U.S. Department of Education

which funded the report cited above. The views I shall present to the Committee

are entirely my owo(and do not necessarily reflect those of either EIS or the

Department of Education.

Although students enrolled in nonprofit private institutions have comparable

employment needs as their counterparts in the public education sector,

traditionally/they have not had =parable opportunities to prepare for

employment. /A broad array of structural, attitudinal, and fiscal problems,

among other barriers, have effectively worked against the involvement of private

5 3
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school students in publicly financed vocational education programs.

Congress first officially recognized the importance of providing all

students with relevant preparation for anployment through its 1968 amendments to

the Vocational Education Act of 1963, and through a subsequent revision of those

amendments by passage of the Education patendments of 1976 (Public Law 94-482).

Title I-- Vocational Education, Part A, Subpart 2, Basic Grant, provides that

funds available to the states under Section 120 for cooperative vocational

education programs be made available to private school students. Subpart 3,

Program Improvement and Supportive Services, Section 132 (b), Exemplary and

Innovative Programs, and Subpart 4, Special Program; for the Disadvantaged,

Section 140 (b), contain similar provisions for the participation of private

school students.

The VocatiOnal Education Amendnents of 1976 and the accompanying rules and

regulations include quite specific and carefully delineated provisions.

basically, these regulations that public school vocational education

staff first identify students enrolled in private schools who may have

educational needs similar to theit public.schoal counterparts. After assessing

the needs of these private school students in relation to the federally funded

vocational educaWn programs, public school vocational education administrators

should provide these students with genuine opportunities to take part in these

r

.\programs, which are designed to serve youth in both public and private schools

The available evidence suggests, that private school students are no))

adequately served; the requirements of the Vocational'Etucation Ameninents of

1976 have not been met. It appears on the strength of the evidence to date that

5 3
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little real progress has been made since provisions for private school stWents'

involvement in federally supported programs were included in the Vocational

Education Amendments of 1968.

Although same states, especially New Jersey, Ohio and Illinois, have taken

pioneering steps to unsure full implementation of the legislative provisions,

they are few in number. Interestingly, in sore state departments of education

where attitudes are noneupportive or even antagonistic toward private school

students, local vocational administrators have provided the leadership to work

out cooperative arrangements with private institutions. .

In most states, however, legislative guarantees of federal resistance have

not been transformed into equitable educational opportunities fa. private school

students. The.,Crux of the issue is control over access. The state or local

educational /win responsible for implementing the legislation -- in this case

the Vocational Education,Amendments of 1976 -- in large measure controls the

access of private school students to vocational education programs.

Clethe obstacles standing in the way of cooperation between private and

public institutions, the most prevalent And persistent seem to be attitudinal

and communications problems. Misperceptions, negative stereotypes, and distrust

are shared by private and public educators alike.

Without cxeption, i.ositive interaction between these two educational

sectors relies heavily on previously existing personal friendspips.

Furthermore, where suc,essful cooperative programs exist, they were initiated
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and implemented on the basis of a comaccly held view of the importance -'

serving the vocational needs of all our nation's youth regardless of .

they are enrolled in private or public institutions.

40

Whereas the Vocational Education Amendments of 1976 have created the context

in which the vocational needs of private school students can be met, the

decision as to whether state and local education agencies will operate within

this context has, for the most part, been madebby the agencies themselves.

The continuing tragedris the untold cost to society of labor market

entrants who are vocationally skill deficient. Although private school

educators have traditionally held basic skills education in high esteem, they

also recognize that basic skills and vocational education are prerequisites to

active participation in the work force. Both are necessary, neither is

sufficient.

The issue is whether we can afford the luxury of not providing all c-7r

nation's youth with access to federally funded vocational offerings. The

opportunity costs are small compared to the burden of excessively high youth

unemployment.

Recommendations for increasing the participation of nonprofit private cchool

student; in federally supported vocational education programs:

1. Provisions for the involvement of private school students in

federally supported vocational education programs should be

expanded to include all programs.

2. Joint planning by private and public school personnel nhould Lake

L?ej1)
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place at all governmental levels.

3. Private school repreimntatives should be included in local'

vocational educationledvisory groups. Furthermore, those selected

to represent the prilate sector should be thoroughly familiar with

private education &tithe elementary and secondary levels.

Private school representatives should be invited, to participate in

state and local w?rkshcpe, seminars, and conferences dealing with

vocational education.

5. Private school representatives should receive all materials on

vocational education that are routinely distributed to public

educators.

6. !Wel programs of cooperation between private and public

institutions should be developed, and information about them

should be widely disseminated.

7. State and local educaticmal agencies shaild develop and implement

outreach programs directed at the private education sector.

8. State plans for vocational education should include a section that

describes state objectives, procedures, and other provisions for

serving private school students.

9. State commissioners of education should allocate a portion of

their discretionary funds for the development and implementation

of innovative and exemplary programs of cooperation between

private and public schools.

10. The U.S. Department of Education should prepare and disseminate

policy statements regarding the participation of private school

students in public vocational education programs.

11. The rules and regulations governing federal assistance to private
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school students in all federally funded educatiOn,programs

4handicapped, bilingual, vocational, and so forth should be

reviewed and made as consistent as possible.

-12. Each state agency responsible for administering federal funds for

vocational education should designate someone within their

organization to be responsible for encouraging and initiating

cooperative arrangements between private and public institutions.

0
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Statement on Behalf of the
American Association for Counseling and Development

by

J
Ms. Ida Rogers/

Academic Advisor, Anne Arundel Community College
and National Vocational Guidance A ociation Representative

to the AACD Government Relations Committee

Mr. Chairman and members of the' Subcommittee on Education, Arts and

Humanities, I am Ida Rogers, Academic Advisor at the Anne Arundel Community

College in Arnold, Maryland and'a member of the Government Relations Com-

mittee of the American Association for Counseling and Development. My

responsibility on the AACD Government Relations Committee is to represent

" the interests of the National Vocational Guidance Association. the

national division focusing on career and vocational guidance services and

programs.

1 am pleased to be here this morning representing the views of the

41,000 members of the American Association for Counseling and Development

(formerly the American Personnel and Guidance Association) at these very

important heaioings on'vocational education. The counseling profession

has long been concerned with workbound youth and adults. In fact, the

first formal counseling organization, the National Vocational Guidance

Association, was founded in 1913--four years before the Smith-Hughes Act was

enacted to focus on vocational education in the United States. Today,

NVGA and AACD's other 12 national divisions span every aspect of counsel-

ing and guidance work in education, mental health, rehabilitation and re-

lated human service settings. Our commitment over time to the career and

vocational development needs of this nation's citizenry is apparent and

well documented.

The professional counselors, counselor eaucators, guidance supervis-

ors and related soecialists who comprise our organization fully support

the improvement and extension of vocational education programs which many

individuals and groups have called to the attention of the Subcommittee's

oversight hearings on the Vocational Education Act. We are most concerned

that future vocational education legislation addresses the career and

o
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vocational guidance needs of children, yoyth and adults. Today, I

hope to focus on the present state of vocational guidance in the United

States and the future direction that it should take. I will address the

needs of the general population and those of the disadvantaged, women; minority,

handicapped and adult citizens who are underserved by the present system.

As young people pass through the awareness and exploration phases of

their career development, the services offered by comprehensive guidance

programs can be useful in enhancing the quality of the educational and

vocational decisions that each student must make. As late adolescents and

adults continue in this decision-making process and deal with the specific

concerns of entry into the workforce, they too. require special attention

that can be offered by professional counselors through guidance programs.

The adult--early career or midcareer, employed.or unemployed--may need

the services offered in a guidance and counseling program to: 1) enter

the workforce, 2) move froM'ene occupational field to.another, 3) retrain

for an occupation with the provisia'esecurity, 4) re-enter the work-

force following time at home aisa parent, or 5) move to an occupational

field which fully utilizes one's aptitudes, abilities and interests, and

leads to a level of personikl satisfaction and fulfillment. In addition.

women and girls, minority youth and adults, and handicapped persons of

all ages must receive focused and specialized attention to their career

and vocational development needs If they are to fully utilize the range

of educational and occupational options open to them.

As my preceding testimony points out, the needs of our citizenry

are broad and diversified. Every American citizen can benefit from the

provisions of a quality program of guidance and counseling services which

i
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which includes the following elements: 1) Individual and group counsel-

ing, 2) occupational,
,ducational and financial aid information, and

resources, 3) testing, measurement
and appraisal resources, 4) orientation

programs, and 5) placement, services.
These services must be offered to all

students as a part of their general educational experience and tailored,

whenever appropriate and possible, to assist individuals in preparing for,

entering, and advancing in the valuable vocational and technical education

programs offered in our schools. The provision of improved counseling

and guidance services to children, adolescents and adults will result in

a population which:

lee1. Understands the range of career and vocational opportunities
provided through vocational

education, trade and technical
education, and community college programs.

2. Chooses or makes better choices from th2 variety of educa-
tional and occupational options.

3. Moves into career and occupational fields based on sound
decision-making constructed upon self-awareness of aptitudes,
abilities ald interests.

Dr. Edwin L. Herr, current President of the American Association for

Counseling anlkDevelopment, offered the following statement before the

U.S. Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee, Subcommittee on Education.

Arts and Humanities,
oversight hearings on guidance and counseling (April

23, 1982) which has relevance here. Dr. Herr stated:

"As counselors employ the individual and group counseling, infor-mation services, testing,
skill-building workshops and related

activities, their goals are not to classify and channel individ-
uals into rigidly defined

occupational or training quotas.
Rath r,, the intent is to help these individuals gain intelligence
about-their petional characteristics and possibilities, under-stand their multipotentiality,

become educated to choose, and' to
take constructive and planful action. Before the counselor canget to such goals, however, it is often necessary to help the stu-

n dent or adult client cope with their changing and, perhaps.

4
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neglecting family situations, discontinuities and crises in

their lives, loss of a loved one. substance abuse or the lack
of adequate psychological or economical resources to sustain
the individual through the current phase of their education

and into the next lifestage."

This kind of philosophical attention to individual needs has not
rt.

precluded a role for guidance and counseling in human capital development

in the United States. For example, in this nation, within the context

of individual freedom of choice which we rightly prize, the National

Defense Education Act of 1958, which gave guidance and counseling its

major place in the schools of the United States,,did so because of the

needs of the nation to identify young people of scientific and technical

talent and to encourage them to enter the study of sciences and mathe-

matics in our colleges and universities. While many other outcomes en-

sued as a result of the effects of the National Defense Education Act

(e.g., vastly expanded counselor training programs, major research activi-

ties designed to study the most effective ways of training counselors,

new insights into measurement of individual characteristics and into
+IP

career behavior, the growing acceptance of counselors as playing an..

important role in the career development process), professional counselors

made major contributions in helping the United States achieve its educa-

tional goals during the 1960's and 1970's.

The past 20 years has seen guidance and counseling identified in

many pieces of notional legislation as methods of dealing with the prob-

lems of economically disadvantaged students, woven and members of minor-

ity groups dealing with sexual and racial discrimination, vocational

education students choosing curriculum or jobs, handicapped students be-

ing mainstreamed in American education, issues addressing the employment
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and. unemployment of youth and adults and related issues such as career

educatiOn, school vandalism, and underachievement. A brief analysis of

the content of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 and its related

amendments, the Eltientary and Secondary EducatiOn Act, the Educatiosufor

All Handicapped Children Act, and related state and national legislation

suggests the importance which has been placed on the implementation' of

guidance and counseling in responding to such national issues. While

.each of these expectations of guidance and counseling have a personal

development emphasis. it also has implications for effectively enhancing

and increasing America's human potential.

With a lack of a guidance and counseling unit in the U.S. Dep7tment

of Education designed to address and monitor national needs in counseling

and related status issues, limited Federal program attention has been de-

voted to the status of guidance and counseling as it relates to the im-

portant human needs outlined in this testimony. Rather, the primary level

for the organization and administration services has beer at the state

and local *level.

The United States Department of Labor reported in 1990 that approxi-

mately 75,000 counselors were employed in the schools, rehabilitation.

college and related settings in the United States. Related data from the

National Center on Educational Statistics and the United States Census

Bureau reports an even higher figure of individuals who describe themselves

as counselors. The American Association for Counseling and DeveleOrgt

estimates that approximately 67,000 counselors currently function in the

elementary schools, junior high schools, secondary schools and adult educa- y 0

tion programs of the United States. While this figure sounds impressive,

54J
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one must realize that these persons are'serving a student population that

results in a counselor to student ratio at the secondary school level

across the nation of one counselor to 425 students and, at the elementary

school level, one counselor to every six elementary schools. Such ratios

obviously mean that many students, parents and families in the United

States hrire limited or no access to guidance services either in elementary,

secondary v. vocational education.

Given such ektensive involvement with helping students consider and

prepare for the future, it was disappointing to note that the recent

widely publicized report of the National Commission on Excellence in

Education, A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform, was

silent in its recommendations on educational reform about the role of

guidance or school counselors in helping to achieve the type of educational

excellence that the Commission seeks. The more recent report by the

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, High School, however,
,

specifically states:

"Guidance services should be significantly expanded. No counselor
should have a caseload of more than 100 students. Moreover,
school districts should provide a referral service to community
agencies for those students needing frequent and sustained profes-
sional assistance."

Thus, to insure educationaloquality is to insist that appropriately

trained, professional certified counselors are available in elementary,

middle, secondary and vocational education programs to meet the guidance and,

counseling needs expressed by students and parents in a variety of national

and local needs assessments. A recent document jointly published by the

American Association for Counseling and Development and the American Voca-

tional Association is worthy of specific attention. This study noted:

544
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"One major problem that occurs is the uneven distribution a'

guidance staff availability in certain settings. As an exampl4
if one were to review the staffing profile of the availability
of guidance programs in our nation's 7,000 rural and isolated
schools, there would be cause for alarm. It is estimated that
in these locations, less than 10 percent of the elemtary stu-

dents have access to guidance programs, while at the junior
high and high school levels, less than 40 to 50 percent of these
students have access to guidance programs. (Pinson, et al)

In some of the largest states and cities, the counselor-student
ratios in public schools are greater than the recommended ratio
of one counselor for every 250 students. In a large midwesprn
state, the ratio at the high school level is one to 630. The
average of combining the ratios of four of the 10 largest cities
in the United States would approximate one to 740."

These figures can also be contrasted with the findings as early as

1959 by the Conant Commission on Improving the American High School which

recommended a ratio of one school counselor to every 2r students or the

1971 White House Conference-log Youth, which recommended , ratio of one

to 50 students. Except in rare instances, even in the days of strong

fiscal support for guidance and counseling from the National Defense Educa-

tion Act, we have never committed sufficient resources to begin to apprdach

a ratio of one couselor to 250 or fewer students in the United States.

Counselors have played an important roles in the vocational

education mission of American education. As counselorl, not unmindf.il of

the challenges this society has placed in front of vocational education,

we join with our colleagues in that field to restate certain common

concerns:

1. How can guidance be provided early enough, fully enour;4., and

long enough to assure that employable skills transcending
specific jot competencies are in the portfolio of every
American citizen.

2. We must explore avenues for attracting and holding minority',
women, handicapped and adult learners, in the comprehensive vocational
education programs offered through our high schools, voca-
tional technical education programs and communit colleges.

5 4
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To these issues we add two questions paraphrased from a legislative

issues agenda proposed by a National Center for Research ih Vocational

Education Task Force convened in the spring of 1980:

1. To what oxtent should an educational program designed to
give skills in nonbaccalaureate fields be expected to con-
tribute to the individual. to the economy, to society?

2. And once this extent is known, what should drive Federal

dollars, Federal requirements, Federal control in vocational
education...national goals, state goals. workforce goals or
individual goals?

The members of the American Association for Counseling and Development

believe that our suggestions for strengthening vocational education can

help Congress .to answer many of these questions. Dr. Norman C. Gysbers,

AACD Past President and former President of AVA's Guidance Division, has

stated:

4.

"Like vocational education, guidance is a program specifying
learner outcomes which can be measured as specifically as job
skills. These learner outcomes should include: 1) Knowledge
of career options and labor market data, 2),ability to make in-
formed choices based on known aptitudes and interests, 3) im-

provea interpersonal skills, confidence and self-esteem, 4)
skill in seeking, finding and holding a job, 5) correctly anti-
cipating the demands of the workplace, the employer and one's
fellow workers, 6) improved work habits such ar punctuality,
perserverence and job completion."

Gysbers further states: "Like v ational education, guidance
has Its own professionally recogn zed personnel, Veined in
assisting students to achieve the and other competencies re-
lated to a full and equitable representation in the adult work
world. These, professionals rely more on the princirles of
teamwork than do other practitioners. They recogni :'e that

without the involvement and cooperation of other stiff, parents,.
employers and community agencies and groups, these cJtcomes will
be far more difficult to achieve."

With respect to the consideration of future vocational education leg-

islation, the American Association for Counseling and Development recom-

mends that:

5 4 1,
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1. Any revised or modif4d,vocational education programs must

c ughout the various titles and sections

have a strong and viqe\vocational guidance and counseling
component running th
of such legislation. Such a component or components should
have adequate authorizations and provide for trained profes-
sional guidance staff-or the means to obtain such personnel.

2. Current provisions for vocational guidance and counseling in
existing legislation are not adequate. If thit nation wishes
to begin to solve its massive unemployment and economic prob-
lems. it will need to provide funds and programs to suitably

,guide, direct and counsel in-school and out-of-school youth
into vocations and jobs which are useful, productive and
satisfying and have the potential for full and lasting
employment. Vocational guidance and counseling offers the
hope for accomplishing this objective.

3. Future vocational education legislation mdst set aside not
less than 15 percent of each state's allocation for voca-
tional guidance programs. Such programs should include the
following elements:

a. The training and retraining of guidance personno' in
career an vocational guidance skills.

b. Research and development components which address needs
assessment, evaluation and the demonstration of exem-
plary vocational guidance and counseling

c. Resources, equipment and facilities for vocational
once and counseling programs. -OF

d. Program development and implementation activities includ-
ing components of career awareness exploration, decision-
making, orientation, placement and followup.

e. Provision of special programs and activities designed for
women, minority, handicapped and adult clientele.

f. Staffing of vocational guidance and counseling prograAs
with certified educational personnel.

Provision of community outreach capability to meet the
special needs of out-of-school youth and adults.

h. Programs which focus on collaboration with business, in-
dustry and labor at all levels of vocational education
and guidance implementation. '

i. Programs which foster counselor collaboration with voca-
tional education instructors, administrators, supervisors,

g.

r
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curriculum specialists and related personnel.

j.- Programs which provide opportunities for counselors to
obtain firshand experience in business and industry and

projects which provide opportunities to acquaint stu-
dents with business, industrial, labor market and rela-

ted training opportunities. :
.

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Subcommittee, I thank

you for this opportunity to present the views of the American Association

for Counseling and Development on vocational education and, more specifi-

cally, the role which career and vocational guidance can play in this im-

portant aspect of American education. I would be pleased to answer any

questions you have on these recommendations or provide supplementary in-

f motion as a followup to this hearing to assist you in youroeilberations.--

IR
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INTRODUCTION

NSBA is pleased that we can submit this testimony to the Senate

Subcommittee on Ecincation, Arts and Humanities. The National School Boards

Association is the only major education organization representing school board

members who govern the nation's public school districts. Throughout the

nation, approximately 90,000 of these individuals are Association members.

These people, in turn, are responsible for the education of more than 95

percent of the nation's public school children.

Currently marking its forty-fourth year of service, NSBA is a federation

of state school board associations, with direct local school board affiliates,

constituted to strengthen local lay control of education and to work for the

improvement of educatio' Most of these school board members are elected

public officials.' Accordingly, they are politically accountable to their

constituents for both education policy and fiscal management, As lay

unsalaried individuals, school board members are in the rather unique position

of being able to judge legislative programs purely from the standpoint of

public education, without consideration to their personal professional

interest.

For years, vocational education at the secondary level has played a

significant role in developing the longer-term educational and occupational

future of millions of American youth. Given the changing nature of work, and
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the pressures which those changes place on student prep rAtion, vocational

education is now in a period when an expansive federal ole snould be

undertaken at the secondary education level to support innovation and program

modernization. To that end, federal programs should be designed to improve

our capability to serve the broad spectrum of America's students in nign

quality vocational education programs and courses. The group.of students

requiring vocational services snould include those who are college bound,

educationally disadvantaged, limited English speaking, handicapped, as well as

those students who have traditionally sought the benefits of vocational

education.

At the same time, we recognize that secondary vocational education and the

notion of an expansive federal role, nas its critics. The Administration's

.bill, for example, would diminish the relative federal role in secondary

vocational programs--and then narrow the primary focus to occupational

training for target populations. 08A does not support this type of limited

approach.

In essence, the Committee is being presented with a !Oa choice of

direction for the federal vocational education program as it is now authorised

and administered.

In urging a comprehensive federal program at the secondary level, our

testimony will be directed at clarifying some of the conceptions about

secondary vocational programs. We believe that secondary vocational

education, including the role of the federal government, should be carefully

4-
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defined and distinguished from the needs and goals of age-groups which are

served by other education and training programs. In addition, we would like

to highlight those legislative criteria which, we believe, will result in an

effective federal prcgram. In this manner, we hope to define what NSBA means

when we speak of a "comprehensive program." Finally, we will coolant on H.R.

4164 from the standpoint of how it fits within our concepts and criteria for

legislation.

PART A: General Conce ts About Seconds Vocational Education

Conce t 0 1. At the seconds level vocational education should tit

regarded as an educational program (including occupational

components) --and it should be evaluated as such

There is a tendency to think of vocational education in stereo- typic

terms. Regardless of whether the picture is one of the traditional shop

or the more contemporary laser lab, some observers equate vocational

education with training for specific work skills. Once that parallelism

is drawn, then the design of programs and how they are evaluated will be

tied to the student's first job (for which he was trained) --and the extent

of the employer's satisfaction with the students' performance. While an

approach based on this type of occupational or labor market outcome may be

apprw.miate for adult programs, older youth, or special situations (e.g.

training for the handicapped and certain educationally disadvantaged

youth), we believe that the objectives for secondary students--and

therefore the measure for success -- should be more encompassing.

-3-
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At the secondary level, the major goal for most vocational students should

not be limited to specifically training them for those entry level jobs which.

happen to be available in the local market during a particular school year.

Rather, the goal should be to provide students with a more comprehensive and

enduring foundation for work.

In addition to betng able to obtain employment, that foundation should

prepare secondary students to exercise career options beyond the entry level,

as well as to prepare them for further training whether it occurs at community

colleges or at fbur year postsecondary institutions - -or by business.

Specifically, that foundation snould include the mathematical, language,

communication, and proolem Solving background that is associated with the

mastery of a range of occupations - -beyond the entry level in any occupation.

As such program success should be measured, in part, by educational

achievement- -which is a very different measure than whether the student landed

the joo.

As compared with a training program, an education program must meet a much

higher standard in that both the long term educational needs of the student

muit be met, as well as the short term occupational needs of landing the first

job and gaining the satisfaction of the first employer. As an educational

program we are also interested in the student's second job 4nd second empl4y3r.

In summary, vocational education should form the foundation for a lifetiaw

of work including success on the first job. This is part of what we mean when

we say that there is a federal interest in keeping vocational education firmly

directed toward education goals as contrasted to training objectives.

-4-
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CONCEPT 0 2. Vocational education snould be availaole to a broad range of

students.

As we noted earlier, one approach to secondary vocational
education--at

least in terms of the federal role- -is for the program to serve primarily the

entry job level needs of special populations. We agree that entry level

preparation for disadvantaged youth is a crucial function. However, at the

same time the scope of vocational education
should reach other categories of

student's as well. Four examples come to mind to demonstate the scope of

vocational education. First, we anticipate that the coming technological era

will generate an expansion in the number of "vocational"
careers which will be

built upon a four year college experience. Hence, the sharp line wnicn

currently separates the so-called vocational and academic "tracks" will blur

in certain areas. Second vocational education should serve those students

whose ability to capture academic concepts in the regular classroom setting

may be limited (although they may not be disadvantaged)- -but who can achieve

in a vocational instructional setting.

Third, populations who suffer from some form of disadvantaged condition

should not have their vocational
opportunities limited to training for entry

level jobs and job- seeking activities. In other words, where appropriate,

economically disadvantaged and handicapped students should have the

opportunity to reach highervocational
levebs, rather tnan being placed on a

track of under-achievement.
Fourth, as requirements for hign school

graduation in English and math increase, vocational students snould not face

the uncomfortable cnoice oetween less high school vocational education on the

-5-
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one hand--and not making the academic grade on the other. These students

should have a vocational program that incorporates higher academic standards.

At the same time, we recognize tr, :4 scope of secondary vocational

education at the local level and the appropriate federal role are not

necessarily interchangeable. This takes me to our third concept.

CONCEPT 1113 Secondary Vocational education requires assistance from the federal

level for the pu oses of innovation modernization and to at o ulations.

At minimum, the federal government should support those activities which

only it can provide a (e.g. financing research, information dissimination, and

pilot projects which identify and repsond to national trends). Further, the

federal government should support the capacity of school systems to build

effective contemporary vocational education programs. Minimally, it should

help finance activities and situations where local units a) do not have the

resources to do so on their own"and b) need greater encouragement and

stimulation to meet nationa) goals and trends.

It has been argued that the federal government's role in vocational

education has out-lived its usefulness because state and local funding out

match federal funding by at least eight dollars to one. However, it should be

realized that school district operations are highly labor intensive. Indeed,

over 70% of most school district budgets are tied to staff salaries. After

accounting for fixed costs, such as fuel charges, most districts do not have

discretionary funding beyond a few percentage points of their budget to

-6-
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Innovate, replace outmoded instructional material (and equipment) re-design

curriculum and so on. Because vocational programs are so much more expensive

than other classroom programs, it is particularly difficult to unitive tno

kind of timely changes that are necessary. Consequently many vocational

programs do not change, not because the school district does not wish to

change but because they do not have the resources to do so even if they wished

to do so. To make the significant program and facility changes that are

needed, school districts will need asssurance that the resources will be

available to make those changes.

Generally, school districts need federal assistance for the following

*types of activities:

To revise vocational curriculum to reflect the broader and longer

term market place, and to sequence their programs with the

programs and standards of community colleges and four year

institutions.

To update teachin% requirements, including inservice training

programs to upiade the existing teaching force.

To ensure th4t guidance and counseling programs stay abreast of major

employment trends (short and longer term) in the local, state,

regional, and national markets.

To replace obsolete equipment so that students can learn concepts and

applications which are tied to contemporary work settings.

-1-
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To utilize resources from local businisses to modernize teacher

skills, to avail themselves of contemporary equipment and materials,

and ta,00tain practical advice in developing curriculum.

To experiment and operate pilot education programs so that more

effective ways to deliver vocational education instruction can be

developed.

To support programs for higher cost target populations (including

programs to remove sex stereotyping as well as programs for students

who are educationally disadvantaged, handicapped, or who have limited

English speaking ability) so that access and equity to quality

vocational education programs is available to all students.

PART B: Criteria for a Federal secondary vocational program.

In urging a comprehensive federal role to support the activities of local

school districts, NM recommends that the Committee include six key

components in its bill - -each of which is sumarized below.

1. A definition of secondary vocational education.

Earlier ih our statement, the point was made that vocational

education at the secondary level must be distinguished from (but related to)

programs at the post secondary level. The definition of secondary vocational

education should include:

-8-
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a) programs which prepare the student for a career.

programs which proper° the student to pursue a career requiring

post secondary education, including
a baccalaureate degree, or

other instruction.

c) programs which develop the academic foundation of the student

(e.g. math, communication and problem Solving skills),in a

manner which supports longer term occupational objectives,

including the eventual pursuit.of careers requiring post

secondary education.

2. A statement of Os *Oral purpose in secondary education.

In order to avoid some of the confusion which currently is associated

with the purpose of the federal
program, the legislation should clearly define

the reason that the federal government has a role in secondary vocational

education. Consonant with the three general concept points which we made

earlier in our statement, the
federal purpose must include institutional

support to school systems for:

a) innovation and modernization of programs, as well as the

capability to explore new directions through the use of pilot

programs.

b) programs for special populations (including the increased costs

to maintain such programs) and

-9-
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c) activities to develop the educational and occupational skills of

students to meet short-term and long term career needs.

3. Local evaluation criteria to ensure that the federal purposes are being

met and that programs are appropriate for the seconder student

At the secondary level it may be appropriate, in the case of some

students, to measure program success on the basis of whether the student found

an entry level Joo. However, the evaluation of local secondary programs

should be (also)tied to the following criteria:

a) the reduction of drop-out rates of students in vocational

education programs as compared to students in other programs.

b) the general improvement of student performance on test scores in

academic areas

c) the improvement of general and specific job competencies of

students enrolled in vocational programs

d) the admission of vocational students into community college and

U3 4 year programs

e) the extent to which vocational education and programs utilize

the resources of private industry

-10-
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4 Funding formula to local scnool districts should be made pursuant to a

local student count.

_ _ .

For secondary ptograes, each statessrillocation should be

redistributkO'to local scnool districts ii proportion to local

enrollment-/with a weighting fact:or for those 11stricts with high

.)concentrations of dis,4vantaged students.

4584 supports the notion of a federally designed local formula as a means

of a) identifying federal dollars in the ,school system (and the purposes to

which they are tied) b) reducing the uncertainty and lack of program

integration that is associated with project grants and cl.recognizing and

supporting the reality that, program innovation and modernization, as Well as

more generalized assistance for target populations, should be an on going

process for all school systems--and not an activity which is tied onlito tne

grant cycle.

5. Local school districts should have full conrol over their vocational

programs.

N5114 believes that secondary vocational programs should be developed

and operated in a manner which involves
the resources and advice of other

institutions and service delivery systems. However, we also believe that

ultimately it is the local school district that must decide what type of

program best serves tne overall educational interest of tne student.

In recent months we have been concerned ova? a number of suggestions that

- I I-
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weld a) extend 'the advisory role of local businesses into actual program

determinations and b) create funding preferences and impose conditions to

subordinate the use of federal vocational funds to the operation of the Job

Trainih2 Partnership Act.
a

With respect of the role of business, we believe local business will

productively serve vocational programs. However, where 14 to ld year olds are

concerned care must be taken to ensure that programs will be broader than the

training of students for immediate local job market needs.*

The, Job Training Partnership Act promises to be a positive force in the

-development of job skills for people who may otherwise be unemployable. Since

JTPA can serve youth, the question raised is what should the relationship be

between JTPA and vocational education -- including the federal role. In this

regard we have four points to make. First, bedause the federal role IA

vocational education.should serve 4 broad base of students (including

disadvantaged youth), the main function of the World vocational program

should not be the operation of JTPA progrmmt.. Second, in the event that the

federal, vocational law places varying kinds of institutions into coMpetition

with each other (e.g. secondary schools, technical schools etc.) any effort to

4

This is not to' say that many business people are unresponsive to the

broader educational development of students, but only that ultimate

piggram determinations must reside with the school system.

-1i-
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give preferences to tnose institutions which run JTPA programs or wnicn

pattern their program on 'TPA would be inappropriate because a) local school

districts have been sostantially excluded from JTPA and therefore would 2EL

force be excluded from the vocational program and 0) local scnool districts

should not be encouraged to set aside appropriate educadonal goals in order

to obtain or retain federal vocational funding. Third, wnile NSBA oelieves

that coordination between the vocational program and JTPA snould De encouraged

(where appropriate), at the secondary level JTPA programs should De

coordinated with secondary programs and not visa versa. Fourth, while JTPA

promises to be a successful program, it is still untested. Accordingly, we

believe that the future of the federal role in vocational education should not

be tied inextricably to the JTP/ delivery system.

6. The federal role should include a priority for equity concerns

Throughout our testimony we have advocated that.tne federal role must

suppaA special programs for target populations, including students who are

educationally disadvantaged, handicapped; or who have limited English speaking

ability. Given the high costs of special programs for those students, as well

as the lack of school district funds (particularly in those districts in which

such students reside in high concentrations), federal funds should oe usable

for both maintenance and development purposes. In order to give a proper

priority fnr special populations, the entire authorization for iocational

education snould De greatly expanded with a view toward 11 allowing sucn

expenditures under the basic program and 0) creating a separate part or title

-,which is committed solely for those special popeiations.

-13-
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Finally, not only has the nature of the workplace changed at a rapiu pace,

so have the opportunities for women. At the secondary level, federal funding

should suppport programs to help orient guidance counselors and teachers to

the special needs of female students in their choice of careers and in their

preparation for the job market.

7. Other areas of major concern for seconda education

In recommending an expanded and defined federal role for secondary

vocational education, it is clear that overall funding for the federal program

should be greatly increased. Funding for vocational education has been

relatively stagnant over the years; and, in real dollars the level of funding

has diminished. Accordingly, we urge the committee to significantly increase

authorization levels.

NSBA is totally opposel to any effort to extend the non - public school

provisions beyond the level of participation currently contained ir. Vocational

Education Act. In this regard, we urge the Committee to extend the e-istIng

compromise language.

PART C: OVERVIEW OF H.R. 4164

At this time I would like to turn to H.R..4164--which was introduced by

Chairman Perkins and several members of the subcommittee on October 19th.

NSBA does believe that several adjustments would have to be made to the bill

In order to bring H.R. 4164 into full harmony with the philosophical and

-14-
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operational framework which I outlined earlier. However, as a general

position H.R. 4164 does present a responsible and realistic approach, and;

therefore, it warrants support as a mark-up vehicle before the House Committee.

The remainder of my comments on the bill will address how H.R. 4164 fits

within our framework; and, where it needs amendment in order to make it an

ideal federal delivery system for secondary vocational education at the school

district level.

1. A Definition of Secondary Vocational Education /Statement, of Federal

Purposes.

Unlike many pieces of legislation, the statement of purpose contained

in this bill is critical because many of the operational provisions are

cross-referenced to it. In this regard, we are pleased that section 101(b)(3)

'speaks to the "academic foundation of vocational students in mathematics,

science, written, and verbal communication". While the permissible uses of

Basic Grant funding, which are set forth in section 202, are broad enough to

encompass this key educational concept, we urge that the same terminology be

clearly specified within section 202 as well.

We were pleased that our concern to provide for the broader and

longer-term educational needs of, secondary vocational students were addressed

in other parts of the bill. Tha is, the bill carries forward the theme to

develop the student's academic foundation in the definition of curriculum

materials (sec. 451 (6)) and in the oesign of the state plan (sec. 411

(c)(2)(C1). However, with respect to the latter provision the language should

-15-
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include an academic foundation in 'written and verbal communications", as well

"as "science and-mathematics".

Ve were also pleased that the state plan must set forth the role and

expectations for vocational education in various institutional settings and

for the various age levels. This requirement should help clarify that

vocational education is not a monolithic activity--but a var4ety of activities

to meet a broad range of needs for individuals at different stages of their

educational and occupational development. However, the definition of

vocational education (section 451 (25)) should be broadened to include

students whose occupational objectives ',nclude the attainment of a.

baccalaurate degree.

While the three year local plan (sec. 413) is referenced back to statement

of purposes, we believe that any local assessment (+ least at the secondary

level) should clearly include the "the academic foundation" of students, and

not just an assessment of their occupational skills.

2. Local Cri teri a

Since the evaluation of local programs can have a significant bearing

on the design of rr.:grams--as well as on which local applicants actually

receive grants, great care needs to be taken in dealing with the evaluation

section of the bill (section 422). While section 422 does tie local program

evaluation to the statement of purposes, we are concerned that the specific

criteria which are set forth are too occupationally directed--and do not

-lb-
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adequately reflect the full range of other secondary goals: e.g. reducing

drop-out rates, improvement on test scores in the academic areas, and

admissions into community college and four year programs and improvement in

general competencies.

In providing for local evaluations, the state should play a role within

the framework of the sate and local plans. However, NSBA believes that the

evaluation team should be designated by the local school system (not the

state) - -but consisting primarily of persons who are independent of it.
1

3. funding formula to local school district/protection for second

programs.

NSBA was pleased that Part E- -which deals with special populations

would be funded on a local formula basis. For the reasons set forth earlier

in our statement, a local formula should enhance as well as more effectively

connect federal purposes with local uses.

In an ideal setting, the same formula approach should be taken in

distributing basic grant funding to local school districts.

However, regardless of whether the basic grant program contains a local

formula, NSBA is seriously'concerned that, as a result of the appropriations

process, H.R. 4164 could work to diminish total federal funding at the

secondary level.

The reason is that the bill establishes six separately funded parts.

While, the funding of each of those parts *promises" to increase total federal

funding, we are concerned over the possible results If tt'at promise doesn't

5
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materialize. Specifically, since, under current law, most of the basic grant

funding is directed at secondary schools, any effort In the appropriations

process to °level fund° the new program by spreading the funds over those

parts which do not involve secondary programs (e.g. ,,Part D for High

Technology and Part F for Adult training)-4,111 cause secondary programs to

lose (especially since the post-secondary set aside in the basic grant program

was increased to 30%). In other words, in moving to a new program, we see the

secondary level taking all the °risks" on the "chance" for new money.

Accordingly, we strenousty urge that some form of protection be placed into

tht bill to protect secondary funding against inadequate appropriation levels.

4. Local ContrOl

As noted earlier, NS8A is concerned that the federal role in education

should not be controlled, or driven, by the untested JTPA. However we do

support coordination between the two programs. In this regard, we can support

the manner in which this coordination was treated under Part E (sec. 243).

Correctly, section 411(c)(6) makes it clear that "such coordination shall not

be used to establish priority for (SIC) funding to eligible recipients under

this Act". However, since local school districts have been excluded from

participation in JTPA, this point itivuld be strengthened in two respects.

First, it should be made clear that JTPA coordination should not be used as a

criteria for establishing eligibility as well as priorities. Second, the plan

should describe methods for coordination between the vocational act and JTPA

and not make such coordination the sole burden of the vocational programs --as

it is currently stated.

-18-
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5. Federal Priorit For - Equity Concerns

While WSB:f supports, the concept that the federal government should

support a broad range of student needs at the secondary level, we are

committed to providing special emphasis programs for disadvantaged,

handicapped, and limited speaking populations, as well as programs to

eliminate sex stereotyping. To that end, we support the creation of a

separate Part E to ensure

Conclusion

highly visible attention for these students.

There is as strong a federal interest in vocational education as there is

in any federal program to provide for the overall\economic well-being of the

nation. Unfortunately, the current federal program has not bean funded in a

manner which recognizes that fact. We urge the Committee to reauthorize the

program with an expansive view. Accordingly, the secondary vocational

component should be clearly defined and structured as to provide for the

broad spectrum of students whose personal growth and economic contribution

will be enhanced from a renewed federal effort. In this regard, with

appropriate amendments, we believe H.R. 4164 presents a satisfactory mechanifm

for extending the federal role.
1

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
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Dear Mr. Chairman:

It is a pleasure to have the opportunity to present to this committee

these views about the reauthorizatioh for vocational education. I am

sharing my testimony from the perspective of a person who has been directly

and continually involved in vocational education, primarily vocational

agriculture for over thirfy-five!years. In addition, for the past ten years

I have been actively engaged in farming and am well aware of the difficulties

and piOblems faced by tieggricultural segment of our economy.
0

I believe that it is critically important that vocational education

be continued and increased/to a level appropriate and necessary to provide

vocational training for all (youth and adults) who need and can profit

from such training. In this paper I will address some of the specific

needs of vocational agiiiculture eduAtion in seven areas.

1. OCCUPATIONAL/IDENTITY FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE

Vocational Agricultural education is a program founded upon a

sound philosophical base. This base embraces the importance of the

relationship of knowledge and skills taught to their effective use and

application, With this base upon which to build, the program has relevance,

stability, and a sense of direction.

The overall strength of vocational education in agriculture emanates

from instructional area identity. By specifically identifying the instruc-

tional area, vocational education in agriculture/agribusiness and natural

resources is in a better aosition to be accountable for programs. The

preparation of .udents for employment is related to specific instructional

areas. At local levels, students, parents, employers and teachers are

instructional area oriented. Industry lcv,ks to instructional areas in

education for employee improved instruction, and teacher preparation.

"."
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Instructional identity enhances interest, pride and motivation of the students,

teachers and administrative personnel.

The National FFA Alumni Association and The National Vocational Agricultural

Teachers' Association recommends. legislation identify and define the

occupational areas which comprise vocational education, and that the definition

of vocational education in vocational education legislation and the accompanying

regulations include the identity of the instructional areas, including all

levels of agriculture/agribusiness and natural resources along with the Future

Farmers of America/National Postsecondary Agriculture Students Organization

recognized by the Department of Education as an integral part of the program.

2. PREPARATION FOR ENTREPRENEASHIP

Entrepreneurship is the organization and coordination of labor,

capital, and land for efficient production. It is often used synonymously to

mean "management." In the agricultural industry, the tern, entrepreneurship,

takes on a larger meaning because of the high risk associated with many of the

components of the agricultural industry. Most commonly in the agriculture

industry, entrepreneurship includes those who establish their own enterprfses

and are self-employed. It is, however, much more than this.

Entrepreneurship in the agricultural industry includes the management of

farms and ranches as well as all of the agribusinesses which provide supplies

and services to them and process and otherwise market the products of farms

and ranches. It further includes the management of horticultural forestry,

and natural resources industries.

Instruction in vocational agriculture needs to address entrepreneurship

education in four economic functions: (1) production, (2) exchange, (3)

distribution, and (4) consumption.

The production function is concerned with creating goods and services

for the agricultural industry. This includes growing crops and raising

-2-
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livestock; manufacturing chemicals, feed, and other supplies; and converting

farm commodities into the forms desired by consumers.

The exchange function involves entrepreneurial education in the marketing

of agricultural commodities. This includes placing a money value on goods and

services and performing essential marketing activities.

The distribution function involves each person having a share in the

production function and receiving payments (salaries, wages, etc.) for-their

contribution. The agricultural industry has often had inequitable distribution

of purchasing power, primarily due to low wages for many workers in the industry.

Improved entrepreneurship skills would result in more equitable distribution.

The consumption function relates,to the use of goods and services. The

production, exchange, and distribution functions must occur if consumption is

to take place. The agricultural industry provides for the consumption needs

of others as well as consumes many kinds of raw materials itself.

Instruction in these functions will improve economic literacy while, at

the same time, entrepreneurial skills are developed.

Delivery of entrepreneurial instruction will require a variety of resources.

Teachers who are competent to provide such instruction are needed. Their

competency will necessitate appropriate pre-service and in-service teacher

educatibn. Instructional materials and facilities which contribute to the

development of modern concepts of the agricultural industry and entrepreneurship

are needed.

It is recommended that there be the provision in the federal legislation

concerning vocational education to provide support for vocational agriculture

and other vocational programs which prepare students whose occupational objec-

tives related to entrepreneurship and that federal legislation support

instruction that will assist entrepreneurs and workers to advance in their

occupation.

- 3 -
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3. YEAR ROUND INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS

A founding principle of effective vocational education in agriculture

includes supervised individual student occupational experience programs such

as: productive entrepreneur enterprises, work experience, laboratory

experiences and cooperative education. Through experiential oriented super-

vised occupational experience programs (SOEP), students "learn by doing" by

applying agricultural knowledges and skills study in the classroom to a

practical, useful occupational experience.

Given the primary purpose of vocational education in agriculture as the

development of competencies (knowledges, skills, and attitudes) which lead to

establishment in an agricultural occupation, the following and some generally

accepted characteristics of the instructional program which relate to the

concept of year-round instruction:

1. Students must experience, in a setting as close to their occupational,

objective as possible, the day to day activities-performed by actual

workers in that occupation. Pseudo experiences seldom can maintain

student,interest for the needed length of time to provide a meaningful

experience.

2. The program must be of sufficient length to allow students the time

to gain experience and develop skills. Students must remain in the

supervised experience program long enough to develop the needed

mental and manipulative skills and the habits and attitudes of a

reliable, productive workers.

Federal legislation which encourages and assists in the conduct of year-

round programs of vocational agriculture will have a significant, positive

impact on the nation and its citizens.

4
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4. FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT FOR QUALITY PROGRAMS

Vocatiohal Education programs are provided in small high schools ,in

rural areasin comprehensive high schools, in vocational high schools, and

in vocational-technical centers. However,,facilities in many schools are

inadequate and equipment has not been kept up to date in line with advancing

technology and with recently developed standards. Standards have been

developed to serve as models against which all existing programs and

activities can be evaluated. The standards serve as a guide for new and

ctpandingprograms.

Local funding in many cases has not been available to bring about appropriate

facilities, equipment or improvement of programs operating in non-area school

settings. Most frequently this is in the economically depressed areas, small

rural and urban communities that lack the tax basis to adequately fund

facilities and equipment. These areas normally contain higher than average

unemployment. Likewise, safety provisions and modification of all facilities

for the handicapped are lacking. Comprehensive high schools have populations

of students who are not servci by area vocational programs.

Adequate and up-to-date facilities and equipment are critical needs of

both comprehensive high schools and other schools not being served by area

vocational centers if they are to continue to provide instruction to develop

entry-level competencies for all vocational agriculture students entering the

agricultural labor force.

It is recommended that federal legislation provide support for the

construction, improvement and modernization of vocational agricultural

facilities including the purchase and repair of equipment.and other instructional

resources.
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5. VOCATIONAL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS (THE FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA)

Historically, vocational student organizations have been endorsed by

local, state, and federal policy. The impact of student participation in

organizations sdth as the Future Farmers of America (FFA) on students,

teachers, industry, and society has been established in publi. secondary

schools and documented in the literature. As an integral component to

vocational agriculture, the FFA provides educational experiences for young

people which are richer, more practical, more meaningful, and more challenging.

Being "an integral part of" means the FFA is a tool of instruction which reinforces

through activities, what the student learns in the classroom and/or on.the job.

'The activities relate to the curriculumrin such a way that they actually become

an extension of classroom instruction. Thus, specific activities such as:

public speaking; skill judging; problem solving; conventions; and meetings,

complement the objectives of classroom instruction. Vocational agriculture

teachers have long supported 'this concept. More recently, studies have been

conducted which identify administrator'and principal support of the FIA as

an integral part of the instructional program.

In addition to providing students with positive attitudes and human

relationships, the FFA is viewed by the agricultural business community as

a mechanism which prepares students for eventual employment. Agricultural

employers recognize the effectiveness of the FFA organization in moving the

studept from the classroom to the world of work. Employers seek out students

possessing saleable occupational skills and positive work attitudes.

Clearly, students who fully experience the total vocational agriculture

program (clasr.room, laboratory, supervised occupational experience and the

FFA) are more apt to have the resources, skills; and abilities to become

gainfully employed.

-6-
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In some comments Dr. Robert G. Scanlon, Executive Director of ResearCh

for Better Schools, Incori3orated, focused on the importance of providing for

not only the technical needs of students and industry, but needs of society

as well:

II

The measure of a man isano longer his money, but his psychic
well-being and self-fulfillment. The factor that determine!
success will be the quality of an individuals life. People
in general are becoming more inner - directed, and consequently,
are beginning to examine their role in society and how the
role corresponds to their needs, cababilities, feelings, and
values (Scanlon: 1976).

The Future Farmers of Ameria is an lstablished and proven mechanism for

preparing the student to live a quality life which includes successful employment

in the occupation of their choice. The support of the FFA through adequate

funding legislative support is critically important and is appropriate to

include in future legislation.

6. ADULT EDUCATION IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE

Demographers incticate that the age mix of the future population. will

contain a greater proportion of adults. This points to an increasjig demand

for vocational training and retraining for adults. Changing technologies,

energy conservation including the expansion of alternate fuel sources, career

changes and employee up-grading are but a few of the needs to be met.

Additionally, management and entrepreneurial training is essential for self-

employed persons and their employees.

Vocational agriculture offers an in-place mechanism or delivery system

to provide vocational training for adults. Facilities, equipment and staff

who have contact with the work force already exist in the local vocational

agriculture program.

If one were to ask people in vocational agriculture at the local, state

and national levels to define adult education in agriculture, it is likely

.4111
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that there would be almost as many different answers as thereewere respondents.

The adult teacher of agriculturVrom Minnesota wodld most likely describe a

comprehensive long-term prog!:a of management instruction for farmers. The

vo-ag instrucibr from Colorado would likely define a special program for young

farmers. From Philadelphia the program may be a short course for prospective

park employees; from Florida the response may center around training for

workers in the citrus groves. In fact, the possibilities are almost endless. ,

Yet each person would describe a particular kind of program aimed-at a special

4
audience with a specific set of objectives and all would fit the broad umbrella

of adult education.

.

There would be general agreement that adults are persons over the age of

16 who are not enrolled in a forma' day school program at the secondary,

postsecondary or collegiate level. Definitions would include all persons,
,

YOung and old, rich or poor, male or female, black or white who had an interest

in and could profit from instruction in some phase of the agricultural industry.

There are many studies that show benefits to the participants of adult

education in agriculture. What,should be apparent is that the five major

priorities for the agriculture sector can be more easily obtained when the

potential benefits of adult education programs have been applied to the whole

of the agricultural sector. High production, low costs, attention to

preservation of resources, building of reserves and reaching out to other

countries -- these are the goals of our society as expressed by our national

leadership, They cannot be obtained if the adult agricultural work force is

untrained.

This impkt, while related to vocational agriculture, may hold equally

true for all of vocational education. Meeting the needs of a changing

population mix and agricultural structure, addressing national priorities,

and fostering better community school relations and support are.all benefits that

can'be enjoyed when proper attention is directed to education for adults.

- 8 -
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It is recommended that adult education continue tO be an important part

of the vocational education program sod have strengthened supporOlin future

vocational legislation at the federal level.

7. PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

Vocational education in agriculture has as its primary mission to

develop agricultural competencies needed by individuals engaged in or preparing

to engage in production a4$'iculture and Aribusiness occupations." Over time,

'the most effective vocational education programs in agriculture have adhered

to the following principles:

1. They are taught by technically and occupationally competent'teachers.

2. They are organized on the basis of those competencies, experiences

and requirements unique to agricultural occupations.

In order for future programs in vocational agriculture to meet emerging

occupational needs, it is essential that competent educators experienced in

agriculture and possessing technical and pedological expertise be employed.

Further, such experiences and expertise must be continually updated and upgraded

in order to meet the changing occupational opportunities in agriculture.

Specialized programs in areas such as horticulture, renewable natural

resources, processing and forestry have merged at an ever inFreat.ing rate.

Such specialization at the local level necessitates increased specialization

by occupational areas at state and federal levels, as vIll as teacher education

institutions. New and innovative programs of professional development are

essential to keep, pace with the need for competent personnel to plan and

administer viable progeems.

The direction provided vocational' education programs in agriculture by

people in leadership roles.at federal and state levels is significak fir

the continued vitality of these programs. It is thus essential that such

individuals possess technical and pedological competencies in their

respective occupational areas and have assigned responsibility in these areas,

0 o 7 j.
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Vocational education programs' will help students overcgme their

shortcomings which prevent them from securing employment. However, it is

obvious that the key person is the teacher. Teachers mist be:
. ,

1. Technically and,occupationally competent, .

2. Prepared, supervised and administered by competent professional

personnel at the federal, state and local level.

AnlyVrough continued professional personnel development programs designed

specifically fOr vocational educators in vocational agriculture will such personnel

be available.

it is recommended that.such programs be continued and strengthenel at

the federal level.

Since the first federal legislation funding vocational education was

passed in 1917 (Smith Hughes Act) vocational agriculture has made a continuing

and vital contribution to the production and'leadership of rural and urban

America. It would seem inconsistent to consider the possible reduction of

funding to one of our most successful programs created bytongress to improve

Attie viability and vitality of a major part of Our economy. Rather it would

seem to be reasonable for Congress to increase its support of vocatiooal

education as a way to further improve the nation for all its citizens.,.
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4.

TESTIMONY

on behalf of

THE COUNCIL FOR AMERICAN PRIVATE EDUCATION

ON
1

The Reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act

The Council for American Private Education, representing ,

0 fifteen national private school organizations whose schools en-

roll approximalely 80 percent of all private achool.students,

'offers the following testimony regarding the Reauthorization

of the Vocational Education Act.

First of all we'd like to associate ourselves with the

excellent testimony submitted by the National School Board

Association to the Howie Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary

and Vocational Education November 1, 1983, on HR 4164 by Dr.

Joan Parent, with paiticular attention to these points in

her document:

"...federal programs should be designed to im-
prove our capability to serve the broad spectrum of
America's students in high quality vocational educa-
tion programs and courses. The cjroup of students re-
quiring vocational services should include those who
are college-bound, educationally disadvantaged, limited
English speaking, handicapped, as well as those stu-
dents who have traditionally sought the benefits of
vocational education....

"At fhe secondary level, the major goal for most
vocational students should not be )imited to specifi-
cally training them for those entry-level jobs which
happen to be availabl2 in the local market during
a particular school year. Rather, the goal should be
to provide students with a more comprehensive and
enduring foundation for work.

"In addition to being able to obtain eaplOymenti,
that foundation should prepare secondary students to
exercise career options beyond the entry level, as
well as prepare them for further training whether it
occurs atcommunity colleges or at four year post-
secondary institutions--or by Business. Specifically,
that foundation should include the wathematical, lan-
guage, communication, and problem solving backgroupd
that is associated with the master of a range of oc-
cupations-- beyond the entry level an any occupation.

ti

r
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As such,program success -- should be measured, in part,
b./ educational achievement--which is a very different
measure than whether the students landed the job.

4

"As compared with a training program, an educe-
tion program must meet a much higher standard in that
"both the long-term educational needs of the student must
be met, as well as the short-term occupational needs
of landing the first job and gaining tne satisfaction
of the first employer. As an educational program we
are alsointerested in the student's second job and

second employer.

"In summary, vocational education should form the
foundation for a lifetime of work including success
on the first job. This is part of what we mean when
we say that there is a federal interest in keeping
vocational education firmly directed toward educationb
goals as contrasted to training objectives."

I. would alSo call your attention to the testimony of Ray-

mond-G. Wasdyke, who in 1980, wrote the report, Postsecondary

Students in Non - Profit Private Schools with Access to Publicly

Su sorted Vocational Education Pro rams.

Among his more important general observations;

1. "Fhe available evidence suggests that pri-
vate school students are not adequately served;
the requirements of the Vocational Education'
Amendments of 1976 have not been met. It appears
on the strength of the evidence to date that
little real prLyress has been made since provisions
for private school students' involvement in NW-
crally supported programs were included in the
Vocational Education Amendments of 1968."

2. "Of the obstacles standing in the way of
cooperation between private and public institutions,
the most prevalent and persistent seem to be at-
titudinal and communications problems. Mispercep-
tions, negative stereotypes, and distrust are shared
by private and public educators alike.

"Without exception, positive 'interaction be-
tween,these two educational 'sectors relies heavily
on previously existing personal friendships,, Fur-
thermore, where successful cooperative programs
exist, they were initiated and implemented on the
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basis of a.commonly held view of the importance of
serving the vocational needs of all our nation's

1
r youth regardless of whether they are enrolled in

private or public institutions."

Among his more important recommendations:

1. ' "ProvisiOns for the involvement of private
school students in federally supported vocational
education programs should be expanced to include
all programs."

2. "Model programs of cooperation between pri-
vate and public institutions should be developed,
and information about them should be widely dis-
sem inated."

3. "State commissioners of education should al-
locate a portion of their discretionary funds.for
the development and implementation of innovative
and exemplaty programs of cooperation between pri-
vate and public schools."

1

Reyond those important points, CAPE urges that the Commit-
,

tee pay serious attention to the critical educational and societal

implications of the growing gap between those who get an es-
.

sentially academic education and those who, because of an alleged

incapacity to handle this, get a vocational education. Others,

including the National School Boards Association, from whose

testimony I have quoted, speak forcefully and eloquently in be-

half of giving a strong education in the basic academic skills

to students pursuing a predominantly vocational education.

Their future job placement and economic security in a rapidly

developing technological society depends on their having a strong

grounding in reading, writing and math, the. subjects upon which
H

all further learning will be based.

But the gap between the education of the academic and the
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vocational student no,t only requires appropriate academic in-.

fusions into vocational educatip. It requires, as well, voca-

tional additions to academic education. Our society is becoming

one in which thOse who work with their heads and those who work

with their hands have 14ttle contact and even less understanding.

It is the view of aiincfeasing number of private school

principals, and I feel sure of public school heads as well, that

the learning skills of their academic, college-bound students

must include those needed for'functioning in at least a minimally

effective way in a mechanized, teehnological age. Vocational

education is an important component of everyone's education.

The'Commission an Excellence in Education.put it this way:

"The high school curriculum should also provide
students with programs requiring rigorous effort in
subjects.that advance students' personal, educational
and occupational goals, such as the fine and performing
arts and vocational education. These areas complement
the New Basics, and they should demand the same level
of performance as the Basics.".

It is our view that vocational educatiok, as currently

oriented, cio's not meet the goals of a learning society and the

needs of 4 vigorous democracy. And from the standpoint of pri-

vate schools, there is little in Vocational education a.
/'

it now.

exists to attract.private School participation.4.

4
Our overall strong recommondation to the Committee is that

vocational education programs be flexible erfOugh to be.useful

to all students. As I said last year in a r pot to a House

Committee looking into private schocl partii ion in vocational

education programs: "Just as war is too important to be left
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to the generals, so vocational education is too important to

be left only to vocational education fessionas." The future

of our' increasingly methanized-and technologically oriented

society requires all Students to be literate in subjects and

skills which are1properly within the purview, f vocational edu

entice:, The big 410, as in all education, is to bring students'

and subject togcther in an effective way. We need the best

brains from the public and privatd sectors'to do,this.

In summary, vocational education' programs should be tailored

to meet the critical and enduring educational needs of a changing

society. Vocational education should no longer be considered

the dumping ground for students who are academically weak, but

rather an integral component of every child's education flexibly. '

offered to meet differing heeds. Vocational education can play a

larger, more important role in education only if it candltrans-

form itself to meet the needs of all students. If that happens

it will be4worthy of our full support and gratitude..

As an important postscript, we find that both the "AVA bill"

and the Adminis.r Jr make no reference at all to private school

participation. We i..J.der this a most serious omission and trust

it will be correntel.

r-D
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Attachment A

The members of the Council for American Private Education
include the following:

The, American Lutheran Church

American Montessori Society

The Association of Evangelical Lutheran Churches
Associati6n of Military Colleges and Schools of the U.S.
Christian Schools International
Friends Council on Education
Luthirin Church - Miasouri Synod

'National Association of Episcopal Schools
National Association of Independent Schoola
National Association of Private Schools for Exceptional Children
National Catholic Educational Association
National Society for Nebula Day Schools

Seventh-day Adventist Board of Education, K-12
Solomon Schecter Day School Association
U.S. Catholic Conference

State Associations in 25 states

r

I
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STATEMENT

of the

AMERICAN ASSOCIATIoN (IF RETIRED PERSONS

on

Vocational education Act Reauthorization

I. INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and members of. the Subcommittee on Educatiop,

Arts, and Humanities, the American Association of Retired Persons

welcomes the opportunity to submit testimony at your hearing on

vocational education legislation. The Association's statement

will focus on the need to make the Vocational Education Act more

responsive to the needs of older Americans.

AARP strongly supports S. 554 the 040er Americans Vocational

Edueatiol,Act. We urge the Subcommittee to incorporate the pro-

visions in S. 554 in the vocational education bill reported,out

by thd Labor and Human' Resources Committee.

S. 554 q q sound approach for providing necessary training

and supportiv'e services to enable unemployed or underemployed older'

Americans to obtain gainful work and to move intia the mainstream

of American life. The bill fully recognizes the imoortAce of

vocational education for older Americans and make: the present

law more effectNive and better balanced in serving their needs.

A' four-prcng oproach is incorporated in the bill to achieve

these objeptiyes. The, centerpiece is a new state older Americans

vocational education program with an authorized funding level of

$89 million (states, territories.and 1ossessions). Pfiority at-

tention wou1/41 1)1 given to projects serving older Americans (1)

entering the work force for the first time, (2) needing retraining*

for a new job after becoming unemployed, and (3) needing retraining

ter new employment reauirinirknow4edge of high technology. A

10-percent cap on administrative expenses would help to assure

' thatolder Americans are, in fact, the beneficiaries of this

legislati411.

/4
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Second, S. 554 funds national demonstration programs to focus

attention op the special vocation needs of older persons and to
. I

promote employment Moportunities fo them. AAld, considers this

to be a sound and cost effective approach because national demon-
/

stration protects can be replicated throughout the country. The
01.

demonstrations would focus on high priority actions to promote

the employment of older Americans, including:
. 4

-- Training and retraining;

/pisisting,older persons to make midlife career changes,

especially disklace6 homemakers;
X

-- Providing counseling, referral and other support services

4 for employment opportunities for older individuals: and

-- Encouraging private and government employers to offer

e more job'training Opportunities for older, Americans.

Third, the bill would establish a clearinghouse Concerning

training and retraining oreorams for older persons. The clear-

inghouse would collect and disseminate information on vocational

pducation training, retraining and placement services available

for older Americans.

Pour, S. 554 would make eechnical amendments to the Vocational

Education Act to clarify that older workers are among the target

.populations to be served.

These,provisions arc urgently-needed, and can make the present

vocational education law mre responsive to the special pArblems

of older persons.
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modity the definiticr of "older American" to include persons 55

years og older, rather than 45 or older as in the present bill.

This is °imply to achieve more effective targeting of scarce

resources.

II. Reasons to Include Old.zr Persons in Vocational EdupAon

E221.2.121i°n

A. Older Americans Want and Need to Work

Education and employment opportunities are clearly high

priorities for aged and aging Americans. This point was made

emphatically in a 1980 Association survey which found that 74

percent of 55-64 year olde wanted to continue in some type of

paid part-time work beyond retirement.

Another study conducted for the Association this year--by

Hamilton 1. Staff of Chevy Chase, MD--found a strong work-ethic

among the elderly. Older Americans who were employed prefdrred

work to retirement by more than a three-to-one margin-*-74 percent

wanted to continue working, 21 percent favored retirement, and

the remaining 5 percent did not know. Among low-income retirees- -

those with income under $4,000--there was general dissatisfaction

with retirement. This lower-income group-Layored work to retire-
.

ment by nearly a two-to-one margin (65 percent to 35-percent).

Information from this survey was cbtained through half-hour

telephone interviews from a national random sample of 1,350 persons

55 years or older.

The Association d long-standing policy sypporting in-

creased flexibility in work arrannements. We have attempted to

be a model employer in offering our c.ployees a whole menu of work
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options, including part-time enployment, full-time work, flexi-

timc, phased retirement and other work arrangements.

Quite clearly, the "grwing" of the work forceis already

forcing reassessment of existing work-life patterns. Unfortunately,'

today. work is oftentimes an "all-or-nothing" proposition. People

may work full -time 40 to 45 years and vier retire abvp:ly at 65

or earlier. tidily older Americans, however, would like something

in between working full-time and not at all. Vocational education

for elderly persons can be an effective means to achieve this

objective or to make possible a career switch suitable to an

inaividual's preferences..

Vocational training or retraining is also essential for older

persons who must learn new skills, especially when their oreselit

ones have been displaced by technological advances. A 1981 Louis S

Harris poll for the National Council on the Aging revealed that

about two out of five older persons (39 percent) 55-64 years

would either be interested or very interested in learning new

skills or participating in a job training program to obtain new

employment.

That same poll made it clear that employment is a Major reason

for older individuals to enroll in training activities. About 6

portent of respondents 55 to 64 year's old took educational courses

to acquire marketable job skills.

These pressures may be even greater today because older

Amnricans have been whipsawed by record-breaking and near record-

breaking unemployment during the past year. The national

1

5 9
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unemployment situation remains serious, although there are some

signs of improvement. However, persons 55 or older have not been

helped much.

For example, unemployment declined by 299,000 for ir..ividuals.

under 55 years old from August to Septembee. However, joblessness

actually increased by 23,000 for persons 55 or older, from 757,000

in August to 780,000 in September.

Long-term unemployment for the older worker continues to be
6

serious. Jobless individuals 55 to 64 years old are unemployed

on the average for 27.9 weeks, compa&ed co 19.4 weeks

for unemployed persons 16 o older. The net impact is that the

average'duration of joblessness is 44 percent longer for 15P.mployed'

individuals 55 to 64 years old than for those persons 16 or older.

Older Americans have also not shared in the growth in jok.a

during the past year. The number of persons under 55 years of

age in the civilian labor force during the past year increased

by 1.510,000 from September 1982 to September 1983. on the

other hand, the civilian labor force declined by 163,000

for persons 55 or.older, from 15,361,000 last September to 15,198,000

in September 1983.

This bleak situation really represents only the tin of the

iceberg because there is a substantial amount of "hidden" unemploy-

ment among people 55 or older. These individuals may not show up

in th Departmdnt of Labor's statistical count. However, large

numbers of older persons are dropping out of the labor force to

take actuarially reduced Social Security benefits. In fact, 87

percent of all persons claiming retired worker's benefits 4n 1978
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applied before age 65. Many persons 55 or older have simply given

up looking for work after a long and futile search. Others believe

that they have no chance because of near record-breaking

unemployment.

The evidence is clear and convincing, though, that large

numbers of persons 55 or older want or need to work. High unem-

ployment has contributed to the sharp rise in poverty among older

Americans. Poverty has jumped'by 1 million foe, persons 55 or older

during the oast four years--from 5.l million in 1978 to 6.1 million

in 1982. And, poverty is likely to increase again in 1983 for

older Americans because (1) Social Security beneficiaries will

not receive a cost-of-living increase in 1983, and (2) unemploy-

ment for persons 55 or older will be exceptionally high by histOrical

standards throughout 1983.

B. Vocational Education Crucial for Displaced Homemakers

One of the chief target groups for the present Vocational

Educational Act is displaced homomakers, who represent a growing

segment in our society. Present i.ocational education efforts are

directed toward younger displaced homemakers.

Many older homemakers are discovering that they are ill -

prepared

-

to adjust to their new roles, after the loss of their

husbands through death or divorce. These displaced homemakers

are oftentimes thrust into the job market when they have little

-or no marketable skills, or at best their skills are o.natly

outdated. Yet, they are frequently too young to retire, but

employers may consider them too old to hire because of their

age and obsolete work skills--despite the valuably protection of

the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.

592
7"-
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These problems are especially acute for minority women. For

example, about 31 percent of all older black families are headed

by women 55 years or older witp no husband present, vompared to

10 percent for white families with an older head of household.

A sound and sensible strategy to help older displaced home-

makers is crucial because most married women today can expect to
4

be widowed at some time in their life. On the avera+ widows

win survive their deceased husbands by 18 years. In 1979,

about 80 percent of all women 45 to 54 years old were married;

4 percent were single; 8 percent were widowed; and 8 percent were

divorced.

Widowhood,inci'eases sharply with advancing age--to 19 percent

for these 55 to 64 years old, 41 percent Or women 65 to 74, and .

almost 70.percent for females 75 or oldeY.

Today more older women work than at any time in our history..

Some work to supplement their husband's earnings. Others want to

work because they prefer to remain active. Large numbers must

work to Make ends meet, especially older women who are divorced

or widowed. During the past three decades, the labor force

participation rate for women 55 to 64 years old has jumped from

27 percent in 1950 to 42 percent in 1979. Many women in th! 50's,

60's and even more advanced ages will want or need to work during

the 1980's and beyond. Vocational education can be an effective

tool to give tgem greater options and to help them to overcome

barriers to employment and reemployr.ent.

C. Demographic and Economic Reasons

Today's economic and demographic realities make it apparent

that the trend toward earlier and full retirement may simply be
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too costly for our nation, public and private pension programs,

employers, and workers. The cost of paying for retirement is

becpming more burdensome because Americans are retiring earlier

and living longer.

Life expectancy at the upper ages has alsd risen sharply.

When Social Security benefits were first paid in 1940, life

,,-expectancy for women 65 years old, was 13.7 years. By 1980, it

had increased by 36 percent, to 18.7 years. In the year 2000,

a 65-year old female can expect to live another 21.1 years, or

54 percent longer than a similarly situated older woman in 1940.

Life expectancy for older men has Also risen, although not

as dramatically as for older women. Life expectancy for men '

65 years old has increased by 19 percent, from 12.0 years in 1940

to 14.3 years ill 1980. Social Security actuaries project that

a 65-year old male will live, on the average, 15.8 more years in

2000a or 32 percent longer than in 1940. ..

ThesAlacts make it evident that our nation must reverse the

trend toward earlier and earlier retirement. AARP believes that

there should be positive incentives for persons to work to more

advance,' ages--such as abolishing mandatory retirement and

phasing out the Social Security retirement test. We strongly

oppose the provision in the 1983 Social Security Act Amendmests

t to raise the eligibility age for full benefits from 65 to 67.

Another positive incentive is to make vocational educational

opportuni es more readily available for bider Americans. This

will not only help'persons 55 or older but alb. our nation. For

example, the revitalization of the American economy can benefit

31-254 0 - 84 - 38

594
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significantly from the input of older workers--in the same manner

that it can benefit from the employment of women and minorities.

No nation can ever achieve its full potential if some of its

most experienced workers, such as older Americans, are banished

to the sidelines. Much more can be achieved by'a comprehensive

training program to maxfmize jou opportunities for allAmericans,

whether they are young or old; black, white or another color; or

men or women. In all these cases, though, the payoff hinges on

effective education for these new or former workers so that they

can realize their full productive potential.

D. Existing Vocational Education Act Focuses on Younger Perpons

The present Vocational Education Act is heavily tilted toward

younger' persons. Older Americans are not mentioned per se as I

priority group for f !rvices. In fact, there are only two min 7

references to older persons in the law. Section 134(a)(7) p rides

that basic grants may be used to establish vocational resource

centers to meet a long list of needs of out-of-school individuals,

including entering the labor market late in life. Section 150(b)

authorizes vocational education funds to encourage outreach "programs

for youths and adults,
1
including the aged, young children,

handicapped persons and others.

Federal vocational education funds are allocated to states

,according to a two-factor formula based on population and per

capita income. This formula is heavily weighted toward younger

- persons. Additionally, federally funded vocational education

programs offered at community colleges, high school centers for

adults and women's centers ra kddress the needs of older women,

09j
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even though the current Vocational Education Act recognizes that

displaced homemakers especially need such services.

III. Conclusion

In conclusion, AARP stronglyipelieves that vocational

education should be for all age groups. A more positive and

coherent national 'lder worker policy needs to be developed.

Today many persons seem to regard the trend toward earlier

and earlier retirement as inevitable, and perhaps even desirable.

AARP challenges this notion. We believe, instead, that_our

policies should provide older Americans with-aWide range of

options, depending upon their needs and desires. One positive

means to accomplish this goal is to build on present training

and etucational components of the Vocational Education Act.

The Older Americans Vocational Education Act is a soundly

conceived and fiscally responsible approach to provide the

framework to make this objective a reality. For these reasons,

we reaffirm our support for this legislation and urge the Sub-

committee to incorporate it in the reauthorization of the

Vocational Education Act.

3
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Lear Senator Staffordi

I am writing on behalf of ACLD. Inc., An Association
For Children and Adults with Learning Disabilities.
je want to thank you for the opportunity to submit
written testimony for inclusion in the hearing
record on the ".special ropulUtions" for the
Vocational Education Act.

ACLL,Inc. feels that theta are three major areas
of concern, in regards toPthe "special populations"
section especially the SLD section of the Vocational
Education Act. ore feel that they are,

1.A strong need to keep intack the "set-aside"
. and matching fund provisions.
2.To tighten up on the IEP requirement in the

Vocational Act as it is required in PL 94-142.
3.To maintain a strong data collection system.

As was stated by 34 of the 38 states that participated
in the questionaire sent to them from the committee

ry on Education and Labor, jubcommittee on Select
Education on Aay 12, 1982i their responce was "The
set -a -sides must be preserved." Also as quoted by
one of the state, " The speoial needs thrust did
not get started prior to the set-a-sides. There
are many in Vocational education who are in
competition for dollars that would deemphasite
serving persons with special needs in order to
preserve programs for regular students." Therefore
the handicapped and especially the .:LL would be
denied appropriate Vocational services if the "Set-
a-side" was eliminated.

In regards to the IEr component of the Vocational
Education Act and PL 94-142, it this component is
not strictly complied with, we will not be appropriately
serving the special population in the vocational
programs. Because the 'EP is the means by which the
students would be able to receive the special support

r

. .....
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Senator Robert T. Stafford

October 6, 1983

denims that the special population (SLD) would need. I have
seen this type of problem develop in ay own area because a student
did not have listed in the IEP the support services needed, there-
fore they were not able to benefit from the Vocational Education
Program.

The third concern of ACLD was the need'to have a strong data
collection and reporting system. It is felt that without the
data being reported the people in government would be unableA7o
accurately assess the true performance of programs, and how ft
relates to the dollarifspent. It would also be one of the means
of enforceing the lawabscause than school systems would know that
they would have to accountable for their programs anddollars
spent.

Again we are gratefUl to you for this opportunity to make ou
position on Ihe "Special Populations" known to you, the Committee
on Labor and Human Resources, and Subcommittee on Education, Arta
and'Humanities.

col Jean Petersen
Committee

Dorothy C ord, President
Vocational ommittee Members

41

a

Respectfully,

4,1644' AlL4.141"Q

Alice Bernard
Vocational Committee, Chairman

4
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National Astiottration of Home Builders
15th and NI SIKeets. N W., Washington. D.C. 20005

Telex 89.2600 1202182243400

ilam Pntle
ISM Prrtadent

October 24, 1988

The Honorable Robert Staffofd
Chai rman

Subcodinittee on Education,'Art and
the Humanities

United States Senate
309 D Senate Courts
Wastiington, D.C. 20510

Dear Chairman Stafford:

On behalf of the 115,000 members of the National Association of Home
Builders, I am submitting these comments on the reauthorization of
federal vocational education legislation and the need for a closer

o relationship between the private sector and ,locational education.
NAHB supports the efforts of the Senate Subcimmittee on Education,
Arts, and Humanities to strengthen federal vocational education
legislation by recognizing the vital contributions of the private

sector. Our association stands ready to Work Oth you towards this
end.

In January, 1983; NAHB passed a policy resolution on federal
vocational education legislation. It called on Congress to enact

authorizing vocational education legislation that would "expand
relevant training and retraining programs serving the nation's vuth,
displaced workers, and the home building industry."

These comments will be divided into two parts: the first is background
information on NAHB's track record in conducting training and
placement activities and the second includes recommendations for
federal vocational educatibn legislation.

HousingShelteaor the People '..lobs.for the Economy
,
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The Honorable Robert Stafford
Page Two
October 24, 1983

NAHB Traging and Placement Activities .

NAHB is the largest federated membership organization of employers in
the residential construction industry. Its 115,000 members include '

builders, subcontractors, architects, realtors, and suppliers of

building materials. There are 800 state and local NAHB chapters.

NAHB is a leader in the training and placement of new workers into the
ranks of the home building industry, Our programs emphasize

on- the -Job, training through pre-apprenticeship and apprenticeship.
Trainees perform to the expectations of builders and subcontractors at

actual work sites. Through the Home Builders Institute, programs are
offered in the areas of plumbing, electrical, painting, carpentry,
solar installation, heating and air conditioning, brick masonry,
cement masonry, building pd apartment maintenance, landscaping, floor
covering and plastering. There is related classroom instruction and

tailor-made piacement services. Over the years NAHB has made a

concerted effort to involve women, minorities, economically-
disidvantaged youth, displaced workers and Vietnam veterans in

straining programs. .

Of growing pride to NAHB are the numerous an and rural community,

development projects that have been unWeeGken. ,A trip to downtown

Baltimore or the South Bronx in New York Oty showcases the
unbelievable results that young NAHB trainees and journeyman
instructors can achieve as,part of a public-private training program
that has, as an element, the very realistic goal of community
improvement.

........,

NAHB's placement services are comprehensive. For the past several

years the housing industry has suffered its steepest plunge since

World War II. Yet despite the gloomy statistics, NAHB trainees have
been placid in, jobs within the industry. NAHB employs full-time
placement coordinators who contact boil home builder association

'members and other contractors on a regular basis to assess their

employment prospects. These same individuatrilso make sure new
trainees obtain transportation and secure hoiging tnithe vicinity of
their new jobs. When necessar , they arrange relocation assistance. ,

With NAHB's computer capabili ies, area are identified where there is

a demand for skilled, entry-1 vel manpo4er: It is important to

emphasize, however, that NAHB placement efforts are successful because
the training programs are designed to be responsive to the needs and
expectations of our association bf employers. NAHB members know that

the Home Builders Institute can be.beld accountable for the well
4. trained men and women that graduate,from its training programs.

...
No
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Morywer, according to the 1982 edition of the U.S. Department of
Labor's publication Occupational Projections and Training Data,
employment 1q nearly all the ConstrucYon trades will increase
'throughout tRis decade. There is a'pent up demand for new homes.
Forecasters predict that an estimated 2.5 million new construction
craftsmenIsill be needed within the next eight years. There will be
an acute shortage unless training programs are in place to provide
skilled wakers.

NAHB cannot train all of the youth and adults who will be needed by
our industry. Home builders recognize that public school secondary
and postsecondary vocational education programs are a significant

't source of new entrants into the industgy, since essentially all
vocational eduCation construction curriculums are oriented toward home
building and small commercial, work. These facts underscort how vital
it is for our industry to work with,public secondary and pdstsecondary
vocational education programs in the construction-trades.

lecommendations for Federal
;Vocational. Education Legislation

NAHB's recommendations for federal vocational education legislation
are based upon the home building industry's extensive experience with
training and plakment'activities. They are pragmatic recommendations
which, if adopted, will give our association an opportunity t.
contribute more significantly to vocationa' education programs and,
most importantly, will result in a personal payoff to vocational
education students because they will be better prepared for the real
world of work.

1. Federal vocational education legislation should encourage joint
colleoration between vocational educators and a consortium of
private sector employers andlor tride associations to develop
curriculum and a lie research related to program improvement

noan tec ogca c ang n occupational areas. Universities
. are the experts in pedagogy. Employers are the experts in job

requirements. A partnership in curriculum development and
applied research must be instituted and is..ilong overdue.

2. Federal vocational' education legislation should support training
programs in remodeling restoration and rehabilitation. It is
in the nation's economic interest to promote training in
remodeling, restoration and rehabilitation. Of the estimated 90
million homes in the existing housing inventory, a substantial

A
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number are in substandard condition. Many do not meet building
code standards. A large numberlare energy inefficient. As

growing scarcities drive up the cost of resources needed to build
new homesA the value of training 'people to rehab older properties
becomes increasingly ev44-"t.

Note: NAHB presently is operating successful residential rehab
training programs using Job Corps trainees. NAHB contracts
with the U.S. Department of Labor, the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development and local home builder
associations to make properties, available to renovate and then
provide young people an opportunity to acquire marketable
skills in the area of renovation work.

3. Federal vocational education legislation should allow schools to
collaborate with local employers in extending the 4nstructioWiT.
year. An "extension" of the school year into the summer months
could afford expanded opportunities for vocational education
students to gain experience working with employers. For the
home building industry, builders prefer "hands-on" training
and have"the greatest amount of work during the summer months.

4. Federal vocational education legislation should encourage
edilcational,agenc es an nst u ons o work w oca

overnments an privafe sector employers in off -site community
eve opment progra* and projais. Such community development.
allow students to 5Trained-in a real work setting. Local
business and industry is involved 6y_supplying technical,

administrative acid job placement expertise; the local community
is revitalized; and vocational education becomes the institutional
delivery system associated with long-term community improvement.

5. Federa4 l vocational education legislation should require states to
plan for technical updating andrupgrading of teachers that is
done in collaboration with a consortium ef private sector
em lo ers unions and/or trade associations with expertise in
t e occupa on. s wou prov ee a new oppor un y or

linkages between those who have responsibility for the
certification of teachers and, the private sector. It would also
assure Oat the rapid technological advancements associated with
vocational education be given emphasis as part of
teachers' in-service educ 'on.

6. Federal vocational education legislation should support
LIcAltlervocational education graduaths

C 0 ay
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with the private sector, particularly in those areas with high
unemployment. NAHB has a proven track record in the placement of
trainees within the industry. It is noteworth, that NAHB has
maintained a high placement record for new trainees even in the
toughest times for the industry and with the most seriously dis-
advantaged students.

This high placement record is, in part, due to the fact that:
(1) NAHB employs full-time placement coordinators who assist

graduates of NAHB training programs to find jobs within the
industry. These coordinators have excellent ties to contractors
and subcontractors. When necessary, they arrange relocation
aSsistance. (2) NAHB staff takes responsibility for the
paperwork associated with the targeted jobs tax credit. This
helps the employer save time and money. (3) Graduates of NAHB
training programs receive a set of tools to take to their first
job. Employers view this acquisition as a signal that the new
worker is Committed to the trade and is prepared to go to work
immediately., A new worker who has to borrow tools detracts from
the overall productivity of the work crews. These and other
successful placement techniques and incentives used by NAHB should
be associated with and utilized by public school vocational
education programs.

7. Federal vocational education legislation should provide incentives
to the empToyer community to encoura e-their sponsorship of
intensive and com rehensive on -the -fob internships andfor extended
trainer oppor un es. Employers who ire gradua NAHB
training programs know that the new employee has been trained at a
real work site for an extended period of time and has "hands -on"
training experience. Moreover, it is cost- effective and
realistic for an employer to train an individual in the latest
technology of the occupation when it is associated with ongoing
efforts.

Summary

It is in the best interests of vocational education that a strong
working relutionship with employers be forged. The federal government
is in a position to maximize the contributions of both partners. The
National Association of Home Builders offers its recommendations in
the spirit of fostering collaborative training programs that use the

strengths,of the vocational education enterprise and the expertise of
employers. Both partners have a commitment to the training and
placement of individuals for nsubsidized employment.

COd
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We support the ongoing efforts of Congress in recognizing vocational
education as an important vehicle for training. We will be pleased to
work with the subcommittee in developing new vocational education
legislation.

Sincerely,

Harry yde
President

Attachment
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CAUFORNIA ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCAIIONAI EDUCATION .

1100 S WI 111440011O
SACAAA*000. CA SOI4

October 5, 1983

Hon. Robert Stafford
United States Senate
Subcommittee on Education, Arts,
New Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Our Senator Stafford:

and Humanities

Ge0OGI 0111MMIXAN. Govofoot

G

The Advisory Council is'submitting the attached California position statement regarding
the reauthorization of federal vocational education legisaltion for your upcoming

hearing ln October 18. This position statement reflects the collective efforts of

vocational education professionals, state agency representatives, and Advisory Council

members, We are hopeful your committee will give consideration to the various
recommendations contained in the statement when effecting new federal 'policy for

vocational education. Such policies are needed to assist California address its

citizens' nee°, for vocational education and Job training.

As an additional note, the Council is pleased with certain aspects of the new Job
Training Partnership Act rich places emphasis on Auch program components as:

Performance Standards
Competen;-based Instruction
Basic Education Skill Requirements
Job Specific Training
Work Site Skill Development
Preemployment Training
Counseling and Guidance
Program Evaluation
Placement
Intake and Assessment

Continued emphasis should be given to the inclusion of these components in the
reauthorization of federal policy for vocational education. These components are

essential to assure program quality, accountability and more effective use of existing

public Job training resources within the state.

Please let us know how we can be of further assistance.

Sincerely,

41141..i
Gaylord Boyer
President

Enclosure
cc: Hon. Alan Cranston

Hon. Pete Wilson
CACVE Members
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INTRODUCTION

Representatives of 14 vocational education profession'al groups and agencies in

California have discussed major issues related to reauthorization of federal

vocational education legislation. The pages which follow represent a consensus

among these representatives regarding a. California position on, reauthorization.

The primary purpose of vocational education is preparation for employment- -first

job, upgrading. or retrainingwith due regard for the needs of all persons

enrolled in vocational education as they seek to become economically

self-dependent. Freedom to select, prepare for, and engage in an occupation of

one's choice is an element of prime concern in California and the nation.

It is the purpose of federal legislation to cooperate with the states in

improving and extending all functions related to vocational education because

vocational education is a national conceh. Consequently, it is imperative that

California identify the nature of federal support needed to offer quality

programs and improve the State's ability to serve the unique vocational

education needs of its diverse population.

It is intended that the issues and recommendations developed by this

representative glioup in California will be distributed generously throughout the

State, and directed specifically to national policy makers and members of

Congress.

C
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ISSUE: Identification of Vocational Education Subject Matter Areas

RECOMMENDATION: California supports federal legislation that will identify

vocational education and training which includes, but is not

limited to the following instructional areas:, agricultural

education; business and office education; guidance; health'

occupations; home economics related occupations; consumer and

RATIONALE:

1. Achievement of legislative intentlis dependent upon a clear

understanding of the law, and such an understanding depends on simple

and complete definitions.

bookmaking education; industrial arts; marketing"arld

distributive education; trade and industrial education; and

technical education.

2. Vocational education must be defined in such a manner to ensure

leadership support for vocational education instructional areas at all

levels.

3. The qualifying elements in the definition of vocational education

shobld be: (a) recognition that vocational education is job specific

preparation for work, (b) this instruction should assist in helping

individuals,make informed career decisions, and (c) must include

related employability instruction necessary to assist individuals to

achieve their occupational objectives and to become employable.

2
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ISSUE: Vocational Education Terminoloay.

RECOMMENDATION: California supports federal legislation that specifies a

uniform set of definitions that apply to all vocational

education and employment dining acts.

RATIONALE:

1. States, local education and employment training agencies lack common

definitions of vocational education and other terms.

2. Definitional problems have resulted in dual reporting, incomplete and

faulty data, difficulty in dealing with federal and state legislatures,

policy boards, and fiscal control agencies.

3. 'Common definitions would improve and simplify reporting and save money.

4. A uniform set of definitions will assist (a) the State more adequately

define vocational education and employment training programs, and (b)

LEAs improve their working relationships with the employment community.

5. Examples of terms to be defined include the following:

"disadvantaged," "handicapped," "ancilliary services," "placement,"

"course,r "class," "program," and "vocational education."

3
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ISSUE: Program Maintenance and Improvement

RECOPAENOATION: California supports !peal legislation which allows the use

of federal funds for the maintenance and improvement of

programs which are responsive to an employment need and have

satisfied program objectives to prepare people. for work.

RATIONALE: -

I. Fewer State and local dollars are available for education and
. ,

vocational education in particular thus requiring a continued federal

investment in the nation's employment training capacity.

-'.2. Training on equipment_ which- is obsolete and outdated will not meet

current job standards of business and industry.

3. Rapidly changing technology and the need to revitalize our nation's

industrial capacity requires the renewal of facilities, equipment, and

personnel.

4. Quality of vocational education is assdred by training with equipment

currently in use by business and industry.

5. States and local ucation agencies will continue to fund the basic

cost of teachers salaries, benefits, and common instructional supplies

for vocational education programs with state and local funds.

6. Program maintenance and imp-ovement of existing quality programs w414

'assure our nation of a superior international position 'in productivity

'and competition.

7. It is anticipated that federal funds will continue to beavailable for

.development of new programs within the schools and in business and

industry.

4
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1SSOE: Support Services Needed for a Comprehensive Vocational

Education Program.

RECOMMENDATION: California supports federal legislation that will provide

special emphasise for comprehensive support services including,

but not limited to, administration, supervision, counseling

and guidance, placement and follow-up, as allowable

expenditures for vocational education.

RATIONALE:

1. Quality vocational education requires comprehensive services in ,

addition to job preparation to make individuals employable.

2. Current State and federal budget restrictions haveled to lost revenue

in the State's economy.

3. The current Act tends to discourage support services necessary for

quality program delivery.

4. Federal support dollars to shore up this essential effort are

imperative to assure the continued flow of qualified workers into the
job market.

5
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ISSUE: itedards for Vocational Education

RECOMMENDATION: California supports federal legislation that will enable the

State to establish standards for vocational education. Such

standards should be mandated for vocational education within

the State. and determined with input from all vocational'

education delivery systems including professional

organizations, State staff. community-based organizations,

representatives of business and industry, and Private lidustry

Councils.
;.

RATIONALE:

1. The primary focus of vocational education is job specific preparation

for work, and program standards assure that students are trained to meet

the standards of business and industry'.

i(
2. Program standards are essential to program de ivery to

a. provide a basis-for accountability in vocational education

b. measure and ensure the quality of vocational education

4

c. vindicate comparability and level of training among statewide

programs

d. provide for program improvement

e. allow for more productive and efficient use of instructional staff

and services

6
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ISSUE: Preservice and Inservice Education for Vocational Education

Personnel

RECOMMENDATION: California supports federal legislation which provides funds

for preservice and inservice clucation for vocational

education personnel.

RATIONALE: r--

1. Personnel development training programs (preservice and inservice) are
`essential elements for maintaining quality'vocational education.

2. The cucrent'Act is restrictive in the use of funds for personnel

development activities and the federal commitment must be redefined.

3. Preservice education is needed to assist skilled persons to become

competent vocational education teachers.

4. Preservice education ettablishes and maintains a pool of qualified and.N.
competent vocational education personnel.

5. inservice education is needed to upgrade and update the skills of

vocational education personnel.

6. inservice education maintains the competency of vocational education

personnel assuring that students completing vocational education

programs meet the current standards of business and industry.

P
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ISSUE: Vocational Education Student Organizations

RECOMMENDATION: California supports federal legislation (and accompanying

regulations) that recognizes4 defines, and allows the use of

federal vocational education funds for the support of

vocational education student organizations and their

activities that are integral to vocational education

instructional programs.

4

RATIONALE:

1. These organization? have proven to be an effective part oV the

edecational process.
_ _ _

2. It is essential that the federal vocational education legislation "

recognize and support vocational education student organizationi in

order that states and"local education agencies will be encouraged to

utilize.And support this important and effective instructional method.

3. Vocational education student organizations are unique in their

lea r;hAp development potential.

8
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ISSUE:
State Administration and Leadershi

RECOMMENDATION: California supports federal legislation which directs the
Oates to determine the administrative structure needed to
coordinate and administer federal vocational education funds.
This structure useensure that all functions related to

vocational education and training adequately address national
concerns and goals.. Federal

legislation should. encourage

states to designate an administration system that will:
devote a substantial portion of its time to extending the
state programs of vocational education;--

not be so saddled with other
responsibilities and details

that vocational education
receives little:or no attention;

relates vocational education in the state to Omen, labor
marina, and economic development goals;

have the authority to approve vocational education programs
regardless of setting, level, or institutional delivery.
system;

provide effective state leadership needed for the purpose of
administration of vocational education.

RATIONALE: ,

1. Since the purpose of federal
legislation is to extend and improve all

functions related to vhcatiooal education in the states, it follows
that the administration of the system must necessarily be largely in
the hands of the states.

2. The state should have
an administrative structure unique to its needs

to effectively carry out its role.

3. The administrative structure must have the responsibility to perform
the function of state planning,

policy making, program approval,
federal fund distribution, budget review, evaluation, technical
assistance, and program coordination and articulation.

9
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ISSUE: Coordination and Linkages of Vocational Education and

Employment Training Programs

RECOMMENDATION: California supports federal legislation, which encourages: (1)

coordination of vocational education and employment - related

training programs; (2) more effective use of governmental

agency advisory committees (which are representative of

business, industry, labor, education, government, and the

general public); and (3) linkages'among such programs which

will prevent duplication and overlapping of services to obtain

the'maxinum benefit of funds.

,

RATIONALE:

1. Unneeessary duplication and inconsistent policy directiono among

various agencies, results in ineffective use of resources.

2. Federal, state, tistl locaP agencies create general and specific adviltry

commitpeewhich duplicate perionnel and organizational representation

resulting in inefficient use of participants' tine.

3. The economi imate requires maximum use of state and federal funds.

4. Cooperative working arrangements lead to improvement of-services,

programs, and use of funds.

5. Coordination and linkages among agencie h' as: vocational

education, CETA, rehabilitation, employment security agtocies, and

others is urgently needed.

:Al
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ISSUE: Coordination and Linkages of Vocational Education and

Employment Training Programs'

RECOMMENDATION: California supports federal legislation. which encourages: (1)

coordination of vocational education and employment-related

training programs; (2) more effective use of governmental

agency Advisory committees (which are representative of

business, industry, labor, education, government, and the

general public); and (3) linkages among such programs which

will prevent duplication and overlapping of services to obtain

the maximum benefit of funds.

RATIONALE:

I, Unnecessary duplication and inconsistent policy direction, among

various agencies, results in ineffective use of resources.

2. Federal, state, and local-agencieureate general and specific advisory

committees which duplicate person-Ilel and organizational representation

resulting in inefficient use of participants' time.

3. The economic climate requires maximum use of state and federal funds.

4. Cooperative working arrangements lead to improvement of services,

programs, and use of funds.

5. Coordination and linkages among agencies such as: vocational

education, JTPA, rehabilitation, employment security agencies, and

others is urgently needed.
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ISSUE: Local Advisory Committees

RECOMMENDATION: California supports federal legislation that mandates the use

of local program advisory committees to assist in the

development, operation, and evaluation of vocational education

programs and services. Local program advisory committees

representation should include, but not be limited to, labor,

management, government, education, and are individuals\

knowledgeable about the specific program.

RATIONALE:

1. Advisory committees are essential to keep vocational programs current

and responsive to local employment needs.

. 2. Since vocational education is designed to prepare individuals for

employment, the advice of employers is critical to the success of

student participation in programs.

3. Advisory committees have demonstrated their effectiveness in assisting

and offering advice in:

o developing curriculum;

o equipment selection;

o developing and designing facilities;

o identification and selection of personnel;

o placement of students; and

o linking of training programs with the private sector.

4. Effective use of advisory committees will dire :tly contribute to the

development and maintenance of quality vocational programs which are

needed to ensure the economic growth of our state and nation.

12
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ISSUE: State and National Advisory Councils

RECOMMENDATION: California supports federal legislation which includes state

and national advisory councils for vocational education.

These councils should be given clear, sforply focused

responsibilities to assist in improving vocational education's

capacity to produce graduates who can meet the needs of the

workplace. To carry out their responsibilities membership on

Such councils should be primarily comprised of persons hawing

a working knowledge about vocational education and shoull be

selected from public and private employers, self-employed

persons, representatives of labor, and vocational education.

Furthermore, the Motional Advisory Council for Vocational

Education should be limited in its term and charge in order to

be more effective in .tiering policy recommendations to the

President and Congress.

RATIONALE:

1. State advisory councils should be similar in membership compositiol to

local adOsory committees, dnd in their basic charge so that Oere will

be continuity in the information and direction given to vocational

education.

2. The potential for the integration and coordination of advice given will

be enhanced when the structure and responsibilities are similar between

lo:al and state advisory groups.

3. State advisory councils are critical information links,between the

employment community and state policy makers.

4. The membership of the National Advisory Council for Vocational

Education should betelmilar in composition to state and local advisory

groups.

CI
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ISSUE: Matching Requirements

RECOMMENDATION: California supports federal legislation whicn provides full

funding support for national priority proorams.

RATIONALE:

I. Shrinking local dollars do not allow matching of federal dollars, thus

resulting in national priorities not being fully implemented.

Attention given to meeting federal matching requirements hat resulted

in fewer dollars being available far maintaining quality in existing*

programs.

3. Vocational education students needing special assistance are not being

served because of the state's inability to match national priliority

funds.

4. This is a costly method and has resulted in excess paper work with more

attention given to compliance than to serving students.

5. National priorities should be totally funded by federal legislation.

14
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ISSUE: Block Grant Funding `of Vocational Education

RECOMMENDATION: California supports fedoral legislation which utilizes block
grants as a procedure for the distribution of federal.funds to
the states with the exception of a separate grant for consumer
and homemaking education.

Distribution within each state

should be deteneined,by the state on the basis of needs

identified in local plans. Such plans should address the
purposes, and allocate the resources specified in federal

legislation.

RATIONALE:

1. Vocational education is a national concern and priority, howeve'r, the
allocation of available resources is best determined by the states.

2. Block grants will allow the state greater flexibility in allocating
resources to meet the economic and

employment needs of the state.

3. States and local education agencies are in better positions to
determine the needs of vocational education students and the businesses
and industries they serve.

4. The distribution of funds based upon local planning will improve the
quality of vocational education.

C21
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ISSUE: :Funding for Consumer and Homemaking Education

RECOMMENDATION:. California supports federal legislation which provides

separate funding for Consumer and Homemaking Education.

RATIONALE:

1. Consumer and homemaking education has demonstrated its ability to serve

the needs of individuals to participate in both the work and family

setting.

1-4. Consumer and homemaking education is a good example of employability

- education in that it addresses unique family living problems whiih must

be solved before a person can actively participate in the work place.

a

3. A national priority and commitment to consumer and homemaking education

is necessary to ensure that it will be continued as a part of the.

educational process for all men and women.

4. Separate funding will provide incentives to encourage interdisciplinary

team approaches to consumer and homemaking education.

5. Categorical funding will ensure continuing successful consumer and

homemaking education (on campus arl off campus) programs for persont of

all ages with specific programs designed to meet the special needs of.

one parent families, battered spouses, abused children, teenagers, and

older adults, and with the dual roles of homemaker and wage earner.

16
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ISSUE: National Priority for the Promotion of Vocational Education

RECOMMENDATION: California supports federal legislation which allows the

commitment of resources to the promotibo of vocational

education.

RATIONALE:

1. Promotion will help publicize the fact that vocational education is an

investment in the human resources of our nation. "

2. The cost benefits of vocational education as a preventive program far

outweigh federal investments in remedial employment training efforts.

3. Vocational education needs to build a positive image in order to make

the programs attractive to all people.

4. Promotion and participation in vocational education programs will help

to raise the dignity and value of work.

5. Vocational education is a vehicle to reinforce basic skills so the

students will be able to apply them in the world of work.

6. Promotion will enable vocational education to become an integral part

of the comprehensive educational system.

7. In a society where all people, capable of it,'are expected to work it

is expected that the process preparing people for work be promoted as

an essential icational activity.

623
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Data Collection

111COMMINDATION: California supports federal legislation that calls for

collection and use of essential data concerning vocational

a

education for the purpose of local and state decision-making.

Provisions should be made to conduct an nnual data audit to

determine data collection accuracy and utilization. Data

collection and analysis for federal purposes which are not of

utility to the local and state decision making process should

be totally supported by federal funds. Futhermore, scientific

sampling techniques should be utilized to collect appropriate

data and information required by the federal act this should

be administered at the federal level.

IMONALE:

1. Currently there is an inordinate amount 9f time, effort, and expense

devoted to the collection and compiling of data of questionable value.

4

2. This effort has resulted in fewer dollars being available for irogram

delivery and detracts from the time available for program operation;.

3. Simplification of data collection and analysis will lessen the burden

on local and state vocational education personnel.

Senator Picui. Thank you very much for being here.
And we look forward to working with you and trying to get hop;

fully the bill through.
But if not, a set aside.
The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, the hearing was concluded at 12:40 p.m.]
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